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Electroweak Physics at the Large Hadron Collider with the ATLAS
Detector: Standard Model Measurement, Supersymmetry Searches,
Excesses, and Upgrade Electronics
Elodie Deborah Resseguie
E. Lipeles
This thesis presents searches for the production of charginos and neutralinos, supersymmet-
ric partners of the gauge bosons, decaying via W and Z bosons. To understand the dominant
background in these searches, WZ the WZ cross section measurement is also performed. The
measurement and searches were performed with both 36.1 fb−1 and 139 fb−1 of data collected at
√
s = 13 TeV with the ATLAS detector. The WZ cross section is measured to be 50.6 ± 3.6 fb
(statistical and systematic), which is consistent with the theoretical prediction calculated at next-to-
next-to leading order in QCD. The supersymmetric searches are motivated by two models: Higgsino
and wino production. The Higgsino search makes use of low-transverse-momentum leptons and leads
to the first result of Higgsino production at a collider experiment since the Large Electron-Positron
Collider. The wino production searches discussed in this thesis show a tension in the exclusion
limit with one search finding an excess of data above the background prediction and another search
targeting the same model and phase space which sees data consistent with the background predic-
tion. The excess is followed up with 139 fb−1 of data and the excess is found to be reduced. The
signatures of electroweak SUSY will continue to be very important measurements throughout the
life of the LHC but are difficult to perform because they require a lot of luminosity; as a result,
these searches will remain interesting during the High-Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) program, which
will deliver 3000 fb−1 of data. The increase in radiation during HL-LHC will require a new inner
detector. To test the performance of this new detector, the thesis also describes the testing of one
of the read-out chips, the HCC130, through calibration tests and irradiation.
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Preface
This thesis presents my work on the ATLAS experiment from 2014 to 2019. As a graduate student
at the University of Pennsylvania, I worked on the ATLAS experiment focusing on detector opera-
tions, detector upgrades, WZ cross section measurement, and electroweak supersymmetry (SUSY)
searches.
Hardware: HCC testing and irradiation
I began my research on ATLAS by working on the electronics for an upgraded tracker. In order to
gain more sensitivity to processes with small production cross sections, the rate of proton-proton
collisions must increase by a factor of ten; this configuration of the LHC is known as High-Luminosity
LHC (HL-LHC). The particles emerging from the collisions are measured by the ATLAS detector.
In the higher rate conditions, the inner part of the current ATLAS detector will no longer be able
to resolve charged particles due to the large number of collisions per crossing of proton bunches. As
a result, a new inner detector, made of silicon will take its place. I worked on testing one of the
application specific integrated circuits (ASICs), the hybrid controller chip or HCC130, used read-out
data from the silicon-strip sensors. I tested the HCC130, the prototype chip for the upgrade to the
inner detector before HL-LHC. The work is summarized in Chapter 4. I designed two boards for the
testing: one that would hold the HCC130 chip with protection diode, called the passive board, and
another which would have active components and the the field programmable gate array (FPGA)
and system-on-chip manufactured by XILINX, the MicroZed, called the active board. I selected
Digital-to-Analog converter (DAC) and Analog-to-Digital converter (ADC) integrated circuits to be
used on the active board to generate voltages for components on the board and read back voltages
from the HCC130. I designed the layout of the board, figuring out how all the signals would be
routed from the HCC130 and from each pin of each chip on the two boards. The two boards shown
xxvi
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in Appendix 13.1.
During this time, I also worked on the Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) code for the
DAC and ADC. By looking at the chip’s specification sheets, I determined which signals were needed
to control the DAC and ADC and read back their values, as well as the clocks needed for both. I
also wrote code in C that allows the user to select the DAC and ADC and, for the DAC, which
voltage to generate. This code interfaces between the user and the FPGA code that generates and
reads back signals from the DAC/ADC.
I wrote additional code to develop testing protocols to test the HCC130, which allowed us to
uncover some bugs in the chip design as well as provide a protocol for collaborators at Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory to test all HCC130 given to the collaboration for further studies. The
tests I performed on one block of the HCC130, the Analog Monitor (AM), were important in the
development of the AMAC, a monitoring chip based on the HCC130’s AM. This work can be found
in the upgrade Technical Design Report [1].
The detector will be exposed to a high level of radiation during operation of the HL-LHC, so
it is important to test the radiation tolerance of the chips; furthermore, early tests of a different
readout chip had shown that there was a rise in the current at low radiation doses. The HCC130
was irradiated to test for this current rise. For the HCC130 irradiation at Brookhaven National
Laboratory with cobalt-60, I was responsible for writing the data acquisition (DAQ) code. I installed
Linux on the microcontroller to be able to save the data collected. I wrote code to be able to perform
different tests at different frequencies. While we were waiting for irradiation, I took months of
calibration data to determine that the HCC130 and the DAQ system was stable in room-temperature
conditions. I was also responsible for the analysis of the data from the irradiation and from the
HCC130 testing. The results from irradiation have been helpful in determining that the HCC130
did not suffer from a large current bump at low total ionizing dose.
Operation: TRT DAQ
After working two years on the HCC130 testing, I moved to CERN where I started working as
part of the Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT) DAQ team. The TRT is part of the current inner
detector (ID), and we were responsible for ensuring that the TRT was functional and the TRT data
was of good quality during data-taking and during machine-development times. I was a DAQ expert
so part of my responsibilities included being on-call for a week at a time and responding to calls
from the personnel monitoring the TRT in the ATLAS control room, called ID shifters, at all hours.
The 2018 data taking would be taken at higher pileup conditions, meaning that the TRT would not
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be able to sustain the increase in data. As a result, we upgraded some of the electronics on our
boards. I participated in testing the new electronics and in the installation of electronics. After the
electronics upgrade, I calibrated the TRT to ensure uniform levels of occupancy. I also checked the
TRT for radiation damage by analyzing calibration runs; however, in 2016, only one calibration run
was completed. In 2017, I wanted the TRT to have many calibrations to see the impact of radiation
damage on the TRT as a function of luminosity. In order to collect these runs, the ID shifters need
to take calibration runs when there is no data taking. I wrote a training manual so they would be
able to take these calibrations and the experts would only need to analyze them. During this time,
there was a migration to cmake and all our software needed to change to work with this new method
of compilation, so I was involved in software changes as well.
After a year of working as part of the TRT DAQ team, I became a TRT DAQ coordinator and
was responsible for training new students and postdocs working on the TRT as well as organizing the
TRT tests conducted during machine development weeks. I led the effort in investigating software
resynchronizations that the TRT experienced during the high-µ part of the heavy ion run. We
believe that the resyncs are due to current increasing in the read-out electronics when the TRT
receives many trigger requests after a period of not receiving triggers, which cause the buffers to
fill up rapidly. I also wrote code so we would be able to change the settings of our trigger during
cosmic running to match the conditions during a special LHC run.
Standard Model measurement: WZ cross section
The first physics analysis I was involved with was the WZ cross section measurement at the be-
ginning of Run 2. I got involved in this measurement because there was not enough data to make
a significantly new SUSY limit using 2015 data. This also allowed me to understand the modeling
of WZ, the dominant background in the electroweak SUSY searches I performed. I studied the
ZZ background, the second-most dominant background, and how it enters the WZ signal region
since ZZ produces four leptons while the WZ search requires events with three leptons. The fourth
lepton can enter the signal region either because it is outside detector acceptance, the lepton has
a large η or small pT, or it is not identified. The leptons that are not identified have anti-ID scale
factors applied to them, which corrects the ZZ prediction. After applying anti-ID scale factors to
the unidentified leptons, the ZZ yield increases by 14% in the signal region. The WZ cross section
measurement is further described in Chapter 5 and in our 2016 publication [2].
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Electroweak Supersymmetry: searches and excess follow up
Most of my thesis work has been spent on Supersymmetry searches. Physics beyond the Standard
Model (SM) is an important search program because the SM does not explain the observation of a
light Higgs mass, despite the quadratic divergence of the quantum corrections to the Higgs mass, or
provide a dark matter candidate. R-parity conserving SUSY is a compelling model of new physics
addressing these issues, and discovering it or excluding the simplest scenarios is well-motivated.
Given the strong LHC constraints on squark and gluino production, electroweak (EWK) production
is an interesting mode to search for SUSY and will benefit from the increase in luminosity during
Run 3 and during HL-LHC (high luminosity LHC). I have focused most of my efforts on EWK
SUSY searches on the ATLAS experiment, guided by two different simplified models: Bino lightest
SUSY particle (LSP) with Wino next-to-lightest SUSY particle (NLSP), motivated by dark matter,
and Higgsino LSP, motivated by naturalness, since the mass parameter µ, governing the mass of
Higgsinos, is on the order of the weak scale. Higgsino LSPs result in small (“compressed”) mass
splittings between the neutralinos resulting in soft leptons, missing transverse momentum, and a
dilepton mass endpoint. Compressed scenarios are also worth pursuing for Bino LSP models because
these contain uncovered regions of phase space, and SUSY particles need to be light to satisfy the
dark matter relic density constraint.
In the Bino LSP search, the SUSY particles decay via on-shell W and Z bosons with a dominant
WZ background. The signal is differentiated from the background by the presence of 2 additional
invisible particles (LSPs). This results in extra missing energy (EmissT ) quantified asmT, the invariant
mass of the leptons and EmissT using only quantities transverse to the beam line. This search is
performed using 2015 and 2016 data. The traditional variable has a problem that WZ background
can accidentally be reconstructed with large mT if the wrong lepton is chosen as the lepton from
the W . I developed a new variable to mitigate this problem called mminT which allowed for greater
background rejection than the nominal assignment. I worked on the signal region optimization,
separating the region into a jet-veto region (to target larger mass splittings between SUSY particles)
and an initial-state-radiation (ISR) region (to target smaller mass splittings). Control regions are
used to normalize the dominant backgrounds to data while validation regions check the modeling
of the normalized background. Both regions are kinematically similar but orthogonal to the signal
regions. I also developed control regions for the WZ background and validation regions that also
contain a jet veto and an ISR region to be close kinematically to the signal region. This search is
further described in Chapter 7 and in our published work [3].
After verifying that there is good background modeling in the validation regions, we look at the
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data in the signal regions, a process called “unblinding”. After unblinding, we saw good agreement
between the observed data and the background expectation; however, another search also using
2015-2016 data but using the Recursive Jigsaw Reconstruction (RJR) technique saw an excess of
data above the background expectation in a similar region of phase space [4]. The RJR technique is
a complex method to reconstruct an event, boosting to different frames of references and calculating
kinematic variables in those frames. I developed a simplified selection for the same phase space and
reproduced the excess, a technique called “emulated RJR” (eRJR). The eRJR technique is described
in Chapter 8. My study was instrumental in understanding the excess seen in this search and in
explaining more intuitively the RJR technique.
I studied whether the excess of data above background remains with the addition of 2017 and 2018
data to determine if the excess grows with the additional data or is due to statistical fluctuation or
mismodeling of the background. The excess decreased with the full Run 2 data set and the observed
candidates in the signal region are consistent with the expected backgrounds. This work is detailed
in Chapter 9. For the excess follow-up, I have studied the migration to the new reconstruction
algorithm of the 2015-16 data that was unblinded by the RJR search. I studied the efficiencies as a
function of pile-up for the selection for 2015-16 data and MC, taken at lower pileup conditions, and
for 2017 data and MC, taken at higher pileup conditions. Due to changes of efficiencies in a variable
used to define a validation region (VR) in the selection with an initial-state radiation (ISR) jet,
VR-ISR, I developed two additional ISR VR to further check the background modeling. Most of the
selection was kept identical to the RJR search; however, in the control (CR) and validation regions
with a jet veto, CR-low and VR-low definitions were changed to make the regions orthogonal to the
fake lepton measurement region and to the ISR regions. These changes had negligible impact on the
WZ normalization factor extracted derived in the control region. I also estimated the fake lepton
background using the fake factor data-driven estimate. The fake background originates from photon
conversion, heavy flavor decay, or from jets faking a lepton and cannot be properly estimated using
MC. I also measured normalization factor for backgrounds from top quark production and decay.
I calculated the fake lepton systematics and the WZ theory systematics. Finally, I worked on the
statistical interpretations of the results using the HistFitter package [5] producing an exclusion
limit, model independent limits, and final yields with full systematics. This work was published as
a conference note [6].
I have also been working on two compressed searches, searches with small pT leptons: Higgsino
and off-shell Wino production with Bino LSP. The higgsino model produces very small pT leptons,
called soft leptons. Because these leptons are so soft, we cannot use lepton triggers. Instead, we
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use an ISR jet to boost the system, which allows us to use EmissT triggers. I studied the efficiency
of a trigger that has been developed for this search which contains jets, leptons, and EmissT as well
as different EmissT triggers. I also did other studies related to the Z → ττ background, acceptances
of m`` reweighting of higgsino samples as opposed to using wino-bino samples and truth studies
to validate the signal MC. Finally, I worked on the HistFitter implementation for the statistical
interpretations of results. This search led to the first limits set on Higgsino production since LEP.
This work can be found in Chapter 10 and in our publication [7].
I have also been involved in developing a signal region optimization for an off-shell wino-bino
search decaying to three leptons. I have used many lessons learned from participating in the com-
pressed search. The compressed search makes use of the invariant mass of the two leptons, m``, for
higgsino models and the stransverse mass, mT2, for slepton models to perform shape fits, since those
models have kinematic edges at their splittings in their respective discriminating variable. I have
used the three lepton kinematics in the calculation of mT2, and this variable has a signal kinematic
edge at its mass splitting. This signal region also takes advantage of the kinematic edge in the mmin``
distribution by performing a shape fit. A cut on mmax`` reduces contamination from on-shell WZ
background. The signal region is separated into a jet veto region, which makes use of lepton triggers,
and an ISR region, triggered with EmissT triggers. I have also added additional variables, mT for
the jet veto, and p
3`
T
EmissT
for the ISR region to further reject backgrounds. This search is currently
on-going but my contribution can be found in Chapter 11.
I have been involved in many areas of ATLAS during my time at the University of Pennsylvania.
As we move towards Run 3 and beyond, I would love the opportunity to collaborate on projects that
would improve how we use the data we have already collected, have an impact on the data that will
be collected, and finally work on testing chips and boards for ITK so that we can continue taking
data in the future. If light SUSY particles are accessible at the LHC, we could have the opportunity
to not only discover them but be able to measure their properties. Exclusions for light SUSY masses
could limit the most appealing solution to the open questions of the Standard Model and the Higgs
naturalness problem.
E. D. Resseguie
Philadelphia, June 2019
Chapter 1
Introduction
A particle consistent with the Higgs boson hypothesized in the Standard Model was discovered in
the first data-taking period (Run 1) of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). With this discovery, all
the particles of the Standard Model have been found and the model can be said to be complete. The
Standard Model, described in Chapter 2 has been successful, resulting in theory predictions that
have good agreement with experimental observations. Also, improvements in theoretical calculations
have resolved tensions between theoretical predictions and observation, as in the WZ cross section
measurement, discussed in Chapter 5. However, the Standard Model does not provide a satisfactory
explanation for the relatively small Higgs mass (called the Higgs naturalness problem) and does not
provide a dark matter candidate. Supersymmetric (SUSY) models have solutions to these and many
other problems, and it is crucial to test these theories at the LHC during Run II.
R-parity conserving SUSY is a compelling model of new physics addressing these issues, and dis-
covering it or excluding the simplest scenarios is well-motivated. Given the strong LHC constraints
on squark and gluino production, electroweak (EWK) production is an interesting mode to search for
SUSY. The motivation for EWK SUSY and the SUSY parameter mixing is discussed in Chapter 6.
A few searches for EWK SUSY on the ATLAS experiment are discussed, guided by two different
simplified models: a bino lightest SUSY particle (LSP) with wino next-to-lightest SUSY particle
(NLSP) (motivated by dark matter and discussed in Chapter 7) and Higgsino LSP in Chapter 10
(motivated by naturalness, since the mass parameter µ, governing the mass of Higgsinos, is on the
order of the weak scale). Higgsino LSPs result in small (“compressed”) mass splittings between the
neutralinos resulting in soft leptons, missing transverse momentum, and a dilepton mass endpoint.
Compressed scenarios are also worth pursuing for bino LSP models because these contain unexplored
regions of phase space. Also, SUSY particles need to be light to satisfy the dark matter relic density
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constraint. These issues are discussed in Chapter 11.
While the two searches discussed above did not observe any excesses above the background
prediction, a search using the Recursive Jigsaw Reconstruction (RJR) technique targeting the wino-
bino model had excesses with local significances of 2.1 σ and 3.0 σ in two orthogonal regions. A
new technique, called emulated RJR (eRJR), explores the intersection between the conventional
and RJR approaches to better understand the tension in the exclusion limits produced by the
two analyses. It emulates the variables used by the RJR technique with conventional laboratory
frame discriminating variables, providing a simple set of variables that are easily reproducible. This
technique reproduces the excesses seen by the RJR analysis. The excess is then followed-up using a
larger dataset corresponding to 139 fb−1 of pp collision data collected between 2015 and 2018. The
technique and search are described in Chapters 8-9.
EWK production of SUSY will benefit from the increase in luminosity during Run 3 and during
HL-LHC (high luminosity LHC) since those SUSY models have small production cross sections.
During HL-LHC, there were will be 200 interactions per beam crossing, known as pile-up, while the
current run conditions have only 60 interactions per beam crossing. The inner detector of the ATLAS
detector, described in Chapter 3, will not be able to sustain those higher radiation conditions. As a
result, the inner detector will be replaced by a silicon detector called the Inner Tracker (ITk), which
is composed of two subdetectors: Pixels and Strips. Prototypes and production chips for the readout
system of ITk are being tested for resilience against radiation damage, as well as high performance
in high pile-up conditions. Chapter 4 discusses the testing of one of the readout chips, the HCC130
and its performance during irradiation. These tests are crucial to the ATLAS experiment and ensure
good data taking in the future. This data can be used to deepen our understanding of what lies
beyond the Standard Model and to narrow down possible solutions to the Higgs naturalness problem.
Chapter 2
Theoretical Framework
This chapter introduces the theoretical framework for the work presented in this thesis. The Stan-
dard Model particles will be introduced before building the SM from symmetry arguments. Defi-
ciencies of the SM will be described before introducing supersymmetry as a proposed solution to the
open questions of the SM. The formalism presented summarizes the following books: [8, 9, 10, 11, 12].
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Figure 2.1: The Standard Model of particle physics includes the quarks, leptons, their force mediators
(photon, gluon, and W/Z bosons), and the Higgs boson. The mass, charge, spin, and color is shown
when appropriate [13].
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2.1 Introduction to the Standard Model
The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics is a theory that provides a unified description of three
of the four forces [strong, electromagnetic (EM), and weak] that govern all known particles. The
SM particles, summarized in Figure 2.1, can be separated into groups: quarks, leptons, the force
carriers, and the Higgs boson:
• Charged leptons: electron, muon, tau
• Neutral leptons (neutrinos): νe, νµ, ντ
• Up-type quarks with spin 2/3: up, charm, top
• Down-type quarks with spin −1/3: down, strange, bottom
• Force carriers: photon, W boson, Z boson, gluon
• Scalar boson: Higgs
The SM particles are divided further into three generations summarized in Table 2.1. The
electron, its associated neutrino, the up quark, and the down quark are known as the first generation
of quarks. For each of the four first-generation particles, there are two other particles (one for each
other generation) which differ only by their mass. These particles form the fundamental particles;
all other particles are composite.
Leptons Quarks
particle spin mass/GeV particle spin mass/GeV
first generation electron (e−) −1 0.0005 down (d) −1/3 0.003
neutrino (νe) 0 < 10−9 up (u) +2/3 0.005
second generation muon (µ−) −1 0.106 strange (s) −1/3 0.1
neutrino (νµ) 0 < 10−9 charm (c) +2/3 1.3
third generation tau (τ−) −1 1.78 bottom (b) −1/3 4.5
neutrino (ντ ) 0 < 10−9 top (t) +2/3 174
Table 2.1: Three generations of quarks and leptons with their masses and spins.
Protons and neutrons are formed from quarks and are composite. These particles are known
collectively as hadrons. Particles composed of three quarks, called baryons, have half-integer spin.
Protons and neutrons are baryons because the proton is made of two up-quarks and a down-quark,
while the neutron consists of two down-quarks and one up-quark. Mesons are composite particles
composed of two quarks. These include the pions (bound state of up and down quarks), kaons
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(formed with strange quarks), and D mesons (formed with charm quarks). Mesons have spin 1 or
0, so they are bosons. Of course, baryons, having half-integer spin, are fermions.
The particles interact with each other through the four fundamental forces: gravity, electromag-
netism, the strong force and the weak force. The gravitational interaction between the particles is
very small compared to the other forces and is not incorporated in the SM. The quarks interact
through the strong, EM, and weak force. The charged leptons interact through the weak and EM
forces only. Finally, the neutral leptons only interact via the weak force.
Each of the three forces in the SM is described by a Quantum Field Theory (QFT) corresponding
to the exchange of a spin 1 boson, known as a gauge boson. All particle interactions involve the
exchange of a gauge boson. The photon is the gauge boson of Quantum Electrodynamics (QED),
the theory that explains the EM force. The photon is a massless particle. The charged W boson
and the neutral Z bosons are the gauge boson of the weak force, responsible for the nuclear beta
decay. The gluon, the gauge boson of the strong force, described by Quantum Chromodynamics
(QCD), is also massless. The forces with their masses and strengths are summarized in Table 2.2.
Force Strength Boson Spin Mass/GeV
Strong 1 gluon (g) 1 0
EM 10−3 photon (γ) 1 0
Weak 10−8 W boson (W±) 1 80.4
Z boson (Z) 1 91.2
Table 2.2: Three forces of the Standard Model and their relative strength and mass.
Electrically charged particles, such as the quarks and charged leptons, can interact via the EM
force. Because the photon has no mass, the EM interaction has an infinite range, but with a strength
proportional to 1/r2. The strength of the interaction between the gauge boson and the fermion is
determined by a coupling constant g (which for EM is just the electric charge e). Rather than
working with the coupling constant, a dimensionless constant, α, is used. In EM, the constant is
the fine structure constant, α = e24πε0~c =
1
137 .
The particles that are able to interact with each force carry the charge of that force. Thus the
quarks carry the color charge of QCD. Each flavor of quark comes in three possible “colors”: red (R),
green (G), and blue (B), which triples the number of quarks shown in Figure 2.1. Anti-quarks carry
the anti-color charge (R̄, Ḡ, B̄). In the SM, all particles are color singlets and no states with free
quarks are observed, a phenomenon known as color confinement. Gluons also have color and, unlike
photons, can directly interact with each other, which has consequences for long range interactions.
Each gluon carries one unit of color and one unit of anti-color, in one of a set of mixed-color states
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known as the “color octet”. Hence, there are a total of eight different gluons. The QCD interaction
is more strongly-coupled than EM, with αs ≈ 1. This makes the QCD theory notoriously difficult
to analyze perturbatively.
The weak force interaction is governed by weak isospin (an analog of charge and color of EM
and QCD, respectively). Leptons that participate in the weak force interaction differ by one unit
of electric charge. Studies of β-decays, such as n → pe−νe have shown that only left-handed
particles participate in charged-current interactions (interactions mediated by the charged W bo-
son). Neutral-current interactions are mediated by the Z boson. Also, W and Z bosons have
self-interactions, similar to the gluons. The W boson can also couple to the photon since it is
charged. The intrinsic strength of the weak interaction, αW ≈ 130 , is stronger than that of EM;
however, since the gauge bosons, W and Z, have large masses, the weak interaction has a sharp
cutoff at distances larger than 10−18 m.
The Higgs boson is responsible for giving masses to SM particles through spontaneous symmetry
breaking (SSB). This particle and the SSB will be discussed below.
2.1.1 Symmetries and currents
As mentioned earlier, particles that can participate in force interactions carry a charge associated
with that force. The charge is associated to a symmetry of the Lagrangian describing the force.
To understand this, it is helpful to review symmetries in the context of QFTs and the action S
associated with a Lagrangian. In a QFT, particles are described as excitations of a field, which for
simplicity we can take to be a complex scalar field φ(x). Lagrangians are used to describe properties
of that field. Lagrangians are exclusively used in a QFT because they are Lorentz invariant and, as
a result, are composed only of the field and derivatives of that field, L = L(φ, ∂µφ). The action S
is then defined as the integral over time of the Lagrangian:
S =
∫
d4xL(x) (2.1)
If the field, φ, is varied by some arbitrary perturbing field δφ, φ→ φ+δφ, then the action transforms
to
δS =
∫
d4x
[
∂L
∂φ
δφ+ ∂L
∂(∂µφ)
δ(∂µφ)
]
(2.2)
Integrating by parts (allowing for A∂µB = −(∂µA)B inside the integral), equation (2.2) becomes,
δS =
∫
d4x
[[
∂L
∂φ
− ∂µ
∂L
∂(∂µφ)
]
δφ+ ∂µ
[
∂L
∂(∂µφ)
δφ
]]
, (2.3)
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where we have ignored boundary terms because we take the boundary to be at infinity where
we assume all the fields vanish. Similarly, the last term in the integral in equation 2.3 is a total
derivative and can thus be reduced to a vanishing boundary term, also. Suppose now that the action
S is stationary under all perturbations δφ of the field φ. In this case, we must have a vanishing
variation δS:
δS
δφ
= ∂L
∂φ
− ∂µ
∂L
∂(∂µφ)
= 0. (2.4)
These conditions are the Euler-Lagrange equations, or the equations of motion for the field φ. In
other words, variations of the action S under arbitrary perturbations δφ vanish if φ obeys the
equations of motion. This is the celebrated principle of stationary action, which we may now exploit
to understand symmetries.
If a Lagrangian L is invariant under a specific type of variation, φ→ φ+ δφ, then the condition
δL = 0 under such variations gives us a conserved quantity and the corresponding transformation is
called a symmetry of the Lagrangian. The fact that each symmetry is associated with a conserved
quantity is known as Noether’s theorem. There are two types of symmetries considered in the SM.
Global symmetries change the field over all of space-time in the same manner while local symmetries
vary the field differently at each point in space-time. Let us examine how this works. The vanishing
variation condition yields
0 = δL
= ∂L
∂φ
δφ+ ∂L
∂(∂µφ)
δ(∂µφ)
=
[
∂L
∂φ
− ∂µ
∂L
∂(∂µφ)
]
δφ+ ∂µ
[
∂L
∂(∂µφ)
δφ
] (2.5)
If the equations of motion are satisfied, equation (2.5) simplifies to ∂µJµ = 0, where
Jµ =
∂L
∂(∂µφ)
δφ (2.6)
Jµ is the conserved current. The total charge, Q, defined as,
Q =
∫
d3xJ0 (2.7)
satisfies
∂tQ =
∫
d3x ∂tJ0 = 0 (2.8)
meaning that the total charge does not change with time and is conserved. This is the essence of
Noether’s theorem in the QFT context.
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The Standard Model is a gauge theory built using symmetry considerations. The SM is a locally-
gauged symmetry, making it invariant under local gauge transformations. It is invariant under the
SU(3)C ×SU(2)L×U(1)Y symmetry. The SU(3) symmetry describes QCD where the color charge
(C) is conserved. The electroweak (EW) sector, after the unification of EM and weak forces, is
invariant under SU(2)L × U(1)Y where Y refers to the weak hypercharge and L refers to the fact
that the weak force acts only on left-handed particles. These symmetry considerations are used to
specify the form of the SM Lagrangian, which may then be analyzed in the way described in this
section.
2.1.2 Electromagnetic force: Quantum Electrodynamics
The Dirac Lagrangian describes a fermion with mass m,
LDirac = ψ̄(iγµ∂µ −m)ψ, (2.9)
with the γ-matrices, or Dirac matrices, satisfying the anticommutator relationship, {γµ, γν} = 2gµν .
The Euler Lagrange equation (2.5) associated with this Lagrangian (called the Dirac equation of
motion) is
(iγµ∂µ −m)ψ = 0. (2.10)
Quantum electrodynamics, QED, which describes the electromagnetic force, is invariant under a
local U(1) symmetry, meaning that the field transforms as,
ψ(x)→ e−iα(x)ψ(x), (2.11)
where α(x) is an arbitrary scalar function. This transformation commutes, meaning that e−iα(1)(x)e−iα(2)(x) =
e−iα
(2)(x)e−iα
(1)(x) for two arbitrary functions α(1,2)(x). A symmetry with a commuting transforma-
tion is called an abelian gauge symmetry. The Noether current associated with this U(1) symmetry
is given by
Jµ = ψ̄γµψ (2.12)
and the conserved charge,
Q =
∫
d3xJ0 =
∫
d3xψ†ψ, (2.13)
is the electron number, which is the number of electrons minus the number of positrons.
The Lagrangian, LDirac, however, is not invariant under this transformation. It transforms as,
∂µψ(x)→ e−iα(x)∂µψ(x)− ie−iα(x)ψ(x)∂µ(α(x)) (2.14)
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To make a proper Lagrangian for QED, a generalization of the derivative is defined, called the
covariant derivative, which transforms under the U(1) transformation as
Dµψ(x)→ e−iα(x)Dµψ(x). (2.15)
Then, an auxiliary field, Aµ (the vector potential), is introduced to cancel the additional term in
equation (2.14). The covariant derivative is chosen to be
Dµ ≡ ∂µ + ieAµ, (2.16)
where e is a constant (the electric charge). The auxiliary field transforms as
Aµ → Aµ −
1
e
∂µα(x). (2.17)
All of these rules ensure that local gauge invariance is preserved. The invariance under these
transformations can be checked,
D′µe−iα(x)ψ = (∂µ + ieqA′µ)e−iαψ
= e−iα(x)(∂µψ + i(∂µα)ψ + ieAµ − i
e
e
(∂µα)ψ)
= e−iα(x)Dµψ
(2.18)
Thus, to make LDirac invariant under the local U(1) symmetry, ∂µ is replaced with the covariant
derivative Dµ in equation (2.9)
L = ψ̄(iγµDµ −m)ψ
= LDirac − eψ̄γµAµψ.
(2.19)
Note that requiring local invariance has generated a new term in the Lagrangian, ieψ̄γµAµψ, which
represents the interaction between a fermion and a photon, as illustrated in Figure 2.2.
To complex the construction of the QED Lagrangian, the dynamics for the field Aµ are introduced
as a commutator of the covariant derivative. The commutator is gauge invariant and is proportional
to the curvature (field strength) Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ. It is an effect of parallel transport of the
vector field Aµ around closed paths. If it is 0, vector returns to the point of origin pointing in
original direction. For an arbitrary function f , we have
i
e
[Dµ,Dν ]f =
e
i
[∂µ, ∂ν ]f + [∂µ, Aν ]f + [∂ν , Aµ]f − ieq[Aµ, Aν ]f (2.20)
= (∂µAν − ∂νAµ)f = Fµνf. (2.21)
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Aµ
ψ̄(x)
ψ(x)
−ieγµ
Figure 2.2: Feynman diagram of an interaction between fermions and a photon.
So, the kinetic term for the photon is described by the Lagrangian
Lkin = −
1
4FµνF
µν . (2.22)
This Lagrangian is invariant under the U(1) described in equations (2.11) and 2.17. A photon mass
term of the form 12m2AµAµ is forbidden by gauge invariance and, thus, the photon field is massless.
In summary, the Lagrangian of QED is
LQED = ψ̄(iγµ∂µ −m)ψ − eψ̄γµAµψ −
1
4FµνF
µν , (2.23)
and describes the kinetic energy and mass of the fermion, the kinetic energy of the photon field, and
the interaction between the two.
2.1.3 Strong force: Quantum Chromodynamics
Quantum Chromodynamics, QCD, is the quantum field theory that describes the strong force. The
QCD Lagrangian has the same structure as the QED Lagrangian but the invariance is with respect
to the non-abelian group SU(3) instead of the abelian U(1) group in QED. The SU(3) symmetry
group has 8 parameters, λa2 , the Gell-Mann matrices, which are the eight generators of the gluon
fields. The matrices satisfy the Lie algebra,
[λa, λb] = ifabcλc, (2.24)
where fabc is the structure constant of the group. We can define T a = λa2 . Similar to the abelian
case, the local transformation of any field, q(x), can be written as the exponentiation of the generator
times a parameter
q(x)→ e−iα(x)
aTaq(x) (2.25)
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Unlike in the abelian cases, two gauge transformations do not commute. To make the Lagrangian
invariant under local SU(3) transformation, new auxiliary fields are introduced just like in QED.
Since there are 8 parameters, 8 auxiliary fields are needed. These gluon fields are denoted Gaµ(x).
The covariant derivative is defined as,
∂µq → (∂µ − igsT aGaµ(x))ψ ≡ Dµq (2.26)
where gs is the strong coupling constant. The gluon fields transform under SU(3) as
Gaµ → Gaµ −
1
gs
∂µαa − fabcαbGcµ (2.27)
which includes the structure constant of the group since the fields do not commute. Unlike the
transformation of the photon field, the transformations of the gluon fields include self-interaction
terms. Just like for the photon, the kinetic energy of the gluon fields is derived from the commutation
relation,
[Dµ,Dν ] = [∂µ − igsT aGaµ, ∂ν − igsT bGbν ]
= −igs[∂µGaν − ∂νGaµ + gsfabcGbµGcν ]T a
(2.28)
Thus, the kinetic term for the gluon fields is
Gaµν =
i
gsT a
[Dµ,Dν ]
= [∂µGaν − ∂νGaµ + gsfabcGbµGcν ]
(2.29)
This has a similar structure as the Fµν of the photon field but with the addition of the group
structure constant. The Lagrangian for QCD is
LQCD =
∑
c
q̄c(iγµ∂µ −mc)qc − gs
∑
c
(q̄cγµ
λa
2 qc)G
a
µ −
1
4G
a
µνG
µν
a , (2.30)
The first term describes the kinetic energy and mass of the quark fields qc. The second term
describes the interaction between quarks and gluons, shown in the Feynman diagram 2.3. The third
term describes the self-interaction of the gluons,
GaµνG
µν
a = . . .+ (∂µGaν − ∂νGaµ)gsfabcGbµGcν + g2sfabcfaefGbµGcνGcµGfν (2.31)
which gives a 3-gluon and 4-gluon interaction vertices shown in Figure 2.4. The ellipses correspond
to non-interacting quadratic terms.
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q̄
q
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λa
2 γ
µ
Figure 2.3: Feynman diagram of an interaction between quarks and a gluon.
g2sfabcfaefgsfabc
Figure 2.4: Feynman diagram of gluon self-interactions.
2.1.4 Weak force and electroweak unification
There have many experiments that have uncovered the nature of the weak force. Two weak force
interactions were found in experiments: the charged current and the neutral current. Detailed studies
of energies and angular distributions β, such as those for the decays µ− → e−ν̄e and n → pe−ν̄e,
have shown that only left-handed fermions and right-handed anti-fermions participate in charged
current weak interactions. This means that charged current interactions do not conserve parity, P ,
(x → −x) or charge conjugation, C, (particle → antiparticle) but they do conserve the combined
parity and charged conservation.
The other two interactions relevant for the weak force is the interaction with a photon and the
neutral weak current interactions. The neutral weak current is flavor-conserving, while the charged
currents are flavor-changing. Also, unlike photons that can couple equally to both fermion chiralities,
the neutral current couples only to left-handed particles.
Using symmetry arguments, the structures of QED and QCD have been determined. To do
the same here, the model for the combined electroweak interactions should contain a doublet for
the left-handed particles, described by SU(2), and the electromagnetic interactions, which from
Section 2.1.2, is described by a U(1) group. We may guess, then, that the symmetry group to
consider is SU(2)L × U(1)Y . This is indeed accurate, but subtle, as we for now assume that all the
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gauge bosons are massless and there is no direct correspondence between the larger gauge group
and the U(1) of electromagnetism, for example. Indeed, the U(1)Y here is a group corresponding
to hypercharge. We shall see this in the following.
Both quarks and leptons couple to these forces so they both need to be represented by fields ψi,
with i = 1, 2, 3. The quarks are described as
ψ1(x) =
u
d

L
, ψ2(x) = uR, ψ3(x) = dR. (2.32)
Even though the derivation considers only the quarks, this is also valid for the lepton sector, described
by
ψ1(x) =
νe
e−

L
, ψ2(x) = νeR, ψ3(x) = e−R. (2.33)
The Lagrangian for the weak interactions with no kinetic terms can be written as
L = iū(x)γµ∂µu(x) + id̄(x)γµ∂µd(x)
=
3∑
j=1
iψ̄j(x)γµ∂µψj(x).
(2.34)
This Lagrangian is invariant under global transformations of SU(2)L × U(1)Y . The U(1)Y trans-
formations are analogous to the transformation in QED,
ψ1(x)→ eiy1βψ1(x)
ψ2(x)→ eiy2βψ2(x)
ψ3(x)→ eiy3βψ3(x),
(2.35)
where the parameters yi are called hypercharges and β is an arbitrary parameter. Just like in QED,
this transformation is abelian. The ψ1(x) field, which is a left-handed doublet, also transforms under
SU(2)
ψ1(x)→ eiy1βULψ1(x), (2.36)
where the 2× 2 unitary matrix, UL, is defined as
UL = ei
σi
2 α
i
(2.37)
where σi/2 (for i = 1, 2, 3) are the generators of SU(2), with σi the Pauli matrices. The αi are
arbitrary parameters. The Pauli matrices are traceless and have the following commutation relation
[σa, σb] = 2iεabcσc. (2.38)
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Thus the UL matrix is non-abelian and SU(2) has a similar group structure as SU(3).
To require local gauge invariance, where the arbitrary parameters become arbitrary functions
of space-time, αi = αi(x) and β = β(x), four auxiliary fields are defined (one for each arbitrary
function) and covariant derivatives,
Dµψ1(x) = [∂µ − igW̃µ(x)− ig′y1Bµ(x)]ψ1(x)
Dµψ2(x) = [∂µ − ig′y2Bµ(x)]ψ2(x)
Dµψ3(x) = [∂µ − ig′y3Bµ(x)]ψ3(x),
(2.39)
where the g and g′ are the couplings of the SU(2)L and U(1)Y . The auxiliary fields associated with
the SU(2)L transformation, W̃µ(x), are defined as
W̃µ(x) =
σi
2 W
i
µ(x). (2.40)
The Bµ field transforms similarly to the QED Aµ field while the W̃µ fields transform like the QCD
fields, Gµ,
Bµ(x)→ Bµ(x) +
1
g′
∂µβ(x)
W̃µ(x)→ UL(x)W̃µ(x)U†L(x)−
1
g
∂µUL(x)U†L(x).
(2.41)
The field strengths for the auxiliary fields are introduced by again taking the commutation of the
covariant derivatives. The kinetic term for the Bµ field has similar structure as in QED, with
Bµν = ∂µBν − ∂νBµ (2.42)
while the field strength for the W̃µ field has similar structure as in QCD,
W̃µν =
i
g
[(∂µ − igW̃µ), (∂ν − igW̃ν)]
= ∂µW̃ν − ∂νW̃µ − ig[W̃µ, W̃ν ]
(2.43)
Since W̃µν = σi2 W iµν , equation (2.43) becomes,
W iµν = ∂µW iν − ∂νW iµ + gεijkW jµW kν (2.44)
The W iµν terms have the the same structure as the QCD Gµν .
The Lagrangian for SU(2)Y × U(1)Y group is
LEWK =
3∑
j=1
iψ̄j(x)γµDµψj(x)−
1
4BµνB
µν − 14W
i
µνW
µν
i (2.45)
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Expanding equation (2.45) with the covariant derivative from equation (2.39), the terms of the
interactions between the fermions and the gauge bosons are
gψ̄1γ
µW̃µψ1 + g′Bµ
3∑
j=1
yjψ̄jγ
µBµψj . (2.46)
The terms containing the SU(2)L matrix,
W̃µ =
σi
2 W
i
µ
= 1√
2
√2W 3µ W †µ
Wµ −
√
2W 3µ
 , (2.47)
gives rise to the charged current interactions with the boson field. Here we have defined
Wµ =
(W 1µ + iW 2µ)
2 and W
†
µ =
(W 1µ − iW 2µ)
2 , (2.48)
where Wµ is called a creation operator and W †µ is called an annihilation operator of the W boson.
Thus the charged-current (CC) interaction Lagrangian is,
LCC =
g
2
√
2
{
W †µ[ūγµ(1− γ5)d+ ν̄eγµ(1− γ5)e] + h.c.
}
(2.49)
where u and d are the spinor fields for the up- and down-type quarks, and the charged lepton fields
(for the electron e− and the neutrino νe) have been added. The structure of the charged current
of the weak interaction, ψ̄γµ(1 − γ5)ψ is referred to as the vector minus axial (V-A) structure of
the weak interaction. The operators, 12 (1 ± γ5), are the left- and right-handed chiral projection
operators that reveal the parity violating nature of the weak interaction. The interaction vertex for
a charged current interaction is shown in Figure 2.5. In equation (2.49), there are no mass terms,
so the charged current gauge bosons are massless. The process of how the weak interaction gauge
bosons get their masses will be described later.
Only the charged current interactions of equation (2.49) have been discussed; however, there also
is the interaction due to W 3µ and Bµ, which represent the neutral current interactions. The Z boson
and the photon from QED must be combinations of the two auxiliary fields and be can represented
as W 3µ
Bµ
 =
 cos θW sin θW
− sin θW cos θW
Zµ
Aµ
 , (2.50)
where Aµ is the photon field from QED and Zµ is the Z gauge boson field. The neutral current
(NC) Lagrangian in terms of the photon and Z boson fields is
LNC =
∑
j
ψ̄jγ
µ
{
Aµ
[
g
σ3
2 sin θW + g
′yj cos θW
]
+ Zµ
[
g
σ3
2 cos θW − g
′yj sin θW
]}
ψj (2.51)
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W−
ū/ν̄`
q/`
g
2
√
2γ
µ(1− γ5)
Figure 2.5: Feynman diagram of a vertex for a charged-current weak interaction.
In order to get the QED charge, e, from the Aµ term in equation (2.51), the following conditions
are imposed
g sin θW = g′ cos θW = e, and
Y
2 = Q− T3. (2.52)
Here, Y is the hypercharge, T3 = σ32 , and Q is the electromagnetic charge operator, where
Q1 =
Qu/ν 0
0 Qd/e

Q2 = Qu/ν
Q3 = Qd/e.
(2.53)
The first identity in equation (2.52) relates the SU2L and U(1)Y couplings to the electromagnetic
coupling, providing the unification of the electroweak interactions. The second identity relates the
hypercharge in terms of the electric charge and coupling, summarized in Table 2.3.
Q T3 Y
Quarks uL 23
1
2
1
3
dL - 13 -
1
2
1
3
uR
2
3 0
4
3
dR - 13 0 -
2
3
Leptons `L -1 - 12 -1
`R -1 0 -2
νL 0 12 -1
Table 2.3: Summary of neutral current couplings.
Substituting the relations in equation (2.52) into equation (2.51), the Lagrangian for neutral
current interactions becomes,
LNC = LQED + LZNC
= eAµ
∑
j
ψ̄jγ
µQjψj +
e
2 sin θW cos θW
Zµ
∑
j
f̄γµ(vf − afγ5)f
(2.54)
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Z/γW+ W+
W− Z/γ
Figure 2.6: Feynman diagram of cubic and quartic self-interactions of gauge bosons.
where af = T f3 and vf = T
f
3 (1 − 4|Qf | sin2 θW ), f indicates the fermionic field. Just as with the
charged current, the neutral current interaction associated with the Z boson has the parity operator
since this field couples only to left-handed fermions.
Substituting the same relations in equation (2.52) into the kinetic term for the W and Z gauge
bosons from equation (2.52), the cubic and quartic self-interactions can be derived,
L3 =− ie cot θW
{
(∂µW ν − ∂νWµ)W †µZν −
(
∂νWµ†
)
WµZν +WµW †ν (∂µZν − ∂νAµ)
}
− ie
{
(∂µW ν − ∂νWµ)W †µAν −
(
∂µW ν† − ∂νWµ†
)
WµAν +WµW †ν (∂µAν − ∂νAµ)
}
L4 =−
e2
2 sin2 θW
{(
W †µW
µ
)2 −W †µWµ†WνW ν}− e2 cot2 θW {W †µWµZνZν −W †µZµWνZν}
− e2 cot θW
{
2W †µWµZνAν −W †µZµWνAν −W †µAµWνZν
}
− e2
{
W †µW
µAνA
ν −W †µAµWνAν
}
.
(2.55)
The self-interactions terms are illustrated in Figure 2.6. In each self-interaction vertex, there is at
least one pair of W bosons because the SU(2) algebra does not generate any neutral vertex with
only photons or Z bosons. Again, just as for the charged current interaction, the gauge bosons are
massless.
2.1.4.1 W and Z boson decays
After the electroweak symmetry breaking, the W and Z bosons are no longer massless, which means
that there are many decays possible. The W boson decays hadronically through weak interactions
with amplitudes proportional to the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix elements shown
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below.
VCKM =

|Vud| |Vus| |Vub|
|Vcd| |Vcs| |Vcb|
|Vtd| |Vts| |Vtb|
 =

0.97± 0.0001 0.22± 0.001 0.0039± 0.0004
0.23± 0.01 1.02± 0.04 0.0041± 0.001
0.0084± 0.0006 0.039± 0.002 0.88± 0.07
 (2.56)
Decays to the top quark are forbidden since the W mass is smaller than the top quark mass;
therefore, there are only two significant hadronic decay modes, decays to up and down quarks, and
decays to charge and strange quarks. Each hadronic decay also has three colors. The branching
ratio for the process of a W boson decaying to jets is 70%. The W boson can also decay leptonically
to a lepton and a neutrino. There are three leptons and the branching ratio of the W boson decaying
leptonically is 30%.
fermion Qf I(3)W cL cR
νe, νµ, ντ 0 + 12 0.5 0
e−, µ−, τ− −1 − 12 0.27 0.23
u, c, t + 23 +
1
2 0.35 −0.15
d, s, b − 13 −
1
2 −0.42 0.08
Table 2.4: Summary of Z coupling to fermions assuming sin2 θW = 0.23.
The Z boson couples to both left- and right- handed chiral states but not equally because the
current associated with the Z boson has contributions from the weak interaction, which couples to
left-handed particles, and from the field associated with the U(1) symmetry which couples equally
to both states. Thus, the Z boson couplings to fermions is proportional to cL = I(3)W − Qf sin2 θW
for left-handed particles, and cR = −Qf sin2 θW for right handed particles. Taking sin2 θW = 0.23,
table 2.4 summarizes the coupling of fermions to the Z boson. The branching ratio is proportional
to (cL + cR)2 over all modes (except top since mt > mZ). The branching ratio of the Z boson to
neutrinos is 20%, the branching ratio to jets is 70%, and the branching ratio to leptons is 10%.
2.1.5 Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking and the Higgs Mechanism
In the previous Section, the Lagrangian for the electroweak interactions is derived; however, all
bosons are massless in this derivation. From experiment, it is known that the W and Z bosons have
mass. One would expect, then, that something is wrong with our formulation. However, as we will
see, this is is not the case. We are only missing an extra ingredient: the scalar Higgs field which gives
the gauge bosons their masses via the Higgs mechanism. Before we describe the mechanism, we first
describe how ground states of a system may break certain global symmetries that remain present in
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the Lagrangian, a process known as Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking (SSB). This is the first step
in understanding how the gauge bosons associated with the local SU(2)L × U(1)Y symmetry get
their mass.
2.1.5.1 Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking
To understand how SSB occurs, the complex scalar field Lagrangian is considered, where φ = φ1+iφ2√2 .
L = ∂µφ∗∂µφ− V (φ), (2.57)
where the potential, V (φ) is defined as,
V (φ) = −m2φφ∗ − λφ2φ∗2 (2.58)
The Lagrangian in equation (2.57) is invariant under the global transformation
φ(x)→ eiαφ(x) (2.59)
If m2 > 0, equation (2.58) only has a minimum at φ = 0. When m2 < 0, the minimum at φ = 0
is unstable. In this case, the potential V (φ) = m2|φ|2 + λ|φ|4 is minimized when |φ|2 = −m2λ .
Thus, there are an infinite number of equivalent vacua |Ωα〉 with 〈Ωα|φ|Ωα〉 = −m
2
λ e
iα. Indeed,
the system will choose one of these vacua which breaks rotational invariance. In other words, the
ground state of this potential breaks the symmetry of the Lagrangian, while the Lagrangian itself
remains symmetric! This is the essence of spontaneous symmetry breaking. This is now described
in more detail.
The Lagrangian in equation (2.57) can be rewritten in terms of the two real fields, φ1 and φ2,
L = 12(∂µφ1)
2 + 12(∂µφ2)
2 − 12(φ
2
1 + φ22)− λ(φ21 + φ22)2. (2.60)
There is a circle of minima of the potential V (φ) in the φ1, φ2 plane, with radius v, where
v2 = φ21 + φ22 and v2 = −
m2
λ
. (2.61)
The potential is illustrated in Figure 2.7.
Let us pick a particular vacuum without loss of generality, say φ1 = v and φ2 = 0. The
Lagrangian can be expanded about this vacuum with the following substitution for φ(x),
φ(x) =
√
1
2 [v + η(x) + iξ(x)], (2.62)
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Figure 2.7: Potential V (φ) for a complex scalar field with m2 < 0 and λ > 0.
where η(x) and ξ(x) are excitations around the vacuum v. The Lagrangian in terms of these new
fields becomes
L = 12(∂µξ1)
2 + 12(∂µη2)
2 − µ
2
2 η
2 − λ2
[
(v + η)2 + ξ2
]2 − µ2vη − µ22 ξ2 − 12µ2v2. (2.63)
The field η acquires a mass, m2η = µ2, while the ξ field is massless because it corresponds to zero-
energy excitations. This is known as Goldstone’s theorem, where SSB of global symmetries implies
the existence of massless particles. These massless ξ particles are known as Goldstone bosons. These
bosons correspond to the excitation of the system within the space of equivalent vacua.
It is now possible to combine the spontaneous breaking of this global symmetry with a Lagrangian
that contains a gauge symmetry. This brings us to the Higgs mechanism. Let us consider the simplest
case where our gauge symmetry is a simple U(1).
2.1.5.2 Higgs Mechanism
Using the previous example of the complex scalar field and the U(1) gauge symmetry from QED,
the Lagrangian is
L = −14F
2
µν + (∂µφ∗ − ieAµφ∗)(∂µφ− ieAµφ)− µ2|φ|2 − λ|φ|4 (2.64)
which is known as the abelian Higgs model. If µ2 > 0, this is the Lagrangian from QED in
equation (2.23); however, to generate masses from SSB, µ2 < 0 is considered. Just as in the
previous section, φ is parametrized in terms of fields η and ξ. Then, substituting equation (2.62)
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into equation (2.64) yields
L = 12(∂µξ)
2 + 12(∂µη)
2− v2λη2 + 12e
2v2AµA
µ− evAµ∂µξ−
1
4FµνF
µν + interaction terms. (2.65)
This Lagrangian describes the interactions of a massless Goldstone boson, ξ, a massive scalar η with
mη =
√
2λv2, and a massive field Aµ with mass mA = ev. In other words, the vacuum value of the
scalar field contributes terms to the Lagrangian which look like masses for the gauge bosons. To
complete our discussion, we have to now just deal with the massless Goldstone boson ξ.
As it turns out, we may use our gauge freedom to remove the massless Goldstone boson from
the Lagrangian entirely. Consider that
φ =
√
1
2(v + η + iξ)
≈
√
1
2(v + η)e
iξ/v.
(2.66)
Thus, the following gauge transformations are used
φ→
√
1
2(v + h(x))e
iθ(x)/v
Aµ → Aµ +
1
ev
∂µθ,
(2.67)
where h, θ, and Aµ are real fields. With this transformation, the Lagrangian in equation (2.64)
becomes
L = 12(∂µh)
2 − λv2h2 + 12e
2v2A2µ − λvh3 −
λ
4h
4 + 12e
2A2µh
2 + ve2A2µh−
1
4FµνF
µν (2.68)
The Goldstone boson does not appear in the theory. Instead, there are two massive particles. First,
there is a vector gauge boson Aµ. Second, there is a massive scalar boson, h, called the Higgs boson.
The massless Goldstone boson has been turned into a massive gauge boson, a process called the
“Higgs Mechanism”. In this example, the photon field acquires mass while the photon in QED is
massless. When the electroweak (EWK) symmetry is broken using the Higgs Mechanism, only the
W and Z bosons become massive while the photon remains massless. This shall now be discussed
in more detail.
2.1.6 EWK symmetry breaking and the Higgs mechanism
The Higgs mechanism is used to give masses to gauge bosons so now we want to apply this to our
electroweak model to give masses to the W and Z bosons while keeping the photon massless. A
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SU(2)L doublet of scalar fields is defined,
φ(x) =
 φ(+)(x)
φ(0)(x)
 (2.69)
where φ(+)(x) is charged, and φ(0)(x) is neutral, and both have hypercharge of 1. A scalar Lagrangian
can be defined with similar structure to the Lagrangian in equation (2.57),
LS = (Dµφ)†Dµφ− µ2φ†φ− λ
(
φ†φ
)2
, (2.70)
where λ > 0 and µ2 < 0. This Lagrangian is invariant under SU(2)L × U(1)Y with the covariant
derivative
Dµφ =
[
∂µ − igW̃µ − ig′yφBµ
]
φ, (2.71)
where yφ is the hypercharge and yφ = Qφ − T3 = 12 . The hypercharge is set by the conditions that
the photon does not couple to φ(0) and has a charge of 1 for φ(+). The potential in equation (2.70)
is the same as in equation (2.58) so the vacuum expectation value is the same as before,
〈Ω0|φ|Ω0〉 = −
µ2
λ
≡ v√
2
. (2.72)
The scalar doublet can be parametrized in the form
φ(x) = ei
σi
2 θ
i(x) 1√
2
 0
v +H(x)
 , (2.73)
where θi(x) and H(x) are four real fields. Since the Lagrangian is invariant under SU(2)L, the
dependence on θi(x) is rotated away. Thus the three fields corresponding to θi(x), which would
have been the Goldstone bosons, are removed. When taking the unitary gauge where θi(x) = 0, the
transformation of the field φ becomes
φ(x) = 1√
2
 0
v +H(x)
 . (2.74)
The covariant derivative from equation (2.71) can be rewritten as
Dµ =
 ∂µ − i2 (gW 3µ + g′Bµ) − ig2 (W 1µ − iW 2µ)
− ig2
(
W 1µ + iW 2µ
)
∂µ + i2
(
gW 3µ − g′Bµ
)
 . (2.75)
With the substitution for φ(x) in equation (2.74), the kinetic piece of equation (2.70) becomes
(Dµφ)†Dµφ =
1
2∂µH∂
µH + 18g
2(v +H)2
∣∣W 1µ + iW 2µ ∣∣2 + 18(v +H)2 ∣∣gW 3µ − g′Bµ∣∣2 . (2.76)
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From equation (2.52), we can derive
cos θW =
g√
g2 + g′2
and sin θW =
g′√
g2 + g′2
. (2.77)
From equation (2.50) and equation (2.77), the Zµ and Aµ fields can be rewritten as
Zµ = cos θWW 3µ − sin θWBµ =
g′W 3µ − gBµ√
g2 + g′2
Aµ = sin θWW 3µ + cos θWBµ =
g′W 3µ + gBµ√
g2 + g′2
.
(2.78)
Using the relations in equation (2.47) and 2.78, the kinetic term for the scalar field can be rewritten
as
(Dµφ)†Dµφ =
1
2∂µH∂
µH + (v +H)2
{
g2
4 W
†
µW
µ + g
2
8 cos2 θW
ZµZ
µ
}
. (2.79)
The vacuum expectation value of the neutral scalar field has generated masses for the W and Z
bosons (and the photon remains massless) that are related to each other via the weak angle, cos θW ,
where
mZ cos θW = mW =
1
2vg. (2.80)
With all these considerations, the Higgs Lagrangian now takes the form
L Higgs =
1
2∂µH∂
µH + (v +H)2
(
g2
4 W
†
µW
µ + g
2
8 cos2 θW
ZµZ
µ
)
− λv2H2 − λvH3 − λ4H
4 + 14hv
2
= 12∂µH∂
µH − 12M
2
HH
2 − M
2
H
2v H
3 − M
2
H
8v2 H
4 +m2WW †µWµ
{
1 + 2
v
H + H
2
v2
}
+ 12m
2
ZZµZ
µ
{
1 + 2
v
H + H
2
v2
}
+ 14λv
4,
(2.81)
in which we can identify some terms that form the Higgs potential V (H). These are
V (H) = 12M
2
HH
2 + M
2
H
2v H
3 + M
2
H
8v2 H
4 − 14λv
4. (2.82)
So, giving masses to the gauge bosons has generated an additional massive particle, the Higgs boson
(H). This spin-0 particle is its own antiparticle and has mass mH =
√
−2µ2 = v
√
2λ. From
experimental values, v = 246GeV and λ can be obtained from the measured Higgs boson mass of
125 GeV [14, 15]. The structure of the interaction of the gauge bosons and the Higgs boson as well
as the self-interaction of the Higgs boson becomes apparent. The coupling is proportional to the
bosons coupled to the Higgs and is illustrated in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8: Feynman diagram of Higgs boson interactions where V represents W or Z bosons.
Through the Higgs mechanism, the gauge bosons have acquired mass; however, the fermions are
still massless. To fix this, the scalar field φ is now used to construct a new Lagrangian called the
Yukawa Lagrangian. Here, the scalar field and the fermions are coupled with cubic terms,
LYukawa = c1(u, d)L
 φ(+)
φ(0)
 dR + c2(u, d)L
 φ(0)∗
−φ(−)
uR + c3 (νe, e)L
 φ(+)
φ(0)
 eR + h.c.,
(2.83)
where the second term involves the charge-conjugate scalar field, φc = iσ2φ∗, that has opposite
charge and hypercharge as the φ(x) doublet. In the unitary gauge, after SSB, equation (2.83) is
simplified to
LYukawa =
1√
2
(v +H)
{
c1dd+ c2uu+ c3ee
}
. (2.84)
The fermions have acquired masses, md = −c1 v√2 , mu = −c2
v√
2 , and me = −c3
v√
2 . The parameters
ci are unknown, so the masses of the fermions are arbitrary; however, the couplings are fixed in
terms of the fermion masses, as illustrated in Figure 2.9.
The full theoretical analysis of the SM (within the scope of this thesis) is now complete. The
various pieces described in this Chapter may be combined into the full SM Lagrangian. Written in
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Figure 2.9: Feynman diagram of Higgs boson coupling to fermions.
terms of equations (2.30),2.45,2.81,2.83, the SM Lagrangian is
LSM = LQCD + LEW + LHiggs + LYukawa. (2.85)
2.2 Open questions of the Standard Model
The SM is a renormalizable field theory that has been extremely predictive and consistent with
experiment. The ATLAS summary plot shows that many SM total production cross measurements
have good agreement with the theoretical expectations [16]. Even though the SM has been successful,
there are still many open questions that the SM does not provide solutions for.
All known terrestrial matter can be constructed out of the first generation fermions (νe, e−, u,
d); however, from experiment, the SM has three generations of quarks and leptons that are heavier
copies of the first generation with no obvious role. The SM does not provide an explanation for the
existence of these other generations or why they are they heavier than the first generation fermions.
Gravity, the fourth force, is not unified with the other interactions in the SM. General Relativity,
which describes gravity, is not a quantum theory, unlike the SM, and there is no way to generate
it in the SM as described above. Another difficulty is from the cosmological constant, Λcosm.. The
cosmological constant corresponds to the energy of the vacuum; however, the Higgs potential V
(see equation (2.82)) will contribute to the cosmological constant because it has a non-vanishing
expectation value 〈0|V (v)|0〉 = −µ
4
4λ . The cosmological constant, then, is
Λcosm. = Λbare + ΛSSB. (2.86)
The term ΛSSB comes from the vacuum expectation at a minimum from the Higgs mechanism,
|ΛSSB| = 8πGN |〈0|V (v)|0〉| ≈ 1056Λobs.. (2.87)
Thus, the cosmological constant is 56 times larger than the observed value. To correct this, a
constant would be added to Λbare; however, there is nothing in the theory to suggest that the bare
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Figure 2.10: Summary of Standard Model total production cross section measurements, corrected
for leptonic branching fractions, compared to the corresponding theoretical expectations [16].
cosmological constant is related to the SSB one and would require fine tuning. Moreover, gravity
introduces a new scale, the Planck scale, where Mpl = 2× 1018 GeV, which will become important
when discussing the mass of the Higgs boson.
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Figure 2.11: Loop corrections to the Higgs mass.
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Another open question relates to the Higgs and the hierarchy problem. The SM introduces
a Higgs field that gives masses to the W and Z bosons, and the fermions. For the model to be
consistent, the mass of the Higgs should be similar to the mass of the W boson, otherwise the Higgs
self-interactions would be too strong. The problem is that the bare Higgs mass receives quadratically
divergent corrections from loop diagrams, shown in Figure 2.11. The Higgs mass is calculated as
m2H = m2H,bare + ∆m2H , (2.88)
where the mass correction term, ∆m2H , is of order Λ2UV , where ΛUV is a cut-off length scale at which
we expect different physics. If ΛUV is Planck scale, then the Higgs mass would be expected to be
of order the Planck scale, also. This is clearly a problem because the mass is observed to be 125
GeV. Fine-tuning would then be required to get the corrections to precisely cancel and give a small
Higgs mass. If minimal corrections to the Higgs mass are required, or ∆m2H < m2H , then from the
loop corrections in Figure 2.11,
∆m2H < m2H
1
16π2 Λ
2
UV < m
2
H
(2.89)
and replacing mH with the observed 125 GeVmass, ΛUV would be
ΛUV < 1 TeV. (2.90)
In this case of minimal corrections, new physics would appear at around 1 TeV. So, the observed
value of the Higgs mass suggests that either there is substantial fine tuning in the SM, or that there
should be signatures of new physics at around 1 TeV.
A final open question is that the SM does not provide a candidate for dark matter, which is
the matter that makes up most of the universe. The first observation of dark matter comes from
galaxy rotation curves which plot the velocity of stars as a function of the distance from the galaxy
center. The discrepancy between the experimental and theoretical curves has been explained by the
existence of dark matter [17, 18]. Moreover observations of the Bullet Cluster have provided direct
evidence of dark matter [19, 20]. The Bullet Cluster consists of two colliding clusters of galaxies
which contain stars, visible, and dark matter. The stars, observable in visible light, move past
one another and are slowed due to gravitational interactions while the baryonic matter, visible in
X-rays, interacts electromagnetically, causing them to move slower than the stars. The dark matter
is observed using gravitational lensing. The lensing is strongest furthest from the collision which
gives evidence that most of the mass of the galaxies are in the dark matter.
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2.3 Introduction to Supersymmetry
Given the demonstrated successes of the SM which is based on local gauge symmetries, one could
ask if there is another symmetry of the Lagrangian possible that could help resolve some of the
open questions described in the previous section. However, relativistic, locally-gauged Lagrangians
have limited sets of possibilities. According to the Coleman-Mandula theorem, the only other kind
of symmetry that is possible for a Lagrangian with interactions, other than the symmetries of the
SM, is called “supersymmetry” (SUSY). This symmetry connects the fermions and the bosons of
the Lagrangian. When the symmetry is spontaneously broken, SUSY predicts this existence of a
“superpartner” for each particle in the theory: every boson and fermion particle in the Lagrangian
has a partner fermion and boson, respectively. So far, no superpartners of the known particles in
the Standard Model have been discovered.
Despite the current undecided state of whether the SM is contained within a more supersymmet-
ric theory, SUSY provides many compelling answers to some of the questions raised in the previous
section. The prediction of superpartners gives natural candidates for dark matter particles. SUSY
also is consistent with the predicted gauge coupling unification at high energies. Also, when SUSY
is locally gauged, the gauge mediator is the graviton, the particle that carries the force of gravity.
Finally, and most relevantly to the work described in this thesis, supersymmetry at the electroweak
scale gives natural loop corrections from the superpartners which cancel out large loop corrections
coming from the Planck-scale. This naturally resolves the observed discrepancy in energy scales be-
tween the electroweak interactions and the Planck scale, without resorting to fine-tuning of theory
parameters. For all these reasons and more, SUSY is a compelling theory to be tested at the LHC.
Fermions and bosons are related using the generators, Q, which act on states according to
Q|Fermion〉 = |Boson〉, Q|Boson〉 = |Fermion〉. (2.91)
Therefore, the Q operator changes the spin of a particle and therefore its space-time properties. The
Q operator commutes with translations, P , and has the following anti-commutation relationship:
{Qα, Q̄β̇} = 2σ
µ
αβ̇
Pµ
{Qα, Qβ} = {Q̄α̇, Q̄β̇} = 0
[Qα, Pµ] = [Q̄β̇ , Pµ] = 0.
(2.92)
The Q operator, however, does not commute with the Lorentz generators, M ,
[Qα,Mµν ] = i(σµν)βαQβ . (2.93)
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The states of a supersymmetric theory are called “supermultiplets”. Each supermultiplet contains
both fermion and boson states, which are superpartners of each other. The superpartners of the
SM fermions are usually referred to with the letter “s” in front of their name, i.e. the superpartner
of a quark is a squark. The superpartners of the SM bosons have an “ino” as their ending, i.e. the
superpartners of the Higgs boson are called higgsinos. These superpartners are denoted with a tilde
above their corresponding standard model partner particle symbol. For example, the partner of the
gluon, g, is the gluino g̃. According to the above algebra, all particles belonging to an irreducible
representation of SUSY have the same mass and contains the same number of bosonic and fermionic
degrees of freedom, but have spin differing by 12 .
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Figure 2.12: Impact of SUSY particles to the Higgs mass correction.
The introduction of superpartners to the SM particles cancels the ΛUV corrections to the Higgs
mass by adding the contribution from the superpartner as the opposite sign of the SM particle
contribution to the Higgs mass correction, as shown in Figure 2.12. This assumes that SUSY is
unbroken with the SM particle and SUSY superpartner having the same mass. Since experiment
have not found superpartners with the same mass as the SM particles, SUSY has to be broken and
the effective Lagrangian takes the form
L = LSUSY + Lsoft. (2.94)
As a result, the correction to the Higgs mass has the form
∆m2H = m2soft
[
λ
16π2 ln (ΛUV/msoft) + . . .
]
. (2.95)
If ΛUV = Mp and λ = 1, then msoft and therefore the mass of the lightest SUSY particles should
not be greater than a few TeV.
The Higgs boson, which from electroweak symmetry breaking is a neutral scalar in the Standard
Model, must also be part of a supermultiplet. However, in the case of the Higgs sector, one super-
multiplet is not enough. There must be two Higgs supermultiplets [21] because with only one Higgs
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supermultiplet, the electroweak gauge symmetry suffers from an anomaly. An anomaly is the break-
ing of a symmetry due to quantum corrections, which in the context of QFT are loop corrections.
For these gauge anomalies, the correction that violates the gauge symmetry is a triangular Feynman
diagram with fermions running around the loop and with gauge bosons at the three vertices, as
shown in Figure 2.13.
Figure 2.13: Feynman diagram of an anomalous gauge coupling.
The triangular diagrams have to cancel in an appropriate way. It can be shown that the condition
for the cancellation of gauge anomalies is
Tr[T3Y ] = 0, (2.96)
where T3 = σ32 and Y is the hypercharge and the trace is taken over all the left-handed fermions. In
the SM, the cancellation of these anomalies is due to the existence of quarks and leptons. In SUSY,
the fermionic partner of the Higgs multiplet has isospin Y = 12 or Y = −
1
2 which leads to a non-zero
trace. To solve this issue, there are therefore two Higgs supermultiplets, one with Y = 12 and the
other with Y = − 12 so their total contribution satisfies the anomaly cancellation. Another reason to
have two Higgs supermultiplets is that the Higgs multiplet with Y = 12 gives masses to the up-type
quarks while the Higgs supermultiplet with Y = − 12 gives masses to the down-type quarks.
2.3.1 Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model
The Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) is a SUSY model that considers the minimal
amount of new particles. Its particle content is summarized in Figure 2.14. The spin- 12 SM particles
have corresponding spin−0 superpartners. The superpartner of the quarks (q) are the squarks (q̃).
The superpartners of the leptons (`) are the sleptons (˜̀), and the partners of the neutrinos (ν)
are the sneutrinos (ν̃). The gauge bosons have fermionic superpartners. The partner of the gluon
(g) is the gluino (g̃). The electroweak gauge symmetry, before electroweak symmetry breaking, is
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associated with the W±, W 0, and B0 bosons. The superpartners of the EWK gauge group are the
charged winos (W̃±), the neutral wino (W̃ 0), and the bino (B̃0). Finally, the partners of the up-type
Higgs multiplet (H+u , H0u) and down-type Higgs multiplet (H−d , H0d) are the Higgsinos
(h̃+u , h̃0u, h̃−d , h̃0d). In the SM, after electroweak symmetry breaking, the W 0 and B0 mix to give
mass eigenstate, Z0 and γ. Similarly, in SUSY, the mass eigenstates, winos, binos, and Higgsinos,
mix to give the observable states, the charginos (χ̃±1 , χ̃±2 , χ̃±3 , χ̃±4 ) and the neutralinos
(χ̃01, χ̃02, χ̃03, χ̃04). The mixing is described in more detail in Section 6.
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Figure 2.14: MSSM particle content. The extended Higgs sector with the two chiral multiplets is
boxed in green. The superpartners of the neutral gauge bosons and the neutral Higgs bosons are
boxed in blue and the superpartners of the charged gauge bosons and the charged Higgs boson are
boxed in orange. The mass parameters of the binos, winos, and Higgsinos are also labeled.
In the Standard Model, the interaction between particles is governed by the potential. Similarly,
in the MSSM, the interactions between particles is governed by a “superpotential”, W . The MSSM
superpotential is
WMSSM = uyuQHu − dydQHd − eyeLHd + µHuHd, (2.97)
whereHu, Hd, Q, L, u, d, e are fields representing the chiral supermultiplets of the particles described
above and the Yukawa couplings, yu, yd, and ye are 3×3 matrices. The Yukawa matrices determine
the masses and the CKM mixing angles for the quarks. Since the top quark, bottom quark, and tau
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leptons are the heaviest SM fermions, the Yukawa matrices can be approximated as
yu ≈

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 yt
 , yd ≈

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 yb
 , ye ≈

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 yτ
 . (2.98)
Using this approximation, only the third family of lepton and quarks and the Higgs field contribute
to the MSSM superpotential
WMSSM = yt
(
tH0u − tbH+u
)
− yb
(
btH−d − bbH
0
d
)
− yτ
(
τντH
−
d − ττH
0
d
)
+ µ
(
H+u H
−
d −H
0
uH
0
d
)
.
(2.99)
These interactions not only represent Higgs-quark-quark or Higgs-lepton-lepton interactions, but
also Higgsino-squark-quark and slepton-higgsino-lepton interactions, as shown for the top-quark
Yukawa coupling in Figure 2.15. Examples of couplings of the binos, winos, and gluinos are shown
in Figure 2.16. Winos interact with only left-handed particles and sparticles while binos interact
with both left-handed and right-handed particles and sparticles. Gluinos, similar to the gluon, only
interacts with quarks and squarks. Each interaction vertex has two sparticle and one particle.
tL t
†
R
H0u
(a)
t̃L t
†
R
H̃0u
(b)
tL t̃∗R
H̃0u
(c)
Figure 6.1: The top-quark Yukawa coupling (a) and its “supersymmetrizations” (b), (c), all of
strength yt.
as shown in section 3.2. We can also see from the form of eq. (6.1.1) why both Hu and Hd are
needed in order to give Yukawa couplings, and thus masses, to all of the quarks and leptons. Since
the superpotential must be holomorphic, the uQHu Yukawa terms cannot be replaced by something
like uQH∗d . Similarly, the dQHd and eLHd terms cannot be replaced by something like dQH
∗
u and
eLH∗u. The analogous Yukawa couplings would be allowed in a general non-supersymmetric two Higgs
doublet model, but are forbidden by the structure of supersymmetry. So we need both Hu and Hd,
even without invoking the argument based on anomaly cancellation mentioned in the Introduction.
The Yukawa matrices determine the current masses and CKM mixing angles of the ordinary quarks
and leptons, after the neutral scalar components of Hu and Hd get VEVs. Since the top quark, bottom
quark and tau lepton are the heaviest fermions in the Standard Model, it is often useful to make an
approximation that only the (3, 3) family components of each of yu, yd and ye are important:
yu ≈
⎛
⎝
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 yt
⎞
⎠ , yd ≈
⎛
⎝
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 yb
⎞
⎠ , ye ≈
⎛
⎝
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 yτ
⎞
⎠ . (6.1.2)
In this limit, only the third family and Higgs fields contribute to the MSSM superpotential. It is
instructive to write the superpotential in terms of the separate SU(2)L weak isospin components
[Q3 = (t b), L3 = (ντ τ), Hu = (H
+
u H
0
u), Hd = (H
0
d H
−
d ), u3 = t, d3 = b, e3 = τ ], so:
WMSSM ≈ yt(ttH0u − tbH+u ) − yb(btH−d − bbH0d) − yτ (τντH−d − ττH0d)
+µ(H+u H
−
d − H0uH0d). (6.1.3)
The minus signs inside the parentheses appear because of the antisymmetry of the ϵαβ symbol used to
tie up the SU(2)L indices. The other minus signs in eq. (6.1.1) were chosen (as a convention) so that
the terms ytttH
0
u, ybbbH
0
d , and yτττH
0
d , which will become the top, bottom and tau masses when H
0
u
and H0d get VEVs, each have overall positive signs in eq. (6.1.3).
Since the Yukawa interactions yijk in a general supersymmetric theory must be completely sym-
metric under interchange of i, j, k, we know that yu, yd and ye imply not only Higgs-quark-quark and
Higgs-lepton-lepton couplings as in the Standard Model, but also squark-Higgsino-quark and slepton-
Higgsino-lepton interactions. To illustrate this, Figures 6.1a,b,c show some of the interactions involving
the top-quark Yukawa coupling yt. Figure 6.1a is the Standard Model-like coupling of the top quark
to the neutral complex scalar Higgs boson, which follows from the first term in eq. (6.1.3). For variety,
we have used tL and t
†
R in place of their synonyms t and t (see the discussion near the end of section
2). In Figure 6.1b, we have the coupling of the left-handed top squark t̃L to the neutral higgsino field
H̃0u and right-handed top quark, while in Figure 6.1c the right-handed top anti-squark field (known
either as t̃ or t̃∗R depending on taste) couples to H̃
0
u and tL. For each of the three interactions, there is
another with H0u → H+u and tL → −bL (with tildes where appropriate), corresponding to the second
part of the first term in eq. (6.1.3). All of these interactions are required by supersymmetry to have
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Figure 2.15: SUSY interactions proportional to yt.
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Figure 6.2: Some of the (scalar)4 interactions with strength proportional to y2t .
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Figure 6.3: Couplings of the gluino, wino, and bino to MSSM (scalar, fermion) pairs.
the same strength yt. These couplings are dimensionless and can be modified by the introduction of
soft supersymmetry breaking only through finite (and small) radiative corrections, so this equality of
interaction strengths is also a prediction of softly broken supersymmetry. A useful mnemonic is that
each of Figures 6.1a,b,c can be obtained from any of the others by changing two of the particles into
their superpartners.
There are also scalar quartic interactions with strength proportional to y2t , as can be seen from
Figure 3.1c or the last term in eq. (3.2.18). Three of them are shown in Figure 6.2. Using eq. (3.2.18)
and eq. (6.1.3), one can see that there are five more, which can be obtained by replacing !tL → !bL
and/or H0u → H+u in each vertex. This illustrates the remarkable economy of supersymmetry; there
are many interactions determined by only a single parameter. In a similar way, the existence of all
the other quark and lepton Yukawa couplings in the superpotential eq. (6.1.1) leads not only to Higgs-
quark-quark and Higgs-lepton-lepton Lagrangian terms as in the ordinary Standard Model, but also
to squark-higgsino-quark and slepton-higgsino-lepton terms, and scalar quartic couplings [(squark)4,
(slepton)4, (squark)2(slepton)2, (squark)2(Higgs)2, and (slepton)2(Higgs)2]. If needed, these can all be
obtained in terms of the Yukawa matrices yu, yd, and ye as outlined above.
However, the dimensionless interactions determined by the superpotential are usually not the most
important ones of irect interest fo phe omenology. This is because the Yukawa couplings are already
known to be very small, except for those of the third family (top, bottom, t u). Instead, production
and decay processes for superpartners in the MSSM are typically dominated by the supersymmetric
interac ions of gauge-coupling trength, s we will ex lore in more detail in sec ions 9 and 10. The
couplings of the Sta dard Model gauge bosons (photon, W ±, Z0 and gluons) to the MSSM particles are
determined completely by the gauge invariance of the kinetic terms in the Lagrangian. The gauginos
also couple to (squark, quark) and (slepton, lepton) and (Higgs, higgsino) pairs as illustrated in the
general case in Figure 3.3g,h and the first two terms in the second line in eq. (3.4.9). For instance, each
of the squark-quark-gluino couplings is given by
√
2g3(!q T aq!g + c.c.) where T a = λa/2 (a = 1 . . . 8) are
the matrix generators for SU(3)C . The Feynman diagram for this interaction is shown in Figure 6.3a.
In Figures 6.3b,c we show in a similar way the couplings of (squark, quark), (lepton, slepton) and
(Higgs, higgsino) pairs to the winos and bino, with strengths proportional to the electroweak gauge
couplings g and g′ respectively. For each of these diagrams, there is another with all arrows reversed.
Note that the winos only couple to the left-handed squarks and sleptons, and the (lepton, slepton)
and (Higgs, higgsino) pairs of course do not couple to the gluino. The bino coupling to each (scalar,
fermion) pair is also proportional to the weak hypercharge Y as given in Table 1.1. The interactions
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Figure 2.16: Interactions of gauginos with scalar or fermion pairs.
The superpotential also includes terms of the form,
W∆L=1 =
1
2λ
ijkLiLjek + λ′ijkLiQjdk + µ′iLiHu
W∆B=1 =
1
2λ
′′ijkuidjdk
(2.100)
with terms λ′ijk which violate lepton conservation and terms λ′′ijk which violate baryon number
conservation. The possibility of these terms woul av experimental conseq enc s. In particular,
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these terms facilitate proton decay, which violates both lepton and baryon number by one unit. If λ′
and λ′′ couplings are present and unsuppressed, the proton lifetime would be very short; however,
since the observation of the proton decay has not been observed, these couplings must be small or
do not exist. To solve this, baryon and lepton number conservation can be assumed in the MSSM
by adding a new symmetry called “R-parity”. This is different from the SM because baryon and
lepton conservation in the SM is guaranteed: there are no terms in the Lagrangian that violate
either conservation law. This new symmetry, R-parity, is defined as
R = (−1)3(B-L)+2s (2.101)
where s is the spin of the particle. SM particles have R = 1 while SUSY particles have R = −1.
There are a few consequences of R-parity conservation. The lightest SUSY particles, called the
“LSP”, is stable. If the LSP is neutral, it interacts weakly with matter, making it a candidate for
dark matter. Also, all other sparticles must eventually decay to a state that contains one LSP.
Finally, sparticles are produced in pairs in colliders such as the LHC. The searches discussed in this
thesis all assume R-parity conservation.
Chapter 3
LHC and the ATLAS Detector
3.1 The Large Hadron Collider
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [22] is a two-ring superconducting hadron accelerator and col-
lider located at the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) center at the French-
Switzerland border. The LHC is installed in the 27 km tunnel constructed for the Large Electron
Positron Collider (LEP) experiment [23] which lies between 45 m and 170 m below ground. In 1996,
the construction of a 14 TeV LHC was approved [24]. The LEP experiment ran from 1989 to 2000
when it was closed to liberate the tunnel for the LHC. While the LEP experiment collided electrons
and positrons, the LHC primarily collides bunches of protons at four interaction points around
the ring where four independent experiments are located: ATLAS [25], CMS [26], LHCb [27], and
ALICE [28]. ATLAS and CMS are general purpose detectors aiming to run at high luminosities,
with peak luminosity of L = 2 × 1034 cm−2 s−1. LHCb is designed to study b-hadrons with peak
luminosity of L = 2×1032 cm−2 s−1 and ALICE is designed to study heavy ion collisions with peak
luminosity of L = 2 × 1027 cm−2 s−1. The LHC complex and the four experiments are shown in
Figure 3.1.
The proton beams are created by ionizing hydrogen gas. The protons are accelerated in several
stages, increasing their energy by orders of magnitude. The LHC is supplied with protons from the
injector chain Linac2 (after LS2 in 2019-2020, LINAC2 will be replaced by LINAC4, designed to
deliver double the brightness and intensity of the beam [30]), Proton Synchotron Booster (PSB),
Proton Synchotron (PS), and Super Proton Synchotron (SPS) [29]. After ionizing the hydrogen gas,
the protons are accelerated up to 100 kV and sent to a Radio Frequency Quadrupole (QRF) which
accelerates the beams up to 750 keV. The protons then enter the linear accelerator (linac), LINAC2.
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Figure 3.1: Diagram of the CERN accelerator complex [29].
The linac is a multi-chamber resonant cavity tuned to specific frequency. The differences in potential
in the cavities accelerate the protons to 50 MeV. After the linac, the protons enter the PSB, a 157 m
circular accelerator, where they are accelerated to 1.4 GeV. In the PS, a 628 m circular accelerator,
the protons are further accelerated to 25 GeV. The PS is also responsible for providing 81 bunch
packets of protons with 25 ns spacing. Triplet bunches from the PS are then injected into the SPB, a
7 km circular accelerator, where they are accelerated to 450 GeV . Finally, the protons are delivered
to the LHC where they attain energies up to 7 TeV. The current operation of the LHC accelerates
the protons to 6.5 TeV, given a center-of-mass energy of
√
s = 13 TeV. To accelerate and collide the
proton beams, two opposite magnetic dipole fields in both rings is required. The magnets are made
out of NbTi cooled to below 1.9 K using superfluid helium and operate at fields above 8 T. Lattice
magnets are used to control the particles’ trajectory, keeping the beams stable and aligned. There
are 1232 dipoles, each 15 m long, and weighing 35 tons. Quadrupole magnets are used to keep the
particles in a tight beam so that the particles are bunched together when they reach the detectors,
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resulting in more collisions. The quadrupoles have four magnetic poles arranged symmetrically to
squeeze the beam vertically or horizontally. A LHC dipole magnet is shown in Figure 3.2. Before the
proton beams enter the detector, insertion magnets, made out of three quadrupole magnets called a
triplet, are used to squeeze the particles closer together. The triplets tighten the beam, narrowing
it from 0.2 mm to 16 µm across. After colliding, the beams are separated by dipole magnets, which
help reduce the beam intensity by a factor of 100,000 before it hits a block of concrete and graphite
composite, a process called “beam dump”. Each instance of protons being delivered to the LHC is
called a “fill”. These fills last for ten hours until the beam is depleted.
Figure 3.2: Diagram of an LHC dipole magnet [31].
Proton beams in the LHC are composed of 2808 bunches of protons spaced by 25 ns, with
each bunch corresponding to 1011 protons [29]. As a result, each bunch crossing results in many
simultaneous proton-proton (pp) collisions, called an event, at each interaction point. The number
of interactions per bunch crossing is called “pileup”, denoted with µ and represents an experimental
challenge to determine the interaction vertex of the collision studied. Figure 3.3 shows the number of
interactions per bunch crossing for 2015-2018. The average pileup for 2015-2018 is < µ >= 33.7 and
the pileup for 2017-2018 is greater than in 2015-16, which can affect efficiencies of event selections in
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signal regions. This will be further discussed in Chapter 9. Even though pileup makes reconstruction
difficult, it is important to increase the number of collisions to study rare processes such as processes
produced by the decay of SUSY particles.
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Figure 3.3: Number of interactions per bunch crossing for 2015-2018 at
√
s = 13 TeV [32].
Two other figures of merit are used to specify the number of pp collisions delivered by the LHC.
The first measure of interest is the instantaneous luminosity, which is the number of pp collisions per
second (divided by the interaction cross-section). The LHC was designed to deliver peak luminosities
of L = 2× 1034 cm−2 s−1 for the ATLAS detector. As shown in Figure 3.4, the peak luminosity per
fill in 2018 has surpassed this design goal with peak luminosity of L = 2.1 × 1034 cm−2 s−1. The
other figure of merit is the integrated luminosity, or the total number of pp collisions delivered by the
LHC. Figure 3.5 shows the total integrated luminosity delivered to the LHC in Run 1, in 2011-2012
at
√
s = 7, 8 TeV, and during Run 2, in 2015-2018 at
√
s = 13 TeV. The total integrated luminosity
delivered by the LHC to ATLAS in Run 1 is 28 fb−1 and the integrated luminosity delivered by the
LHC to ATLAS in Run 2 is 156 fb−1. Multiplying the luminosity delivered by the LHC by the cross
sections shown in Figure 2.10, this corresponds to 9 million Higgs bosons produced in 2015-2018.
While this appears to be a large number, not all these Higgs bosons are detected or reconstructed.
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Figure 3.4: Peak luminosity per fill delivered in 2018 at
√
s = 13 TeV [32].
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Figure 3.5: Total integrated luminosity and data quality collected by ATLAS in Run 1 (left) and
Run 2 (right) [33, 32]. The luminosity delivered by the LHC to ATLAS is shown in green, the data
recorded by ATLAS is shown in yellow, and the good quality data used in physics analyses is shown
in blue.
3.2 The ATLAS Detector
The ATLAS [25] detector is a general-purpose particle detector located at one of the four interaction
points along the LHC ring. The detector has a cylindrical geometry centered around the beam line.
ATLAS is 45 m long, 25 m high, and weighs about 7000 tons. It uses a right-handed coordinate
system with the interaction point as the origin of the coordinate system. The direction along the
beam axis defines the z-axis and the x−y plane is transverse to that beam axis. The positive x-axis
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is defined as pointing from the interaction point towards the center of the LHC ring, and the positive
y-axis is defined as pointing upwards. Usually, cylindrical coordinates are used in the x−y plane with
the azimuthal angle φmeasured around the z-axis. The polar angle θ is the angle away from the beam
axis. The pseudorapidity is defined using the polar angle as η = − ln tan( θ2 ). While pseudorapidity
is used for massless objects, massive objects use rapidity, defined as y = 12 ln(
E+pz
E−pz ). The angular
distance is defined as ∆R =
√
∆η2 + ∆φ2. The transverse momentum, pT, and transverse energy,
EmissT , are defined in the x− y plane.
The ATLAS is composed of many sub-detectors and magnets. The inner detector (ID), used to
measure tracks of electrically charged particles, is closest to the beam line and surrounded by a 2
T solenoid field. Pattern recognition, momentum and vertex measurements, electron identification
are achieved in the inner detector. Surrounding the ID are the calorimeters. The electromag-
netic calorimeter identifies electrons and photons as well as measures their energies. The hadronic
calorimeter measures the energies of the hadrons. Finally, the muon spectrometer measures the
energies and tracks of muons. A barrel toroid and two end-cap toroids produce a toroidal magnetic
field of 0.5 T and 1 T for the muon detectors. The muon spectrometer defines the dimensions of the
ATLAS detector. Figure 3.6 shows a cut-away view of the ATLAS detector and all the sub-detectors.
Figure 3.6: General cut-away view of the ATLAS detector showing all the sub-detectors [25].
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3.2.1 The Inner Detector
The Inner Detector (ID) measures the trajectories of charged particles above a given pT threshold
within the pseudorapidity range |η| < 2.5 and electron identification for |η| < 2.0. The ID is
cylindrical with length of ±3.512 m and radius of 1.15 m. Along with the trajectory and the 2 T
magnetic field provided by the solenoid, the ID can identify the vertex, the momentum of tracks,
and the charge of particles. The vertexing capabilities can separate collisions of interest from pileup
events. This is also important for decays of b-hadrons, which have short lifetimes, leading to displaced
vertex of decays.
The inner detector is composed of three sub-detectors, listed in order of increasing radii: the
Pixel detector, the Semiconductor Tracker (SCT),and the Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT).
Figures 3.7-3.8 show a cut-away view of the inner detector and its sub-detectors. The position of a
charged particle will be measured 42 times (4 hits in the pixel detector, 8 hits in the SCT, and 30
hits in the TRT).immersed in a 2 T magnetic field generated by the central solenoid, which extends over a length of 5.3 mwith a diameter of 2.5 m.
Figure 2: Plan view of a quarter-section of the ATLAS inner detector showing each of the major elements
with its active dimensions.
Item Radial extension (mm) Length (mm)
Pixel Overall envelope 45.5 < R < 242 0 < |z| < 3092
3 cylindrical layers Sensitive barrel 50.5 < R < 122.5 0 < |z| < 400.5
2⇥3 disks Sensitive end-cap 88.8 < R < 149.6 495 < |z| < 650
SCT Overall envelope 255 < R < 549 (barrel) 0 < |z| < 805
251 < R < 610 (end-cap ) 810 < |z| < 2797
4 cylindrical layers Sensitive barrel 299 < R < 514 0 < |z| < 749
2⇥9 disks Sensitive end-cap 275 < R < 560 839 < |z| < 2735
TRT Overall envelope 554 < R < 1082 (barrel) 0 < |z| < 780
617 < R < 1106 (end-cap ) 827 < |z| < 2744
73 straw planes Sensitive barrel 563 < R < 1066 0 < |z| < 712
160 straw planes Sensitive end-cap 644 < R < 1004 848 < |z| < 2710
Table 1: Main parameters of the inner detector.
The precision tracking detectors (pixels and SCT) cover the region |h | < 2.5. In the barrel region,
they are arranged on concentric cylinders around the beam axis while in the end-cap regions, they are
located on disks perpendicular to the beam axis. The highest granularity is achieved around the vertex
region using silicon pixel sensors. All pixel modules are identical and the minimum pixel size on a
sensor is 50⇥400 µm2. The pixel layers are segmented in R f and z with typically three pixel layers
crossed by each track. The first layer, called the “vertexing layer”, is at a radius of 51 mm. The intrinsic
accuracies in the barrel are 10 µm (R f ) and 115 µm (z) and in the disks are 10 µm (R f ) and 115 µm
(R). The pixel detector has approximately 80.4 million readout channels.
For the SCT, eight strip layers (four space points) are crossed by each track. In the barrel region, this
detector uses small-angle (40 mrad) stereo strips to measure both coordinates, with one set of strips in
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Figure 3.7: Cut-away view of the ATLAS inner detector [34].
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B-layer (IBL) [3] added for Run 2) covers the vertex region and typically provides four measurements per
track. The IBL has a mean radius of 33 mm and a typical IBL pixel has a size of 50 µm by 250 µm in the
transverse and longitudinal directions with a sensor thickness of 200 µm. For the remaining three layers
of the pixel system, located at mean radii of 50.5, 88.5, and 122.5 mm respectively, a typical pixel has a
size of 50 µm by 400 µm in the transverse and longitudinal directions with a thickness of 250 µm. The
pixel layer at a radius of 50.5 mm is referred to as the B-layer in this paper. The coverage in the end-cap
region is enhanced by three disks on either side of the interaction point. The pixel detectors measure the
charge collected in each individual pixel using the time over threshold (ToT) [4]. ToT is the time the pulse
exceeds a given threshold and is proportional to the deposited energy.
Outside the pixel volume, the barrel of the silicon microstrip detector (SCT) consists of four double strip
layers at radii of 299 mm to 514 mm, complemented by nine disks in each of the end-caps. A typical strip
of a barrel SCT sensor has a length of 126 mm and a pitch of 80 µm. On each layer, the strips are parallel
to the beam direction on one side and at a stereo angle of 40 mrad on the other. The information from the
two sides of each layer can be combined to provide an average of four three-dimensional measurements
per track. The SCT sensors are connected to binary read-out chips, which do not provide information
about the collected charge. The silicon detectors are complemented by the transition radiation tracker
(TRT) [5], which extends track reconstruction radially up to a radius of 1082 mm for charged particles
within |⌘| = 2.0 while providing r–  information. The raw timing information from its straw tubes is
translated into calibrated drift circles that are matched to track candidates reconstructed from the silicon
detectors [5].
Figure 1:
Sketch of the barrel region of the ATLAS inner detector.
The solenoid is surrounded by sampling calorimeters. Calorimetry is provided by three distinct detectors
outside the ID volume. A lead/liquid-argon sampling electromagnetic calorimeter is split into barrel (|⌘|
< 1.5) and end-cap (1.5 < |⌘| < 3.2) sections. A steel/scintillator-tile hadronic calorimeter covers the
3
Figure 3.8: Inner detector barrel detectors [35].
3.2.1.1 Pixel Detector
The Pixel Detector [36] is the innermost detector of the ID and extends to |η| < 2.5 and covers
radial distances between 50.5 mm and 150 mm. The Pixel Detector is composed of modules made
up of silicon sensors, front-end electronics, and flex-hybrids. Each pixel sensor is 50× 250 µm in the
innermost pixel layer and 50 × 400 µm in size for the three outermost pixel layers. They provide
a resolution of 10 µm in the r − φ plane and 115µm in the z (r) direction of the barrel (endcap)
modules. The pixel detector has 92 million readout channels. When charged particles pass through
these sensors, the silicon ionizes, resulting in an electrical signal used to determine which sensors
have “hits”. This sub-detector consists of four cylindrical barrel layers and three disk-shaped endcap
layers.
During the LHC shutdown between 2012 and 2015, an additional layer was added to the Pixel
detector, called the Insertable B-Layer (IBL) [37]. This layer allowed the radius of measurement to
go from 50 mm from the interaction point to 33 mm from the interaction point. This allows for
more precise interaction vertex measurement which improves the b-hadron physics performance.
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3.2.1.2 Semiconductor Tracker
The Semiconductor Tracker (SCT) [38] surrounds the Pixel detector and covers radial distances
from 299 mm to 560 mm and covering a range of |η| < 2.5. The SCT uses the same technology as
the Pixels detector; however, the sensor size is larger, 126 mm × 80 µm, called a “strip”. The SCT
consists of 4088 modules in four barrels and two endcaps of nine disks each. Each layer consists of
two sensors arranged back-to-back at an angle of 40 mrad resulting in a resolution of 17 µm in the
r − φ plane and 580 µm in the z plane [34].
3.2.1.3 Transition Radiation Tracker
The Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT) is the outermost subdetector of the ID. The barrel TRT
region encompasses the region of 563 < r < 1066 mm with |z| < 712 mm and the endcap region
is 644 < r < 1004 mm and 848 < |z| < 2710 mm. Unlike the Pixel and the SCT which are made
of silicon, the TRT is made of gas-filled proportional drift tubes covering the range of |η| < 2.0
called straws. The TRT configuration allows for tracking and particle identification using transition
radiation (TR).
The barrel is made up of 52,544 straws that are 144 cm in length and oriented parallel to
the beam while the endcap is made up of 122,880 straws 37 cm in length aligned radially to the
axis [39, 40, 41, 42, 43]. The straws, which are 4 mm in diameter, are made up of 35 µm thick film of
kapton surrounded by an aluminum and a graphite-polyimide layer. The aluminum layer provides
good electrical conductivity and the polyimide protects the aluminum from evaporation from gas
discharges during operation. The straws are reinforced using carbon fiber bundles. Inside the straw,
there is a gold-tungsten anode wire of 30µn in diameter. A 15,300 V potential is applied between
the straw outer casing and the wire, corresponding to a gain of 2.5× 104 for the chosen gas mixture
of xenon (70%), carbon dioxide (27%), and oxygen (3%). Xenon is used for its high efficiency of
absorbing TR photon of energy of 6-15 keV. When a charged particle passes through the straw, it
ionizes the gas and the electrons drift towards the wire and the ions drift to the straw walls. When
the electrons approach the wire, an avalanche of electrons is induced due to the large potential
difference, amplifying the signal by a factor of 20,000. This amplified signal is discriminated against
two thresholds, a low threshold (LT) at 300 eV and a high threshold (HT) at 6-7 keV. These two
thresholds are used for tracking information and to identify the energy absorbed by a TR photon.
Timing information is extracted from the straw hits, giving a resolution of 130µm.
Between each straw there is a polypropylene-polyethylene fiber mat 3 mm thick. Charged parti-
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cles passing through the mats will have a probability of emitting transition radiation. This radiation
is caused by the charge particle moving between media with different index of refraction. It is the
energy radiated when a charged particle passes through with plasma frequency, ωp, [44]
I = αz2γ~ωp/3 (3.1)
where z is the atomic charge, and ~ωp for the TRT is 21 eV. The transition radiation is proportional
to the γ factor so electrons will have higher Lorentz factors than pions or muons due to their lighter
mass. The HT hit threshold is optimized such that the high threshold probability is higher for
electrons than for muons, as shown in Figure 3.9. This discrimination between pions and electrons
is due to the absorption of TR photons by xenon. Before the start of Run 2, gas leaks were
discovered in the TRT. Due to cost considerations, the xenon gas was replaced with argon gas since
argon provides similar tracking capabilities; however, TR photons cannot be absorbed by argon and,
as a result, the argon-filled straws do not contribute to the electron identification.
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Figure 4: The high-threshold turn-on curve, separated into regions according to the reconstructed track
η. The value of Lorentz γ factor is calculated using the assumed mass of the candidate (electron or pion).
4.2 Geometrical variation
This section reports results of studies of the HT probability on a finer detector granularity. The section
starts with an explanation of the detector geometry that is important for the understanding of the results.
The straws are assembled in modules in the barrel, and wheels in the end-cap region. Within the
modules (wheels), the straws are arranged in straw layers. In the barrel, where straws are parallel to the
7
Figure 3.9: High-threshold turn-on curve, separated into regions according to the reconstructed
track η. The value of Lorentz γ factor is calculated using the assumed mass of the candidate, either
an electron or pion [43].
TRT electronics and data acquisition
The TRT signals are read out by Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) which perform
Amplification, Shaping, Discrimination, and Base-Line Restoration (ASDBLR) [45]. These results
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are sampled by a second ASIC, Drift Time Measuring Read-Out Chip (DTMROC) which measures
timing information and digitizes the output for up to 16 straws. DTMROCs are controlled by Tim-
ing, Trigger, and Control (TTC) modules which manage 480 DTMROCs. The readout is performed
by the Read Out Drivers (ROD). 10 VME crates contain the TRT’s 96 RODs and 48 TTCs. Each
VME crate is controlled by a computer running a Linux operating system. A schematic showing
the TRT electronics for the readout is shown in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 1. Overview of the TRT electronics from straws to Back End hardware in USA15.
The solutions adopted by the collaboration and detailed in this document involve separating
the electronics system into three geographically distinct parts - on-detector or Front End, interme-
diate Patch Panel and counting room Back End regions. The Front End electronics use full TRT
custom radiation hard integrated circuits (the ASDBLR and DTMROC below). The Patch Panel
boards located in the midst of the ATLAS muon system use radiation tolerant commercial parts
plus several CERN designed custom chips, and the Back End electronics in the USA15 counting
room are designed entirely with commercial components except for a few specialized LHC custom
timing circuits. Power for the Front End and Patch Panel areas relies on LHC custom analog reg-
ulators supplied from commercial bulk voltage supplies especially designed for LHC conditions.
HV power for the straw detectors is provided by semi-custom crates of precision low current HV
supplies with monitors and adjustable trips. The basic TRT electronics blocks are shown in figure 1.
The basic operational mode of the TRT is the detection of avalanche currents on the anode wire
initiated by clusters of primary ionization electrons from a through-going track [1]. The arrival
time of the cluster depends upon the distance from the wire of the primary ionization. This cluster
arrival time relative to the time of a track from a collision coupled with knowledge of the drift
velocity in the gas is what allows the TRT to make a precise measurement of track position. Tracks
passing near the anode produce avalanche current with a leading edge at or near the track time and
a trailing edge at a time corresponding to a 2 mm drift. For avalanche currents above threshold,
the ASDBLR sends a pulse to the DTMROC — the leading edge of the pulse corresponds to the
distance of closest approach and the trailing edge is, roughly, fixed to the 2 mm maximum drift
time. This fixed maximum drift time is useful as a flag that a given hit is, in fact, associated with
– 5 –
Figure 3.10: Overview of the TRT electronics [45].
3.2.2 The Calorimeters
Two types of calorimeters are used to measure the energy from electromagnetic and hadronic showers.
They are the Liquid Argon (LAr) and the hadronic calorimeters which alternate layers of absorber
material to induce particle showers and active material to measure the resulting energy. Combined,
the two calorimeters cover a region up to |η| < 4.9. Figure 3.11 shows a cut-away view of the
calorimeters.
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Figure 1.3: Cut-away view of the ATLAS calorimeter system.
Calorimeters must provide good containment for electromagnetic and hadronic showers, and
must also limit punch-through into the muon system. Hence, calorimeter depth is an important
design consideration. The total thickness of the EM calorimeter is > 22 radiation lengths (X0)
in the barrel and > 24 X0 in the end-caps. The approximate 9.7 interaction lengths (l ) of active
calorimeter in the barrel (10 l in the end-caps) are adequate to provide good resolution for high-
energy jets (see table 1.1). The total thickness, including 1.3 l from the outer support, is 11 l
at h = 0 and has been shown both by measurements and simulations to be sufficient to reduce
punch-through well below the irreducible level of prompt or decay muons. Together with the large
h-coverage, this thickness will also ensure a good EmissT measurement, which is important for many
physics signatures and in particular for SUSY particle searches.
1.3.1 LAr electromagnetic calorimeter
The EM calorimeter is divided into a barrel part (|h | < 1.475) and two end-cap components
(1.375 < |h | < 3.2), each housed in their own cryostat. The position of the central solenoid in
front of the EM calorimeter demands optimisation of the material in order to achieve the de-
sired calorimeter performance. As a consequence, the central solenoid and the LAr calorimeter
share a common vacuum vessel, thereby eliminating two vacuum walls. The barrel calorimeter
consists of two identical half-barrels, separated by a small gap (4 mm) at z = 0. Each end-cap
calorimeter is mechanically divided into two coaxial wheels: an outer wheel covering the region
1.375 < |h | < 2.5, and an inner wheel covering the region 2.5 < |h | < 3.2. The EM calorimeter is
a lead-LAr detector with accordion-shaped kapton electrodes and lead absorber plates over its full
coverage. The accordion geometry provides complete f symmetry without azimuthal cracks. The
– 8 –
Figure 3.11: Cut-away view of the ATLAS calorimeters [34].
3.2.2.1 Liquid Argon Calorimeter
The Liquid Argon (LAr) calorimeter is used to measure the energy resulting from electromag-
netic showers. High energy electrons predominantly lose energy in matter by Bremsstrahlung, and
high-energy photons by e+e− pair production. The amount of matter traversed by these interac-
tions is called “radiation length” (X0). In one X0, an electron loses all but 1/e of its energy by
Bremsstrahlung and it represents 7/9 of the mean free path for the pair production of a high energy
photon [44].
In ord r o measure the energy of the particle showers accurately, the s ower must be contained
with the calorimeter so calorimeter depth is an important design characteristic. Thus, the thickness
of the LAr calorimeter is 22 radiation lengths in the barrel and 24 radiation lengths in the end-
caps [34]. Lead plates, which have a radiation length of 0.56 cm [44] are used as the absorber. This
allows the LAr calorimeter to be about 50 cm long [34].
The active material is liquid argon and the readout of the energy is done using accordion-shaped
kapton electrodes [34]. The accordion geometry provides complete φ symmetry without azimuthal
cracks.
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The LAr calorimeter is split into three layers in the barrel, shown in Figure 3.12, and four layers
in the endcap. The barrel layers include a presampler layer of 4.3X0 used to correct for the energy
lost by the electrons and photons upstream. The second layer of 16X0 in length and is where most
of the photon and electron energy will be deposited. To measure the energy loss accurately, this
region has a granularity of ∆η × ∆φ = 0.003125 × 0.1. The final layer has 2 X0 in lengths and
granularity of ∆η ×∆φ = 0.05× 0.0245. This layer is used to estimate any energy not sampled by
the presampler and the second layer.
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Figure 5.4: Sketch of a barrel module where the different layers are clearly visible with the ganging
of electrodes in f . The granularity in h and f of the cells of each of the three layers and of the
trigger towers is also shown.
5.2.2 Barrel geometry
The barrel electromagnetic calorimeter [107] is made of two half-barrels, centred around the z-
axis. One half-barrel covers the region with z > 0 (0 < h < 1.475) and the other one the region
with z < 0 ( 1.475 < h < 0). The length of each half-barrel is 3.2 m, their inner and outer
diameters are 2.8 m and 4 m respectively, and each half-barrel weighs 57 tonnes. As mentioned
above, the barrel calorimeter is complemented with a liquid-argon presampler detector, placed in
front of its inner surface, over the full h-range.
A half-barrel is made of 1024 accordion-shaped absorbers, interleaved with readout elec-
trodes. The electrodes are positioned in the middle of the gap by honeycomb spacers. The size
of the drift gap on each side of the electrode is 2.1 mm, which corresponds to a total drift time
of about 450 ns for an operating voltage of 2000 V. Once assembled, a half-barrel presents no
– 114 –
Figure 3.12: B rrel module f r the LAr c lorimeter [34].
3.2.2.2 Hadronic Calorimeters
The hadronic calorimete s are composed of two calorimeters: Tile c lorime er in th ange of |η| <
1.7, and liquid argon calorimeters for |η| > 1.7 because of the intrinsic radiation hardness of this
technology.
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Similar to the LAr calorimeter, the Tile calorimeter is designed to contain the hadronic showers.
The characteristic length for nuclear interaction for a pion, λf , in lead or iron is 20 cm [44], which is
much larger than for the LAr electromagnetic calorimeter. Thus, steel is used as an absorber for the
Tile Calorimeter with scintillating tiles as the active material. The thickness of the Tile calorimeters
is 9.7 interaction lengths in the barrel and 10 interaction lengths in the end cap, or extends radially
from 2.28 m to 4.25 m [34]. The Tile calorimeter is segmented into three layers of 1.5, 4.1, and 1.8
interaction lengths in the barrel. The granularity of the Tile calorimeter is ∆η ×∆φ = 0.1× 0.1 in
the first two layers and ∆η ×∆φ = 0.2× 0.1.
The Hadronic end-cap calorimeter (HEC) is a liquid argon with copper absorbers calorimeter
which covers the ranges of 1.5 < |η| < 3.2. The granularity of the Tile calorimeter is ∆η ×∆φ =
0.1× 0.1 for 1.5 < |η| < 2.5 and ∆η ×∆φ = 0.2× 0.2 for 2.5 < |η| < 3.2 [34].
Finally, the Forward Calorimeter (FCal) provides calorimetry for electromagnetic and hadronic
showers at ranges of 3.1 < |η| < 4.9. The first layer performs electromagnetic calorimetry with
copper as the absorber and the outer two layers perform hadronic calorimetry using tungsten as the
absorber. The FCal uses liquid argon as the active material.
3.2.3 The Muon Spectrometer
The muon spectrometer is the outermost sub detector and is designed to detect charged particles that
exit the calorimeters. The muon spectrometer measures the particles’ momentum up to |η| < 2.7 and
is used to trigger on these particles in the region |η| < 2.4. The muons spectrometer is designed to
measure muon momenta down to 3 GeV (due to energy loss in the calorimeters). Muon tracking and
is based on the deflection of muon tracks in the large toroid magnets. Over the range of |η| < 2.4,
magnetic bending is provided by a toroid magnet of 1 T and for 1.6 < |η| < 2.7, the muon tracks are
bent using smaller end-cap magnets of 0.5 T. In between 1.4 < |η| < 1.6, a combination of barrel
and end-cap magnets are used [34].
The are four types of muon chambers shown in Figure 3.13: Monitored Drift Tubes (MDT),
Cathode Strip Chambers (CSC), Thin Gap Chambers (TGC), and Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC).
The MDTs are used to measure the track coordinates for |η| < 2.7. The CSCs, which are multiwire
proportional chambers with cathodes segmented into strips, are used in the ranges of 2.0 < |η| < 2.7.
The trigger system covers ranges up |η| < 2.4 with TGCs in the region of |η| < 1.05 and RPCs in the
region 1.05 < |η| < 2.4 (up to |η| < 2.7 for coordinate and energy measurements). These chambers
provide bunch crossing identification, well defined pT thresholds, and measure muon coordinates in
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the region orthogonal to that determined by the MDTs and CSCs.
2
2 Muon trigger
2.1 ATLAS detector
The ATLAS detector is a multi-purpose particle physics
apparatus with a forward-backward symmetric cylin-
drical geometry and near 4π coverage in solid angle.3
The detector consists of four major sub-systems: the
inner detector, electromagnetic calorimeter, hadronic
calorimeter and muon spectrometer. A detailed descrip-
tion of the ATLAS detector can be found in Ref. [3].
The inner detector measures tracks up to |η| = 2.5 in
an axial magnetic field of 2T using three types of sub-
detectors: a silicon pixel detector closest to the inter-
action point, a semiconductor tracker surrounding the
pixel detector, and a transition radiation straw tube
tracker covering |η| < 2.0 as the outermost part of the
inner detector. The calorimeter system covers the pseu-
dorapidity range |η| < 4.9 and encloses the inner detec-
tor. The high-granularity liquid-argon electromagnetic
sampling calorimeter is divided into one barrel (|η| <
1.475) and two endcap components (1.375 < |η| <
3.2). The hadronic calorimeter is placed directly outside
the electromagnetic calorimeter. A steel/scintillator-tile
calorimeter provides hadronic coverage in the range |η| <
1.7. The endcap and forward regions, spanning 1.5 <
|η| < 4.9, are instrumented with liquid-argon calorime-
ters. The calorimeters are then surrounded by the muon
spectrometer.
2.2 Muon spectrometer
The muon spectrometer is based on three large air-core
superconducting toroidal magnet systems (two endcaps
and one barrel) providing an average magnetic field of
approximately 0.5T. Figure 1 shows a quarter-section
of the muon system in a plane containing the beam axis.
In the central region, the detectors comprise a bar-
rel that is arranged in three concentric cylindrical shells
around the beam axis. In the endcap region, muon cham-
bers form large wheels, perpendicular to the z-axis. Sev-
eral detector technologies are utilised to provide both
precision tracking and triggering.
The deflection of the muon trajectory in the mag-
netic field is detected using hits in three layers of preci-
sion monitored drift tube (MDT) chambers for |η| < 2.
3ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its ori-
gin at the nominal interaction point (IP) in the centre of
the detector and the z-axis along the beam pipe. The x-axis
points from the IP to the centre of the LHC ring, and the
y-axis points upward. Cylindrical coordinates (r,φ) are used
in the transverse plane, φ being the azimuthal angle around
the beam pipe. The pseudorapidity is defined in terms of the
polar angle θ as η = − ln tan(θ/2).
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Fig. 1 A schematic picture showing a quarter-section of the
muon system in a plane containing the beam axis, with mon-
itored drift tube (MDT) and cathode strip (CSC) chambers
for momentum determination and resistive plate (RPC) and
thin gap (TGC) chambers for triggering
In the region 2.0 < |η| < 2.7, two layers of MDT cham-
bers in combination with one layer of cathode strip
chambers (CSCs) are used. Muons are independently
measured in the inner detector and in the muon spec-
trometer. Three layers of resistive plate chambers (RPCs)
in the barrel region (|η| < 1.05), and three layers of thin
gap chambers (TGCs) in the endcap regions (1.05 <
|η| < 2.4) provide the Level-1 muon trigger.
2.3 Level-1 muon trigger
Muons are identified at Level-1 by the spatial and tem-
poral coincidence of hits either in the RPCs or TGCs
pointing to the beam interaction region [3,4]. The Level-
1 triggers generated by hits in the RPC require a coin-
cidence of hits in the three layers for the highest three
pT thresholds, and a coincidence of hits in two of the
three layers for the rest of thresholds. The Level-1 trig-
gers generated by hits in the TGC require a coincidence
of hits in the three layers, except for limited areas in
the lowest threshold.
The degree of deviation from the hit pattern ex-
pected for a muon with infinite momentum is used to es-
timate the pT of the muon with six possible thresholds.
The number of muon candidates passing each thresh-
old is used in the conditions for the global Level-1 trig-
ger. Following a global trigger, the pT thresholds and
the corresponding detector regions, region of interest
(RoIs), are then sent to the Level-2 and event-filter for
further consideration [3, 4]. The typical dimensions of
Figure 3.13: Schematic of the muon system [46].
3.3 Particle reconstruction and identification
Particles are identified in the ATLAS detector by the energy and tracks left by the particles as
they traverse the subdetectors, as shown in Figure 3.14. Particles such as electrons, photons, and
jets are identified by the signals left in the detector such as hits or energy deposits. This raw data
is converted to physics objects using dedicated algorithms, called “event reconstruction”. Particle
reconstruction occurs in several stages.
The first stage reconstructs particle trajectories, called tracks, from hits in the Inner Detector
and the muon spectrometer (for muons) [34]. The tracking algorith associates hits from the Inner
Detector to particles using pattern recognition and fitting algorithms such as the Kalman Fitter [48]
and the ATLAS Global χ2 Track Fitter [49]. Track reconstruction occurs in three stages [34]. The
first stage is a pre-processing stage where the raw data from the Pixel and SCT detectors are
converted into clusters and TRT timing information is also converted into drift circles. The second
stage is a track finding stage where the Kalman Fitter and Global χ2 Track Fitter are used using
pixel and SCT hits. Ambiguities and fake tracks are rejected. The selected tracks are then extended
into the TRT using the drift circle information. The tracks are then refitted using the information
from all three detectors. A complementary track finding strategy searches for unused track segments
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Figure 3.14: Diagram of how different particle interact in the ATLAS detector [47].
in the TRT and then extends those tracks back into the SCT and pixel detectors. This helps the
tracking efficiency of secondary tracks from conversions and decays of long-lived particles. Finally,
the post-processing stage uses a vertex finder algorithm to reconstruct primary vertices followed by
algorithms to reconstruct photon conversions and secondary vertices.
The second stage reconstructs energy clusters within the calorimeters. The electromagnetic
calorimeter is divided into a grid of 200×256 elements, called “towers”, with granularity of ∆η×∆φ =
0.025 × 0.025 [50]. Energy clusters are formed using a sliding-window algorithm [51] of size 3 × 5
towers in η × φ with energy exceeding 2.5 GeV. A rectangular window is used instead of square
window to capture all the energy from Bremsstrahlung. The hadronic calorimeter is used along with
the electromagnetic (EM) calorimeter to form clusters called topological clusters [52]. A seed cluster
is formed with the signal over noise in the cell greater than 4. Adjacent cells are added to the seed
cell if their signal over noise ratio is greater than 2. The process is repeated until the border stops
increasing.
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Electrons
Electron reconstruction is done by matching tracks to electromagnetic energy clusters within |η| <
0.05 and −0.2 < ∆φ < 0.05, and are calibrated using Z → ee decays [53].
Prompt electrons, electrons not coming from photon conversions, entering the central region of
the detector, |η| < 2.47, are selected using a likelihood (LH) based identification [50]. The inputs to
the likelihood are the hits in the Inner Detector and the energy clusters. The identification criteria
in the likelihood are optimized in bins of η and EmissT .
Photons
Photons are reconstructed using the sliding-window algorithm [34] cluster in the electromagnetic
calorimeter with either no associated Inner Detector tracks for unconverted photon candidates or
with SCT tracks but not Pixel hits for converted photons.
Muons
Muons are reconstructed at first independently in the Inner Detector (ID) and the Muon Spectrom-
eter (MS) [54]. The combined ID and MS is performed using different algorithms depending on the
information provided by the ID, the MS, and the calorimeters.
• Combined (CB) muon: a MS track is matched to an ID track, and the measurements of the
momenta are combined.
• Segment-tagged (ST) muon: the ID track is matched to at least one MS track. The momentum
measurement is taken from the ID.
• Calorimeter-tagged (CT) muon: the ID track is matched to an energy deposit in the calorime-
ter. The criteria for CT muons are optimized for |η| < 0.1 and 15 < pT < 100 GeV.
• Extrapolated (ME) muon: the muon trajectory is reconstructed from the MS track and a
loose requirement on originating at the interaction point. ME muons are used to extend the
acceptance for muon reconstruction in the region 2.5 < |η| < 2.7, not covered by the ID.
Muons are calibrated using Z → µµ and J/ψ → µµ decays.
Jets
Quarks and gluons hadronize as they travel in the detector and collectively are referred to as jets.
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Jets are reconstructed using the anti-kt algorithm [55, 56] with the radius parameter R = 0.4 using
topological clusters as inputs. The equations describing this algorithm are
dij = min(
1
p2T,i
,
1
p2T,j
)×
R2ij
R
(3.2)
where dij is the calculated distance, pT,i is the pT of the i-th jet, Rij is the ∆R between the i-th and
j-th jet, and R = 0.4. This algorithm is dominated by high-pT jets and the algorithm will cluster
larger pT jets first. The dij between similarly separated soft particles will be larger so soft particles
will cluster with larger pT jets than with themselves.
The jet energy scale (JES) and resolution (JER) are first calibrated to particle level using MC
simulation and then through Z+jet, γ+jet, and multijet measurements
b−Jets
Bottom quarks hadronize before they decay [57]. The lifetime of the resulting b-hadrons is around
picoseconds resulting in a decay length, length the b-hadron will travel before decaying, of about
0.5 mm. If the b−hadron is produced relativistically, the decay length will be even longer. The
b-hadrons will decay to multiple final states. Thus, the signature of a b-jet is many jet tracks, a
secondary (or displaced) vertex, and jets forming the invariant mass of a b−hadron.
A multivariate algorithm, MV2c10, using a boosted decision tree (BDT) is used for the b-jet
reconstruction [58]. The inputs to the BDT explain the features of the long b-hadron lifetime: jet
pT and η, presence of a secondary vertex, information from track impact parameters, the presence
of displaced secondary vertices, and the reconstructed flight paths of b- and c-hadrons inside the jet.
Missing energy
Some particles, such as neutrinos, do not interact in the detector and escape undetected. Their
presence is inferred as a momentum imbalance, called missing transverse momentum pmissT , with
magnitude calling missing energy, EmissT . The missing transverse momentum is calculated as the
negative of the sum of the momenta of all particles [59]. The missing momentum comes from two
contributions. The first one is from reconstructed and calibrated particles and jets described above,
called “hard” objects. The second contribution from “soft-event” signals consisting of reconstructed
charged-particle tracks associated with the scatter vertex but not with the hard objects.
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3.4 Trigger system
Collisions of protons take place every 25 ns, corresponding to 109 collisions per second. Due to
limited storage space, less than 2,000 events per second can be saved, thus selective triggering is
required. A two-level triggering system is used to select events [60, 61, 62]. The first-level, Level-1
or L1, is implemented in hardware and reduces the input event rate from 40 MHz to 100 kHz.
These trigger decisions are made using calorimeter signals and muon trigger chamber (RPC and
TGC) signals. Thus, the L1 trigger decision is based on the energy deposition in the calorimeters
and muon track segments. The L1 trigger is followed by a software-based trigger, high-level trigger
or HLT, which further reduces the rate to 1 kHz. The L1 output defines a rectangular Region of
Interest (RoI). Reconstruction algorithms are run on the RoI to select objects are close to physics
analysis software. The output rate decreases exponentially as a function of time due to the decrease
in luminosity during a fill. Figure 3.15 shows the trigger rate for different types of trigger during
one fill in 2018.
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Figure 3.15: HLT trigger rates during a fill in 2018 with peak luminosity of L = 2.0×1034 cm−2s−1
and < µ >= 56 [63].
The trigger menu contains different types of triggers. Primary triggers are used for physics
measurements and are run unprescaled. These triggers use topological information and pT thresholds
of different particles (electrons, muons, EmissT , jets, etc.) to select events. Most of the trigger
bandwidth is used for the physics triggers. 15% of the HLT bandwidth is dedicated to support
triggers. They are used for efficiency and performance measurements and run at a small rate of 0.5
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Hz each. Backup triggers, with tighter selection and lower rates, are used in case the rate of the
primary triggers becomes too high. There are also calibration triggers that are used for detector
calibrations. They run a high rate but store very small events, keeping only the information relevant
to perform the calibration.
Chapter 4
HL-LHC Inner Detector Upgrade
4.1 Motivation for the detector upgrade
ATLAS has collected data on and off since 2011 till present time. Run 1 started in 2011 where data
was collected at
√
s = 7 TeV and in 2012 at
√
s = 8 TeV. The amount of data delivered in those
years corresponds to almost 30 fb−1. During those years, there was on average 10-40 collisions per
bunch crossing. Run 2, collected at
√
s = 8 TeV, started in 2015 and ended in 2018. During Run 2,
the amount of collisions per bunch crossing increased to 40-60. The total amount of data collected
by ATLAS up to 2019 is about 200 fb−1 with another 300 fb−1 expected to be collected in Run
3, scheduled to run from 2021 to 2023. The ATLAS experiment was designed to operate for 10
years at a constant instantaneous luminosity of 1.0× 1034 cm−2s−1 and to remain functional for an
integrated luminosity of 700 fb−1 [25].
The High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) will operate at a peak luminosity of 7.5× 1034 cm−2s−1,
which corresponds to approximately 200 collisions per beam crossing. HL-LHC will operate for ten
years and ATLAS is expected to collect 3,000 fb−1 of data [1]. The current ATLAS Inner Detector
was not designed to operate in these conditions. The Pixel detector was designed to withstand
radiation damage up to 400 fb−1, a factor of 10 lower than the expected HL-LHC luminosity, while
the SCT is constructed to operate up to 850 fb−1. With the increase in the number of proton-
proton collisions to 200, the increase in hits in the TRT would cause the occupancy to approach
100% and nearby particles would not be resolved in the SCT. Thus, without replacement of the
Inner Detector, detector performance in HL-LHC would be degraded resulting in the compromise of
the physics reach. The current timeline for the LHC running until HL-LHC is shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 1.1: Updated status of the LHC baseline programme including the HL-LHC run.
achieve this accelerator performance will be mostly realised during two long shutdowns,
each of two to three years duration (see Figure 1.1):
• in 2015, Long Shutdown 1 (LS1) was completed to prepare the accelerator for opera-
tion at 13 TeV and its design luminosity;
• for Long Shutdown 2 (LS2) in 2019/20 further improvements of the LHC are foreseen,
accompanied by significant detector upgrades (Phase-I);
• Long Shutdown 3 (LS3) starting at the end of 2023 will include major performance
upgrades of the accelerator for the high-luminosity phase (HL-LHC) which requires
replacement of several major detector components (Phase-II).
With a nominal (ultimate) luminosity of L = 5 ⇥ 1034 cm 2s 1 (L = 7.5 ⇥ 1034 cm 2s 1)
and an average hµi = 140 (200) inelastic proton-proton collisions per beam-crossing (pile-
up), the HL-LHC will present an extremely challenging environment to the ATLAS exper-
iment, well beyond that for which it was designed. The quoted luminosities are "levelled"
luminosities, i.e. the HL-LHC will be designed for a "virtual" peak luminosity limiting the
event pileup while maximising the integrated luminosity. The anticipated increased lumin-
osity, along with the associated data rate and accumulated radiation damage render the
current ATLAS inner tracker inoperable. The ATLAS collaboration decided that it will re-
place the Inner Detector with a new all-silicon tracker to maintain tracking performance in
this high-occupancy environment and to cope with the increase of approximately a factor
of ten in the integrated radiation dose.
New technologies are used to ensure that the system can survive this harsh radiation envir-
onment and also to reduce the material, while the new read-out scheme allows the imple-
mentation of a track trigger contributing to the major improvements in the ATLAS online
data selection (triggering) capabilities. The new tracker will consist of a greatly enlarged
Pixel system extending to roughly twice the radius and four times the length of the cur-
rent pixel array, coupled with a much more segmented strip detector requiring over three
times the silicon area of the current detector to cover the full radius of the solenoid inner
6
Figure 4.1: Timeline for the LHC program including HL-LHC [1].
4.2 Inner Tracker: ITk
Since the current Inner Detector will not be able to sustain the running conditions of HL-LHC, it
will be replaced with a new detector, the Inner Tracker (ITk), around 2024, after the end of Run 3.
Unlike the current Inner Detector, the ITk will use silicon sensors for all its subdetectors. Mor over,
the current Inner Detector has three subdetectors, the Pixel detector, the SCT, and the TRT, while
the ITk will only have two subdetectors: the Pixel and Strips detectors. The Pixel detector, just
like in the current Inner Detector, is closest to the beamline and the Strips detector starts at 40 cm
from the beamline. The layout for ITk can be found in Figure 4.2. The current Inner Detector has
coverage up to |η| ≤ 2.7 while the ITk extends the coverage to |η| ≤ 4.0.
3.2 The ITk Layout
Figure 3.5: Sch matic lay ut of the ITk for the HL-LHC ph se of ATLAS. Here only one quadrant
and only active detector elements are shown. The horizontal axis is the axis along the beam line
with zero being the interaction point. The vertical axis is the radius measured from the IP. The outer
radius is set by the bore of the solenoid.
depending on the ring layer and h position. The pixel layout will be presented in detail in
Section 3.2.2.
The tracking detector is surrounded by a polyethylene moderator to moderate neutrons.
This decreases the 1 MeV neutron equivalent silicon damage fluence arising from the flux
of neutrons entering from the calorimeters. Gaps will be preserved between sub-detector
parts to allow for supports, services, and insertion clearances.
3.2.1 Layout of the ITk Strip Detector
The ITk Strip Detector consists of a four-layer barrel section and one end-cap on each side
with six disks each to provide good coverage to within 10  of the beam axis. The strip sys-
tem covers ± 2.7 units of rapidity (see Figure 3.5). The strip barrel extends from -1400 mm
to +1400 mm along the z-axis. The radii at which the barrel layers are located and the z-
positions of the end-cap disks are chosen to optimise the number of hits on a track and the
pT-resolution. An overview of the geometry with the location of the sensing elements in
the strip barrel section is given in Table 3.1. The two inner layers of the barrel are equipped
with short strips of 24.1 mm length. The two outer layers have longer strips with 48.2 mm.
All strips in the barrel section have a pitch of 75.5 µm.
The strips in the end-cap are radially distributed and pointing to the centre of the beam-
axis. The strip lengths in the end-caps are optimised to keep the strip occupancy below
1%, resulting in varying strip lengths increasing from 19.0 mm in the region closest to the
27
Figure 4.2: Schematic of the layout of the ITk detector. The Pixel detector is shown in red while
the strips detector is in blue [1].
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The Pixel detector will consist of approximately 5 billion sensors with 2,500 µm2 area per sen-
sor [64]. The design of the hybrid pixel module is similar to the one used in the present Pixel
detector. The hybrid Pixel module is composed of two parts: a silicon sensor with a front-end chip
fabricated in CMOS (Complementary metalâĂŞoxideâĂŞsemiconductor) technology (bare module),
and a flexible printed circuit board (PCB) called a module flex.
The Strips detector will consist of approximately 18,000 silicon strips sensors, corresponding to
60 million readout channels [1]. The basic unit in the Strips detector is also called a hybrid. It
consists of one sensor and one PCB, which hold the readout Application-specific Integrated Circuits
(ASICs). The modules are constructed by gluing kapton flex hybrids to silicon sensors, as shown in
Figure 4.3. These modules will be installed on the ITk in supports called staves and petals.5 ITk Silicon Strip Detector Outline
Figure 5.3: Exploded view of a short-strip barrel module with all relevant components. Long-strip
modules and end-cap modules feature the same component groups.
barrel, two strip lengths are used: long strips are suitable in the lower occupancy region at
larger radii (layers L2 and L3), whereas further subdivision with shorter strips is required
at lower radii (layers L0 and L1). Therefore two different module types are required for
the barrel section: the so-called short-strip and long-strip barrel modules where "short" and
"long" refers to the strip length.
The short-strip barrel modules contain two hybrids, each with ten ABCStar read-out ASICs
and long-strip modules contain one hybrid with ten ABCStar. Each petal has nine mod-
ules on each side organised in six subsegments referred to as rings (R0-R5) (see Figure 5.2);
e.g. all R0 sensors of 32 petals in one disk will represent a ring around the beam axis in
the Rf plane. The three inner rings (R0-R2) at the lowest radii from the beam axis have
one module each with one or two hybrids, while the outer three rings (R3-R5) have two
modules butted side-by-side, each with one hybrid spanning over the two neighbouring
modules. Covering such a complex geometry over a large area requires six different sensor
geometries and thirteen individual hybrids. The details of the modules for the barrel and
the end-caps are described in the three following chapters: in Chapter 6 the various active
components to form a silicon strip module including the silicon strip sensor and the ASICs
are described. The layout of the hybrids and the power boards required for the modules
and the production steps to build modules including the planned quality assurance meas-
ures are summarised in Chapter 7. The results of electrical characterisations and test beam
studies of prototype modules are shown in Chapter 8.
As the final prototype chips ABCStar and HCCStar were not available at the prototype
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Figure 4.3: Schematic of an ITk strip module.
4.3 Strips Read-out system
Custom-made ASICs are developed for the ITk Strips detector:
• ATLAS Binary Chip (ABC): converts incoming charge signal into hit information. The pro-
totype is called ABC130 and the production chip is called the ABCStar.
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• Hybrid Controller Chip (HCC): interfaces between the ABC130 and the bus-tape. The proto-
type is called HCC130 and the production chip is called the HCCStar.
The HCC130 is the interface between the stave service bus (stave side) and the front end ASICs
on the hybrid. Each hybrid in the inner barrel will service one half of a sensor, 2,560 strips with 10,
256 channel, ABC130s (ABC130). The HCC130 gathers the serialized data from the front end chips
(ABC130) and serves as the communication point between the End of Stave Controller (EOSC) and
the front-end chips. Figure 4.4 shows a diagram of the readout from the strips detector.
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Fig. 3: Active Board  
The goals of the program are to test and characterize HCC chips to 
ensure correct implementation, electrical robustness, and radiation 
hardness.!
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Figure 4.4: Readout system for the Strip detector with the ABC130 and HCC130 [65].
Five ABC130 are daisy chained and can send the data across two data-loops, resulting in four
data lines to the HCC130. Since the design of the prototype chips, HCC130 and ABC130, the
ATLAS upgrade trigger requirement has doubled from L0/L1 rates of 500 kHz/ 200 kHz to 1 MHz/
400 kHz. However, latency studies have shown that there can be a chain of at most three ABC130
in high occupancy regions of the Strip detector. As a result, the “star” architecture was developed:
with point-to-point connections between each ABCstar and the HCCstar on the hybrid. The two
designs are shown in Figure 4.5.
Another ASIC was developed, the Autonomous Monitor and Control Chip (AMAC), which
provides monitoring and interrupt functionality. This chip’s design is based on the HCC130’s Analog
Monitor (AM), which will be described further in a later section. The final readout system with the
HCCstar, ABCstar, and AMAC is shown in Figure 4.6.
There are different size modules depending on their location on the Strips detector. In the barrel,
two strips lengths are used: long strips used for lower occupancy and shorter strips at smaller radii
where the occupancy is expected to be larger. The short strips contain two hybrids, each with ten
ABCStars and long strips contain one hybrid and ten ABCStars.
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5 ITk Silicon Strip Detector Outline
ABC130 devices may be used in high occupancy regions of the ITk Strip Detector. Taken
together, these issues have led the project to re-evaluate the architecture of the on-detector
electronics and adopt a new approach: a so-called "star architecture" with point-to-point
connections between each ABCStar and the HCCStar on the hybrid (see Figure 5.6).
In this "star" architecture the HCCStar builds and transmits module wide events, mak-
ing more efficient use of the available bandwidth compared to what is possible with the
ABC130. Taken together these changes permit full detector read-out at 1 MHz L0 rate and
a significant simplification of the system architecture. However, to support this new topo-
logy, the hybrid will require one additional routing layer and, to maintain a safety factor
of two on bandwidth, the Hybrid Controller Chip HCC will require 640 Mbit down-link
bandwidth back to the End of Substructure card.
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Figure 5.6: Sketch of the original daisy chain signal routing in comparison to the new star design for
the ITk Strip Detector.
Serial transfer of data to the HCC130 was changed to direct communication from all the
ABC130 ASICs to the HCC130 hence the new ABCStar and HCCStar. The "star" config-
uration removed a bottleneck in data transfer to the HCC, which had considerable band-
width still available. While both ASICs required changes, the HCCStar required nearly a
complete redesign as it must now build events in parallel from fragments coming from all
the ABCStar ASICs. The specifications of the ABCStar and HCCStar are summarised in
Chapter 6.2.2 and Chapter 6.2.5 respectively.
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Figure 4.5: Diagrams of the original daisy chain signal routing (left) and the star design (right) [1].
4.4 HCC130 testing
The goals of the program are to test and characterize HCC130 chips to ensure correct implementa-
tion, electrical robustness, and radiation hardness, for the HCCStar and AMAC chip designs.
4.4.1 HCC130 signals
To communicate wi h the HCC130, signals nt ring and le ving the HCC130 need to be understood.
All control, clock, and data lines use Low Voltage Differential Signaling (LVDS). Signals can also
be separated into two categories: hybrid side and stave side. All signals entering and leaving the
HCC130 are shown in Figures 4.7.
The stave-side signals are generated at the End-of-Stave (EoS) and bussed to the HCC130. The
stave-side clock, called BC stave, is a 40 MHz clock sent by the EoS and serves as a reference
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5.4 Overall Electronics Architecture
reliable module power service. Details are given in Chapter 6. The power board connects
to the End of Substructure Card (EoS) and is distributed to each hybrid via a power bus. A
power interface connects each hybrid to the power bus. The main electrical components on
a short-strip stave are shown as an example in Figure 5.5 to give an overview of the main
electrical components of the ITk Strip Detector.
Trigger, Timing, and Control (TTC ) signals arriving from the off-detector systems are sent
from the EoS to each HCCStar via the TTC bus on the bus-tape. The TTC consists of a
40 MHz system clock, a serial command/L0 trigger, and a R3/L1 trigger that are sent to
each HCCStar (see Chapter 9). The TTC bus and data lines and power bus are integrated
into a single copper/kapton bus tape that is co-cured onto the stave core. The EoS includes
a low power GigaBit Transceiver (lpGBTx) that interfaces with the HCC130 ASICs and a
Versatile link (VTRx+) fibre optic d iver [54]. This is described in detail in Section 12.1.
Figure 5.5: Overview of the electronics components of the ITk Strip Detector located within the
active area of the detector. Timing, Triggering and Control (TTC), power and DCS are interfaced to
the stave/petal at the EoS card.
5.4.1 Developments for 1 MHz/400 kHz Trigger Rates - the ABCStar and
HCCStar
Since the design of the prototype ABC130, the ATLAS upgrade trigger requirement has
been changed, increasing from L0/L1 rates of 500 kHz /200 kHz to 1 MHz/400 kHz. In
addition, studies of trigger timing and latency have shown that a chain of at most three
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i 4 6: Readout system for he Strip detector with the HCCstar, ABCstar, nd AMAC [1].
clock for the internal HCC130 clocks, ePLL. The ePLL generates 40 MHz, 160 MHz, 320 MHz, and
640 MHz clocks to receive data from the ABC. Stave side control signals are L0COM and R3SL1,
which are multiplexed. The L0COM line is composed of two 40 Mbps multiplexed signals: level-0
trigger signal, and the command input. When both are idle, a 40 MHz clock signal can be seen on
this line. The L0 signal is active high meaning that it is sent with the falling edge of the BC stave
clock while the command line is active low, or sent with the rising edge of the BC clock. Similarly,
the R3SL1 line ha time-multiplexed sig als: the Regional Readout Request signal (R3) and the
level-1 trigger (L1). R3 is active high while L1 is active low. When both signals are idle, a 40 MHz
clock is seen on the line.
The hybrid side signals are sent from the HCC130 to the ABC chips. The hybrid BC clock is
generated from the incoming BC stave clock or from the ePLL. This clock’s phase is programmable.
Additional clocks, generated from the ePLL, are the Data Readout Clock (DRC), and the FastClus-
terFinder clock (FCLK). The DRC, set to 80 or 160 MHz, is used to clock the data transmission
from the ABC to the HCC130. This data may be incoming from any of the four data input ports
are sorted into one output stream. The FCLK can be set to 80, 160, 320, or 640 MHz. Additional
signals are replicated stave-side signals: L0CMD and R3SL1 and are also time-multiplexed.
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Figure 4.7: Diagram of the signals sent and received between the HCC130 and the ABC130 chips [65].
4.4.2 Testing setup
To test the HCC130, two boards were designed: an passive board which holds the HCC130 and
protection diodes, and an active board. The active board holds level shifting transceivers to control
the common mode, CERN transceiver to create LVDS signals, and the MicroZed, a Xilinx system-
on-chip (SoC) microcontroller with a FPGA. Both of these boards are pictured in Figure 4.8. The
schematics are shown in Figure 13.2-13.1 in Appendix 13.1.
The passive board is connected to the active board via four connectors. The left side and the
right side of the passive board are not mirrors of each other. The left side has the interface signals:
BC stave, the L0/cmd, R3/L1 signals, as well as data line one while data line two is on the right
side of the tester. The interface signals are used to control the HCC130 and to read out the data
returning from the HCC130. On the active board, the LVDS signals leaving the HCC130 are treated
with a comparator before going to the MicroZed to be read out which tests the robustness of the
LVDS signal. The common mode of these comparators can be controlled using a Digital-to-Analog
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HCC Testing Players
Passive board: HCC chip and protection diodes
I This is replaced by a probe card to test HCC die at LBL
Active board: all signal processing chips (Cern transceivers,
comparators, ADCs, DACs)
Microzed
I FPGA programm d in VHDL to provide data communication with HCC.
E.Resseguie (UPenn) HCC Testing March 14, 2016 4 / 1
Figure 4.8: Photographs of the passive board (left) and active board (right) used in the testing of
the HCC130 chip. The HCC130 chip is circled in red in the picture on the left, the MicroZed Zynq
FPGA chip is circled in red in the picture on the right.
converter (DAC). Figure 4.9 shows the schematic of how the signal is processed with a comparator.
The LVDS signals that are sent from the HCC130 from the MicroZed (stave signals and the data) first
pass through the CERN transceivers, which is an 8 channel LVDS transceiver chip [66]. MicroZed
signals are not LVDS so this ensures that LVDS signals are generated with the appropriate common
mode voltage to be sent to the HCC130.
The voltages on the active board are 5 V, 3.3 V, and -3.3 V. The MicroZed requires 2.5 V, 3.3 V,
and 5 V. The general purpose input-output (GPIO) signals (such as the signals setting the pad IDs)
are set at 3.3 V and the LVDS signals are set at 2.5 V. The HCC130 requires up to 1.5 V. The ±
3.3 V are used to operate the op-amps used in the comparators. Finally the DAC uses 3.3 V while
the ADCs use 5 V, 3.3 V, and 2.5 V.
4.4.3 Description of the FPGA code
To test the HCC130, all signals shown in Figure 4.7 must be emulated in the MicroZed. The Mi-
croZed contains a Zynq Processing System (PS) and a Zynq Programmable Logic (PL) component.
The PS includes Ethernet capabilities, USB 2.0, and a UART. The PL separates each logic block
into blocks called “IP blocks” and is programmed in VHDL. Three IP blocks are defined to test
the HCC130: HCC130 interface, 2 ABC130 chain emulator IP blocks, and ADC and DAC controls.
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Level Checking for Signals Coming from the HCC
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We have level checking capabilities for 3 signals coming from the left
side of the HCC: BC, DRC, and R3L1.
The Common Mode (D to A Left 18) is set at 0.6 V. This is also done
for the BC and DRC signals.
To test the robustness of the system, we are setting the DA values to
see for what ranges of voltages, we can still read the trigger data or
the clock values.
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Figure 4.9: Spice schematic for the comparator used to read signals from the HCC130. The common
mode value can be varied using a DAC.
Summary of all the blocks are shown in Figure 4.10.
Figure 4.10: Cartoon illustrating the logic blocks programmed in the MicroZed for the testing of the
HCC130. The blue boxes represent physical chips on the boards such as the HCC130, ADCs, and
DACs. The box in dashed line represents the logic in the MicroZed. The Processing System (PS)
controls the communication between the external user and the blocks in the Programmable Logic
(PL). The PL sends and receives data from the HCC130 and to the DACs and ADCs.
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The HCC130 Interface (IF) IP block emulates the stave side for the HCC130 chip. The outgoing
signals from the FPGA are BC STAVE, the BC clock signal at 40 MHz, L0COM, the command and
L0 trigger, R3SL1, the R3 an L1 triggers. The incoming signals are Data1 and Data2, the two data
return lines from the HCC130. All these signals are differential and are summarized in Table 4.1.
Line Direction Description
BC STAVE out BC clock signal at 40 MHz
L0COM out command and L0 trigger
R3SL1 out R3 and L1 trigger line
DATA1 in data return line
DATA2 in data return line
Table 4.1: Summary of the signals emulated or verified in the HCC130 Interface IP block.
Four clock signals are also generated in this block. One 40 MHz clock signal is used to generate
the outgoing BC STAVE signal. Another 40 MHz clock signal is used as an internal BC signal to
generate the command and triggers. An 80 MHz clock is used to multiplex the two signals on the
L0COM and R3SL1 lines. Finally, a 160 MHz clock signal is used to read the two DATA input lines.
The L0COM and R3SL1 signals are multiplexed using a multiplexer and a flip-flop. The multi-
plexer selects during the first signal when the BC clock is high and the second signal when the BC
signal is low. The signal is samples by a flip flop with the 80 MHz clock.
The HCC130 Chain Emulator (CE) IP block emulates the hybrid side of the HCC130 chip. It
represents one chain of ABC130 chips. There are two CE blocks to test the left and right side of the
HCC130 since the chip reads data from the ABC130s on both sides. The CE does not implement
the full functionality of the ABC130 but only the required signals for testing the HCC130. The
signals generated or read by the CE block are summarized in Table 4.2.
Similar to the signals in IF block, the L0COM and R3SL1 are multiplexed signals. The data
signals, DATA1 and DATA2, are implemented using a serializer to generate sample data as a ABC130
chain would send using a 60 bit parallel in/ serial out (PISO) register. The data control register has
two bits, which trigger the transmission of the data. And the Data status register shows with two
flags, Xonoff1 and Xonoff2, if the transmission of each line is completed. The clock used to serialize
the data is a copy of the DRC input clock.
The Data-read clock (DRC) and fast clock (FCLK) are set in the HCC130 registers. The DRC
source can be chosen to be 80 MHz or 160 MHz and the speed of the fast clock ranges from 80 MHz to
640 MHz. These clocks are compared using a comparator, using the same setup shown in Figure 4.9,
and read in the CE block.
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Line Direction Description
BC in BC clock signal at 40 MHz
BC plus in BC upper limit verification signal
BC minus in BC lower limit verification signal
DRC in Data read clock at 160 MHz
DRC plus in Data read clock upper limit verification signal
DRC minus in Data read clock lower limit verification signal
FCLK in Fast clock signal at 640 MHz
L0COM in command and L0 trigger
R3SL1 in R3 and L1 trigger line
R3SL1 plus in R3 and L1 upper limit verification signal
R3SL1 minus in R3 and L1 lower limit verification signal
Xonoff1 in data transmission control line
Xonoff2 in data transmission control line
DATA1 out data output line
DATA2 out data output line
Table 4.2: Summary of the signals emulated or verified in the HCC130 Chain Emulator IP block.
Finally, ADCs were programmed to read in voltages from the testing board and HCC130, and
DACs were used to set voltages for the common mode, DVDD (voltage power the HCC130 chip),
on-board voltages used in voltage regulators or to power other chips, and voltages used for testing
in the Analog Monitor, described in the next section. Both the ADCs and DACs were programmed
using Finite-State-Machine (FSM) to replicate the clocking and signals in their specification sheets.
The ADC code drives the LTC2308 ADCs [67] on the active board. The HCC130 testing board
uses 3 ADCs which can be selected by the user. There are 8 channels in the ADC and 16 possible
channel configuration commands that can be sent to the ADC. Each analog input is used as a single-
ended input, as opposed to differential and it is also run in the unipolar mode instead of the bipolar
mode. The user can set the O/S̄ (odd/sign) bit, the address selection bits (S1 and S0) to select
which ADC channel to read out. After the user selects the channel and the ADC, a start signal
is sent to the ADC IP block to start the conversion. A command (called SDI) is sent to the ADC
containing the S/D̄ bit (selecting single-ended mode), O/S̄ bit, the 3-bit channel, the unipolar bit,
and the sleep mode bit (set to 0). The output, SDO, from the previous conversion is returned from
the AD while SDI is sent to prepare the ADC for another conversion. A done bit will be returned
from the ADC after the conversion is complete, signaling that the output (SDO) can be sent back
to the user.
The DAC code drives the LTC2656 DACs [68] on the active board. The HCC130 testing board
uses 5 DACs which can be selected by the user. The input word to the DAC is 24 bits long and is
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comprised of: a bit 4 command word, a 4 bit address word, and a 16 bit data word. The address
word also has 9 options to address any of the 8 channels, as well as an option to address all of them.
The command word is the analog voltage the user wishes to send to the DA. A digital-to-analog
transfer function is used to calculate it:
Vout (ideal) =
k
2N × 2× (VREF − VREFLO) + VREFLO (4.1)
In this case, VREFLO is set to ground (0 V) and VREF is the common mode, 0.6 V. N represents the
resolution of the DA, which in this case is 12 bits. K is the decimal equivalent of the binary DAC
input and that will be the command word to be sent to the DAC.
Similar to the ADC, after the user selects a DAC to address (1-5), inputs an address and a word,
a C̄S/LD (chip select, load input) signal will become low triggering the beginning of the conversion.
The DAC register will then be set to the voltage specified by the transfer function. After this is
completed, a done signal is returned. There is also the possibility to clear the DAC. A logic low at
this input clears all registers and causes the DAC voltage outputs to drop to 0V. The asynchronous
DAC update pin ( ¯LDAC) is set to high as all the commands are sent at the rising edge of the clock.
4.4.4 Functional Tests of the HCC130
Functional and parametric tests were performed on the HCC130 to determine reliability and range
of operation. The HCC130 was found to draw 100 mA at startup and up to 160 mA when setting
the DRC at 160 MHz.Preliminary Results
BC clock- 40 MHz DRC clock- 80 MHz Startup pattern
R3 Trigger L1 Trigger L0 Trigger
E. Resseguie (UPenn) HCC Testing (11)August 24, 2015 11 / 14
Figure 4.11: Oscilloscope trace of the pattern sent from the HCC130 at startup (blue) with a trigger
(yellow).
The tests ran to determine the functionality of the HCC130 are:
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• Checking the startup pattern produced by the HCC130, shown in Figure 4.11
• Setting the clocks frequencies and reading them back, shown in Figure 4.12
– DRC at 80 MHz and at 160 MHz
– BC stave and HCC130 internal clock (ePLL) at 40 MHz
– FCLK at 80 MHz, 160 MHz, and 320 MHz
• Register read: verify contents of the registers at 80 MHz and at 160 MHz
• Sending ABC data on all 4 data lines and reading the data from the HCC130 at 80 MHz and
at 160 MHz
• Sending triggers and commands to the HCC130, shown in Figure 4.13
This testing protocol was used to test over 150 HCC130 at Lawrence Berkeley National Labora-
tory.Preliminary Results
BC clock- 40 MHz DRC clock- 80 MHz Startup pattern
R3 Trigger L1 Trigger L0 Trigger
E. Resseguie (UPenn) HCC Testing (11)August 24, 2015 11 / 14
Figure 4.12: Oscilloscope trace of BC (left) and DRC (right) clocks from the HCC130. The BC
clock is at 40 MHz and DRC is set to 80 MHz.
Parametric tests were also conducted and they include:
• Checking levels of signals by varying the common mode
• Sweeping over clock phases
• Checking register settings
• Testing the Analog Monitor and Interlock
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Preliminary Results
BC clock- 40 MHz DRC clock- 80 MHz Startup pattern
R3 Trigger L1 Trigger L0 Trigger
E. Resseguie (UPenn) HCC Testing (11)August 24, 2015 11 / 14
Figure 4.13: Oscilloscope traces of L0 (left), L1 (middle), and R3 (right) triggers from the HCC130.Scope Traces of L1 Trigger at Di↵erent D/A Voltages
The scope traces are explained on the next slide.
E.R, A.N, T.H. (UPenn and LBNL) HCC Testing Update November 13, 2015 4 / 8
Figure 4.14: Oscilloscope traces of L1 trigger for different common mode voltages. The yellow signal
is the differential signal coming from the HCC130. The green and pink signals are outputs of the
comparators and are only half of a differential signal read with a single ended probe.
The levels of three signals (BC clock, DRC, and R3SL1) coming from the HCC130 can be checked
using a comparator, shown in Figure 4.9. A DAC sets the common mode and the optimal common
mode value is found to be 0.6 V. To test the robustness of the system, the common mode value
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can be varied to check for what ranges of voltages can the trigger data or clock values be decoded.
This process is shown in Figure 4.14. At too high or too low DAC values, no signal or an unstable
oscillating signal is seen. As the voltage becomes closer to the common mode voltage, the signal can
be resolved and once the optimal voltage is reached, the signal is clearly decoded with no oscillations.
The ranges of R3SL1 trigger is found to be 511 mV to 669 mV, the range of BC and DRC
clocks is 512-667 mV. The current coming from the HCC130, measured across a 100Ω resistor used
in the comparator, is found to be 1.5 mA. The range of phases of BC stave with respect to the
L0/Command where commands sent to the HCC130 were correctly decoded by the HCC130 and
sent out was found to be -1 ns to 12 ns (where 0 ns is the default rising edge of the clock) for a
distance of 4 ft between our active board and the passive board where the HCC130 is located.
The HCC130 was ran without interruption for over one hundred hours. During that time,
bandgap, VDD, DVDD, and the current were found to be stable as shown in figure 4.15. Daily, the
HCC130 was reset which causes the voltages to return to default values before being set by DAC
values for VDD and DVDD, and in the HCC130 register for the bandgap voltage.
Figure 4.15: Shown on left, during a data taking period of three days, DVDD,VDD, and Bandgap
(BG) were monitored. DVDD remained constant throughout the entire time. VDD and BG were
constant except for daily board resets set by the testing protocol. There were no additional voltage
resets on the board. Shown on right, the current, measured on the DVDD line across a 1 Ω resistor,
remained at 136 mA during the three-day data taking period.
4.4.5 Testing the Analog Monitor (AM)
The HCC130 contains a voltage based analog monitor (AM) with a 10 bit sensitivity for four internal
and three external values. The AM uses a clock-driven integrating ramp generator to compare with
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the seven monitored quantities, and a counter is used to determine the point where the reference
equals the sensed value. The value of the counter is compared to the high and low limits and is
stored in monitor registers in the HCC130. A schematic of the quantities measured by the AM is
shown in Figure 4.16.
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Fig. 1: Layout of stave electronics for readout 
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Tracker, ITk. The ITk is composed of pixels and strips detectors.!
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Fig. 2: Passive Board with 
the HCC (red circle) 
Fig. 3: Active Board  
The goals of the program are to test and characterize HCC chips to 
ensure correct implementation, electrical robustness, and radiation 
hardness.!
Two boards were designed to conduct the 
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Figure 4.16: Schematic of the quantities monitored by the AM.
The quantities monitored by the AM are:
• External ground: measures the ground level of the hybrid. Either the hybrid ground or the
internal bandgap can be selected.
• DVDD (raw VDD): measures the voltage used to power the HCC130.
• VDD (regulated VDD): measures VDD and has a 2/3 gain.
• Voltage sensor (Vsense): external voltage with selectable 0-1 V (with no attenuator applied)
or 0-1.5 V range (with the attenuator applied).
• External tempera ure (NTC): can monitor the temperature using an external Negative Tem-
perature Coefficient sensor (NTC).
• Internal temperature: the temperature monitor is based on reading voltages across a diode
referenced to 1 V through a resistor. Temperature will vary with the bandgap setting.
• Current sensor (HVCurrmon): measures a current across an op-amp with range of 5 µA to
5 mA.
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6.2.8 Testing the Analogue Monitor (AM)
The HCC130 contains a voltage based analogue monitor (AM) with a 10 bit sensitivity for
four internal and three external values. The AM uses a clock-driven integrating ramp gen-
erator to compare with the seven monitored quantities, and a counter is used to determine
the point where the reference equals the sensed value. The value of the counter is compared
to the high and low limits and is stored in monitor registers in the HCC130.
The Analogue Monitor needs to be calibrated in order to know which counter value corres-
ponds to which voltage at the input. The input voltage pin Vsense is used for this purpose
as it is the only channel that directly inputs a voltage into the HCC and can be swept over
a large range. The result of the calibration is shown in Figure 6.24. After calibration, the
input and output voltages match perfectly showing that the calibration is valid. The max-
imum value the AM can reach is 1023 counts (about 820 mV) and once a voltage exceeds
that value, the AM was designed to keep reporting 1023; however, during testing, it was
discovered that after the maximum count of 1023, the counter rolls over, appearing to start
counting from 0 again. This was corrected for the Autonomous Monitor and Control Chip
AMAC (see Section 6.2.7) and the next version of the HCC130. The AM needs to be calib-
rated as well as for each value of band-gap, DVDD, and VDD (Figure 6.25). The Analogue
Monitor appears operational for a range of DVDD from 1.25 V to 1. 6V, and for a range of
VDD between 1.125V to 1.35V.
Figure 6.24: Left: The Analogue Monitor within the HCC130 is calibrated by varying the input
voltage to Vsense and reading back the AM count value. Right: The AM is read for different band-gap
values. For each band-gap value, a Vsense calibration ramp was taken and the slopes and intercepts
are seen on each of the points.
The Analogue Monitor can be used to set up an interlock system. High and low limits can
be programmed for any input channel of the AM and an interlock can be set on the General
Purpose Outputs (GPO), Regulator Enable, or clock lines. The limits were set to 100 counts
and 500 counts for the Vsense input line. The signal being monitored is GPO1 which changes
134
Figure 4.17: Left: The Analog i r ithin the CC130 is calibrated by varying the input
voltage to Vsense and reading back the AM count value. Right: The AM is read for different
band-gap v lues. For e ch band-gap value, a Vsense calibration r mp was tak n and the slopes and
intercepts are seen on each of the points.
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6.2 The ASIC Set for the ITk Strip Detector
Figure 6.25: Left:This plot shows the DVDD Analogue Monitor output as a function of input voltage.
For various values of DVDD, the Analogue Monitor was calibrated and the resulting slopes and
intercepts are seen on this figure. Right: This plot shows the VDD Analogue Monitor output as a
function of input voltage. For various values of VDD, the Analogue Monitor was calibrated and the
resulting slopes and intercepts are seen on this figure.
from on to off once the interlock is triggered. For the low limit, the interlock was triggered
when the low limit was reached. For the high limit, the interlock was triggered about 20 mV
below the interlock limit. This is due to the fact that during the test, for each value of Vsense,
the analogue monitor output was read out, perturbing the measurement. When the AM is
not being read out during the test, the interlock is triggered only when Vsense reaches the
limit. These results are shown in Figure 6.26.
6.2.9 FEAST and upFEAST
The chosen powering scheme for the ITk strip modules is based on the distribution of
power through on-detector DC-DC converter modules [76]. The module is built around a
buck converter ASIC, the FEAST chip, embedding both the power switches and the control
circuitry. A number of ASIC prototype DC-DC converters have been developed to reach the
required performance, with particular emphasis on radiation tolerance and efficiency. The
latest version of the FEAST chip, the FEAST 2.1 provides output voltages in the range of 0.6
to 5 V from an input voltage between 5 and 12 V. The output current can be as high as 4 A.
The switching frequency can be adjusted in the range 1-3 MHz. Operation at 1.8 MHz oper-
ation is the default configuration as it allows for reduced conductive noise. The chip proved
to be radiation tolerant to TID up to greater than 200 MRad, and displacement damage up
to 5x1014 neq/cm2. Single Event Effect (SEE) tests showed continuous operation during ex-
posure to heavy ions of Linear Energy Transfer (LET) up to 64 MeVcm2mg 1 with short
transients below 20 % of the nominal Vout (no destructive event, no output power interrup-
tion). The FEAST 2 design is being ported to a different 0.35 µm technology that can stand
135
Figure 4.18: Left: This plot shows the VDD Analog it r utput as a function of input voltage.
For various values of D M was calibrated and the resulting slopes and intercept are seen
on this figure. Right: This plot shows the VDD AM output as a fu cti n of input voltage. For
various values of VDD, the AM was calibrated and the resulting slopes and intercepts are seen on
this figure.
The AM needs to be calibrated in order to know which counter value corresponds to which
voltage at the input. The input voltage pin, Vsense, is used for this purpose as it is the only channel
that directly inputs a voltage into the HCC130 and can have a large range of input voltages from
0 V t 1.5 V. The result of he calibrati n is shown in Figur 4.17. After calibration, input
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and output voltages match perfectly showing that the calibration is valid. The maximum value the
AM can reach is 1023 counts (about 820 mV) and once a voltage exceeds that value, the AM was
designed to keep reporting 1023; however, during testing, it was discovered that after the maximum
count of 1023, the counter rolls over, appearing to start counting from 0 again. This was corrected
for the Autonomous Monitor and Control Chip AMAC and the HCCstar. The AM needs to be
calibrated as well as for each value of band-gap, DVDD (VDD raw), and VDD (VDD regulated)
(Figure 4.18). The Analog Monitor appears operational for a range of DVDD from 1.25 V to 1.6 V,
and for a range of VDD between 1.125 V to 1.35 V.
To test the NTC, a thermistor from Amphenol [69] is used which is a low cost, highly sensitive
to changes in temperature, sensor. Another reason it is used for testing is that it suitable for PCB
and probe mounting so it could be easily used with the HCC130 testing setup. The thermistor
circuit used is shown in Figure 4.19. The thermistor, based on its specification, can be represented
as a 10 kΩ resistor. An additional resistor is used to decrease the input voltage to the NTC pin in
the HCC130 to about 500 mV, with the input voltage being around 600 mV. An external voltage
monitor, DATAQ [70], is used to monitor the voltage into the AM. The measurement is done by
submerging the thermistor into ice water and take both analog voltage measurements from the
DATAQ and digital measurements from the AM as the water heats up to room temperature. The
setup is pictured in Figure 4.20, where the red circle shows the thermistor submerged in water.
Figure 4.19: Schematic of the circuit used for temperature measurement testing in the AM for the
HCC130. Not figured are the capacitors in parallel with Rdiv to minimize noise. The thermistor is
represented by RNTC 25C. NTC is the signal in the HCC AM and this signal is also probed by an
external voltage monitor, DATAQ.
Three hours of data are taken and the values measured are the HCC130 counts from the NTC AM
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Figure 4.20: Picture of the NTC test setup. The DATAQ is the grey box at the top, Amphenol
thermistor in a volume of ice water circled in red, the passive board with the HCC130 under
hexagonal protection dome at the center, and the active board with the MicroZed at the bottom.
and the voltage measured by the DATAQ. The HCC130 counts are converted to voltage using the
calibration data measured by varying the voltage sent on Vsense, shown in Figure 4.17. According the
thermistor specification sheet [69], the temperature can be calculated as a function of the thermistor
resistance using the following equation.
1
T
= a+ b(ln RT
RNTC 25C
) + c(ln RT
RNTC 25C
)2 + d(ln RT
RNTC 25C
)3 (4.2)
where a = 3.354× 10−3, b = 2.562× 10−4, c = 2.139× 10−6, and d = −7.253× 10−7 are constants
provided in the specification sheet. The resistor, RNTC 25C, is the thermistor equivalent resistance,
10 kΩ. The resistance, RT is the only unknown and is calculated from the voltage measured either
by the AM or the DATAQ, as:
RT = (
Vref
VAM
− 1)Rdiv (4.3)
where Vref is the common mode voltage, measured at 0.6 V, Rdiv is 82 kΩ, and VAM is the voltage
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using the AM output counts and the AM calibration equation.
The measured voltage versus the calculated temperature is shown in Figure 4.21. The DATAQ
line agrees with the line calculated using AM values, showing that the calibration of the AM works as
expected. A fit function is determined which would allow measurements of the AM to be translated
into external temperatures on the board.
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Figure 4.21: Calibrating the NTC AM using a thermistor. The blue line represents the voltage
measured using the DATAQ and the calculated temperature. The green dots represented the voltage
measured from the AM and the calculated temperature. The red line is the best fit function.
The Analog Monitor can be used to set up an interlock system. High and low limits can be
programmed for any input channel of the AM and an interlock can be set on the General Purpose
Outputs (GPO), Regulator Enable, or clock lines. The limits were set to 100 counts and 500 counts
for the Vsense input line. The signal being monitored is GPO1 which changes from on to off once the
interlock is triggered. For the low limit, the interlock was triggered when the low limit was reached.
For the high limit, the interlock was triggered about 20 mV below the interlock limit. This is due to
the fact that during the test, for each value of Vsense, the AM output was read out, perturbing the
measurement. When the AM is not being read out during the test, the interlock is triggered only
when Vsense reaches the limit. These results are shown in Figure 4.22. For the AMAC, additional
protection was added so that the interlock would only be triggered at the set voltage regardless of
whether the AM was read out or not.
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Figure 4.22: Testing the interlock system on a general purpose output pin, GPO1, by setting limits
on Vsense. GPO1 and VDD ADC values for different values input values of Vsense. Only at either
the high or low limits set on Vsense is the interlock triggered and the GPO1 signal goes to 0 and
VDD drops in voltage. For the high limit, the interlock is triggered 20 mV below the limit; however,
when the test is conducted without reading the AM, the interlock is triggered only when the high
limit is reached.
4.5 HCC130 irradiation
4.5.1 Motivation: current increase at low total ionizing dose
X-ray irradiations of the ABC130 have shown a digital current increase at low total ionizing doses
(TID), called a “TID, or current, bump”, around 1-2 MRad, as shown in Figure 4.23. ABC130 chips
are irradiated at different dose rates from 0.6 kRad/hr to 62 kRad/hr and at different temperature
varying from -30◦C to +20◦C. The increase in current is dependent on dose rate and temperature
and the largest increase in current appears at low dose rates and for low temperatures. This behavior
is also observed during an irradiation campaign with 60Co source where there is a 2.5 times current
increase at -25◦C and at 2 kRad/hr, which is the highest HL-LHC dose rate for the Strips detector.
This increase in current at low total ionizing dose is a due to damage to the 130 nm CMOS
(Complementary metalâĂŞoxideâĂŞsemiconductor) during irradiation [71, 72, 73]. To reduce leak-
age current between adjacent devices, CMOS technology includes the use of shallow trench isolation
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1-2 MRad. As shown in Figure 6.13, the increase depends on the dose rate and temperature
during irradiation. This effect is well understood and typical of the used 130 nm techno-
logy nodes [68, 69]. The increase of the low voltage current consumption of the front-end
chip is tracked back to the generation of a leakage current in NMOS transistors induced by
radiation. The radiation induces positive charge that are quickly trapped in the shallow-
trench-on-insulator (STI) oxide at the edge of the transistor. Their accumulation builds up
an electric field sufficient to open a channel source-drain where the leakage current flows
through. While the build-up of positive charge is relatively fast, the formation of interface
states is a slower process. The negative charge trapped in interface states start to compete
with the oxide-trapped charge with a delay. This is the origin of the so called rebound effect.
This effect was also observed in the ATLAS IBL detector, for which operating conditions to
effectively mitigate the impact were applied successfully [70].
Figure 6.13: Digital current vs. TID for ABC130 chips during X-rays irradiations at different dose
rates and temperatures.
No increase of the analogue current of the ABC130 chip is observed due to the large size of
the transistors and the current bias controls.
A detailed low dose rate irradiation campaign was conducted at the 60Co source at CERN
to mimic the dose rates in the different parts of the detector during operation. A first cam-
paign at  25  C and 2 kRad/h (highest HL-LHC dose rate for ITk strips) gives a factor
2.5 increase in digital current. More irradiations followed at lower dose rates and different
temperature, using updated results of both fluence and TID in the detector. Table 6.4 sum-
marises the results of this campaign. Irradiations have also been performed with protons
and results are shown in Figure 6.14.
The results give a current increase factor between 1.3 (T= 10  C, low dose rate) and 2.5
(T= 25  C, high dose rate) at the peak. The local dose rate and temperature will depend on
120
Figure 4.23: Digital current versus TID for the ABC130 during X-ray irradiation at different dose
rate and temperatures [1].
(STI). The STI is created by depositing a dielectric material such as silicon dioxide into the silicon
before the transistors are added. Since the STI still has some thickness, about 100 nm, the CMOS
is still sensitive to radiation [72]. During irradiation, positively-charged holes accumulate in the
STI, which cause a shift in the threshold voltage in the chip while negatively charged electrons drift
faster outside the oxide. In order fo charge to be conducted from the source to the drain in CMOS
technology, th voltage applied betw en the gat and the source must be larger th the threshold
voltage. The threshold voltage is proportional to the accumulated charge so the increase in charge in
the STI causes the charge to be able to move between the source and the drain even if the transistor
is turned off, a process called “leakage current”. This leakage current in many transistors in the
ABC130 results in an overall increase in current. Over time, there is an increase in interface states,
which results in a decrease in current, known as the rebound effect. The leakage current and the
overall ASIC current decreases back to almost pre-irradiation levels. This process is illustrated in
Figure 4.24.
The TID current bump was not only observed in the ABC130, it was also seen in the IBL.
The readout chip in the IBL is made of 130 nm CMOS technology and called FE-I4 (front-end
integrated circuit, version four) [37]. Although the IBL was designed to be operational for up to
an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1, the low voltage (LV) unexpectedly increased during the first
year of operation in 2015 [75]. Figure 4.25 shows the average low voltage of the IBL as a function
of integrated luminosity and TID. The current increased until the integrated luminosity reached
4 fb−1, or 1.2 Mrad at -10◦C. The current then drops to 10% of its initial value and remains stable
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Figure 4.24: Illustration of the effect of radiation on NMOS transistor.
during 2016. The current increase resulted in a rise in temperature in the FE-I4 which resulted in
a temperature-dependent distortion in the IBL [76]. As a result of the impact of the TID on IBL
operation, extensive testing to characterize the TID current bump for the ITk ASICs is required.
4.5.2 Facility and setup
The HCC130 is irradiated with 60Co for 4 months at -10◦C at Brookhaven National Laboratory
(BNL) to investigate the current bump at low total ionizing dose (TID) as seen in the ABC130 and
to test the reliability of communication with the HCC130.
In order to reach the low temperature, the passive board containing the HCC130 is placed in a
cold box, composed of Styrofoam in between a Plexiglas window and a metal plate with a commercial
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Figure 4.25: Average LV current in the IBL’s FE-I4 chips during stable beam as a function of
integrated luminosity and TID [74]. The set temperature (TSet) corresponds to the actual module
temperature.
Cold Box
Composed of a styrofoam box in between a plexiglass window and a
metal plate with the commercial Peltier cooler.
We use the same commercial cooler as BNL, tested up to 7Mrad:
I Model:CP-036HT
I Contains Peltier, fan, regulator
I Also purchased a temperature controller
Additional sensors in the cold box:
I Two epoxied thermistors (MP-2542), plate thermistor (MP-3193), and
humidity sensor (DHT-22).
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Figure 4.26: Schematic and picture of the side view of the cold box containing the passive board
with the HCC130. The cold box is made up a clear Plexiglas window, a Styrofoam box housing the
HCC130, and the cooler with a fan.
Peltier cooler, as shown in Figure 4.26. The cooler, composed of a fan, Peltier, regulator, and a
temperature controller was tested at BNL for total ionizing doses of 7 MRad.
In the cold box, there are also thermistors and a humidity sensor. The thermistors measure the
temperature on the passive board and on the cooler plate, kept colder than the passive board, to
ensure that the HCC130 is kept at a constant -10◦C during irradiation as seen in Figure 4.27.
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Figure 4.27: Monitoring the temperature on the passive board and on the cooler plate during
HCC130 irradiation.
Closeup of	HCC	cold	box	next	to	cobalt-60	chamber.	BNL	will	set	up	4	more	cold	boxes	on	this	surface.
BubblerAir	nitrogen	entry
Figure 4.28: Picture of the nitrogen flow setup and monitoring before HCC130 radiation.
Since the HCC130 is being cooled, nitrogen is continuously flowed to ensure that there is no
condensation on the chip. To visually check that the nitrogen is being flowed, a bubbler is used.
This setup is pictured in Figure 4.28. The humidity is measured using a humidity sensor. Since
this sensor would not survive irradiation, the humidity is monitored only for a few hours after the
HCC130 is cooled to -10◦C. It is measured during this time to be constant at 25% with a flow rate
of 0.2 ft3/hr.
The cold box containing the HCC130 is 42” in radius away from the source. At that distance,
the dose rate, as shown in Figure 4.29 is 0.6 kRad/hr; therefore, the total ionizing dose collected
after about three months of running is 2.3 MRad.
The remainder of the setup can be split between equipment in the source room and in the
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HCC	in	cold	box,
before	sealing
cobalt	source	location
Figure 4.29: Picture of the location of the HCC130 with respect to the 60Co source inside the BNL
source room.
Penn	HCC	Radiation	Setup,	modified	10/24/16	
2	
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Figure: final cabling 
 
Equipment list: 
-Dell laptop and power cord. The Dell laptop has the following software needed for operation 
and debugging: TeraTerm, Cygwin, Meinberg NTP server, Wireshark, copy of all git 
repositories, Arduino software, TE controller software 
 
-Control board has: 
-5V, 2x 3.3V power with 390uF bypass caps 
-Adapter board 
-HCC active board and cabling with the following modifications: 
--V1P5 regulator modified to hard-set voltage to 1.5V instead of using DAC to set it. 
--Remove R91, change R93 to 3.9K and R98 to 4.42K 
--Remove r174, r184, r186, r246, r265, r267, r158, r160,r139 (allows CERN transceiver current 
select pins to float high) 
--Add the following signals to J10: 
---U57.3 to A9 (spare DAC signal) 
---U57.2 to B9 (DATAQ record trigger to ribbon cable) 
---1 ohm resistor harness to A10 and A13 (breaks out total HCC current measurement to ribbon 
cable for external DATAQ connection) 
---U60.2 to A14 (DAC to red LED) 
---U60.3 to A25 (DAC to green LED) 
 
 
Inside source roomIn control room
TextTemperature
controller
board
Active board
and 
Power supplies
Cold box
with
HCC13O
2 DATAQ
Figure 4.30: HCC130 irradiation setup detailing the distance from the cold box housing the HCC130
of all other equipment. This is separated into equipment located inside the source room and in the
control room, in he experimental hall.
control room as shown in Figure 4.30. The equipment inside the source room, at least 8 feet from
the HCC130 location and under lead shielding, contains the active board and the power supplies
used to supply the voltages needed to power the active board and the HCC130. The board with
the temperature controller, about 12 feet fr m the HCC130, is also placed within the lead shielding,
pictured in Figure 4.31.
The control room in the experimental hall, outside the source room, is about 50 feet away and
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Figure 4.31: Picture of the lead shield used to protect controller boards during the HCC130 irradi-
ation, the active board and the temperature controller board.
requires 60 feet of cabling to read out the voltages monitored on the HCC130 as well as a 50 foot
Ethernet cable which allows communication and data transfer with the active board.
4.5.3 Registers and voltages monitored
Since the decay 60Co produces γ rays, SEUs are not expected, but to confirm this, all 17 control
registers in the HCC130 are read and the first 17 bits in register 36 are read, which correspond to
whether or not an SEU occurred in the first 17 control registers. These registers are read out every
5 minutes. Register 36 is a clear-on-read register and therefore, since this register is read every
minute, the limit on SEU would have a granularity of a minute.
Four channels of the AM are monitored: BG (bandgap), VDD (regulated voltage), DVDD (volt-
age used to power the HCC130), and Vsense (pin where a known voltage was injected into the
HCC130). The HCC130 AM can be calibrated by changing the voltage on the Vsense pin and
reading out the counts produced by the HCC130. By ramping the voltage throughout irradiation,
it would then be possible to see the impact of the TID on the calibration values. Each AM channel
is read ten times.
The current consumed by the HCC130 is also monitored to see if the current bump was also seen
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at low TID by the HCC130 as it had been seen by the ABC130. The current is measured by adding
a 1 Ω resistor in series with the DVDD line and measuring the voltage drop across this resistor.
The AM channels are read out once daily while the registers were read out many times daily. The
current and voltages were read out every 10 seconds during the irradiation with an external analog
to digital data logger (DATAQ, shown in Figure 4.30). In the case of an incorrect register readback,
or if a register cannot read after a few attempts, the HCC130 would be reset and reinitialized. The
HCC130 is also reset daily to simulate detector operator.
4.5.4 Pre-irradiation calibrations
Before irradiation commences, the HCC130 is run to test the stability of the system and to under-
stand the expected variations in the AM values. The voltages are monitored by both the AM and
the DATAQ and are shown in Figure 4.32. Each AM value is the average of the ten read out values
and the DATAQ values are averaged over a time period of 5 minutes. The voltages in the DATAQ
are stable to within 1 mV and in the AM, the variation is 1 count.
The voltage, set by a DAC, is increased and sent to the Vsense creating a ramp in voltage. The
AM output are plotted against the DATAQ measured voltage in order to determine the calibration
of the AM. The slope and intercept of the best fit calibration line as well as the ramp are shown in
Figure 4.33. The ramps and fits are also very stable during the pre-irradiation run.
4.5.5 Results
The current is plotted as a function of elapsed hours since the beginning of data taking and of TID
in Figure 4.34. Before irradiation, the current is stable at 0.132 A on average. After irradiation,
the current rises and continues to rise for about 2 mA. It reaches peak current and begins to drop
back to 0.133 A after 1.5 MRad. The HCC130 therefore does not experience a sharp increase in
current at low TID. The periodic dips in current are due to short timescale artifacts from the data
acquisition sequence, primarily current fluctuations from the daily reading of the analog monitor
block inside HCC130, and a daily reset of the host controller and of the HCC130.
The bandgap AM readout was also monitored during irradiation. As shown in Figure 4.35, the
AM readout before irradiation was stable at 638 counts and rapidly rose during the first 500 kRad
by 25 counts. During irradiation, the BG had an average value of 664 counts. The designers of the
bandgap expect a variation of 30-40 mV due to TID, which is consistent with the measurements
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Figure 4.32: Monitoring of the voltages Vsense, with an input voltage of 1V, (top left), DVDD (top
right), VDD (bottom left), and bandgap (bottom right) with both the AM and the DATAQ before
the HCC130 irradiation.
when the calibration of 1.10 mV/count is taken into account. A 30 mV variation out of nominal
600 mV will cause a 0.5% overall measurement error.
Calibration of the AM was monitored during irradiation by ramping an external voltage from
0-1 V on the Vsense pin and reading out the AM count value. The resulting ramps are shown
in Figure 4.36. The slopes remained constant but the intercepts decreased by 5 counts during
irradiation; however, after 500 kRad, the intercepts stabilized at around -19 counts. Based on the
BG readout and the ramps, it appears that after the initial increase in AM counts during the first
500 kRad, the AM readout values remained constant for the remainder of the irradiation.
Finally, register read errors and SEUs were monitored during irradiation. As shown by Fig-
ure 4.37, there were no SEUs or errors in register reads. There were also no register read errors for
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Figure 4.33: Calibrating the AM before irradiation by varying the input voltage and reading out the
AM output. Resulting ramps are on the bottom, with the resulting slopes (top left), and y-intercepts
(top right).
the remaining registers 4-17 shown in Appendix 13.1.
4.6 Future improvements and studies
The HCC130 testing and irradiation has been able to determine that HCC130 chip is very stable
and does not experience a large current increase at low TID. A few design errors were uncovered
such as the lack of protection in the interlock mechanism causing the interlock to be triggered early
if the channel the interlock is placed on is read back and the max count of the AM is not properly
kept at 1023 but instead rolls over.
While the HCC130 is being tested, the HCCstar and the AMAC are being designed. The
HCCstar’s AM is much simpler and has a more complex data read and receive architecture than
the HCC130. The HCC130’s AM capabilities are transferred to the AMAC. Future studies would
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Figure 4.34: HCC130 current as a function of elapsed hours since the beginning of data taking (left),
and of TID (right). The plots represent average current with the fluctuations due to the reading of
the AM and daily reset of the HCC130.
Figure 4.35: HCC130 Bandgap AM counts as a function of elapsed hours since the beginning of data
taking (left), and of TID (right). Before irradiation, the bandgap AM count is stable. Irradiation
causes the AM counts to jump 25 counts and oscillates around that count value.
include conducting the same kinds of tests performed on the HCC130 but on these new chips since
those chips are the ones that will be in the final ITk Strip detector.
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Figure 4.36: Calibrating the AM during irradiation by varying the input voltage and reading out the
AM output. Resulting ramps are on the bottom, with the resulting slopes (top left), and y-intercepts
(top right).
Figure 4.37: Number of error reads for each of the control registers 0-3 (left) and the sum of SEUs
that occur in registers 0-17 (right) during the HCC130 irradiation.
Chapter 5
W±Z cross-section measurement at√
s = 13 TeV
Diboson cross section measurements provide important tests of the electroweak (EWK) sector of the
Standard Model (SM) by measuring precisely the triple and quartic gauge couplings. Any deviation
in the measurement of the strength of these couplings would provide evidence for physics beyond
the SM.
Diboson refers to WZ, WW , and ZZ processes. The production of WZ is a good probe for
diboson processes. Figure 5.1 shows the leading order diagrams for the WZ production in proton-
proton collisions. The s-channel diagram has a triple electroweak gauge boson interaction gauge,
which is a feature of the non-abelian structure of the group describing EWK interactions, but is also
sensitive to new physics. Deviations in this coupling would lead to an enhancement in the production
cross section. Limits on anomalous triple gauge couplings, as well as on anomalous quartic gauge
couplings, which can be probed via vector boson scattering production, have been placed in Run 1
Z
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q̄′
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q′
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q̄′
Figure 5.1: Leading-order diagrams for W±Z production in pp collisions.
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by ATLAS [77, 78] and CMS [79, 80, 81].
The WW process also receives contributions from leading order triple gauge coupling; however,
the WZ process is an experimentally cleaner signature with fewer backgrounds. The WW process
has large background contribution from tt̄produced with associated jets. In order to reduce this
background, a jet veto needs to be imposed, leading to larger jet systematic uncertainties. Moreover,
the final leptonic decay of WW is `ν`ν which contains two invisible particles, while the WZ process
contains only one invisible particle if the W boson decays leptonically, making the WW process
kinematically more challenging to reconstruct than WZ. The cross section times branching ratio is
larger for WZ than for ZZ production process.
As discussed in Section 2.1.4, final states with either the W or Z bosons decaying to hadrons
have the largest branching ratio; however, they also have large backgrounds from many processes
such as multijet, tt̄, Z+jet, and W+jet production. The final state where both the W and Z bosons
decay leptonically, also known as the three lepton channel, is therefore used to measure the WZ
cross section. Z decays to neutrinos are not considered because they are not detected in the ATLAS
detector. The three lepton channel includes decays to electrons and muons. Decays to taus are not
considered directly. Taus have a 65% branching ratio to hadrons. The remaining 35% branching
ratio is to leptons (electrons and muons). Leptonic τ decays have final states of the form µν̄µντ
or eν̄eντ . These states are indistinguishable from promptly produced electrons or muons, except
for the additional missing energy from the tau neutrino. Thus, events with leptonically decaying
taus contribute to the signal regions of the four channels used in the measurement region. This
contribution is estimated using simulation and accounted for using correction factors during the
calculation of the cross section.
The cross section of the WZ production decaying to three leptons was measured in proton-
antiprotons collisions and published by the CDF and D0 collaborations [77, 78], as well as in proton-
proton collisions at the LHC by ATLAS at
√
s = 7, 8 TeV [82, 83], and by CMS at
√
s = 7, 8, 13
TeV [79, 80, 81].
The analysis presented in this chapter measures the fiducial cross section of the WZ production
decaying to three leptons in the eee, eeµ, µµe, µµµ decay channels using 3.2 fb−1 of ATLAS data
collected at a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV. The four decay channels are combined using a χ2
minimization technique. The measurement is also extrapolated to the total phase space to determine
the inclusive cross section. The paper on which these results are based also present the cross section
as a function of jet multiplicity [2].
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5.1 Cross section methodology
The cross section is the probability of an event occurring. The number of events produced depend on
the cross section and the luminosity. Thus, the total number of WZ events produced is determined
using the equation
NWZ = L · σ (5.1)
NWZ is determined by the total number of data events observed, N , minus the number of background
events, B. Detector effects such as lepton identification, trigger, and others are accounted for with
a correction factor, C, and the finite acceptance of events is accounted with for with an acceptance
factor, A. Combining all this, the total cross section becomes,
σ = N −B
L · C ·A (5.2)
5.1.1 Fiducial cross section
A fiducial cross section measurement (differential or inclusive) is calculated such that the measure-
ment can be directly compared with theory, with little dependence on the underlying model (“model
independent” cross section measurement). The phase space selection for this measurement can be
either geometric or kinematic. The geometric selections ensures that events will be within the de-
tector while a kinematic selection reduces background in the measurement region that are difficult
to model. The fiducial phase space selection can be further subdivided as a function of one or more
kinematic properties. This cross section measurement is known as a differential cross section.
After events are selected within the fiducial phase space, background events are subtracted. The
remaining events must be corrected to account for detector-level effects such as lepton identification,
trigger efficiency, or resolution on kinematic variables, a process known as unfolding. Unfolding is
done with as few assumptions on the model as possible. For an inclusive cross section, unfolding is a
single number, called a correction factor, CWZ . The procedure is more complicated for a differential
cross section because of event migration between bins.
The fiducial cross section is calculated as
σfid.W±Z→`′ν`` =
Ndata −Nbkg
L · CWZ
. (5.3)
The correction factor is the ratio of the number of events in the fiducial phase space using recon-
structed events over the number of events derived from the Monte Carlo simulation in the fiducial
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phase space, so that
CWZ =
N signalreco
N signalfiducial
. (5.4)
This will be discussed further in section 5.7. To compare with theory, events generated using a Monte
Carlo generator have the fiducial selection applied. The resulting cross section can be compared with
the experimentally measured cross section.
5.1.2 Total cross section
The fiducial cross section can be extrapolated into a cross section in the total phase space. This
extrapolation takes into account the branching ratios of W and Z bosons to three leptons as well
as an acceptance factor, AWZ . This acceptance factor is a truth-level factor that extrapolates from
the fiducial phase to the total phase space. The factor is given by
AWZ =
N signalfiducial
N signaltotal
. (5.5)
Determining this factor will be discussed further in section 5.7. The total cross section is calculated
as equation (5.6):
σtotWZ =
σfid.W±Z→`′ν``
BRW→`ν · BRZ→`` ·AWZ
(5.6)
5.2 Phase space definition
The fiducial phase space is chosen to be closely define to the selection described in Section 5.4
and is identical to the one used in the WZ cross section measurement collected at 8 TeV by the
ATLAS detector [83]. The fiducial selection is applied to both events in data and to the Monte
Carlo simulation predictions.
In the simulation, “dressed” leptons are used to calculate event kinematics. Leptons are dressed
by including contributions from final-state-radiation (FSR) photons within a cone of
∆R ≡
√
(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2 < 0.1. Dressed leptons and final state neutrinos that do not originate from
hadrons or τ decays first need to be assigned to the parent bosons, W and Z, before applying the
fiducial selection which depends on the assignment. The procedure to assign the leptons is called a
“resonant shape” algorithm which maximizes an estimator for all choices of m`` and m`ν ,
Pk =
(
1
M2(``)k −M
2
Z + iΓZMZ
)2
×
(
1
M2(`ν)k −M
2
W + iΓWMW
)2
, (5.7)
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where k = 1, 2, ΓZ and ΓW are the total width of the W and Z, as reported by the Particle Data
Group. This boson assignment is used when applying the fiducial selections on events from any
generator in order to ensure uniform treatment across generators1.
Fiducial phase space Total phase space
W±Z → `′ν`` production WZ production
81.2 < m`` < 101.2 GeV 66 < m`` < 116 GeV
Z leptons: pT > 15 GeV, |η| < 2.5
W lepton: pT > 20 GeV, |η| < 2.5
∆R(`Z , `W ) > 0.3
∆R(`leadZ , `subleadZ ) > 0.2
mWT > 30 GeV
Table 5.1: Summary of fiducial and phase space selection. Kinematics are calculated with dressed
leptons.
Table 5.1 summarizes the fiducial and total phase space definitions. The total phase space, after
bosonic assignment, is defined with a requirement on the mass of the Z boson, 66 < m`` < 116 GeV,
to distinguish WZ production from Wγ∗. The fiducial phase space has a tighter requirement on
the Z mass, lepton η and pT requirements, and a cut on mWT , calculated between the lepton and
missing transverse energy vector in the data, and with the neutrino in the simulation.
5.3 Data set and MC samples
The proton proton collision data corresponds to an integrated luminosity 3.2 fb−1 collected at a
center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV. WZ and background processes are simulated using Monte Carlo
generators. The propagation of events through the ATLAS detector is simulated using GEANT4 [84],
digitized, and reconstructed [85].
Table 5.2 summarizes the Monte Carlo (MC) used specifying the generator used to simulate the
events. The WZ production is generated with both Powheg [86, 87, 88, 89]+PYTHIA [90, 91, 92]
and SHERPA [93, 94] generators. The Powheg samples are used to determine the fiducial and
total cross sections. The SHERPA samples are used as a comparison for the differential cross section
measurement. For events where the data-driven method, “Fake Factor”, is used, the MC is used for
1Some generators, such as Powheg, have a built-in algorithm to assignment daughter particles to parent bosons;
however, this procedure differs across generators. The SHERPA generator does not explicitly assign the leptons to
either the W or Z bosons due to the quantum-mechanical ambiguity of events with three leptons and the associate
interference effect. A uniform assignment procedure ensures that differences in fiducial cross section predictions are
not due to nonphysical assignment of leptons
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cross checks. Top-like backgrounds, which include tt̄, singletop, WW+jets, are estimaetd using MC
normalized to data.
Process Estimation Generator sub-process
WZ MC Powheg +PYTHIA8 WZ → `ν``
MC SHERPA W−Z → `ν`` SF
MC SHERPA W−Z → `ν`` OF
MC SHERPA W+Z → `ν`` SF
MC SHERPA W+Z → `ν`` OF
ZZ MC Powheg +PYTHIA8 qq̄ → ZZ → ````
MC SHERPA gg → ````
tt̄+ V MC MadGraph +PYTHIA8 tt̄+W
MC MadGraph +PYTHIA8 tt̄+ Z, Z → ``
tZ MC MadGraph +PYTHIA6 tZ → ```
V V V MC SHERPA V V V → 3`3ν, 4`2ν, 5`1ν,
3`3ν, 6`0ν, 4`2ν
Z+jets Fake Factor Powheg +PYTHIA8 Z → ``
Z + γ Fake Factor SHERPA Z + γ → ``γ
tt̄, Wt, top NF Powheg +PYTHIA6 tt̄ ≥ 1`
Wt ≥ 2`
top (s-channel)
Table 5.2: Summary of the background processes and methods used to estimate them. For the
data-driven method, the MC is used as a cross check.
5.4 Object and Event Selection
5.4.1 Object selection
Electrons and muons are identified using identification, isolation, and tracking criteria described in
Section 3.3. Three levels of object selection are used for electrons and muons, described in Table 5.3.
Each level “baseline”, “Z”, and “W” leptons applies the selection of the previous levels along with
additional criteria. The baseline leptons use the looser identification criteria and lower lepton pTin
order to provide a higher efficiency of identifying and removing processes decaying to four prompt
leptons (four-lepton veto requirement). Leptons associated with the W and Z boson must satisfy
stricter criteria. The selection on the lepton associated with the W boson has the most stringent
criteria to suppress the reducible backgrounds, Z+jets and Z+γ, which have a fake lepton associated
with the W .
Baseline electrons must have pT > 7 GeV and fall within the inner detector, |η| < 2.5, as well
as within the electromagnetic calorimeter, |ηcluster| < 2.47. The electrons must also satisfy the
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LooseAndBLayerLLH quality criteria, which has an efficiency of 84-96% for electrons with 10 < pT <
80 GeV . Electrons need to pass the impact parameter cuts of |z0 sin θ| < 0.5 and |d0/σd0 | < 5,
designed to suppress fake electrons from pileup jets. Finally, the electrons must satisfy a track
isolation requirement, LooseTrackOnly.
Electrons satisfying the Z electron criteria must fulfill the additional criteria of a tighter pT
threshold, pT > 10 GeV, a tighter identification criteria, MediumLH, which has an efficiency of 72-
93% for electrons with 10 < pT < 80 GeV, and tighter isolation, GradientLoose. A calorimeter
crack veto is also applied, where 1.37 < |ηcluster| < 2.47 is excluded, which allows for more efficient
ZZ rejection.
Electrons passing the W electron criteria must pass the pT threshold, pT > 20, and even tighter
ID and isolation criteria, TightLH and Gradient respectively, which has 68-88% efficiency for elec-
trons with 10 < pT < 80 GeV.
Baseline muons must have pT > 7 GeV and fall within the inner detector, |η| < 2.5. They must
also satisfy the Loose quality criteria and pass the impact parameter cuts of |z0 sin θ| < 0.5 and
|d0/σd0 | < 3. Finally, the muons must satisfy a track isolation requirement, LooseTrackOnly, which
has a 99% uniform efficiency.
Muons satisfying the Z electron criteria must fulfill the additional criteria of a tighter pT thresh-
old, pT > 10 GeV, a tighter identification criteria, Medium and tighter isolation, GradientLoose,
which has an efficiency of at least 95% for muons with pT > 25 GeV. Muons passing the W electron
criteria must pass the pT threshold, pT > 20 GeV.
Jets are reconstructed from topological clusters using the anti-kt algorithm with distance param-
eter ∆R = 0.4. Jets are required to have pT > 25 GeV and fulfill the pseudorapidity requirement
of |η| < 4.5 . To suppress jets originating from pileup, jets are further required to pass a JV T cut
(JV T > 0.59) if the jet pT is within 20 < pT < 50 GeV and it resides within |η| < 2.4 [95].
Separate algorithms are run in parallel to reconstruct electrons, muons, and jets. A particle can
be reconstructed as one or more objects. To resolve these ambiguities, a procedure called “overlap
removal” is applied. For electrons, this overlap removal is applied in two steps. At the baseline
selection, an electron that shares a track with a muon, and the sub-leading pTelectron from two
overlapping electrons are removed. The second step removes W or Z electrons if they are within
0.2 < ∆R < 0.4 of a jet. For muons, overlap removal is applied to W or Z muons to separate prompt
muons from those originating from the decay of hadrons in a jet. A W or Z muon is removed if it
is within ∆R < 0.4 of a jet that at least 3 tracks.
The missing transverse momentum, with magnitude EmissT , is calculated as the negative vector
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Cut Value/description
Baseline Electron Baseline Muon
Acceptance pT > 7 GeV, |ηcluster| < 2.47, |η| < 2.5 pT > 7 GeV, |η| < 2.5
Identification LooseAndBLayerLLH Loose
Isolation LooseTrackOnly LooseTrackOnly
Impact parameter |z0 sin θ| < 0.5 mm, |z0 sin θ| < 0.5 mm,
|d0/σd0 | < 5 |d0/σd0 | < 3
Z Electron Z Muon
Acceptance pT > 15 GeV, exclude 1.37 < |ηcluster| < 2.47 pT > 15 GeV
Identification MediumLH Medium
Isolation GradientLoose GradientLoose
W Electron W Muon
Acceptance pT > 20 GeV pT > 20 GeV
Identification TightLH
Isolation Gradient
Table 5.3: Summary of the three levels for electron and muon criteria. Each new level contains the
selection of the previous level.
sum of the transverse momenta of the calibrated selected leptons and jets, and the sum of transverse
momenta of additional soft objects in the event, which are reconstructed from tracks in the inner
detector or calorimeter cell clusters.
5.4.2 Event selection
Table 5.4 summarizes the event selection. After passing the event cleaning cuts and the primary
vertex requirement, having a reconstructed vertex with at least two tracks, events are required to
pass the lowest unprescaled single lepton triggers. To minimize the loss of efficiency due to the
turn-on of the triggers, the leading lepton pT is required to be greater than 25 GeV.
Event kinematics depend on the assignment of the leptons to the parent boson. Leptons asso-
ciated with the Z boson have to satisfy the Z lepton criteria. They must be the same flavor and
have opposite charges (SFOS) with an invariant mass within 10 GeV of the mass of the Z boson to
suppress non-resonant backgrounds such as tt̄. If more than one pair can be formed, the pair whose
invariant mass is closest to the mass of the Z boson is chosen as the Z lepton pair. The leptons
associated with the Z boson are referred to as `leadZ and `subleadZ .
The remaining third lepton is associated to the W boson and must satisfy the W lepton criteria
described in the section above. The W lepton is referred to as `W . A requirement on the transverse
mass of the W boson is applied to select W bosons. The transverse mass of the W boson is calculated
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Event selection
Event cleaning Reject LAr, Tile, and SCT corrupted events and incomplete events
Primary vertex Reconstructed vertex with at least two tracks
Trigger eee events must pass any of the electron triggers
µµµ events must pass any of the muon triggers
µµe, eeµ events must pass any of electron or triggers
single electron triggers (MC) HLT e24 lhmedium L1EM18VH || HLT e60 lhmedium || HLT e120 lhloose
single electron triggers (data) HLT e24 lhmedium L1EM20VH || HLT e60 lhmedium || HLT e120 lhloose
single muon triggers (MC and data) HLT mu20 iloose L1MU15 || HLT mu50
Lepton multiplicity Exactly 3 baseline leptons, at least 1 SFOS pair
Z lepton criteria leptons associated with Z boson pass Z lepton criteria
W lepton criteria lepton associated with W boson passes W lepton criteria
Lead lepton pT p`1T > 25 GeV
m`` requirement |m`` −mZ | < 10
mT requirement mWT > 30 GeV
Table 5.4: Signal event selection. Leptons are associated to Z boson if they form a SFOS pair that
minimizes their invariant mass with respect to the mass of the Z boson.
with the W lepton and the missing transverse energy vector, and defined as:
mWT =
√
2pWT EmissT (1− cos(∆φ)), (5.8)
where ∆φ is the angle between the W lepton and the missing transverse energy vector.
The transverse mass is required to be above 30 GeV. This suppresses backgrounds that have low
missing energy such as Z+jets, Z+γ, and ZZ. No explicit missing transverse energy is required to
have a selection identical to the 8 TeV WZ cross section measurement [83].
5.5 Overview of Backgrounds
The backgrounds in this analysis can be classified into two groups: reducible backgrounds, containing
at least one “fake” lepton, and irreducible backgrounds with at least three prompt leptons in the
final state.
The reducible backgrounds originate from Z+jets, Z+γ, tt̄, Wt, and WW production processes.
The reducible backgrounds can be split further into Z+jets/Z+γ processes and “top-like” processes,
and their treatment is different. Z+jets/Z + γ processes, shown in Figure 5.2, form a Z boson and
the fake lepton results from the jet or photon being misidentified as an electron. The fake electron
in Z+jet can also come from the final state lepton due the decay of a b- or c-quark. Fake leptons
coming from Z + γ come from a photon converting to electrons. This photon comes from initial-
state-radiation (ISR) instead of final-state-radiation (FSR). The analysis requires a lepton pair with
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an invariant mass close to the mass of the Z boson and the leptons resulting from the FSR scenario
typically have an invariant mass below that requirement. Fake leptons are often poorly modeled
in the simulation because the rate at which each source (heavy flavor jet, light flavor jets, and
photon conversions) fakes a lepton is difficult to model. This background is usually estimated using
a data-driven technique called the “Fake Factor” method.
Z
`+
`−
q
Z
γ
`+
`−
q
Z
`+
`−
γ
Figure 5.2: Z+jet and Z+γ production diagrams at leading order. The Z+jet diagrams also include
FSR. In each of these diagrams, a jet or a photon fake a lepton.
The other fake background comes from tt̄, Wt, and WW , or“top-like” processes, shown in
Figure 5.3. These fakes result from the decay of heavy flavor (b- or c-quark) decays. The final state
leptons do not usually form an invariant mass consistent with the Z. Moreover, these events can
have both same flavor events as well as opposite flavor events.
t
W+
W−
t̄
b̄ ν̄
`−
`+
νb
g
g
b̄
W−
t
Figure 5.3: “Top-like” production processes where the decay from the b-quark results in a fake lepton.
WW is not picture here but has a diagram similar to WZ production diagrams in Figure 5.1.
Both Z+jets/Z + γ and top-like backgrounds are called reducible because their contribution in
the signal region can be minimized by make more stringent requirements on the lepton identification
and isolation criteria.
The other class of backgrounds is called “irreducible” and includes contribution from ZZ, V V V ,
tt̄V , tZ and double parton scattering (DPS) events. These backgrounds have three prompt leptons in
the fiducial volume and are estimated using simulation (MC). The dominant irreducible background
comes from the ZZ process. Figure 5.4 shows the leading order diagrams for the ZZ production
in proton-proton collisions. Diagrams with gluon-gluon in the initial state are not shown because
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the cross section of gg → ZZ is smaller than for pp → ZZ, as seen in Table 5.2. This background
is reduced by applying a veto on events with at least four baseline leptons. ZZ can still enter the
fiducial volume by two means: either the fourth lepton falls outside the detector acceptance (too
low lepton pT or large |η|), which is irreducible, or the lepton falls within acceptance and is not
identified. For the cases where the lepton is not identified, a correction for the MC modeling of
prompt leptons that fail identification is applied.
q̄
q
Z
Z
Figure 5.4: Leading-order diagrams for ZZ production in pp collisions. Only diagrams with pp in
the initial state are shown because their cross section than for the gluon-gluon initial state.
5.6 Background estimation
This section will explain the techniques used to estimate the data-driven fake background estimates
and the corrections applied to the ZZ simulation to account for lepton mismodeling effects. Other
processes, V V V , tt̄V , tZ, and DPS are estimated using simulation.
The Z+jets/Z + γ fake background has in the the final two prompt leptons with an invariant
mass consistent with the mass of the Z boson and one “fake” or non-prompt lepton from light flavor
or heavy flavor (lepton from the b- or c-quark decays) jets or photon conversion from Z+γ processes.
This background is estimated using the “Fake Factor” method. An extrapolation factor, or the Fake
Factor (FF), between the leptons passing the signal selection criteria and leptons passing an inverted
selection is measured in a region enriched with Z+jets, and Z + γ events. This factor is applied to
a region identical to the signal region except for the quality of the leptons: two leptons pass the Z
lepton criteria, and one passing the inverted criteria.
Top-like backgrounds, where tt̄ is the dominant contribution, are measured in a region with
different flavor opposite charge (DFOS) events which minimize contribution from WZ events. This
region is used to derive a normalization factor that is then applied to the top-like background
simulation in the signal region.
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5.6.1 Z+jet/Z+γ Background
5.6.1.1 Fake Factor Methodology
The Fake Factor method uses two sets of lepton identification criteria. The first is the same criteria
used to identify signal leptons in the analysis and will be referred to as “signal”, “tight”, or “ID”
leptons. The second is criteria is an orthogonal criteria where one identification or isolation criteria
is inverted to enrich in fake leptons and is referred to as “loose” or “anti-ID” lepton criteria.
Using these ID and anti-ID lepton selections, a Fake Factor, F , is calculated in a region enriched
in the process that processes fake leptons with a similar composition to the fakes in the signal region.
The Fake Factor is then defined as:
F = NID
Nanti-ID
(5.9)
In this analysis, the Fake Factor is calculated as a function of lepton pT and therefore becomes:
F (i) = NID(i)
Nanti-ID(i)
, (5.10)
where i is the ith pT bin. This is an idealized case where the measurement has no contamination from
other sources. Realistically, there will be other processes present in the Fake Factor measurement
region, which contain three prompt leptons, and need to be subtracted out from the observed data.
The Fake Factor takes the form:
F (i) = NID,data(i)−NID,prompt MC(i)
Nanti-ID,data(i)−Nanti-ID, prompt MC(i)
, (5.11)
The Fake Factor is then applied to a control region identical to the signal region except that instead
of having three signal leptons, the lepton selection is replaced by the anti-ID selection for the fake
lepton (in this case, the W lepton). The number of reducible events due to Z+jets and Z+ γ in the
signal region is
N reducibleSR =
∑
i
N iCR · F (i) (5.12)
The Fake Factor derivation will now be discussed for the one, two, and three lepton cases.
The number of events with tight or loose leptons are of the form NT and NL, where the subscript
indicates whether the lepton passes the ID criteria (“T”) or the anti-ID criteria (“L”). In the three
lepton case, these will take the form of NTTT, NTLT, NLLT, NLLL, etc., where the labeling of leptons
is ordered by decreasing pT.
Similarly, the number of events with real or fake leptons are of the form NR and NF, where the
subscript indicates whether the lepton is real (“R”) or fake (“F”). In the three lepton case, these
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will take the form of NRRR, NRRF, NFFR, NFFF, etc., where the labeling of leptons is also ordered
by decreasing pT.
The efficiency for the real lepton to pass the“tight” criteria is denoted as εR and the efficiency
for a fake lepton to satisfy the tight criteria is denoted εF. Also, the efficiency for the real lepton
to pass the“loose” criteria is denoted as ε̄R and the efficiency for a fake lepton to satisfy the tight
criteria is denoted ε̄F.
The derivation for the one lepton case will now be discussed in more detail. The number of tight
and loose leptons can be related to the number of real and fake leptons using the efficiencies by the
following equation: NT
NL
 =
εR εF
ε̄R ε̄F
NR
NF
 (5.13)
To make a single analytic equation, both sides of the equation are multiplied by the row vector:(
1− εF
ε̄F
)
, (5.14)
which results in:
NT −
εF
ε̄F
NL = εRNR + εFNF −
εF
ε̄F
ε̄RNR − ε
F
ε̄F
ε̄FNF (5.15)
The fraction εF
ε̄F
can be replaced by the symbol F , representing the Fake Factor, and canceling terms,
this gives:
NT − FNL = εRNR − F ε̄RNR. (5.16)
Moreover, additional substitutions can be made (ε̄RNR = NRL and εRNR = NRT ), which gives
the final result
NFT = NT −NRT = F (NL −NRL ). (5.17)
Solving for the Fake Factor, F ,
F = N
F
T
NL −NRL
= NT −N
R
T
NL −NRL
(5.18)
The Factor Factor, F can be computed by taking the ratio of the number of tight fake leptons NFT ,
which equal to NT−NRT , where NT, is the number of tight leptons, measured in data, and NRT is the
number of real tight leptons estimated using simulation, and the denominator, which contains the
number of loose leptons, NL, measured in data, and the number of loose real leptons, NRL , estimated
using simulation.
This Fake Factor calculation assumes that the composition between the fake measurement region
and the signal region are similar. If there are differences in composition, an uncertainty should be
taken into account.
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The two lepton case is similar to the one lepton case except there are more terms in the matrix
because in the two lepton case, either both leptons are tight, or one is tight, one is loose, or both
are loose. The relationship between loose and tight leptons is related to the number of real and fake
leptons by this matrix: 
NTT
NLT
NTL
NLL
 =

εR1 ε
R
2 ε
F
1 ε
R
2 ε
R
1 ε
F
2 ε
F
1 ε
F
2
ε̄R1 ε
R
2 ε̄
F
1 ε
R
2 ε̄
R
1 ε
F
2 ε̄
F
1 ε
F
2
εR1 ε̄
R
2 ε
F
1 ε̄
R
2 ε
R
1 ε̄
F
2 ε
F
1 ε̄
F
2
ε̄R1 ε̄
R
2 ε̄
F
1 ε̄
R
2 ε̄
R
1 ε̄
F
2 ε̄
F
1 ε̄
F
2


NRR
NFR
NRF
NFF
 (5.19)
The row vector used to multiply both sides of the equation is:(
1− ε
F
1
ε̄F1
− ε
F
2
ε̄F2
− ε
F
1 ε
F
2
ε̄F1 ε̄
F
2
)
(5.20)
After canceling terms, replacing terms of the form εF
ε̄F
by F , and adding the substitutions, ε̄RNR =
NRL and εRNR = NRT , the number of events containing at least one fake lepton becomes,
NTT −NRRTT = F1(NLT −NRRLT ) + F2(NTL −NRRTL )− F1F2(NLL −NRRLL ) (5.21)
This estimates the number of events with one fake lepton and two fake leptons simultaneously.
Finally, in the three lepton case used in this analysis, the relationship between loose and tight
leptons is related to the number of real and fake leptons by the following matrix:
NTTT
NLTT
NTLT
NTTL
NLLT
NLTL
NTLL
NLLL

=

εR1 ε
R
2 ε
R
3 ε
F
1 ε
R
2 ε
R
3 ε
R
1 ε
F
2 ε
R
3 ε
R
1 ε
R
2 ε
F
3 ε
F
1 ε
F
2 ε
R
3 ε
F
1 ε
R
2 ε
F
3 ε
R
1 ε
F
2 ε
F
3 ε
F
1 ε
F
2 ε
F
3
ε̄R1 ε
R
2 ε
R
3 ε̄
F
1 ε
R
2 ε
R
3 ε̄
R
1 ε
F
2 ε
R
3 ε̄
R
1 ε
R
2 ε
F
3 ε̄
F
1 ε
F
2 ε
R
3 ε̄
F
1 ε
R
2 ε
F
3 ε̄
R
1 ε
F
2 ε
F
3 ε̄
F
1 ε
F
2 ε
F
3
εR1 ε̄
R
2 ε
R
3 ε
F
1 ε̄
R
2 ε
R
3 ε
R
1 ε̄
F
2 ε
R
3 ε
R
1 ε̄
R
2 ε
F
3 ε
F
1 ε̄
F
2 ε
R
3 ε
F
1 ε̄
R
2 ε
F
3 ε
R
1 ε̄
F
2 ε
F
3 ε
F
1 ε̄
F
2 ε
F
3
εR1 ε
R
2 ε̄
R
3 ε
F
1 ε
R
2 ε̄
R
3 ε
R
1 ε
F
2 ε̄
R
3 ε
R
1 ε
R
2 ε̄
F
3 ε
F
1 ε
F
2 ε̄
R
3 ε
F
1 ε
R
2 ε̄
F
3 ε
R
1 ε
F
2 ε̄
F
3 ε
F
1 ε
F
2 ε̄
F
3
ε̄R1 ε̄
R
2 ε
R
3 ε̄
F
1 ε̄
R
2 ε
R
3 ε̄
R
1 ε̄
F
2 ε
R
3 ε̄
R
1 ε̄
R
2 ε
F
3 ε̄
F
1 ε̄
F
2 ε
R
3 ε̄
F
1 ε̄
R
2 ε
F
3 ε̄
R
1 ε̄
F
2 ε
F
3 ε̄
F
1 ε̄
F
2 ε
F
3
ε̄R1 ε
R
2 ε̄
R
3 ε̄
F
1 ε
R
2 ε̄
R
3 ε̄
R
1 ε
F
2 ε̄
R
3 ε̄
R
1 ε
R
2 ε̄
F
3 ε̄
F
1 ε
F
2 ε̄
R
3 ε̄
F
1 ε
R
2 ε̄
F
3 ε̄
R
1 ε
F
2 ε̄
F
3 ε̄
F
1 ε
F
2 ε̄
F
3
εR1 ε̄
R
2 ε̄
R
3 ε
F
1 ε̄
R
2 ε̄
R
3 ε
R
1 ε̄
F
2 ε̄
R
3 ε
R
1 ε̄
R
2 ε̄
F
3 ε
F
1 ε̄
F
2 ε̄
R
3 ε
F
1 ε̄
R
2 ε̄
F
3 ε
R
1 ε̄
F
2 ε̄
F
3 ε
F
1 ε̄
F
2 ε̄
F
3
ε̄R1 ε̄
R
2 ε̄
R
3 ε̄
F
1 ε̄
R
2 ε̄
R
3 ε̄
R
1 ε̄
F
2 ε̄
R
3 ε̄
R
1 ε̄
R
2 ε̄
F
3 ε̄
F
1 ε̄
F
2 ε̄
R
3 ε̄
F
1 ε̄
R
2 ε̄
F
3 ε̄
R
1 ε̄
F
2 ε̄
F
3 ε̄
F
1 ε̄
F
2 ε̄
F
3


NRRR
NFRR
NRFR
NRRF
NFFR
NFRF
NRFF
NFFF

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The row vector used to multiply both sides of the equation is:(
1 − ε
F
1
ε̄F1
− ε
F
2
ε̄F2
− ε
F
3
ε̄F3
εF1 ε
F
2
ε̄F1 ε̄
F
2
εF1 ε
F
3
ε̄F1 ε̄
F
3
εF2 ε
F
3
ε̄F2 ε̄
F
3
− ε
F
1 ε
F
2 ε
F
3
ε̄F1 ε̄
F
2 ε̄
F
3
)
(5.23)
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After canceling terms, replacing terms of the form εF
ε̄F
by F , and adding the substitutions, ε̄RNR =
NRL and εRNR = NRT , the number of events containing at least one fake lepton becomes,
NTTT −NRRRTTT = F1(NLTT −NRRRLTT ) + F2(NTLT −NRRRTLT )
+ F3(NTTL −NRRRTTL )− F1F2(NLLT −NRRRLLT )
− F1F3(NLTL −NRRRLTL )− F2F3(NTLL −NRRRTLL )
+ F1F2F3(NLLL −NRRRLLL )
(5.24)
The number of events with two or three fake leptons are small compared to the number of events
with one fake lepton.
Equation (5.24) can be rewritten for multiple Fake Factor bins,
NTTT −NRRRTTT =
∑
i
F1(i)(NLTT −NRRRLTT )
+
∑
i
F1(i)F2(i)(NTLT −NRRRTLT )
+
∑
i
F3(i)(NTTL −NRRRTTL )
(5.25)
This assumes that the events with three prompt leptons or top-like fakes have been subtracted from
the data.
5.6.1.2 Fake Factor Measurement and Validation
To summarize, the Z+jet and Z + γ estimate in each lepton pT bin is obtained by extrapolating
from events in the fake control sample using the following formula:
NZ+j/Z+γ = (NLTT −NpromptLTT −N
top
LTT)FW
+ (NTLT −NpromptTLT −N
top
TLT)FZ
+ (NTTL −NpromptTTL −N
top
TTL)FZ ,
(5.26)
where FW and FZ are the Fake Factors for the W and Z leptons, NpromptLTT , N
prompt
TLT , N
prompt
TTL are
the MC predictions with three prompt leptons, and N topLTT, N
top
TLT, N
top
TTL are the estimates for the
top-like fakes.
The Fake Factor is derived in a region orthogonal to the WZ selection and enriched with Z+jets
and Z + γ events: mWT < 30 GeV, and EmissT < 40 GeV, a region that will be referred to as the Fake
Factor measurement region. These events must satisfy all requirements from Table 5.4 except for
the new requirements on mT and EmissT . The contribution of Z+jets and Z+γ in this region is 75%
of all the backgrounds.
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Criteria Electrons Muons
Identification VeryLooseLLH Loose
Lepton pT > 7 GeV > 7 GeV
Lepton η |η| < 2.47, exclude 1.37 < |η| < 1.52 |η| < 2.47
Table 5.5: Definition for baseline leptons in the Fake Factor measurement region.
Criteria Electrons Muons
Overlap removal pass OR with muons and jets no OR applied
Identification VeryLooseLLH Medium
anti-ID criteria (! MediumLLH identification || ( |∆zbaseline0 | > 0.5 ||
|dbaseline0 | > 5 || |dbaseline0 | > 3 ||
! GradientLoose isolation) ! GradientLoose isolation)
Table 5.6: Definition of the anti-ID criteria for the Fake Factor measurement region.
Loose events have looser identification criteria than signal events to enhance the statistics of the
denominator events. Tables 5.5 and 5.6 show the definition for the baseline identification for loose
events as well as the denominator criteria. The anti-ID criteria have either the signal isolation or
the identification criteria inverted. For the muon overlap removal criterion, all muons are kept and
jets are removed if they are within ∆R < 0.4 of a muon. Trigger matching is applied to the tight
leptons.
The Fake Factor estimate of the Z+jet and Z + γ background is validated in a subset of the
signal region containing events with 30 < mWT < 50 GeV and EmissT < 50 GeV, which is enriched in
background processes. Figure 5.5 shows the good agreement between data and background in the
EmissT distribution in the Fake Factor validation region. The WZ process is scaled by 1.18 to match
the inclusive cross section.
There are four main uncertainties associated with the Fake Factor method. There is a statistical
uncertainty due to the number of anti-ID data events in the Fake Factor measurement region.
Another uncertainty comes from the prompt subtraction, dominated by WZ and ZZ events. The
WZ and ZZ yields are varied by 15% and the largest impact on the Fake Factor is taken as
an uncertainty. The Fake Factor also has uncertainties associated with the subtraction of top
backgrounds; the uncertainty on the top normalization is propagated as the uncertainty. Finally,
a closure systematic is assessed by calculating a Z+jet/Z + γ Monte Carlo Fake Factor in the
signal region and compare this with the Z+jet/Z + γ Monte Carlo Fake Factor derived in the fake
measurement region.
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Figure 5.5: EmissT distribution in the Fake validation region. The Z+jet and Z + γ contribution
is estimated using the Fake Factor. A normalization factor is applied to the top Monte Carlo.
Backgrounds labeled “Others” consist of tt̄, Wt, WW, tZ, ttV, and V V V processes. The WZ
process is scaled by 1.18 to match the inclusive cross section.
5.6.2 Top-like backgrounds
Top-like backgrounds include tt̄, Wt, and WW ; however, the dominant contribution comes from
tt̄. To estimate top-like backgrounds, a control region (CR) is constructed with different flavor,
opposite charge events (DFOS), meaning that the events are of the form e±e±µ∓ or µ±µ±e∓. This
guarantees that one of the same flavor leptons is the fake lepton and this region is very pure in
events with top-like fakes.
A control region is used to normalize the different background sources in the signal region. This
region is built by inverting, or changing, one or more event selection requirements. The goal is to
obtain an event sample that is kinematically similar to the signal region but enriched in a particular
process.
The normalization factor (NF) extracted from the control region, NFbkg is the ratio of data
events, NCRdata with other background processes (NCRother) removed over the number of simulated
background events for the process, NCRbkg,MC. All these number of events are determined in the
control region. The NF is calculated as
NFbkg =
NCRdata −NCRother
NCRbkg,MC
(5.27)
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Note the NF provides an overall normalization. The shape is taken directly from the simulated
background events in the signal region.
To determine the contribution of the background process in the signal region, NSRbkg,est., the
normalization is applied to simulated background events in the signal region:
NSRbkg, est. = NFbkg ·NSRbkg,MC (5.28)
Systematic uncertainties in the normalization factor arise from different sources. There are statis-
tical uncertainties due to the number of data events available to calculate the NF. There are also
experimental and theoretical uncertainties both on the process being normalized and the one being
subtracted. To understand the impact of these uncertainties on the normalized background in the
signal region, equations (5.27), (5.28) are combined.
NSRbkg, est. =
NCRdata −NCRother
NCRbkg,MC
·NSRbkg,MC = (NCRdata −NCRother) · αbkg, (5.29)
where αbkg =
NSRbkg,MC
NCRbkg,MC
is the transfer factor from the control region to the signal region. Since the
transfer factor is the ratio of the simulated yields in the signal region and the simulated yields in the
control region, the systematic uncertainties impacting these two yields largely cancel out, especially
if both regions are kinematically similar. As a result, normalizing a background using a control
region greatly reduces the systematic uncertainties on that background in the signal region.
In this analysis, the top control region applies all the requirements of the signal region, described
in Table 5.4, except for the lepton assignment to the parent bosons. DFOS leptons that minimize
|m``−mZ | are assigned to the Z boson instead of the SFOS pair. To increase the number of events
in the control region, the requirement of |m`` − mZ | < 10GeV is removed. The third lepton is
considered to be the fake lepton. Separate normalization factors are derived for electron and for
muon fakes since these factors depend on detector modeling, which may be different between the
two lepton flavors.
Figure 5.6 shows the number of jets distribution in the top CR where electron and muon fakes
are not plotted separately. The NF derived for the electron fake is 1.41 ± 0.49 ± 0.17 and the NF
for the muon fake is 0.54± 0.32± 0.05, where the first uncertainty is the statistical uncertainty on
the data and the second uncertainty is the statistical uncertainty on the Monte Carlo simulation.
5.6.3 ZZ Background
About 70% of the irreducible background is due to ZZ production. Events from ZZ survive the WZ
selection either because one lepton falls outside the fiducial volume (pT < 7 GeV, or |η| > 2.5) or
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Figure 5.6: The number of jets distribution in the top control region which uses different flavor,
opposite charge events. Backgrounds labeled “Others” consist of ZZ and V V V processes. The WZ
process is scaled by 1.18 to match the inclusive cross section.
because it falls within the fiducial volume but is not identified. The former is an irreducible source
of background, the latter is a reducible background and is suppressed by adding the four-lepton
veto, described in Section 5.4.
5.6.3.1 Anti-ID Scale Factors
One dominant background contribution comes from ZZ → `±`∓`±`∓, in events where one lepton
fails the lepton identification requirements or falls beyond kinematic reach and is thus not identified.
Two methods were used to identify the fourth lepton originating from the second Z boson. In
the first method, for each event that passes, we determine which truth lepton corresponds to a
reconstructed by ensuring that they have the same flavor and charge, as well as by minimizing the
∆R between the truth and reconstructed leptons. This minimization procedure is verified, as seen
in Figure 5.7.
Next, reconstructed leptons are identified as coming from the Z decay and which are identified
as coming from the W boson, referred to in this study as the third lepton. The charge and flavor
of the reconstructed lepton coming from the W boson determine the flavor and the charge of the
fourth lepton in the ZZ event.
Finally, the invariant mass of the third lepton and a fourth truth lepton is calculated. If there is
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Figure 5.7: ∆R between the matched truth and reconstructed leptons (raw MC events) for the ZZ
background.
more than one candidate fourth lepton, minimizing the difference between this calculated invariant
mass and the Z boson mass will determine which lepton is the fourth truth lepton coming from the
Z decay. Verification of the m`` minimization calculation is shown in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: Invariant mass between the third lepton matched with a reconstructed lepton and the
fourth truth lepton coming from the Z decay (raw MC events).
The second method uses the information from the MCTruthClassifier tool for each container-level
lepton of the appropriate flavor in each ZZ event, i.e. a muon (electron) for the µµµ/eeµ (eee/µµe)
channels. The container-level lepton must originate from a Z boson decay, according to the MC-
TruthClassifier tool (and it must not be one of the three already identified leptons). Technically
this means:
• Muons of type=6 and origin=13, or type=6 and origin=43
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• Electrons of type=2 and origin=13, or type=4 and origin=40, or type=4 and origin=13, or
type=2 and origin=43
If such a lepton is found within acceptance, |η| < 2.5 and pT > 7 GeV, and fails identification, it
is used to obtain the anti-ID scale factor that is applied to the ZZ event. To fail identification
means to fail the Loose requirement for muons, and to fail LooseLH+BLayer or d0 or z0 selections
for electrons.
outside acceptance not identified
electrons 61% 39%
muons 82% 18%
Table 5.7: Fraction of ZZ events that falls in the signal region because the fourth lepton is outside
the acceptance, or because it fails identification, split by flavor of the fourth lepton.
Table 5.7 presents the number of events after each selection criteria in the studies. ZZ events
for which the fourth lepton is outside the acceptance are considered irreducible background. 82% of
the muons and 61% of the electrons fall in this category. Leptons that fall within acceptance should
have been vetoed since ZZ events have 4 leptons, while the signal region requires exactly 3 leptons.
18% of these leptons are muons, and 39% are electrons.
The events with an identified lepton are subject to anti-ID scale factors. ID scale factors, SFID,
are used to correct for differences in identification efficiencies between data and MC. They are simply
computed as the ratio between the efficiency measured in data and the efficiency measured in MC.
Anti-ID scale factors can therefore be computed as shown in Equation (5.30).
SFanti-ID = 1− ε
data
1− εMC =
1− SFID × εMC
1− εMC (5.30)
Anti-ID scale factors for muons have been computed by taking the MC efficiencies and scale
factors provided by the Muon CP group. These were provided in three different data-taking periods.
The final anti-ID scale factor is thus obtained by taking the luminosity-weighted average of the result
for each period. The results are shown in Figures 5.9 and 5.10, for muons with pT greater than or
smaller than 15 GeV, respectively. For electrons, anti-ID scale factors have been directly provided,
and are shown in Figure 5.11.
These anti-ID scale factors can be significant, and therefore impact the ZZ predicted yield in the
signal region. To assess this impact, the anti-ID scale factors are applied to ZZ events, depending
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Figure 5.9: ID scale factors, MC efficiencies and anti-ID scale factors for loose muons with pT >
15 GeV, as a function of η and φ.
on the truth kinematics of the forth non-identified lepton, which are shown in Figures 5.12 and 5.13,
for electrons and muons respectively.
ZZ prediction eee eeµ µµe µµµ all
no anti-ID SFs 5.38 6.96 7.22 9.57 28.91
with anti-ID SFs 5.87 8.15 7.99 11.13 32.84
relative difference [%] +9.1 +17.0 +10.1 +16.3 +13.6
Table 5.8: Predicted ZZ yields after the full WZ selection, with and without anti-ID scale factors
applied to unidentified fourth lepton within the acceptance.
The impact of applying anti-ID scale factors on the predicted ZZ yield is summarized in Table 5.8.
A 14% increase of the ZZ yield in the signal region is observed when considering the combination
of all flavor channels.
The shapes of basic kinematic distributions of ZZ events in the signal region, before and after
anti-ID scale factors are applied, are compared in Figures 5.14-5.15. As demonstrated by the com-
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Figure 5.10: ID scale factors, MC efficiencies and anti-ID scale factors for loose muons with pT <
20 GeV, as a function of η and pT.
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Figure 5.11: Anti-ID scale factors for LooseLH+BLayer electrons with pT > 20 GeV (a) and pT <
20 GeV (b), as a function of η and pT.
parisons, the anti-ID SFs impact mostly the overall ZZ normalization, with no appreciable effect on
the shapes of the distributions.
Following these results, the ZZ yield predicted by MC in the signal region is corrected with
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Figure 5.12: Truth kinematics of the unidentified fourth muons in ZZ events (raw MC events).
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Figure 5.13: Truth kinematics of the unidentified fourth electrons in ZZ events (raw MC events).
anti-ID scale factors. The full size of the correction is assigned as systematic uncertainty on the
procedure, i.e. 2.3− 5.9% depending on the flavor channel.
5.6.3.2 ZZ Validation region
A ZZ validation region (VR) is defined to validate the modeling of the ZZ background. The ZZ
validation region is the same as the WZ signal region, defined in Table 5.4 except the ZZ veto
requirement is reverted and the criteria of mWT > 30 GeV is removed to increase statistics. Just as
in the signal region, the ZZ VR requires two leptons that are same flavor, opposite charge with the
invariant mass consistent with the mass of the Z boson, |m`` −mZ | < 10 GeV. If there are more
than one pair of leptons that form a Z candidate, the candidate with the invariant mass closes to
the Z mass is taken. Two additional leptons are required in the event with pT > 20 and pT > 7
GeV, respectively. These additional leptons must satisfy the W lepton criteria, defined in Table 5.3.
The data events passing this selection are compared to the Monte Carlo prediction. Simulation
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Figure 5.14: Impact of anti-ID SFs on the m`` shape. Distributions are normalized to unity. Only
statistical uncertainties are shown.
is used to estimate all backgrounds, including the Z+jets/Z + γ, and top backgrounds. This region
is used to check the theoretical prediction of the ZZ process, not the amount of anti-ID leptons.
The mass of the Z boson formed by the lepton pair with the invariant mass closest to mZ is shown
in Figure 5.16. This validation region has 91.8± 0.4 ZZ events, with a total simulation prediction
of 103.4± 1.2 events. The number of observed events is 106. Based on the yields and distribution,
the ZZ Monte Carlo is well-modeled.
In addition to the uncertainty from applying anti-ID scale factors, an 8% uncertainty is attributed
to the ZZ background which is the theoretical uncertainty on the ZZ cross section.
5.7 Correction for acceptance and detector effects
To calculate the cross section for each channel, a correction factor is calculated for eee, eeµ, µµe,
and µµµ, which extrapolates between the number of reconstructed events to the number of true
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Figure 5.15: Impact of anti-ID SFs on the mWT shape. Distributions are normalized to unity. Only
statistical uncertainties are shown.
events in the fiducial region. This process was first described in Section 5.1.
CWZ =
NMCreco
NMCfiducial
(5.31)
The correction factor CWZ is calculated using Powheg +PYTHIA events, which gives information
about whether a lepton originates from a W or Z boson. The kinematics of the particle-level
particles are constructed using dressed leptons and lepton assignment is done through the resonant
shape algorithm, described in Section 5.1. Kinematics cuts are applied that are identical to those
applied to reconstructed leptons, shown in Table 5.4.
Table 5.9 summarizes the correction factors derived for each channel.
The fiducial cross section for each channel is calculated as,
σfid.W±Z→`′ν`` =
Ndata −Nbkg
L · CWZ
×
(
1− Nτ
Nall
)
. (5.32)
The final factor is this calculations,
(
1− NτNall
)
corrects for the fraction of events where a tau
lepton decays leptonically (τ → `ν) and enters the fiducial region. These states are indistinguishable
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Figure 5.16: The mass of the Z boson distribution in the ZZ validation region. Z+jets is estimated
using Monte Carlo. Backgrounds labeled “Others” consist of tt̄, Wt, and V V V processes. The WZ
process is scaled by 1.18 to match the inclusive cross section.
Channel CWZ Nτ/Nall
eee 0.421± 0.003 0.040± 0.001
eeµ 0.553± 0.0.04 0.038± 0.001
µµe 0.552± 0.004 0.036± 0.001
µµµ 0.732± 0.005 0.040± 0.001
Table 5.9: CWZ and Nτ/Nall for each decay channel. Errors are statistical.
from final state leptons from prompt WZ decays and therefore contribute to the signal regions of
the four channels used in the measurement region. Thus, the addition of this factors accounts for
this. This tau fraction is calculated in each channel, summarized in Table 5.9, and correspond to
4% in each channel.
The fiducial cross section calculated in each channel is combined using a χ2 minimization
method [96]. This procedure assumes that there are common values mi for each lepton flavor,
`, across i channels. The χ2 function also takes into account the correlated systematics for each
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channel. It is defined as
χ2exp (m, b) =
∑
`
∑
i
[
mi −
∑
j γ
i
j,`m
ibj − µi`
]2
δ2i,stat,` µ
i
`
(
mi −
∑
j γ
i
j,`m
ibj
)
+
(
δi,uncor,`m
i
)2 +∑
j
b2j . (5.33)
where µi` is the measured cross section in channel i, δi,uncor,` is the total relative uncorrelated sys-
tematic uncertainty, γij,` are the relative systematic uncertainties that are correlated across channels,
andδ2i,stat,` is the relative statistical uncertainty. Nuisance parameters, b, are centered at zero and
have a standard deviation of one; the term
∑
j b
2
j is the nuisance parameter penalty term.
The total cross section is calculated from the the combined fiducial cross section as
σtotWZ =
σfid.W±Z→`′ν``
BRW→`ν · BRZ→`` ·AWZ
(5.34)
AWZ is the acceptance factor, described in Section 5.1, and shown in equation (5.5) which calculates
at particle level the ratio of the number of events in the fiducial region to the number of events in the
total phase space, shown in Table 5.1. The single acceptance factor, AWZ = 0.343 ± 0.02 (stat.),
is estimated using Powheg + PYTHIA simulation using µee and eµµ events to avoid ambiguity in
lepton assignment.
BW = 10.86 ± 0.09 % and BZ = 3.3658 ± 0.0023 % are the W and Z boson lepton branching
fractions, respectively [97].
5.8 Systematic Uncertainties
The systematic uncertainties in the cross section are due to experimental uncertainties for detector
effects, theoretical uncertainties in the acceptance in the fiducial region and extrapolation to the
total phase space, and uncertainties in the background estimation.
Experimental systematic uncertainties are obtained by repeating the analysis after applying vari-
ations for each systematic source. The largest uncertainty is from the Z+jet/Z + γ background;
these uncertainties are summarized in Section 5.6.1. Experimental uncertainties include uncertain-
ties in the scale and resolution of the electron energy, muon momentum, jet energy, and EmissT , as
well as uncertainties applied to reproduce the trigger, reconstruction, and identification. Jet uncer-
tainties enter into the calculation of the EmissT , as well as the measurement of the jet multiplicity
distribution [98].
The theoretical uncertainties in the AWZ and CWZ factors consist theoretical uncertainties
on the WZ prediction which is related to the choice of PDF set, QCD renormalization, µR, and
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eee µee eµµ µµµ Combined
Relative uncertainties [%]
e energy scale 0.5 0.2 0.3 < 0.1 0.2
e id. efficiency 1.4 1.1 0.6 − 0.7
µ momentum scale < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 0.1 < 0.1
µ id. efficiency − 0.6 1.0 1.4 0.7
EmissT and jets 0.3 0.4 0.8 0.7 0.6
Trigger < 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1
Pile-up 0.7 1.1 1.0 0.7 0.9
Misid. lepton background 10 4.6 4.8 3.2 3.6
ZZ background 1.0 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.7
Other backgrounds 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.4
Uncorrelated 2.2 1.3 1.4 1.7 0.8
Total sys. uncertainty 11 5.1 5.3 4.1 4.1
Luminosity 2.4 2.4 2.3 2.3 2.4
Statistics 14 11 10 8.8 5.1
Total 18 12 11 10 7.0
Table 5.10: Summary of the relative uncertainties in the measured fiducial cross section for each
channel and for the combination.
factorization, µF , scales, and to the parton showering. The uncertainties due to the choice of PDF
are computed using the CT10 eigenvectors and the envelope of the difference between the CT10
and CT14 [99], MMHT2014 [100], and NNPDF 3.0 [101] PDF sets, according to the PDF4LHC
recommendations [102]. The QCD scale uncertainties are calculated by varying the nominal µF and
µR by a factor of 2 around the nominal scale mWZ/2 for all variations satisfying 0.5 ≤ µR/µF ≤ 2.
Parton shower uncertainties are obtained by showering the Powheg simulation with both PYTHIA and
SHERPA and using the difference as an uncertainty; the uncertainty here is taken from simulation
studies for the 8 TeV measurement [83]. Theoretical uncertainties are negligible for CWZ ; the
uncertainty on AWZ is less than 0.5% due to the PDF choice, and less than 0.7% due to QCD
scales.
Theoretical uncertainties on ZZ include the uncertainty on the ZZ cross section of 8% [103, 104,
105, 106] and an uncertainty of 3-6% due to the correction applied to ZZ simulation events with
unidentified leptons, described in Section 5.6.3.1.
The uncertainty due to irreducible background sources is evaluated by propagating the uncer-
tainty on their cross sections: 13% (12% for tt̄W (tt̄Z) [107], 20% for V V V [108], and 15% for
tZ [83].
A 2.1% uncertainty is applied to the integrated luminosity.
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The systematic uncertainties on the measurement are summarized in Table 5.10 and vary between
4% and 10% for the four channels.
5.9 Results
Table 5.11 summarizes the expected and observed number of events. The total uncertainties include
experimental, theoretical, and statistical uncertainties.
Channel eee µee eµµ µµµ All
Data 98 122 166 183 569
Total expected 102 ± 10 118 ± 9 126 ± 11 160 ± 12 506 ± 38
WZ 74 ± 6 96 ± 8 97 ± 8 129 ± 10 396 ± 32
Z+j, Z + γ 16 ± 7 7 ± 5 14 ± 7 9 ± 5 45 ± 17
ZZ 6.7 ± 0.7 8.7 ± 1.0 8.5 ± 0.9 11.7 ± 1.2 36 ± 4
tt̄+V 2.7 ± 0.4 3.2 ± 0.4 2.9 ± 0.4 3.4 ± 0.5 12.1 ± 1.6
tt̄, Wt, WW+j 1.2 ± 0.8 2.0 ± 0.9 2.4 ± 0.9 3.6 ± 1.5 9.2 ± 3.1
tZ 1.28 ± 0.20 1.65 ± 0.26 1.63 ± 0.26 2.12 ± 0.34 6.7 ± 1.1
V V V 0.24 ± 0.04 0.29 ± 0.05 0.27 ± 0.04 0.34 ± 0.05 1.14 ± 0.18
Table 5.11: Observed and expected number of events after WZ inclusive selection. Uncertainties
include statistical, theoretical, and experimental uncertainties.
Figure 5.17 shows detector level distributions . The WZ Powheg +PYTHIAprediction is scaled
by 1.18 to match the measured WZ cross section. These kinematic distributions show good agree-
ment between data and the expected background prediction.
After combining all four channels using the χ2 minimization method, the cross section for the
WZ production in the detector fiducial region is
σfid.W±Z→`′ν`` = 63.2 ± 3.2 (stat.) ± 2.6 (sys.) ± 1.5 (lumi.) fb
= 63.2 ± 4.4 fb
(5.35)
By comparison, the SM NLO QCD prediction from Powheg +PYTHIA is 53.41.6−1.2(PDF)2.1−1.6(scale)
fb. The theoretical uncertainties are calculated in the same manner as the ones on the AWZ and
CWZ factors described in Section 5.8. The theoretical predictions are estimated using the CT10
PDF set and QCD renormalization and factorization scales. The results of the fiducial cross section
are summarized in Table 5.12. The measured cross section is larger than the SM prediction, as
were also the cross section measurements performed lower center-of-mass energies by the ATLAS
collaboration [82, 83]. Figure 5.18 shows the channel-by-channel comparisons between the 13 TeV
measurement and the NLO prediction
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Figure 5.17: Reconstructed detector-level distributions in the WZ signal region. The Powheg
+PYTHIA8 MC prediction is used for the WZ signal contribution, scaled by a global factor of 1:18
to match the measured inclusive WZ cross section.
Channel σfid. δstat. δsys. δlumi. δtot.
[fb] [%] [%] [%] [%]
σfid.W±Z→`′ν``
e±ee 50.5 14.2 10.6 2.4 17.8
µ±ee 55.1 11.1 5.1 2.4 12.4
e±µµ 75.2 9.5 5.3 2.3 11.1
µ±µµ 63.6 8.9 4.1 2.3 10.0
Combined 63.2 5.2 4.1 2.4 7.0
SM prediction 53.4 − − − 6.0
Table 5.12: Fiducial integrated cross section measured in each of the channels and combined. The
uncertainties are given as percentages.
Using the integrated fiducial cross section for WZ production at
√
(s) = 8TeV [83], the ratio of
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Figure 5.18: Left: ratio of the measured WZ cross section in the fiducial phase space to the NLO
SM prediction from Powheg +PYTHIA. Right: W+Z/W−Z fiducial cross section ratio, compared
to the NLO prediction.
the fiducial cross sections at different center of mass energies is calculated as
σfid. PS,13 TeVW±Z
σfid. PS,8 TeVW±Z
= 1.80± 0.10 (stat.)± 0.08 (sys.)± 0.06 (lumi.)
= 1.80± 0.14 . (5.36)
The uncertainties are treated as uncorrelated between the measurements at the two beam energies.
The measured ratio is in good agreement with the SM prediction of 1.78± 0.03 from Powheg.
The combined fiducial cross section is extrapolated to the total phase space, resulting in
σtot.W±Z→`′ν`` = 50.6 ± 2.6 (stat.) ± 2.0 (sys.) ± 0.9 th. ± 1.2 (lumi.) fb
= 50.6 ± 3.6 fb
(5.37)
The NLO SM prediction calculated with Powheg is 42.4±0.8(PDF)±1.6(scale) pb. The calculation
of the WZ production cross section at NNLO in QCD with MATRIX [109] yields 48.2+1.1−1.0(scale)
pb, which is in better agreement with the measurement. Figure 5.19 shows the comparison between
the ATLAS WZ measurements at ps = 7, 8, and 13 TeV, comparing with the NLO predictions in
pp and pp̄ collisions, and with the newest pp NNLO prediction.
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Figure 5.19: WZ cross section measurements at various center-of-mass energies with Standard Model
expectations.
Chapter 6
Searches for Electroweak SUSY:
Motivation and Models
6.1 Motivation for Searching for Electroweak SUSY
Even though there is no deviation in the standard model measurement and the theory prediction,
as shown in Chapter 5, there are still open questions to the SM that SUSY can answer. In order
to search for SUSY, the production cross sections of the various SUSY production modes must be
calculated, as shown in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: SUSY production cross-sections at
√
s = 13 TeV.
The largest cross-sections are the squark (q̃q̃, t̃t̃) and gluino (g̃g̃) cross-sections [110, 111] and
therefore are a natural first place to look for SUSY at the LHC. The ATLAS experiment has
conducted many searches for gluino production [112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118] and for stop
119
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production [119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124] in Run 1 and with 36.1 fb−1 which did not produce any
significant excesses. Limits exclude gluino masses up to ∼ 2 TeV and on stop masses up to 1 TeV
for massless LSP, as shown in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Exclusion limits at 95% CL based on 13 TeV data in the mass of LSP vs. mass of gluino
plane (left) and mass of LSP vs. mass of stop (right).
Thus, the next natural place to look for SUSY is from electroweak (EWK) production, the
production of winos, Higgsinos, and sleptons. The gauginos, winos and Higgsinos, cross-sections [125,
126, 127, 128] are much larger than the slepton cross sections [129, 126, 127, 130]. The wino
cross-section is about four times larger than the Higgsino cross-section. This chapter will focus on
motivating searches for both wino and Higgsino production. The electroweakino production at LHC
occurs through s-channel production via W and Z bosons, as shown in Figure 6.3. Searches at LHC
focus on the lighter SUSY particles, χ̃±1 χ̃∓1 and χ̃±1 χ̃02.
The gaugino mass spectrum will determine if the SUSY particles produced at the LHC are winos
and Higgsinos, as shown in Figure 6.4. As discussed in Section 2.3, the neutral Higgsinos (H̃0u,
H̃0d) and the neutral gauginos (B̃, W̃ 0) combine to form four mass eigenstates called neutralinos
while the charged Higgsinos (H̃+u , H̃−d ) and the charged gauginos (W̃±) combine to form four mass
eigenstates called charginos [21]. By convention, these are labeled in ascending order by mass, so
that m
Ñ1
< m
Ñ2
< m
Ñ3
< m
Ñ4
and m
C̃1
< m
C̃2
. The lightest neutralino, Ñ1 is considered the
lightest SUSY particle (LSP).
For the wino production, the LSP is a bino and the next-to-lightest SUSY particles are mass-
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Searches for diboson resonances often use the ``qq0 channel, with the Z decaying leptonically and
the W decaying to quarks. This channel has several advantages compared to the purely leptonic
channel: all decay products are visible which allows for the mass of a heavy resonant peak to be
reconstructed, the branching ratio is much larger than the fully leptonic decay modes, and backgrounds
from multijet, Z+jet and W+jet production are much smaller for the high-pT decay products of a
heavy resonant particle.
2.5 Supersymmetry and diboson physics
Diboson channels, and particularly signatures with both a W and a Z in the final state, are a
well-motivated place to search for new physics, and in particular for traces of a theory known as
supersymmetry (SUSY).
The discovery of the Higgs boson was a milestone in particle physics, providing an important piece
of the SM. However, loop corrections to the Higgs mass are divergent and suggest a Higgs mass on
the order of the Planck scale (⇠ 1019 GeV), unless these corrections come in pairs that conveniently
cancel in poorly-motivated ways. Problems of this nature are suggestive of a new symmetry that
protects the Higgs mass scale. A symmetry which relates fermions and bosons and arranges the SM
particles into multiplets—supersymmetry—can e↵ectively solve this fine-tuning problem. In the past
few decades a large number of theories have developed under the basic SUSY assumptions to try to
explain existing phenomena and suggest new phenomenology beyond the SM.
The electroweakino sector—the superpartners to the electroweak force carriers and the Higgs—is
a well-motivated place to look at the LHC. Fine-tuning arguments suggest that these SUSY particles
must have masses at or near the electroweak scale [57].
The electroweakino spectrum consists of the superpartners of the SU(2)⇥U(1) gauge group: a
neutral bino, and neutral and charged wino components; in addition, it contains the superpartners to
the two Higgs doublets, resulting in two neutral and two charged higgsinos. These gauge eigenstates
may mix; the mass eigenstates are called neutralinos ( ̃01,  ̃
0
2,  ̃
0
3,  ̃
0
4, in order of increasing mass) and
charginos ( ̃±1 and  ̃
±
2 ). The electroweakino spectrum is controlled by four variables, M1, M2, µ and
tan , which dictate the hierarchy of states (and degree of mixing) [58].
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Figure 2.5: Direct s-channel production and decay of  ̃±1  ̃
±
1 (left) and  ̃
±
1  ̃
0
2 (right), resulting in two-
and three-lepton signatures (respectively) with EmissT . These signatures are the target
of ATLAS direct electroweakino production searches, for which the WW and WZ SM
diboson processes are the main irreducible backgrounds.
At the LHC, direct production of electroweakinos proceeds mainly through s-channel production
via W ’s and Z’s, and cross sections can be on the order of 1-10 pb. Searches focus on the production of
Figure 6.3: Direct s-channel production and decay of χ̃±1 χ̃∓1 (left) and χ̃±1 χ̃02 (right).
degenerate winos. The mass splitting between the NLSP and LSP is not constrained to be large or
small. In the Higgsino cases, the three lightest particles are Higgsinos with the mass of the chargino
being in between the masses of the two neutralinos. The mass splitting is small, resulting in a
compressed spect um. Win s and binos are decoupled. In order to understand this further, the
derivation of the masses of the charginos and neutralinos must be considered.
Ordering of mass parameters
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Figure 6.4: SUSY mass spectrum for wino-bino and Higgsino models.
In the gaugino basis, ψ± =
(
W̃+, H̃+u , W̃
−, H̃−d
)
, the chargino mass terms in the Lagrangian are
given by
L chargino mass = −
1
2
(
ψ±
)T M
C̃
ψ± + c.c., (6.1)
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where M
C̃
, the chargino mass matrix is given by
M
C̃
=

0 0 M2
√
2mW cos(β)
0 0
√
2mW sin(β) µ
M2
√
2mW sin(β) 0 0
√
2mW cos(β) µ 0 0
 . (6.2)
The masses of the charginos can be found by diagonalizing equation (6.2) with eigenvalues
m2
C̃1
,m2
C̃2
=12
[
|M2|2 + |µ|2 + 2m2W ∓
√(
|M2|2 + |µ|2 + 2m2W
)2
− 4 |µM2 −m2W sin 2β|
2
]
(6.3)
Similarly, in the neutral gaugino basis, ψ0 =
(
B̃, W̃ 0, H̃0d , H̃
0
u
)
, the neutralino mass terms in the
Lagrangian are given by
L neutralino mass = −
1
2
(
ψ0
)T M
Ñ
ψ0+, c.c. (6.4)
where M
Ñ
, the neutralino mass matrix is given by
M
Ñ
=

M1 0 −cβsWmZ sβsWmZ
0 M2 cβcWmZ −sβcWmZ
−cβsWmZ cβcWmZ 0 −µ
sβsWmZ −sβcWmZ −µ 0
 , (6.5)
where sβ = sin β, cβ = cosβ, sW = sin θW , and cW = cos θW .
The masses of the neutralinos can be found by diagonalizing equation (6.5) using unitary matrix,
N , which satisfies
N∗M
Ñ
N−1 =

m
Ñ1
0 0 0
0 m
Ñ2
0 0
0 0 m
Ñ3
0
0 0 0 m
Ñ4
 . (6.6)
This diagonalization is much more complicated than for the chargino mass matrix.
6.2 Wino-Bino Interpretation
This scenario assumes thatmZ is small compared toM1, M2, and µ, such thatmZ  |µ±M1| , |µ±M2|.
Since mZ is small, terms proportional to mZ can be set to 0 to leading order with corrections treated
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using perturbation theory. The neutralino masses from M
Ñ
are then:
m
Ñ1
= M1 (6.7)
m
Ñ2
= M2 (6.8)
m
Ñ3
,m
Ñ4
= |µ| (6.9)
Similarly, in the chargino case,
m2
C̃1
,m2
C̃2
=12
[
|M2|2 + |µ|2 ∓
√(
|M2|2 + |µ|2
)2
− 4 |µM2|2
]
(6.10)
m2
C̃1
,m2
C̃2
=12
[
|M2|2 + |µ|2 ∓
√
(|M2|2)2 + (|µ|2)2 − 2 |µM2|2
]
(6.11)
m2
C̃1
,m2
C̃2
=12
[
|M2|2 + |µ|2 ∓
√∣∣∣|M2|2 − |µ|2∣∣∣2] (6.12)
m2
C̃1
,m2
C̃2
=12
[
|M2|2 + |µ|2 ∓
∣∣∣|M2|2 − |µ|2∣∣∣] (6.13)
Since |µ| > M2,
m2
C̃1
,m2
C̃2
=12
[
|M2|2 + |µ|2 ∓ (|µ|2 − |M2|2)
]
. (6.14)
The masses of the charginos are
m
C̃1
=M2 (6.15)
m
C̃2
=|µ| (6.16)
Thus, in this case, the mass spectrum is M1 < M2  µ, meaning that the LSP is a bino and the
next-lightest SUSY particle (NLSP) is a wino with C̃1 and Ñ2 being mass degenerate.
The motivation for a bino LSP is that it gives the correct dark matter relic density if co-
annihilations are included [131, 132]. Co-annihilation occurs when the relic abundance of dark
matter is not only determined by the annihilation cross-section of the LSP but also by the annihi-
lation cross-section of the heavier particles, which later decay into the LSP. The bino annihilation
cross-section is too small leading to an over-production of dark matter. In order to get the correct
dark matter relic density, co-annihilation between winos and binos is considered [132, 133, 134]. In
the early universe, winos and binos were in chemical equilibrium. The mass splittings between the
winos and binos should not be too large such that a large amount of winos exist at the freeze-out of
the bino. Since the wino annihilation cross section is larger than for binos, the binos are sufficiently
suppressed to get the correct dark matter relic density.
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Moreover, after the LHC Run 1, a parameter scan was completed using ATLAS and CMS
limits [135]. The best-fit point was found to be a bino LSP with co-annihilations controlling the
dark matter density. In this case, it was found that C̃1, Ñ2, and Ñ1 had very small splittings. Thus,
searches for compressed wino-bino models are well motivated.
6.3 Higgsino Interpretation
While the wino-bino model provides a candidate for dark matter and the unification of couplings
at the GUT scale, the Higgsino model is motivated by naturalness, specifically that the electroweak
sector should have minimal fine tuning [136]. This requirement is summarized at tree level in the
Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM):
−m
2
Z
2 = |µ|
2 +m2Hu (6.17)
For minimal fine tuning, both µ and Hu should be on the order of the weak scale, or mZ . Thus,
the Higgsinos, who have mass parameter µ, should be light and the stop and gluino masses which
correct m2Hu at the one-loop order should also not be too heavy. The other SUSY particles are not
important for naturalness and can be much heavier, meaning µM1,M2 [136, 137].
Similar to the wino-bino case, a constraint on the mass parameters M1,M2, µ with respect to the
mass of the Z boson can be applied, mZ  |M1,M2 ± µ|, which treats electroweak corrections using
perturbation theory. The neutralino masses are just as in the wino-bino case except that Ñ3, Ñ4 are
the lighter particles:
m
Ñ1
= M1 (6.18)
m
Ñ2
= M2 (6.19)
m
Ñ3
,m
Ñ4
= |µ|. (6.20)
To keep the convention that m
Ñ1
is the LSP, the masses can be rewritten as
m
Ñ1
,m
Ñ2
= |µ| (6.21)
m
Ñ3
,m
Ñ4
= M1,M2. (6.22)
In the cases of the charginos, since |µ| < M2, equation (6.14) becomes
m2
C̃1
,m2
C̃2
=12
[
|M2|2 + |µ|2 ∓ (|M2|2 − |µ|2)
]
. (6.23)
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The masses of the charginos become
m
C̃1
=|µ| (6.24)
m
C̃2
=M2. (6.25)
Thus in the Higgsino model, there are three semi-degenerate Higgsino states, Ñ1, Ñ2, C̃1 and de-
coupled Ñ3, Ñ4, C̃2 which are winos and binos. In the derivation, the Higgsino states all have mass
parameter µ; however, realistically, they are not degenerate and have in fact have some splitting.
To understand these splittings between the Higgsino state, more realistic assumptions can be used:
M1 M2 > |µ| and M2 M1 > |µ| [138].
In the case, M1  M2 > |µ|, the heavy bino can be integrated out and when mW  M2 ∓ µ,
the splitting between the Higgsino states is [138]∣∣∣mχ±1 ∣∣∣− ∣∣∣mχ01 ∣∣∣ ≈ m2W (1∓ s2β)2 (M2 + |µ|) (6.26)∣∣∣mχ02∣∣∣− ∣∣∣mχ±1 ∣∣∣ ≈ m2W (1± s2β)2 (M2 − |µ|) (6.27)∣∣∣mχ02∣∣∣− ∣∣∣mχ01∣∣∣ ≈ m2W (±|µ|s2β +M2)(M22 − |µ|2) . (6.28)
The other case, M2 M1 > |µ|, follows the same derivation: the heavy wino can be integrated out
and mW M1 ∓ µ [138]. The Higgsino splittings are∣∣∣mχ±1 ∣∣∣− ∣∣∣mχ01 ∣∣∣ ≈ m2W (1∓ s2β)2 (M1 + |µ|) (6.29)∣∣∣mχ02∣∣∣− ∣∣∣mχ±1 ∣∣∣ ≈ m2W (1± s2β)2 (M1 − |µ|) (6.30)∣∣∣mχ02∣∣∣− ∣∣∣mχ01∣∣∣ ≈ m2W (±|µ|s2β +M1)(M21 − |µ|2) . (6.31)
Thus, the mass splittings for the Higgsino states can be summarized as∣∣∣mχ±1 ∣∣∣− ∣∣∣mχ01 ∣∣∣ ∝ m2W2×min (M1,M2) (6.32)∣∣∣mχ02∣∣∣− ∣∣∣mχ±1 ∣∣∣ ∝ m2W2×min (M1,M2) (6.33)∣∣∣mχ02 ∣∣∣− ∣∣∣mχ01 ∣∣∣ ∝ m2Wmin (M1,M2) . (6.34)
If M1,M2 are on the order of 1 TeV, the resulting mass splittings are between 3 and 6 GeV, which
gives rise to a naturally compressed mass spectrum with the the chargino being halfway between
the two neutralinos.
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While a Higgsino LSP provides a solution to the naturalness question, it does not provide a
good dark matter candidate. The Higgsino annihilation cross-section is high, predicting an under-
abundance of dark matter [139]. Many theories arose to explain how Higgsino could contribute to
the dark matter relic density. One such example is that the dark matter relic density can be formed
by an admixture of Higgsino and axions. or two particles composing dark matter [140, 141]. Another
example is that the SUSY particles are a mixture of wino, bino, and Higgsino [142, 143] where the
mixture leads to the correct prediction of dark matter density or dark matter is made up of multiple
particles, one of which is the wino/bino/Higgsino mixed neutralino.
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Figure 7.1: The 95% CL exclusion limits on χ̃+1 χ̃−2 , χ̃±1 χ̃02 and χ̃02χ̃03 production with (a) SM-boson-
mediated decays and (b) âĎŞ-mediated decays, as a function of the χ̃±1 χ̃02 and χ̃01 masses..
The previous chapter described the motivation for EWK SUSY and the search for wino-bino
models. The analysis presented in this chapter is a search for the production of bino χ̃±1 χ̃02 decaying
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Figure 7.2: Diagrams for the production of χ̃±1 χ̃02 decaying via W and Z bosons in pp collisions.
via W and Z bosons to two or three leptons and missing energy at
√
s = 13 TeV with 36.1 fb-1of
data collected with the ATLAS detector. This search will be referred to as the conventional searches.
The final state with 2 leptons, 2 jets, and EmissT , will be referred to as the conventional 2` search,
or by its final state 2`+jets, while the final state with three leptons and EmissT will be referred to as
the conventional 3` search, or by its final state 3`.
This chapter will focus mainly on the three lepton final state and briefly go over the two lepton
final state because the result presents the combination of the two channels [3]. Similar searches were
performed during LHC Run 1 at
√
s = 7 TeV and 8 TeV by the ATLAS [144, 145, 146] and the CMS
collaborations [147, 148, 149, 150]. The searches excluded up to 425 GeV, as shown in Figure 7.1.
7.1 Signal signature
Figure 7.2 shows the diagrams for the production of χ̃±1 χ̃02 decaying via W and Z bosons in proton-
proton collisions. In this search, the W and Z bosons are on-shell.
For these gauge-boson-mediated decays, two distinct final states are considered: three-lepton
(where lepton refers to an electron or muon) events where both the W and Z bosons decay lepton-
ically or events with two opposite-sign leptons and two jets where the Z boson decays leptonically
and the W boson decays hadronically. Leptonic decays of taus are indistinguishable from promptly
produced electrons and muons and therefore contribute to the signal regions. The final state, in
addition to the leptons, has missing energy from the LSP, χ̃01, and a neutrino if the W decays
leptonically.
In this model, the χ̃±1 and χ̃02 are the Next-to-Lightest SUSY particles (NLSP) and mass degen-
erate winos and the LSP, χ̃01, is a bino. The mass splitting, ∆m, refers to the difference in mass
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between the wino and the bino. Since the W and Z are on-shell, the mass splitting between the
NLSP and the LSP is O(mZ).
These signal models are kinematically similar to WZ production discussed in Chapter 5, except
for the additional missing energy from the LSP, and, as a result, many techniques in the signal
region optimization and background optimization will be the same as for the WZ production cross
section measurement.
7.2 Simplified Model Framework
SUSY can produce many models so simplified models [151], in which the masses of the relevant
sparticles are the only free parameters, are used for interpretation and to guide the design of the
searches.
Simplified models make the assumption that there is no mixing between the SUSY mass pa-
rameters. Thus the SUSY particles, χ̃±1 , χ̃02, and χ̃01, are 100% wino and bino. There is also 100%
branching fraction from sparticle to particle, meaning that the only possible decay modes for the
SUSY particles are χ̃±1 →W±χ̃01 and χ̃02 → Zχ̃01.
In this model, the mass of the slepton is halfway between the χ̃±1 /χ̃02 and the χ̃01 and decay all
the time to leptons.
Moreover, the model considered assumes R-parity conservation. As a result, the SUSY particles
are produced in pairs, and the LSP is stable.
7.3 Overview of Backgrounds
Since the W and Z bosons are on-shell, the main background of this search is WZ production,
discussed in Chapter 5. The main difference between the SUSY signal and WZ production is the
additional missing energy from the χ̃01. The main ways to minimize the WZ background is to select
events with large missing energy, and with the transverse mass greater than the mass of the W
boson. As seen in the WZ cross section measurement, the bulk of WZ events occurs for mT < mW .
The transverse mass used in this search is called mminT and will be discussed in Section 7.5.2. The
WZ simulation is normalized to data in a control region.
The reducible backgrounds are the same as for the WZ cross section measurement and can be
split into two groups: Z+jet and Z + γ, and the top-like backgrounds. The Z+jet and Z + γ
background appears in the signal region because of the misidentification of a jet as a lepton or
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photon conversion. The top-like backgrounds, which include WW , Wt, and tt̄, have a b-jet or a jet
a misidentified as a lepton. A more detailed overview can be found in Section 5.5. The Z+jet/Z+γ
backgrounds are estimated using the Fake Factor method described in Section 5.6.1. The top-like
backgrounds are normalized using DFOS events in a region close to the signal region, as described
in Section 5.6.2.
The irreducible backgrounds come from ZZ, Higgs production, V V V , and tt̄V , and are estimated
using simulation.
7.4 Data set and MC samples
The proton proton collision data corresponds to an integrated luminosity 36.1 fb-1 collected at
a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV in 2015 and 2016. The samples include an ATLAS detector
simulation [85], based on Geant4 [84], or a fast simulation [85] that uses a parametrization of the
calorimeter response [152] and Geant4 for the other parts of the detector. The simulated events are
reconstructed in the same manner as the data.
Table 7.1 summarizes the Monte Carlo (MC) used specifying the generator used to simulate both
background and signal events.
Diboson and triboson processes were simulated with SHERPA 2.2.1 [93, 108] and the cross sections
were calculated at NLO.
The tt̄ and single top quarks samples in the Wt channel were simulated using Powheg [153,
154] generator. The tt̄ events were normalized using the NNLO+next-to-next-to-leading-logarithm
(NNLL) QCD [155] cross-section, while the cross-section for single-top-quark events was calculated
at NLO+NNLL [156].
The Z+jets and Z + γ background simulation is only used as cross check since this background
is estimated using the Fake Factor. They are simulated using the SHERPA generator and the cross
section is calculated at NNLO [157].
Higgs boson processes include gluon-gluon fusion, associated V H production, and vector-boson
fusion. They were generated using Powheg [88] and PYTHIA. The cross sections are calculated at
NNLO with NNLL accuracy.
The SUSY signal processes were generated from LO matrix elements with up to two extra
partons, using the MadGraph v2.2.3 generator interfaced to PYTHIA8.186. Signal cross-sections
were calculated at NLO with NLL accuracy [158, 159, 160, 161, 162]. The nominal cross-section and
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its uncertainty were taken from an envelope of cross-section predictions using different PDF sets
and factorization and renormalization scales, as described in Ref. [110].
Process Event generator Parton shower, hadronization UE tune PDF order αs
χ̃±1 χ̃
0
2 MadGraph5 aMC@NLO PYTHIA A14 NNPDF2.3 NLO+NLL
WZ, ZZ, WW SHERPA2.2.1 SHERPA default NNPDF3.0 NLO
V+jet/V γ SHERPA2.2.1 SHERPA default NNPDF3.0 NNLO
Wt, s/t-channel Powheg PYTHIA default CT10 NLO + NNLL
tt̄ Powheg PYTHIA default CT10 NNLO + NNLL
V V V SHERPA SHERPA default NNPDF3.0 NLO
tt̄V MadGraph5 aMC@NLO PYTHIA A14 NNPDF2.3 NLO
Higgs Powheg PYTHIA A14 NNPDF2.3 NNLO + NNLL
Table 7.1: Summary of the signal and background processes with the generator used for the simu-
lation and the order at which the cross section is calculated.
7.5 Object and Event Selection
7.5.1 Object Selection
Electrons and muons are identified using identification, isolation, and tracking criteria. Two levels
of object selection are used for electrons and muons, summarized in Table 7.2. Each level “baseline”
and “signal” applies the selection of the previous levels along with additional criteria. The baseline
leptons use the looser identification criteria and lower lepton pTin order to provide a higher efficiency
of identifying and removing processes decaying to four prompt leptons. Signal leptons satisfy stricter
criteria.
Baseline electrons must have pT > 10 GeV and fall within the inner detector, |η| < 2.47. The
electrons must also satisfy the LooseAndBLayerLLH quality criteria. Signal electrons need to pass
the impact parameter cuts of |z0 sin θ| < 0.5 and |d0/σd0 | < 5, designed to suppress fake electrons
from pileup jets.They also satisfy tighter identification criteria, MediumLH and tighter isolation,
GradientLoose.
Baseline muons must have pT > 10 GeV and fall within the inner detector, |η| < 2.4. Signal
muons must pass the impact parameter cuts of |z0 sin θ| < 0.5 and |d0/σd0 | < 3. They must must
fulfill a tighter identification criteria, Medium and tighter isolation, GradientLoose.
Jets are reconstructed from topological clusters using the anti-kt algorithm with distance pa-
rameter ∆R = 0.4. Baseline jets are required to have pT > 20 GeV and fulfill the pseudorapidity
requirement of |η| < 4.5 . To suppress jets originating from pileup, jets are further required to pass
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Cut Value/description
Baseline Electron Baseline Muon
Acceptance pT > 10 GeV, |ηcluster| < 2.47 pT > 10 GeV, |η| < 2.4
Identification LooseAndBLayerLLH Medium
Signal Electron Signal Muon
Identification MediumLH Medium
Isolation GradientLoose GradientLoose
Impact parameter |z0 sin θ| < 0.5 mm, |z0 sin θ| < 0.5 mm,
|d0/σd0 | < 5 |d0/σd0 | < 3
Table 7.2: Summary of the baseline and signal levels for electron and muon criteria. Each new level
contains the selection of the previous level.
Cut Value/description
Baseline jet
Collection AntiKtEMTopo
Acceptance pT > 20 GeV, |η| < 4.5
Signal jet
JVT |JV T | > 0.59 for jets with pT < 60 GeV and |η| < 2.4
Acceptance pT > 20 GeV, |η| < 2.4
Signal b-jet
b-tagger algorithm MV2c10, 77% efficiency
Acceptance pT > 20 GeV, |η| < 2.4
Table 7.3: Summary of the baseline and signal selection for jets and b-jets.
a JV T cut (JV T > 0.59) if the jet pT is within 20 < pT < 50 GeV and it resides within |η| < 2.4
[95]. Signal jets have the additional requirement of falling within |η| < 2.4.
Identification of jets containing b-hadrons (b-jets), called b-tagging, is performed with the MV2c10
algorithm, a multivariate discriminant making use of track impact parameters and reconstructed
secondary vertices [163, 164]. A requirement is chosen corresponding to a 77% average efficiency
obtained for b-jets in simulated tt̄ events.
The jet and b-jet selection criteria are summarized in Table 7.3.
Separate algorithms are run in parallel to reconstruct electrons, muons, and jets. A particle
can be reconstructed as one or more objects. To resolve these ambiguities, a procedure called
“overlap removal” is applied. For electrons, this overlap removal is applied in two steps. At the
baseline selection, an electron that shares a track with a muon, and the sub-leading pTelectron
from two overlapping electrons are removed. The second step removes electrons if they are within
0.2 < ∆R < 0.4 of a jet. For muons, overlap removal is applied to baseline muons to separate prompt
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muons from those originating from the decay of hadrons in a jet. A baseline muon is removed if it
is within ∆R < 0.4 of a jet that at least 3 tracks.
The missing transverse momentum, with magnitude EmissT , is calculated as the negative vector
sum of the transverse momenta of the calibrated selected leptons and jets, and the sum of transverse
momenta of additional soft objects in the event, which are reconstructed from tracks in the inner
detector or calorimeter cell clusters.
7.5.2 Motivation for mminT
In processes decaying via WZ bosons to three leptons and EmissT , Z leptons are traditionally assigned
by finding the same flavor opposite sign pair that minimizes the difference between the invariant
mass of the two leptons and the mass of the Z boson; the third remaining lepton is assigned to the
W boson decay and used to calculate the transverse mass, as described in Chapter 5. In events with
three electrons (eee) or three muons (µµµ) in the final state, there is ambiguity in assigning the
leptons to the W and Z decays, and for higher values of transverse mass, the traditional assignment
of leptons is often not correct. Using Powheg for the WZ production, the truth origin of the
leptons is compared to reconstructed origin to determine the fraction of events where the leptons’
origin is not identified correctly.
For the production of SUSY particles χ̃±1 χ̃02 decaying via W and Z bosons, the transverse mass is
the main discriminant between signal and WZ background. It is therefore extremely sensitive large
values of the transverse mass due to a wrong choice of the Z leptons. To remedy this, in events with
three electrons or three muons, the leptons are assigned by first finding the lepton associated with the
W boson that minimizes the value of the transverse mass. The remaining two same flavor opposite
sign leptons are associated with the Z boson decay. Using this lepton assignment results a better
efficiency to assign the background leptons correctly, and therefore a corresponding improvement in
sensitivity.
∆m [GeV] (m(χ̃±1 χ̃02),m(χ̃01)) [GeV]
100 (200,100)
100 (250,150)
150 (300,150)
200 (400,200)
300 (450,150)
400 (450,50)
Table 7.4: Summary of signal points used for optimization. Signal points have either intermediate
mass splittings (∆m < 200) and large mass splittings (∆m ≥ 200).
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Four benchmark signal points are used for this study and summarized in Table 7.4: three signal
points with large mass splittings, ∆m = 200, 300, and 400 GeV, and three signal points with
intermediate mass splittings, ∆m = 100 and 150 GeV.
7.5.2.1 Efficiency of correctly identifying the origin of reconstructed leptons
The selections for electrons and muons are summarized in Table 7.2. For event cleaning, a few
additional cuts are required to select on-shell WZ events and minimize backgrounds. On-shell Z
events are also selected, with the invariant mass of the Z leptons within 10 GeV of the mass of the
Z boson. A cut on the missing energy of 50 GeV is required to minimize Z+jet/Z + γ contribution.
A b-jet veto is required to minimize top backgrounds. To minimize ZZ events, a veto on the fourth
baseline lepton is applied, similar to what was done in the WZ cross section measurement. Table 7.5
summarizes the preselection cuts.
Preselection cuts
Exactly 3 baseline and 3 signal leptons
At least 1 SFOS pair
| m`` −mZ |≤ 10GeV
b-jet veto
EmissT > 50 GeV
Table 7.5: Summary of the cuts used in the mminT study.
The lepton mis-identification is only an issue when there is an ambiguity as to which lepton
could form the SFOS pair to reconstruct the Z boson therefore, for this study, only eee and µµµ
events are considered.
After applying the cuts in Table 7.5 and for eee and µµµ events, 6.5% of the events have a lepton
that has been reconstructed as coming from the Z boson but in fact comes from another source
according to the truth origin of the lepton. The flavor of the mis-assigned lepton reconstructed as
coming from the Z is 52% muon and 48% electron. The parent of the mis-assigned lepton according
to the truth MC Classifier Origin is the W boson 95.6% and 4.4% photon conversion. Thus, in most
mis-assignment cases, the W lepton is paired with a Z lepton.
To understand the impact of mis-assigning leptons, the main discriminating variable, mT, is
defined as
mT =
√
2pWT EmissT (1− cos(∆φ)), (7.1)
where ∆φ is the angle between the W lepton and the missing transverse energy vector.
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For the SUSY signal, large mT values result from the additional missing energy from the LSP.
For the WZ background, large mT values comes from either large pT of the lepton assigned to the
W boson or a large angular separation between the lepton assigned to the W boson and the missing
energy vector.
Figure 7.3: Efficiency of correctly identifying the Z lepton as a function of EmissT and mT.
At low EmissT and low mT, the efficiency of correctly identifying the leptons originating from
the Z boson is very high, above 90%, as seen in Figure 7.3, which is why the assignment done
by minimizing the invariant mass of the leptons with respect to the mass of the Z boson is the
appropriate assigning method for the WZ cross section measurement. The assignment becomes
problematic at high values of mT, which is the signal region for this search. At large mT values,
mT > 125 GeV, the efficiency of assigning Z leptons to the Z boson decreases to 60%. Thus, the
mis-classification of leptons can make the WZ background look like signal due to large mT values
in the event.
7.5.2.2 Constructing mminT
The traditional assignment, used in the WZ cross section measurement described in Chapter 5,
first assigns Z leptons as the SFOS pair with invariant mass closest to the mass of the Z boson.
The remaining lepton is assigned to the W boson.
This new “min” assignment first assigns the lepton that minimizes mT to the W boson. The
remaining SFOS pair of leptons is assigned to the Z boson.
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7.5.2.3 Comparison of performance of mT and mminT
To determine the benefit of using the min. assignment over the traditional assignment, reconstructed
events are compared to truth events. The mT variable is calculated using the reconstructed W lepton
and the neutrino, mνT, as well as using EmissT for both the min. and traditional assignments, as shown
in Figure 7.4. Calculating mT with the neutrino as opposed to EmissT reduces EmissT mismeasurement
effects. When calculating mT with the neutrino, the mT distribution should sharply drop off after
mW = 80.4GeV since mT < mW . The mT distribution calculated with the neutrino drops more
sharply with the min. assignment than with the traditional assignment. Moreover, mminT is closer
to mνT than in the traditional assignment since the mminT distribution is narrower.
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Figure 7.4: Comparison of mT calculated with the W lepton and the neutrino (using truth) and
EmissT in reconstructed events for both min. and traditional assignments.
The performance of mT and mminT is also compared by comparing the significance of the signal
over the backgrounds. To do this comparison, a loose signal region is defined with first and second
lepton pT > 25 GeV to be on plateau for the trigger and third lepton pT > 20 GeV to reduce
background contamination. The remaining cuts applied are described in Table 7.5.
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(a) mminT for (m(χ̃02/χ̃±1 ),m(χ̃01))=(200,100) (b) mminT for (m(χ̃02/χ̃
±
1 ),m(χ̃01))=(300,150)
(c) mT for (m(χ̃02/χ̃±1 ),m(χ̃01))=(200,100) (d) mT for (m(χ̃02/χ̃
±
1 ),m(χ̃01))=(300,150)
Figure 7.5: Two dimensional correlation plots showing the significance for EmissT vs. mminT on the
top, and EmissT vs. mT on the bottom for intermediate mass splittings.
Plots of EmissT vs. mT/mminT are constructed with the significance, called Zn, being the figure of
merit. Zn is the significance determined from the p-value and is calculated with 30% flat uncertainty
on the background.
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(a) mminT for (m(χ̃02/χ̃±1 ),m(χ̃01))= (400,200) (b) mminT for (m(χ̃02/χ̃
±
1 ),m(χ̃01))=(450,50)
(c) mT for (m(χ̃02/χ̃±1 ),m(χ̃01))=(400,200) (d) mT for (m(χ̃02/χ̃
±
1 ),m(χ̃01))=(450,50)
Figure 7.6: Two dimensional correlation plots showing the significance for EmissT vs. mminT on the
top, and EmissT vs. mT on the bottom for large mass splittings.
Figures 7.5-7.6 shows two dimensional correlations between EmissT and mminT , and EmissT and mT.
Using mminT instead of mT gives an improvement in significance between 12% and 25%. Therefore,
mminT does better than mT in terms of improving the significance for all mass points studied.
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Figure 7.7: Traditional and min assignment for the WZ background and (m(χ̃02/χ̃±1 ),m(χ̃01)(450,50))
signal point. The significance is the calculated as a lower cut for each bin value.
Figure 7.7 shows the WZ background for both the traditional (in red) and min assignment
(in blue) as well as the (450,50) signal point for the traditional assignment (in pink) and the min
assignment (in cyan). The significance, Zn, is the significance calculated for a lower cut of the bin
value. There are more WZ background events at lower values of mT using the min. assignment
than the traditional assignment while the signal remains flat for both assignments. This results in
an increase in significance at larger values of mT using the min assignment.
7.5.3 Event Selection
Events considered in the analysis must pass a trigger selection requiring either two electrons, two
muons or an electron plus a muon. The trigger-level thresholds on the pT value of the leptons
involved in the trigger decision are in the range 8–22 GeV and are looser than those applied offline
to ensure that trigger efficiencies are constant in the relevant phase space. The triggers used in this
search are summarized in Table 7.6.
A loose event selection is applied to minimize some of the backgrounds in the search and is
summarized in Table 7.7. Section 7.3 summarizes the background sources in the search. Z+jets and
Z + γ backgrounds do not usually have EmissT in their final state so a cut of EmissT > 50 GeV reduces
that background. This background is further minimized by tightening the lepton pT cuts to 25 GeV
for the leading and sub-leading leptons, and 20 GeV for the third lepton.
Top backgrounds, especially tt̄ have a b-jet in their final state so to reduce this background, a
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Lepton pT Trigger
Data15 Data16
Di-electron channel
pT (e1(2)) > 25 GeV HLT 2e12 lhloose L12EM10VH HLT 2e17 lhvloose nod0
Di-muon channel
pT (µ1(2)) > 25 GeV HLT mu18 mu8noL1 HLT mu22 mu8noL1
Electron-muon channel
pT (e) > 25 GeV and pT (µ) > 25 GeV HLT e17 lhloose mu14 HLT e17 lhloose nod0 mu14
Table 7.6: Summary of the trigger strategy.
Preselection cuts
Exactly 3 baseline and 3 signal leptons
At least 1 SFOS pair
| m`` −mZ |≤ 10GeV
b-jet veto
EmissT > 50 GeV
p`1T , p
`2
T > 25 GeV
p`3T > 20 GeV
Table 7.7: Summary of loose event selection.
b-jet veto is applied. The on-shell Z requirement, | m``−mZ |≤ 10GeV, not only helps select signal
events, but also reduces top background which do not have a resonance with the mass of a Z boson.
The ZZ background has four leptons in the final so applying a requirement of exactly 3 leptons
after loosening the lepton criteria to baseline instead of signal, defined in Table 7.2, minimizes this
background. This fourth lepton veto was also applied in the WZ cross section measurement.Impact of different ̗m
E. Resseguie (UPenn) Searches for EWK SUSY  29
• Large ̗m results in: 
• Larger lepton pT, larger MET 
• Easier to discriminate signal from background! 
• Small ̗m results in: 
• Smaller lepton pT, smaller MET 
• Need additional techniques to discriminate signal from background
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Figure 7.8: Cartoon showing the difference in kinematics between a signal sample with a large mass
splitting and a signal sample with an intermediate mass splitting.
The main background remaining is WZ. The signal differs from the WZ background due to
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the additional missing energy coming from the LSP, thus EmissT is a discriminating variable between
signal and background. The amount of EmissT in the event is dependent on the mass splitting of the
signal. Signals with large mass splittings will have a larger fraction of the final state momentum
carried by the LSP than for smaller mass splitting signals, as illustrated in Figure 7.8. Moreover,
larger mass splittings result in larger pT leptons than smaller mass splittings.
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Figure 7.9: Distribution of mminT after loose event selection defined in Table 7.7. Signal is multiplied
by 20 to be visible on the plot.
Another discriminating variable between the signal and the WZ process is mminT . Assigning
leptons using mminT minimizes the amount of WZ background at large mT values. Moreover, this
variable is bound at the mass of the W boson for the WZ process, as shown in Figure 7.9. The
signal with the larger mass splitting, in black, has a small dependence on mminT . The smaller mass
splitting signal point, in red, has a similar dependence on mminT as the WZ background, making this
signal more difficult to discriminate from the background.
To discriminate signals with larger mass splitting, cuts on large EmissT and large mT values is
sufficient; however, that is not the case for signal with smaller mass splittings. A different strategy
needs to be used in this case.
7.5.3.1 Jet veto and ISR topology
For smaller mass splittings, an Initial-State-Radiation (ISR) jet is required in the event. A signal
with a smaller mass splitting has less missing energy and lower pT lepton. The ISR jet boosts the
event, causing the missing energy to sum to large values due to the recoil against the jet. If the
mass splitting is small, then the EmissT sums up to a larger value than the lepton pT from the ISR
jet boost. This increase in EmissT helps distinguish between the signal and the background.
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• Require Initial-State-Radiation (ISR) jet in event 
• Strategy used to target smaller ̗m 
• Lepton pT remain low  
• MET sums to larger value due to recoil against jet 
• Helps discriminate signal from background!
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Figure 7.10: Cartoon illustrating the impact of the addition of an Initial-State-Radiation (ISR) jet
on the signal kinematics.
The signal region is therefore split into two regions: one with a jet veto and another with an ISR
jet. Jet veto means that there are no signal jets, as defined in Table 7.3, in the signal region, and
the ISR region requires the event to have at least one signal jet. The main discriminating variables
are EmissT and mminT . In the jet veto region, the cuts on those variables should be lower than in the
ISR region.
7.5.3.2 Jet veto region optimization
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Figure 7.11: EmissT and mminT distributions in the jet veto region. The significance is calculated for
a lower bound on the bin value.
The main discriminating variables, EmissT and mminT , in the jet veto region are shown in Fig-
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ure 7.11. Three signal points with different ∆m are added to determine optimal signal region cuts:
large ∆m (450,50), ∆m ' mZ (200,100), and a point in between (300,150). Since the large ∆m
signal point has larger missing energy, the optimal cut on EmissT is larger than for smaller mass
splittings, and similarly true for mminT . Thus, the jet veto signal region can be split into three bins,
each targeting a different ∆m.
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Figure 7.12: Significance of a lower bound on EmissT vs. a lower bound on mminT in the jet veto region
for three signal points with m(χ̃02/χ̃±1 ),m(χ̃01)= (200,100) and (450,50).
To determine the bins used in the jet veto region, the significance of a lower bound on EmissT
vs. a lower bound on mminT for three signal points is studied, as shown in Figure 7.12. For all
signal points, the optimal mminT cut is at mminT > 110, where the WZ background contribution
starts decreasing. The optimal cut EmissT is dependent on the mass splitting. As the mass splitting
increases, the optimal cut on EmissT increases. The jet veto signal region with cuts on EmissT and
mminT is summarized in Table 7.8.
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7.5.3.3 ISR region optimization
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Figure 7.13: EmissT and mminT distributions in the jet veto region. The significance is calculated for
a lower bound on the bin value.
In the ISR region, due to the recoil against the ISR jet, the signal and the background have
larger values of EmissT and mminT distributions. As a result, the values where there is an optimal
significance for a lower bound of EmissT and mminT are larger than for the jet veto region. Similar to
the jet veto region, three bins in EmissT and mminT targeting three different signal mass splittings are
chosen based on EmissT vs. mminT significance distributions shown in Figure 7.14.
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Figure 7.14: Significance of a lower bound on EmissT vs. a lower bound on mminT in the ISR region
for three signal points with (m(χ̃02/χ̃±1 ),m(χ̃01)) = (200,100), (300,150), and (450,50).
For smaller mass splittings, the EmissT gets a larger contribution from the boost due to the ISR
jet than the lepton pT. In order to study this, an additional variable is defined p```T , which is the pT
of the vector sum of the leptons. The leading jet pT and p```T in SR3-WZ-1Ja, defined in Table 7.8,
are shown in Figure 7.15. The significance on p```T is calculated for an upper cut on that variable.
The reason an upper bound on p```T is considered is because the smaller mass splittings would have
smaller lepton pT after the boost than background since EmissT sums up to a larger value than the
lepton pT. Adding a cut on these two variables, in addition to the cuts on EmissT and mminT increases
the significance for signal with smaller mass splittings.
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Figure 7.15: p```T and lead jet pT distributions in the jet veto region. The significance is calculated
for a lower bound on the bin value for the lead jet pT and for an upper bound on the bin value for
p```T .
The significance for a lower cut on the lead jet pT and an upper cut on p```T is shown in Figure 7.16.
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Figure 7.16: Significance of a lower bound on EmissT vs. a lower bound on mminT in the ISR region
for signal with the smallest mass splitting with (m(χ̃02/χ̃±1 ),m(χ̃01)) =(200,100).
7.5.3.4 Summary of signal regions (SR)
The optimal bin selections for the jet veto and the ISR regions is summarized in Table 7.8.
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bin number of jets EmissT mminT p```T p
jet 1
T p
3rd`
T
SR3-WZ-0Ja =0 60-120 > 110 - - -
SR3-WZ-0Jb 120-170 > 110 - - -
SR3-WZ-0Jc > 170 > 110 - - -
SR3-WZ-1Ja >0 120-200 > 110 < 120 > 70 -
SR3-WZ-1Jb > 200 110-160 - - -
SR3-WZ-1Jc > 200 > 160 - - > 35
Table 7.8: Summary of the exclusive signal regions.
7.6 Background estimation
Background Estimation
Z+jets/Z+γ FF (under “reducible”)
tt̄+Wt+WW NF (under “reducible”)
WZ NF (under “VV”)
ZZ MC (under “VV”)
Higgs/ V V V / tt̄V MC
Table 7.9: Summary of the estimation methods for each background process in each signal region.
The background estimate strategy is summarized in Table 7.9. The dominant background, WZ
is estimated using simulation normalized to data in a control region. The methodology on how to
calculate normalization factors can be found in Section 5.6.2.
The Z+jets/Z+γ background is estimated using the Fake Factor method, described in Sec-
tion 5.6.1. The top-like background, tt̄, Wt, WW , is estimated using a control with different-flavor,
opposite-charge events, described in Section 5.6.2.
Higgs, V V V , tt̄V , and ZZ processes are estimated using the simulation.
Table 7.10 summarizes the control regions and validation regions (VR) used in this analysis.
3` control and validation region definitions
p`3T m``` mSFOS E
miss
T m
min
T nnon-b-tagged jets nb-tagged jets
[GeV] [GeV] [GeV] [GeV] [GeV]
CR3-WZ-0j > 20 – 81.2–101.2 > 60 < 110 0 0
CR3-WZ-1j > 20 – 81.2–101.2 > 120 < 110 > 0 0
VR3-offZa > 30
/∈ [81.2, 101.2] /∈ [81.2, 101.2] 40–60 – – –VR3-offZb > 20 > 40 – – > 0
VR3-Za-0J
> 20 /∈ [81.2, 101.2] 81.2–101.2 40–60 – 0 0VR3-Za-1J 40–60 – > 0 0
Table 7.10: Control and validation region definitions. The mSFOS quantity is the mass of the
same-flavor opposite-sign lepton pair and m``` is the trilepton invariant mass.
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7.6.1 WZ Background
7.6.1.1 Control and Validation Regions
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Figure 7.17: Jet multiplicity distribution in the inclusive WZ control regions. Errors are statistical
only, except for the backgrounds derived using data driven estimates, which include systematics as
well.
Since the signal regions are separated into a jet veto and an ISR region, the jet multiplicity
distribution in the inclusive WZ control region is of particular interest. This is shown in Figure 7.17.
From this distribution is becomes clear that the modeling of the inclusive WZ CR is dominated by
events with at least 1 jet, where there is a deficit in data with respect to the MC prediction of the
backgrounds. For events with no jets, the data to MC agreement is reasonably good with a slight
excess visible in the first bin of the Njets distribution in Figure 7.17.
Thus, due to difference in modelling between the events with no jets and events with at least one
jet, control regions binned in Njets are defined. These CRs are also kinematically closer to the SRs
since the signal regions are also defined with a jet veto or an ISR selection. These control regions
are defined to be orthogonal to the signal regions with minimal background contamination with
high WZ purity. Different WZ NFs can be extracted in each CR and used to normalize the WZ
background in the corresponding SRs. Validation regions (VR) are then used to compare the MC
estimates, along with the scale factor, to the observed data.
Both control regions are defined by inverting the mminT cut. As shown in Section 7.5.2, cutting
on mminT reduces the WZ background so reverting that cut introduces more WZ background with
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Figure 7.18: Cartoon defining the SR, CR, and VRs for the jet veto and ISR regions
little signal contamination. The EmissT cut applied to the CR matches the EmissT cut in the SR.
In the v lidation region, a minimum EmissT cut of 40 GeV is introduced to reduce Z+jets/Z+γ
contamination in this region. The CR and VR are illustrated in Figure 7.11 and their definitions
can be found in Table 7.10.
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Figure 7.19: Distributions in the jet veto WZ control region. Errors include a 10% systematic
uncertainty for the WZ background, 30% for other MC irreducible backgrounds, and a data driven
systematic uncertainty for the fakes
The normalization factor derived for the jet veto CR is 1.075 ± 0.057, and 0.942 ± 0.065 for the
ISR CR. They are summarized in Table 7.11.
The yields in the control regions are shown in Table 7.12. Figures 7.19-7.20 show the modeling
in the control regions with no normalization factor applied to the WZ background.
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Scale factor
µWZ0j 1.075 ± 0.057
µWZ1j 0.942 ± 0.065
Table 7.11: Scale factors obtained from the background-only fits.
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Figure 7.20: Distributions in the ISR WZ control region. Errors include a 10% systematic un-
certainty for the WZ background, 30% for other MC irreducible backgrounds, and a data driven
systematic uncertainty for the fakes.
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table.results.yields channel CR3WZ0j CR3WZ1j
Observed events 486 264
Fitted bkg events 485.79± 22.04 263.81± 16.23
Fitted WZ0j events 452.81± 27.40 0.00± 0.00
Fitted WZ1j events 0.00± 0.00 241.04± 21.52
Fitted ZZ events 12.03± 9.98 5.48± 4.55
Fitted VVV events 1.58± 1.31 1.61± 1.33
Fitted ttvNLO events 1.37± 1.14 6.85± 5.73
Fitted Higgs events 2.51± 2.08 2.92± 2.42
Fitted FF events 15.48± 7.65 5.90± 2.92
Table 7.12: Yields obtained from the binned control regions from the background-only fit. The
errors shown are the statistical plus experimental systematic uncertainties.
table.results.yields channel VR3Za0j VR3Za1j
Observed events 618 746
Fitted bkg events 597.85± 60.85 809.36± 94.68
Fitted WZ0j events 520.34± 61.29 0.00± 0.00
Fitted WZ1j events 0.00± 0.00 620.25± 83.54
Fitted ZZ events 23.78± 19.72 47.65± 39.52
Fitted VVV events 0.93± 0.77 1.53± 1.27
Fitted ttvNLO events 0.79± 0.66 7.27± 6.08
Fitted Higgs events 1.21± 1.01 5.57± 4.62
Fitted FF events 50.79± 25.08 127.10± 62.77
Table 7.13: The fitted results shown for the binned validation regions are obtained from the binned
control regions using the background-Ont fit. The errors shown are the statistical plus experimental
systematic uncertainties.
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Figure 7.21: Distributions in the jet veto WZ validation region with NF applied to WZ background.
Errors include a 10% systematic uncertainty for the WZ background, 30% for other MC irreducible
backgrounds, and a data driven systematic uncertainty for the fakes.
The yields in the validation regions are shown in Table 7.13 and figures 7.21-7.22 show the
modeling with the normalization factor applied to the WZ background. There is good agreement
between the observed data and the expected background.
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Figure 7.22: Distributions in the ISR WZ validation region with NF applied to WZ background.
Errors include a 10% systematic uncertainty for the WZ background, 30% for other MC irreducible
backgrounds, and a data driven systematic uncertainty for the fakes.
7.6.2 Reducible Background Estimation
The reducible background contribution comes from two sources: Z+jets/Z+γ where a jet fakes a
lepton or from photon conversion, and top-like backgrounds due to semileptonic hadronic decays.
The Z+jets/Z+γ is estimated using the data-driven method, Fake Factor method, first introduced
in Section 5.6.1. The top-like background is estimated using simulation normalized to data using
DFOS events, first described in Section 5.6.2. This section shows how these two techniques are
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applied in this analysis.
7.6.2.1 Z+jets/Z+γ Background
The Z+jets/Z+γ background enters the signal because a jet is mis-identified as a lepton or because
of photon conversions. This background cannot be accurately described by simulation; therefore, it
is estimated using the Fake Factor method.
The Fake Factor method identifies “ID” leptons whose criteria are identical to signal leptons,
described in Tables 7.2 and an an “anti-ID” criteria, defined in Table 7.14. The anti-ID criteria is
enriched in fake leptons by inverting or relaxing identification and isolation criteria.
Electrons Muons
pT > 20 GeV pT > 20 GeV
|η| < 2.47 |η| < 2.4
|∆z0sinθ| < 1.0 |∆z0sinθ| < 1.0
Pass VeryLoose identification Pass Medium identification
Pass OR requirements No OR requirements
(!Medium identification (|d0significance| > 3
|| |d0significance| > 5 || !GradientLoose isolation)
|| !GradientLoose isolation)
Table 7.14: Definition of the anti-ID criteria for the Fake Factor measurement region.
The Fake Factor is the ratio of ID to anti-ID leptons and is binned in lepton pT. Fake Factors
are derived for electron and muon separately. The derivation of the Fake Factor is described in
Section 5.6.1. In order to properly calculate the Fake Factor, the contribution from backgrounds
with three prompt leptons must be subtracted from the data, as shown in equation (5.26).
The Fake Factor is derived in a region orthogonal to the signal selection selection and enriched
with Z+jets and Z + γ events by requiring EmissT < 40 GeV and mminT < 30 GeV (Fake Factor
measurement region). To enrich this sample in Z+jets/Z+γ events, the Z leptons are also required
to reconstruct an invariant mass within 10 GeV of the Z mass. The Fake Factor estimate of the
Z+jet and Z + γ background is validated in a subset of the signal region containing events with
30 < mminT < 50 GeV and EmissT < 40 GeV, which is enriched in background processes. The selection
for the Fake Factor measurement and validation regions is summarized in Table 7.15 and illustrated
in Figure 7.23 to show how these regions are orthogonal to the WZ control and validation regions.
An additional fake VR is defined with third lepton pT > 30 GeV, dilepton invariant mass outside
the Z boson mass window of 10 GeV and with EmissT between 40 and 60 GeV. This region is
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Figure 7.23: Cartoon demonstrating the selection used to obtain the Fake Factor measurement and
validation regions. The WZ CRs, and VRs, VR3Za-j0 and VR3Za-j1, are also displayed.
EmissT [GeV] mminT [GeV] |m`` −mZ | [GeV] b-jet veto
FF measurement region < 40 < 30 < 10 n/a
FF validation region < 40 [30− 50] < 10 n/a
FF closure region > 60 > 60 < 10 required
Table 7.15: Summary of measurement and validation regions used for the Z+jets/Z+γ estimates.
The closure region is only used with MC events, and is used to derive the MC closure systematic
uncertainty on the Fake Factor.
summarized in Table 7.10. Figure 7.24 shows the good agreement between data and background in
the EmissT distribution in this validation region.
The Fake Factors are applied in the signal by regions by requiring that events satisfy the signal
region requirements defined in Table 7.8 except that one signal lepton is replaced by an anti-ID
lepton. The appropriate Fake Factor derived is applied to that event. The estimate for the number
of three lepton events containing at least one fake lepton is shown in equation (5.25).
There are several sources of uncertainties for the Fake Factor method. First is the statistical
uncertainty on the Fake Factor, which must be accounted for in the final Z+jets/Z+γ estimate.
Second, as the MC samples are used to subtract the diboson contribution from the data, the
uncertainty associated to this subtraction must be evaluated. To do so, the MC WZ and ZZ yield
is scaled up and down by 15%, and the Fake Factor is recalculated. The largest difference with
respect to the nominal Fake Factor is then used as the Fake Factor’s uncertainty on the diboson
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Figure 7.24: EmissT distribution in the fake validation region, VR3-offZa. Reducible corresponds to
the data-driven fake factor estimate. The uncertainty band includes all statistical and systematic
uncertainties.
subtraction and assigned as a symmetric uncertainty.
Third, a closure systematic is assigned to cover kinematic and composition differences between
the Fake Factor measurement region and the signal region. To do so, the MC Z+jets/Z+γ samples
are used, and an MC-based Fake Factor is computed in these two kinematic regions. The difference
between these two MC-based Fake Factors is used as the uncertainty on the MC closure. The region
used to derive the closure systematic requires three signal leptons, or two signal and one anti-ID
leptons, a b-jet veto, a same-flavor, opposite charge, pair with mass within 10 GeV of the Z mass,
mminT > 60 GeV, and EmissT > 60 GeV. The looser cut on mminT , as compared with the signal region
requirement of mminT > 110 GeV is chosen to enhance the MC statistics in this region. The selection
for this region is summarized in Table 7.15.
These systematic uncertainties are then added in quadrature to determine a total Fake Factor
systematic uncertainty.
7.6.2.2 Top-like Backgrounds
The top-like background contribution in the signal region is estimated using simulation normalized
to data in a control region. The top control region is defined using different flavor opposite charge
events (e±e±µ∓ and µ±µ±e∓) to minimize the WZ contamination and increase top purity. The
fake lepton is one of the same flavor leptons. The normalization factor methodology for the top
background is further described in Section 5.6.2.
The top control region is defined at EmissT > 60 GeV and mminT > 60 GeV, no requirement is
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applied on the invariant mass of the different flavor, opposite charge pair of leptons, and no b-jet
veto is applied to increase the statistics in this region. The signal regions are binned in the number
of jets; however a normalization factor inclusive in the number of jets is derived since the scale factor
is similar between both regions. The selection of the top control region is summarized in Table 7.16.
Events with either three signal leptons or two signal leptons and one anti-ID lepton
Only e±e±µ∓ and µ±µ±e∓ events
When measuring the normalization factors for events with an anti-ID lepton,
the anti-ID lepton must be one of the same-flavor, same-sign leptons
EmissT > 60 GeV
mminT > 60 GeV
no requirement on N20 GeVb-jets
Table 7.16: Selection criteria used to define the control region for the top-like backgrounds.
A normalization factor is derived for electrons and muons separately. Moreover, there are two
regions where the top NF is applied: in the signal region, and in the prompt background subtraction
in the Fake Factor estimation. Both regions are defined with the same kinematic cuts except that
NF derived for the signal regions uses three signal leptons, and the one for the prompt background
subtraction is measured using two signal leptons and one anti-ID lepton.
The top NF factor associated with the Z+jets/Z+γ anti-ID control region, an electron NF of
1.04± 0.09 is obtained, along with a muon NF of 1.05± 0.03. The top NF associated with the three
signal lepton top control region is 0.99± 0.42 for electrons and 2.37± 0.89 for muons.
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Figure 7.25: EmissT distribution in the fake validation region, VR3-offZb. Reducible corresponds to
the data-driven fake factor estimate and the top background with the NF applied.The uncertainty
band includes all statistical and systematic uncertainties.
The modeling of the top background is verified in a validation region, VR3-offZb, defined in
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Table 7.10. The validation region is defined with same-flavor, opposite sign events, just like the signal
regions, with the third lepton pT > 20 GeV and EmissT > 40 GeV. To minimize WZ contamination,
this region vetoes invariant masses of the dilepton pair within 10 GeV of the mass of the Z boson.
To increase top background statistics, at least one b-jet is required. Figure 7.25 shows the modeling
of the EmissT distribution in the top VR. There is good agreement between the data observed and
the expected background.
The statistical uncertainty on the normalization factors is propagated to the final estimate, and
is used as the systematic uncertainty on the top background.
7.7 Uncertainties
There are several sources of experimental and theoretical uncertainties. The largest sources of sys-
tematic uncertainties in the signal regions come from jet energy scale (JES) and resolution (JER),
modeling of the soft term of the missing energy, theoretical uncertainties, and uncertainties associ-
ated with the calculation of the WZ NF.
The JES and JER uncertainties are derived as a function of jet pT and η, as well as the jet
flavor composition. They are derived using data and simulation using dijet, Z+jet, and γ+jet
samples [98, 165].
The systematic uncertainties related to the EmissT modeling in the simulation are estimated by
propagating the uncertainties in the energy or momentum scale of each of the physics objects, as
well as the uncertainties in the soft termâĂŹs resolution and scale [166].
Other systematics are derived on the muon (electron) momentum (energy) resolution, momentum
(energy) scale, reconstruction, and isolation efficiencies. Uncertainties due to the trigger efficiency,
and b-tagging efficiency were also calculated. These uncertainties were found to be negligible.
Theoretical uncertainties on the WZ background are the choice of PDF set, QCD renormalization
(µR) and factorization (µF ) scales, and the choice of the strong coupling constant (αs). Further
discussion about the calculation of these systematics can be found in Section 5.8.
Uncertainties from the Fake Factor method and for the top background are summarized in
Sections 7.6.2.1-7.6.2.2.
A 2.1 % uncertainty is applied to the integrated luminosity.
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7.8 Two Leptons and Jets Final state
The signal model in this analysis can also produce two leptons and jets in the final if the W boson
decays hadronically instead of leptonically. Figure 7.2 shows the diagram for the production of χ̃±1 χ̃02
decaying via W and Z bosons to two leptons, jets, and EmissT . The results from the two lepton with
and jets and the three lepton final states are combined in the limit so the search strategy for the
two lepton and jets final state and its results will be introduced in this section.
7.8.1 Event Selection
The electrons, muons and jets are defined using the same criteria as for the three lepton final state.
The identification and isolation criteria for electrons and muons is shown in Table 7.2, and, for jets,
in Table 7.3.
Candidate events are required to have two leptons that form a same flavor opposite charge pair
with invariant mass close to the mass of the Z boson. At least two jets are required which form an
invariant mass consistent with the mass of the W boson.
SR2-int and SR2-high target signals with larger mass splittings. in these regions, the W boson is
reconstructed from jets with the leading and sub-leading pT. The only difference in their selection is
their requirement on EmissT because signal with intermediate mass splittings have less EmissT in their
final state than signals with large mass splittings.
To suppress tt̄, a cut on the stransverse mass, mT2, is required. The stransverse mass is defined
in the following section, Section 7.8.1.1.
SR2-low regions target signals with mass splittings similar to the mass of the Z boson, where the
signal becomes kinematically similar to the WZ background. Just like in the three lepton final state
case, the signal regions are separated into “jet veto” and “ISR” regions. In this case, jet veto means
that there are no additional jets in the events besides those that reconstruct the W boson. In the jet
veto region, SR2-low-2J, the W boson is reconstructed from the leading and sub-leading jet. In the
ISR region, SR2-low-3J, defined with 3–5 jets, the W boson is reconstructed from minimizing the ∆φ
between two jets and the Z+EmissT system. Additional jets are considered part of the ISR system.
Angular variables select the topology where the W boson recoils against the Z+EmissT system in
SR2-low-2J, and in SR2-low-2J, the topology selected is where the W+Z+EmissT recoils against the
ISR jets.
The selections for the two leptons and jets signal regions are summarized in Table 7.17.
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2`+jets signal region definitions
SR2-int SR2-high SR2-low-2J SR2-low-3J
nnon-b-tagged jets ≥ 2 2 3–5
m`` [GeV] 81–101 81–101 86–96
mjj [GeV] 70–100 70–90 70–90
EmissT [GeV] > 150 > 250 > 100 > 100
pZT [GeV] > 80 > 60 > 40
pWT [GeV] > 100
mT2 [GeV] > 100
∆R(jj) < 1.5 < 2.2
∆R(``) < 1.8
∆φ(pmissT ,Z) < 0.8
∆φ(pmissT ,W ) 0.5–3.0 > 1.5 < 2.2
EmissT /p
Z
T 0.6−−1.6
EmissT /p
W
T < 0.8
∆φ(pmissT ,ISR) > 2.4
∆φ(pmissT ,jet1) > 2.6
EmissT /p
ISR
T 0.4–0.8
|η(Z)| < 1.6
pjet3T [GeV] > 30
Table 7.17: Signal region definitions used in the conventional 2` search. W and Z refers to the
reconstructed W and Z bosons in the final state. The Z boson is reconstructed using the two
leptons. The W boson is reconstructing from jets with the leading and sub-leading pT for the SR2-
int and SR2-high regions. In SR2-low-3J, defined with 3–5 jets, the W boson is reconstructed from
minimizing the ∆φ between two jets and the Z+EmissT system.
7.8.1.1 Defining mT2
The stransverse mass, mT2, is an extension of mT where instead of one lepton and one source of
EmissT (neutrino or LSP), now there are two legs each with one lepton and one source of EmissT , as
shown in Figure 7.26.
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Figure 7.26: Cartoon illustrating the calculation of mT2.
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Since EmissT is calculated in the transverse plane, the mass of the lepton in Figure 7.26 is:
m` ≥ mT(pT,pmissT ), (7.2)
where pT is the lepton vector in the transverse plane and pmissT is the missing energy vector.
If the splitting of the missing energy is determined as pmissT = q1T + q2T, where q1T is the amount
of the missing energy on the leg with p`1T , and q2T is the amount of the missing energy on the leg
with p`2T , the mass of the lepton becomes:
m` ≥ max
(
mT(p`1T ,q1T),mT(p`2T ,q2T)
)
(7.3)
However, since the splitting of the missing energy between the two legs is not known, a minimization
over all possible splittings must be calculated:
m2` ≥ min
qT=q1T+q
2
T
[
max
(
mT(p`1T ,q1T),mT(p`2T ,q2T)
)]
(7.4)
Rewriting the equation above with q1T as qT and q2T as pmissT − qT, the stransverse mass, mT2,
[167, 168] is defined as:
mT2 = minqT
[
max
(
mT(p`1T ,qT),mT(p`2T ,pmissT − qT)
)]
, (7.5)
where p`1T and p`2T are the transverse momentum vectors of the two leptons, and qT is a transverse
momentum vector that minimizes the larger of mT(p`1T ,qT) and mT(p`2T ,pmissT − qT).
7.8.2 Background Modeling
The dominant background in this search is diboson processes, WW , ZZ, and WZ. This background
is estimated using simulation and the modeling is validated in VRs.
Z+jets events can enter the signal region due to fake EmissT . Sources of fake EmissT are jets
reconstructed as missing energy, lepton mis-measurements or neutrinos from semileptonic b− or c−
hadron decays. This is difficult to estimate using simulation so a data-driven method, the photon
template, is used where γ+jets events estimate the contribution of Z+jets events in the signal region.
Similar techniques have been employed by ATLAS [169] and by CMS [170, 171].
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2`+jets validation region definitions
VR2-int(high) VR2-low-2J(3J) VR2-VV-int VR2-VV-low
Loose selection
nnon-b-tagged jets ≥ 2 2 (3–5) 1 1
EmissT [GeV] > 150 (> 250) > 100 > 150 > 150
m`` [GeV] 81–101 81–101 (86–96) 81–101
mjj [GeV] /∈ [60, 100] /∈ [60, 100]
pZT [GeV] > 80 > 60 (> 40)
pWT [GeV] > 100
|η(Z)| (< 1.6)
pjet3T [GeV] (> 30)
∆φ(pmissT ,jet) > 0.4 > 0.4
mT2 [GeV] > 100
∆R(``) < 0.2
Tight selection
∆R(jj) < 1.5 (< 2.2)
∆φ(pmissT ,W ) 0.5–3.0 > 1.5 (< 2.2)
∆φ(pmissT ,Z) < 0.8 (−)
EmissT /p
W
T < 0.8 (−)
EmissT /p
Z
T 0.6–1.6 (−)
EmissT /p
ISR
T (0.4–0.8)
∆φ(pmissT ,ISR) (> 2.4)
∆φ(pmissT ,jet1) (> 2.6)
mT2 [GeV] > 100
∆R(``) < 1.8
Table 7.18: Validation region definitions used in the conventional 2` search.
The validation regions for the photon template method and for V V are summarized in Table 7.18.
Tables 7.19-7.20 shows the yields in VR2-int, VR2-high, and VR2-low. Table 7.21 shows the yields
in the diboson validation regions. The modeling of EmissT and mT2 in the validation regions is shown
in Figure 7.27. There is good agreement between the observed data and the expected background
events.
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Figure 7.27: Distributions of EmissT and mT2 in the 2`+jets validation region. The “top” background
includes tt̄, Wt and tt̄V , the “other” backgrounds include Higgs bosons and V V V , the “reducible”
category corresponds to the data-driven matrix method estimate, and the Z+jets contribution is
evaluated with the data-driven γ+jet template method.
VR2-int (loose) VR2-int (tight) VR2-high (loose) VR2-int (tight)
Observed 246 20 60 6
Total SM 240± 26 12.7± 1.3 57± 5 4.7± 0.6
V V 121.8± 1.5 11.4± 0.6 40.9± 0.9 4.7± 0.3
Top 42.4± 2.8 0.1± 0.0 8.5± 1.1 –
FNP 27± 11 – 6± 5 –
Z+jets 49± 24 1.2± 1.1 1.8± 2.0 0.0± 0.5
Table 7.19: Yields in the validation regions for “loose” and “tight” selections for VR2-int and VR2-
high in the conventional 2` search. The Z+jets background is predicted using the data-driven γ+jet
method. All systematic and statistical uncertainties are included. The “top” background includes
all processes containing one or more top quarks and the “other” backgrounds include all processing
containing a Higgs boson and V V V .
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VR2-low (loose) VR2-low (tight)
Observed 919 51
Total SM 980± 90 85± 12
V V 190± 2 15.8± 0.7
Top 105± 4 11.2± 1.6
FNP 41± 19 20± 8
Z+jets 640± 90 39± 9
Table 7.20: Yields results for the “loose” and “tight” selections of VR2-low in the conventional 2`
search. The Z+jets background is predicted using the data-driven γ+jet method. All systematic
and statistical uncertainties are included. The “top” background includes all processes containing
one or more top quarks and the “other” backgrounds include all processing containing a Higgs boson
and V V V .
VR2-VV-low VR2-VV-int
Observed 111 114
Total SM 99± 4 101± 4
V V 89.3± 3.5 94± 4
Top 7.5± 1.1 4.6± 1.0
FNP – –
Z+jets 2.0± 1.5 2.4± 1.7
Table 7.21: Background results for the diboson validation regions in the conventional 2` search. The
Z+jets background is predicted using MC. All systematic and statistical uncertainties are included.
The “top” background includes all processes producing one or more top quarks and the “other”
backgrounds include all processes producing a Higgs boson or V V V . A “–” symbol indicates that
the background contribution is negligible.
7.8.3 Results
Table 7.22 summarizes the observed data events and the expected background yields in the con-
ventional 2` search SRs. Figure 7.28 shows the EmissT distribution in SR2-int and SR2-high, which
differ only in the EmissT requirement, and in SR2-low of the 2`+jets channel. No significant excess is
observed.
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Figure 7.28: Distributions of EmissT in SR2-int/high and SR2-low. The 2 jets and 3–5 jets regions
are combined in SR2-low. The “top” background includes tt̄, Wt and tt̄V , the “other” backgrounds
include Higgs bosons and V V V , the “reducible” category corresponds to the data-driven matrix
method estimate, and the Z+jets contribution is evaluated with the data-driven γ+jet template
method.
SR2- int high low (combined)
Observed 2 0 11
Total SM 4.1+2.6−1.8 1.6
+1.6
−1.1 4.2
+3.4
−1.6
V V 4.0± 1.8 1.6± 1.1 1.7± 1.0
Top 0.15± 0.11 0.04± 0.03 0.8± 0.4
FNP 0.0+0.2−0.0 0.0
+0.1
−0.0 0.7
+1.8
−0.7
Z+jets 0.0+1.8−0.0 0.0
+1.2
−0.0 1.0
+2.7
−1.0
Other – – –
Table 7.22: Observed events in the conventional 2` search SRs. All systematic and statistical
uncertainties are included. The “top” background includes all processes producing one or more top
quarks and the “other” backgrounds include all processes producing a Higgs boson or V V V . A “–”
symbol indicates that the background contribution is negligible.
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7.8.4 Sensitivity of each final state
Since the conventional 2` and 3` searches are orthogonal due to the requirement on the number
of leptons, they can be statistically combined to set an exclusion limit on the production of χ̃±1 χ̃02
decaying via W and Z bosons. Figure 7.29 shows the sensitivity of each of the signal regions.
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Figure 7.29: Signal regions contributing to the observed exclusion limit for direct χ̃±1 χ̃02 with WZ
mediated decays. The markers indicate which result, out of those from SR2-high, SR2-int, SR2-low,
and the combination of the three leptons exclusive regions, has the best expected sensitivity.
The three lepton final state has the greatest sensitivity for the smallest mass splittings, where
∆m is close to the mass of the Z boson. The dominant background, WZ is minimized using mminT
and by making use of both jet veto and ISR regions.
The two lepton and jets final state has greater sensitivity at larger mass splittings. The pro-
duction cross section of χ̃±1 χ̃02 decreases as the mass increases and the branching fraction to jets is
larger than to leptons. As a result, this increases the sensitivity of the 2`+jets final state because
of greater signal acceptance.
7.9 Results
The HistFitter framework [5] is used for the statistical interpretation of the results. A likelihood is
constructed as the product of Poisson distributions with the mean taken as the nominal MC yield in
each of the control regions. The HistFitter package constrains the values and uncertainties on the
normalization factors. The NFs are used to extrapolate the background prediction into validation
regions, where modelling is verified, and the signal regions. Systematic uncertainties are treated as
nuisance parameters in the likelihood fit.
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7.9.1 Background-only Fit
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Figure 7.30: The observed and expected background yields in the signal regions considered in the
2`+0 jets, 2`+jets, and 3` final states. All uncertainties in the background prediction are included
in the uncertainty band. The bottom plot shows the difference in standard deviations between the
observed and expected yields. nobs and nbkg are the observed data and expected background yields,
respectively, σtot =
√
nbkg + σ2bkg + σ2exp , and σexp is the total background uncertainty.
The background only fit assumes no signal is present in any region. Only data in the CRs are used
to constrain the background only fit. This provides an SR-independent background prediction in all
regions. The results are shown in Table 7.23 for SR3-WZ-0Ja to SR3-WZ-0Jc and SR3-WZ-1Ja to
SR3-WZ-1Jc. A summary of the observed and expected yields in all of the signal regions considered
in this paper is provided in Figure 7.30. The slepton and 2`+0 jets searches is not discussed in this
document but can be found in the publication for this search [3]. No significant excess above the
SM expectation is observed in any SR.
Figure 7.31 shows the N-1 EmissT distributions in the three lepton signal regions. The signal
regions are indicated on the distributions by arrows. Good agreement between data and expectations
is observed in all distributions within the uncertainties.
No significant excess is observed in the 2`+jets or three lepton signal regions.
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Figure 7.31: Distributions of EmissT in (a) SR3-WZ-0Ja,b,c, (b) SR3-WZ-1Ja, (c) SR3-WZ-1Jb and
(d) SR3-WZ-1Jc. The normalization factors extracted from the corresponding CRs are used to
rescale the 0-jet and âĽě 1-jet WZ background components. The “reducible” category corresponds to
the Fake-Factor estimate. The uncertainty bands include all systematic and statistical contributions.
Simulated signal models for charginos/neutralinos production are overlayed for comparison.
7.9.2 Model Dependent Limits
Since no significant excess is observed, two types of exclusion limits for new physics are calculated
using the CLs technique [172]: exclusion limits and discovery limits (discussed in Section 7.9.3).
Exclusion limits are set on the masses of the charginos and neutralinos for the simplified models
in Figure 7.2. Figure 7.32 shows the limits from the 3` and 2`+jets channels in the χ̃±1 χ̃02 production
with decays via W/Z bosons. The 3` limits are calculated using a statistical combination of the
six SR3-WZ regions. Since the SRs in the 2`+jets channel are not mutually exclusive, the observed
CLs value is taken from the signal region with the best expected CLs value. The 3` and 2`+jets
channels are then combined, using the channel with the best expected CLs value for each point in
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table.results.yields channel SR3L0Ja SR3L0Jb SR3L0Jc SR3L1Ja SR3L1Jb SR3L1Jc
Observed events 21 1 2 1 3 4
Fitted bkg events 21.72± 1.60 2.68± 0.40 1.56± 0.30 2.21± 0.36 1.82± 0.27 1.26± 0.39
Fitted WZ0j events 19.46± 1.63 2.46± 0.37 1.32± 0.24 0.00± 0.00 0.00± 0.00 0.00± 0.00
Fitted WZ1j events 0.00± 0.00 0.00± 0.00 0.00± 0.00 1.78± 0.30 1.49± 0.22 0.92± 0.26
Fitted ZZ events 0.82± 0.68 0.06± 0.05 0.05± 0.04 0.05± 0.04 0.02± 0.01 0.02± 0.01
Fitted VVV events 0.32± 0.26 0.13± 0.11 0.14± 0.12 0.12± 0.10 0.12± 0.10 0.24± 0.20
Fitted ttvNLO events 0.04± 0.03 0.01± 0.01 0.01± 0.01 0.14± 0.12 0.12± 0.10 0.08± 0.07
Fitted Higgs events 0.00± 0.00 0.00± 0.00 0.00± 0.00 0.01± 0.01 0.00± 0.00 0.00± 0.00
Fitted FF events 1.09± 0.54 0.02± 0.01 0.04± 0.02 0.11± 0.06 0.07± 0.04 0.01± 0.00
Table 7.23: Unblinded yields in the signal regions in the conventional 3` search. The “FF” yields
result from the Fake Factor Method. The errors shown are the statistical plus systematic uncertain-
ties.
the SUSY particle mass space, shown in Figure 7.29. χ̃±1 and χ̃02 masses up to 580 GeV are excluded
for a massless χ̃01 neutralino.
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Figure 7.32: Observed and expected exclusion limits on SUSY simplified models for chargino–
neutralino production with decays via W/Z bosons. The observed (solid thick red line) and expected
(thin dashed blue line) exclusion contours are indicated. The shaded band corresponds to the ±1σ
variations in the expected limit, including all uncertainties except theoretical uncertainties in the
signal cross-section. The dotted lines around the observed limit illustrate the change in the observed
limit as the nominal signal cross-section is scaled up and down by the theoretical uncertainty. All
limits are computed at 95% confidence level. The observed limits obtained from ATLAS in Run 1
are also shown [173].
7.9.3 Model Independent Limits
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Region Nobs Nexp 〈εσ95obs〉[fb] S95obs S95exp p(s = 0) Z
WZ-0Ja 21 22± 2.9 0.35 12.8 13.5+2.7−5.3 0.5 0
WZ-0Jb 1 2.7± 0.5 0.10 3.7 4.6+2.1−0.9 0.5 0
WZ-0Jc 2 1.6± 0.3 0.13 4.8 4.1+1.7−0.7 0.28 0.57
WZ-1Ja 1 2.2± 0.5 0.09 3.2 4.5+1.6−1.3 0.5 0
WZ-1Jb 3 1.8± 0.3 0.16 5.6 4.3+1.7−0.9 0.18 0.91
WZ-1Jc 4 1.3± 0.3 0.20 7.2 4.2+1.7−0.4 0.03 1.82
Table 7.24: Summary of results and model-independent limits in the inclusive 3` SRs. Signal
model-independent upper limits at 95% C.L. on the the visible signal cross-section (〈εσ95obs〉), and
the observed and expected upper limit on the number of BSM events (S95obs and S95exp, respectively)
are also shown. The last two columns show the p-value and the corresponding significance for the
background-only hypothesis.
The second type of exclusion limit for new physics is model independent. Upper limits are set
on the visible cross-section 〈εσ95obs〉 as well as on the observed (S95obs) and expected (S95exp) number of
events from new physics processes. Dividing S95obs by the integrated luminosity of 36.1 fb−1 defines
the upper limits on the visible cross-sections,〈εσ95obs〉. The p-value and the corresponding significance
for the background-only hypothesis is evaluated. These are shown for each of the six 3` signal regions
in Table 7.24.
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Figure 8.1: Comparison of limits from the RJR [4] and conventional 3` [3] searches.
Chapter 7 describes the conventional 3` search [3] which does not see an excess of observed
events above the background prediction [3] using data collected in 2015 and 2016, corresponding to
36.1 fb−1 of data collected. Another search by the ATLAS collaboration using the recursive jigsaw
reconstruction (RJR) technique [174, 175] also using 36.1 fb−1 of data collected between 2015 and
2016 [4] found excesses of three-lepton events in two regions, one targeting low-mass resonances and
another utilizing ISR to target resonances with mass differences with respect to the LSP close to
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the Z boson mass. The two expected and observed limits are shown in Figure 8.1. The expected
limits around the mass point
(
m(χ̃±1 /χ̃02),m(χ̃01)
)
= (200, 100) GeV are the same for both searches;
however, the observed limits are different due to the excess of observed data over the background
prediction seen by the RJR search.
This chapter will briefly discuss the RJR technique and published result [4] and describe the
overlap of events between the RJR and the conventional 3` searches. A new technique, emulated RJR
(eRJR) is introduced which explores the intersection between the conventional and RJR approaches
to better understand the tension in the exclusion limits produced by the two analyses. This technique
emulates the variables used by the RJR technique with conventional laboratory frame discriminating
variables, providing a simple set of variables that are easily reproducible. This technique is used to
reproduce the three-lepton excesses in the RJR search using 36.1 fb−1 of pp collision data collected
between 2015 and 2016 by the ATLAS detector at the LHC.
8.1 Recursive Jigsaw Reconstruction (RJR) Search
Figure 8.2: Diagrams for the production of χ̃±1 χ̃02 decaying via W and Z bosons to three leptons
and missing transverse energy in pp collisions. The diagram on the right is the production χ̃±1 χ̃02 in
association with an initial-state-radiation jet, labelled “j”.
Figure 8.2 shows the diagrams for the production of χ̃±1 χ̃02 decaying via W and Z bosons in
proton-proton collisions. In this search, just like in the search described in Chapter 7, the W and Z
bosons are on-shell and decay leptonically via SM branching ratios, leading to a final state with three
leptons and missing momentum from two χ̃01and a neutrino. Signal regions are designed to target
the same phase space as the mminT search, with SUSY mass splittings ∆m = m(χ̃
±
1 /χ̃
0
2) − m(χ̃01)
ranging from 100 GeV to 600 GeV. The presence of initial state radiation (ISR) may lead to jets in
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the final state and boost the χ̃±1 χ̃02 system, enhancing the signature of the missing momentum to
target the smaller mass splittings.
The difference between the conventional 3` and the RJR searches is that, while the conventional
3` search makes use of laboratory frame variables only, the RJR search interprets the event using
the RJR technique, which provides a way to reconstruct the event from the detected particles and
in the presence of kinematic unknowns by factorizing missing information according to decays and
rest frames of intermediate particles.
8.1.1 Overview of the RJR technique
In most R-parity conserving SUSY models, the LSP is an invisible particle that rarely, if ever, inter-
acts with matter. It is therefore not directly observed by the ATLAS detector, but manifests itself
as missing transverse momentum in an event whose particle transverse momenta would otherwise
balance. The relative boost of quarks inside the colliding protons makes it impossible to know the
true vector of missing momentum, allowing only for an accurate measurement of the transverse
component. For SUSY particles with various decay stages the loss of this information can make
it difficult to match the decay products and correctly reconstruct the originally-produced particles,
resulting in ambiguities in the reconstruction of the χ̃±1 and the χ̃02.
The RJR technique [174, 175] attempts to resolve these ambiguities by analyzing each event
starting from the laboratory-frame particles and boosting back to the rest frames of the parent
particles. Reconstructed jets, muons, and electrons are used as inputs for the RJR algorithm that
determines which leptons come from the chargino or neutralino decays, assuming a specific decay
chain. The decay tree, shown in Figure 8.3(a), shows the sparticles produced (PP frame) and each
of their decay chains. The final states are separated into visible (V) and invisible (I) objects. The
decay tree for the production of χ̃±1 χ̃02 decaying via W and Z bosons to three leptons and missing
transverse energy is represented in Figure 8.3(b) and referred to as the standard tree.
After partitioning the visible objects, the leptons, the remaining unknowns in the events are
associated with the two invisible particles, χ̃01a + νa and χ̃01b: their masses, longitudinal momenta,
and how they contribute to the total missing energy. To determine these, the RJR algorithm
determines the smallest Lorentz invariant function which results in non-negative mass parameters
for the invisible particles [175].
Frame-dependent variables can be constructed using the full four-momenta of the invisible and
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Figure 8.3: RJR decay trees.
visible particles, including both longitudinal and transverse components, and are of the form
HFn,m =
n∑
i=1
|~p Fvis, i|+
m∑
j=1
|~p Finv, j | (8.1)
where n represents the number of visible particles, m represents the number of invisible particles,
and F is the rest frame in which Hn,m is calculated. Variables of the form HFn,m represent the scalar
sum of the visible and invisible particles’ four-momenta, while variables of the form HTFn,m represent
the scalar sum of the visible and invisible particles’ transverse momenta.
Variables defined for the standard tree used in the definition of the signal regions are:
• HPP4,1 : scale variable described above which is similar to the effective mass, meff (defined as the
scalar sum of the transverse momenta of the visible objects and EmissT ).
• plabTPP/(plabTPP +HPPT 4,1): compares the magnitude of the vector sum of the transverse momenta
of all objects associated with the PP system in the lab frame (plabTPP) to the overall transverse
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scale variable considered. For signal events this quantity peaks sharply towards zero while for
background processes the distribution is broader.
• HPPT 3,1/HPP3,1 : a measure of the fraction of the momentum that lies in the transverse plane.
• HPb1,1/H
Pb
2,1: for the Z decay frame, this variable compares the scale due to considering both
leptons as one object (HPb1,1) as opposed to two visible leptons (H
Pb
2,1).
The decay tree for production of χ̃±1 χ̃02 in association with an ISR jet is shown in Figure 8.3(c)
and referred to as the compressed tree. This decay tree is much simpler and separates the objects
in the events as either part of the ISR system or part of the sparticle system (S), which contains the
visible and the invisible objects. The ISR jets are selected by minimizing the invariant mass of the
system formed by the potential ISR jets and the sparticle system (consisting of leptons and missing
energy vector) in the center-of-mass frame (CM). The variables defined for this tree are:
• pISRT : the magnitude of the vector sum of the transverse momenta of all jets assigned to the
ISR system.
• pIT: the magnitude of the vector sum of the transverse momenta of the invisible system. This
variable is similar to EmissT .
• pCMT : the magnitude of the vector-sum of the transverse momenta of the CM system.
• RISR ≡ pCMI · p̂CMTS /pCMTS : proxy for m(χ̃01)/m(χ̃02/χ̃±1 ), this variable determines the fraction of
the momentum of the sparticle system (S) that is carried by its invisible system (I).
• ∆φISR,I: the azimuthal opening angle between the ISR system and the invisible system in the
CM frame.
8.1.2 Data set and MC samples
The proton proton collision data corresponds to an integrated luminosity 36.1 fb-1collected at a
center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV in 2015 and 2016. The samples include an ATLAS detector sim-
ulation [85], based on Geant4 [84], or a fast simulation [85] that uses a parametrization of the
calorimeter response [152] and Geant4 for the other parts of the detector. The simulated events are
reconstructed in the same manner as the data.
Table 7.1 summarizes the Monte Carlo (MC) used specifying the generator used to simulate both
background and signal events. The Monte Carlo used is the same as in the conventional 3` search.
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8.1.3 Object and Event Selection
The objects in this search, electrons, muons, jets, EmissT , have the same definitions as in the mminT
search and are detailed in Section 7.5.1. Tables for the definitions of baseline and signal electrons
and muons are shown in Table 7.2 and for jets in Table 7.3.
Events are selected with three signal and three baseline leptons. The leptons must have at least
one same-flavor opposite-charge (SFOS) pair (e+e− or µ+µ−) with an invariant mass of the pair
m`` between 75 GeVand 105 GeV, consistent with a Z boson. If there is more than one SFOS pair,
the pair chosen is the one that has an invariant mass closest to that of a Z boson. The remaining
lepton is assigned to the W boson. The leading source of SM background is WZ production, which
when decaying fully leptonically has three leptons and EmissT from a neutrino in the final state. To
reduce the WZ contribution, the transverse mass is calculated from the unpaired third lepton and
the EmissT . It is defined as mT =
√
2pTEmissT (1− cos(∆φ)), where ∆φ is the angular separation
between the lepton and the missing energy vector, pmissT , and will typically be at or below the W
boson mass in SM events where the EmissT is predominantly from the neutrino of the W decay.
The mT calculated in χ̃
±
1 χ̃
0
2 events does not have such a constraint, and the SRs therefore require
mT ≥ 100 GeV to reduce the SM WZ background. Events containing b-tagged jets are rejected to
minimize contributions from the top backgrounds tt̄ and Wt.
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Figure 8.4: Regions in the m(χ̃01) vs. m(χ̃02/χ̃±1 ) mass plane targeted by each of the RJR SRs.
The search is optimized to target different mass splittings, as shown in Figure 8.4 by defining
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four signal regions: ISR, low-mass, intermediate-mass, and high-mass. The low-mass, intermediate-
mass, and high-mass signal regions are defined with the standard tree and the ISR signal region is
defined with the compressed tree. The only regions that are explicitly orthogonal are SR3` ISR and
SR3` low because SR3` ISR requires at least one jet while SR3` low has a jet veto.
The regions defined with the standard tree require three energetic leptons with pT > 60, 40, 30
GeV for the leading, subleading, and third leptons, respectively. The intermediate-mass signal region
tightens this requirement for the second lepton to pT > 50 GeV and in the high-mass region, the
second and third lepton pT are 60 GeV and 40 GeV, respectively. These regions have low jet activity
with less than 3 jets in all regions except for the low-mass region where a jet veto is applied. Tight
selection thresholds on the RJR variables HPP3,1 ,
pPPT
pPPT +H
PP
T 3,1
, H
PP
T 3,1
HPP3,1
, and H
Pb
1,1
H
Pb
2,1
further reduce the WZ
contribution in the signal region. The signal region cuts are summarized in Tables 8.1.
Preselection Criteria for the standard tree regions
Region nleptons njets nb−tag p`1T [GeV] p
`2
T [GeV] p
`3
T [GeV]
CR3`-VV =3 < 3 = 0 > 60 > 40 > 30
VR3`-VV =3 < 3 = 0 > 60 > 40 > 30
SR3` Low = 3 = 0 = 0 > 60 > 60 > 40
SR3` Int = 3 < 3 = 0 > 60 > 50 > 30
SR3` High = 3 < 3 = 0 > 60 > 40 > 30
Selection Criteria for the standard tree regions.
Region m`` [GeV] mT [GeV] HPP3,1 [GeV]
pPPT
pPPT +H
PP
T 3,1
HPPT 3,1
HPP3,1
H
Pb
1,1
H
Pb
2,1
CR3`-VV ∈ (75, 105) ∈ (0, 70) > 250 < 0.2 > 0.75 –
VR3`-VV ∈ (75, 105) ∈ (70, 100) > 250 < 0.2 > 0.75 –
SR3` Low ∈ (75, 105) > 100 > 50 < 0.05 > 0.9 –
SR3` Int ∈ (75, 105) > 130 > 450 < 0.15 > 0.8 > 0.75
SR3` High ∈ (75, 105) > 150 > 550 < 0.2 > 0.75 > 0.8
Table 8.1: Preselection and selection criteria for the standard tree regions for the RJR search.
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Preselection Criteria for 3` ISR regions
Region nleptons njets nb−tag p`1T [GeV] p
`2
T [GeV] p
`3
T [GeV]
CR3` ISR-VV = 3 ≥ 1 = 0 > 25 > 25 > 20
VR3` ISR-VV = 3 ≥ 1 = 0 > 25 > 25 > 20
SR3` ISR = 3 ∈ [1, 3] = 0 > 25 > 25 > 20
Selection Criteria for 3` ISR regions
Region m`` [GeV] mT [GeV] ∆φISR,I RISR pISRT [GeV] pIT [GeV] pCMT [GeV]
CR3` ISR-VV ∈ (75, 105) < 100 > 2.0 ∈ (0.55, 1.0) > 80 > 60 < 25
VR3` ISR-VV ∈ (75, 105) > 60 > 2.0 ∈ (0.55, 1.0) > 80 > 60 > 25
SR3` ISR ∈ (75, 105) > 100 > 2.0 ∈ (0.55, 1.0) > 100 > 80 < 25
Table 8.2: Preselection and selection criteria for the 3` ISR regions for the RJR search.
The ISR region has a requirement of pIT > 80 GeV to reduce the Z+jets background which does
not have a source of real EmissT . The pT requirement on the three leptons can then be relaxed to
be greater than 25 GeV, 25 GeV, and 20 GeV, ensuring the dilepton triggers are fully efficient. To
select the ISR topology in which the system of leptons and EmissT is recoiling against the ISR jets,
the angular separation between the signal jets and pmissT , ∆φISR,I, is required to be greater than
2.0. The ratio between the pmissT and the total transverse momenta of the jets is required to be
0.55 > RISR < 1.0 to ensure the majority of transverse momentum along the jet axis is carried by
the invisible particles and not by the high-pT leptons from the WZ background. A requirement of
pCMT less than 25 GeVfurther reduces background contamination. The selection for the ISR regions
are summarized in Table 8.2.
8.1.4 Background estimation
The backgrounds in this analysis can be classified into two groups: irreducible backgrounds with at
least three prompt leptons in the final state, and reducible backgrounds containing at least one fake
or non-prompt lepton. The dominant irreducible background is V V (WZ and ZZ) production which
is estimated from MC simulation whose yields are normalized to data in CRs. Other irreducible
backgrounds include V V V , ttV , and Higgs processes, and are estimated directly from MC simulation
due to their small contribution. The reducible backgrounds can be categorized into the top-like tt̄,
Wt, and WW processes, which mostly consists of non-prompt leptons from heavy-flavor hadron
decays, and the Z+jets process, which also accounts for the Z+γ process, with fake and non-prompt
leptons coming primarily from photon conversions or misidentified jets.
The dominant SM background, V V , is estimated using MC simulation normalized to data in
CRs designed to be kinematically similar but orthogonal to SR-low and SR-ISR. The CRs are
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designed to be enriched in WZ events while keeping the potential signal contamination small, being
less than 10% for all signal models. To achieve this an upper bound is placed on the mT of the
CRs, targeting events that are likely to have a leptonically decaying W boson and no other sources
of EmissT . Therefore the low-mass CR (CR-low) requires mT < 70 GeVwhile the ISR CR (CR-ISR)
has a slightly looser requirement of mT < 100 GeV, benefiting from the boost of the EmissT system by
the ISR. The other kinematic selections are similar to the corresponding SRs, with some loosened to
enhance statistics and reduce signal contamination. Figure 8.5 shows the background composition
in the CR-low and CR-ISR regions, with good agreement seen between data and the background
prediction. The normalization factors are found to be 1.09 ± 0.10 for CR-low and 1.13 ± 0.13 for
CR-ISR.
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Figure 8.5: Kinematic distributions in CR-low (left) and CR-ISR (right) after applying all the
selection criteria. The histograms show the post-fit MC background predictions. The fake/non-
prompt, estimated from a data-driven technique, is included in the category âĂĲOthersâĂİ. The
last bin includes the overflow. The errors contain statistical and systematic uncertainties.
The fake/non-prompt background originate from a semileptonic decay of a b− or c− hadrons,
decays in flight of light hadrons, misidentification of a light-flavor jet, or photon conversions. These
backgrounds include Z+jet and Zγ, WW , Wt, and tt̄ and are estimated using a data-driven method
called the Matrix Method [176]. This method uses two types of lepton identification criteria: “signal”
and “baseline”. The method makes use of the numbers of observed events containing baseline–
baseline, baseline–signal, signal–baseline and signal–signal lepton pairs (ordered in pT) in a given
SR. The highest-pT electron or muon is taken to be real. Knowing the probabilities for real and
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FNP leptons satisfying the baseline selection criteria to also satisfy the signal selection, the observed
event counts with the different lepton selection criteria can be used to extract a data-driven estimate
of the FNP background.
The irreducible backgrounds come from Higgs production, V V V , and tt̄V and are estimated
using simulation.
Two validation regions are designed to check the agreement of the background estimation with
data in regions kinematically closer to the SRs, typically targeting the extrapolation from CR to SR
of a specific variable. The full VR definitions are summarized in Table 8.1-8.2. The VR definitions
are also chosen to keep signal contamination below 10%. A standard tree VR-low is designed to test
the extrapolation over mT between CR-low and the three standard tree signal regions, requiring
70 < mT < 100 GeV. The ISR validation region, VR-ISR, inverts the pCMT cut to validate the
modeling. Figure 8.6 shows distributions in VR-low and VR-ISR for the full background prediction.
There is good agreement seen between the expected background prediction and the observed data.
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Figure 8.6: Kinematic distributions in VR-low (left) and VR-ISR (right) after applying all the
selection criteria. The histograms show the post-fit MC background predictions. The fake/non-
prompt, estimated from a data-driven technique, is included in the category âĂĲOthersâĂİ. The
last bin includes the overflow. The errors contain statistical and systematic uncertainties.
The total yields in the CRs and VRs are shown in Table 8.3 for the standard tree regions and
the ISR regions.
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Region CR3`-VV VR3`-VV CR3` ISR-VV VR3` ISR-VV
Observed events 331 160 98 83
Total (post-fit) SM events 331 ± 18 159 ± 38 98 ± 10 109 ± 24
Other 52 ± 2 5.6 ± 1.2 4.4 ± 1.2 7.1 ± 1.6
Tribosons 1.1 ± 0.1 0.44 ± 0.03 0.22 ± 0.14 0.42 ± 0.04
Fit output, V V 278 ± 18 153 ± 38 93 ± 10 102 ± 24
Fit input, V V 255 140 83 90
Table 8.3: Expected and observed yields from the background fit for the CRs and VRs. The normal-
ization factors for V V for the standard and compressed decay trees are different and are extracted
from separate fits. The nominal predictions from MC simulation are given for comparison for the
V V background. The “Other” category contains the contributions from Higgs boson processes, tt̄V
and fake/non-prompt.
8.1.5 Uncertainties
Signal Region SR3` High SR3` Int SR3` Low SR3` ISR
Total uncertainty [%] 44 22 19 26
V V theoretical uncertainties 18 9 12 19
MC statistical uncertainties 37 17 8 10
V V fitted normalization 8 7 9 11
FNP leptons 7 < 1 3 5
Jet energy resolution 4 < 1 7 3
Jet energy scale 7 < 1 2 3
EmissT modeling 2 < 1 1 4
Lepton reconstruction / identification 3 4 2 2
Table 8.4: Summary of the systematic uncertainties in each of the SRs. The total systematic
uncertainty can be different from the sum in quadrature of individual sources due to the correlations
between them resulting from the fit to the data.
There are several sources of experimental and theoretical uncertainties. The largest sources
of systematic uncertainties in the signal regions come from jet energy scale (JES) and resolution
(JER), modeling of the soft term of the missing energy, theoretical uncertainties, and uncertainties
associated with the calculation of the WZ NF.
The JES and JER uncertainties are derived as a function of jet pT and η, as well as the jet
flavor composition. They are derived using data and simulation using dijet, Z+jet, and γ+jet
samples [98, 165].
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The systematic uncertainties related to the EmissT modeling in the simulation are estimated by
propagating the uncertainties in the energy or momentum scale of each of the physics objects, as
well as the uncertainties in the soft termâĂŹs resolution and scale [166].
Other systematics are derived on the muon (electron) momentum (energy) resolution, momentum
(energy) scale, reconstruction, and isolation efficiencies. Uncertainties due to the trigger efficiency,
and b-tagging efficiency were also calculated. These uncertainties were found to be negligible.
Theoretical uncertainties on the WZ background are the choice of PDF set, QCD renormalization
(µR) and factorization (µF ) scales, and the choice of the strong coupling constant (αs). Further
discussion about the calculation of these systematics can be found in Section 5.8.
Systematic uncertainties are also assigned to the estimated background from fake/non-prompt
(FNP) leptons to account for potentially different compositions (heavy flavor, light flavor or con-
versions) between the signal and control regions. An additional uncertainty is associated with the
subtraction of prompt leptons from this CR using simulation.
A 2.1 % uncertainty is applied to the integrated luminosity.
The largest systematics are due to the V V theoretical uncertainties and normalization, and sta-
tistical uncertainties for both the Monte Carlo and the FNP background. The systematic breakdown
in the SRs is summarized in Table 8.4.
8.1.6 Results
The background only fit assumes no signal is present in any region. Only data in the CRs are used
to constrain the background only fit. This provides an SR-independent background prediction in
all regions. The results are shown in Table 8.5. A summary of the observed and expected yields in
all of the signal regions considered in this paper is provided in Figure 8.7. No significant excesses
above the SM expectation are observed in the SRs targeting intermediate- and high-mass signal
models. An excess of events above the background estimate is observed in the low-mass and ISR
signal regions.
Distributions in SR-low are shown in Figure 8.8. There is an overall excess of observed events
as compared to the background prediction. Distributions in SR-ISR are shown in Figure 8.9. The
excess appears prominently just at the edge of the mT cut.
To quantify the level of agreement of the observed data with the SM expectations, a model-
independent fit is performed separately for each SR, summarized in Table 8.6. The observed data
excesses in SR3` ISR and SR3` Low have local significances of 3.0 and 2.1, respectively.
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Signal region SR3` High SR3` Int SR3` Low SR3` ISR
Total observed events 2 1 20 12
Total background events 1.1 ± 0.5 2.3 ± 0.5 10 ± 2 3.9 ± 1.0
Other 0.03+0.07−0.03 0.04 ± 0.02 0.02
+0.34
−0.02 0.06
+0.19
−0.06
Triboson 0.19 ± 0.07 0.32 ± 0.06 0.25 ± 0.03 0.08 ± 0.04
Fit output, V V 0.83 ± 0.39 1.9 ± 0.5 10 ± 2 3.8 ± 1.0
Fit input, V V 0.76 1.8 9.2 3.4
Table 8.5: Expected and observed yields from the background-only fit for the SRs. The errors shown
are the statistical plus systematic uncertainties.
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Figure 8.7: The observed and expected SM background yields in the CRs, VRs and SRs. The
statistical uncertainties in the background prediction are included in the uncertainty band, as well
as the experimental and theoretical uncertainties. The bottom panel shows the difference in standard
deviations between the observed and expected yields. .
Exclusion limits are set on the masses of the charginos, neutralinos and shown in Figure 8.10.
The final state where the Z boson decays leptonically and the W boson decays hadronically, “2L2J”,
is also considered by this search and is used in combination with the three lepton final state result
in the exclusion limit. The 2L2J and three lepton channels that target the same region of phase (i.e.
low-mass) are first combined since they are mutually exclusive. The observed CLs value is taken
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Figure 8.8: Kinematic distributions in SR-low. The corresponding SR event selections are applied
for each distribution except for the variable shown where the selection is indicated by a red arrow.
The histograms show the post-fit MC background predictions. The fake/non-prompt, estimated
from a data-driven technique, is included in the category âĂĲOthersâĂİ. The last bin includes the
overflow. The errors contain statistical and systematic uncertainties. A representative signal point
is shown with a red dashed line.
from the signal region with the best expected CLs value since the high-, intermediate-, and low-
mass SRs overlap while the low-mass and ISR SRs are mutually exclusive and can be statistically
combined. χ̃±1 and χ̃02 masses up to 600 GeV are excluded for a massless χ̃
0
1 neutralino.
As a result of the excess in observed events above the background expectation, the exclusion
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Figure 8.9: Kinematic distributions in SR-ISR. The corresponding SR event selections are applied
for each distribution except for the variable shown where the selection is indicated by a red arrow.
The histograms show the post-fit MC background predictions. The fake/non-prompt, estimated
from a data-driven technique, is included in the category âĂĲOthersâĂİ. The last bin includes the
overflow. The errors contain statistical and systematic uncertainties. A representative signal point
is shown with a red dashed line.
curves in Figure 8.10 show a weaker observed limit compared to the expected limit around m(χ̃±1 /χ̃02)
between 100 and 220GeV.
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Signal region 〈εσ〉95obs[fb] S95obs S95exp p0 (Z)
SR3` ISR 0.42 15.3 6.9+3.1−2.2 0.001 (3.02)
SR3` Low 0.53 19.1 9.5+4.2−1.8 0.016 (2.13)
SR3` Int 0.09 3.3 4.4+2.5−1.5 0.50 (0.00)
SR3` High 0.14 5.0 3.9+2.2−1.3 0.23 (0.73)
Table 8.6: Model-independent fit results for the SRs. The first column shows the SRs, the second
and third columns show the 95% CL upper limits on the visible cross-section (〈εσ〉95obs) and on the
number of signal events (S95obs ). The fourth column (S95exp) shows the 95% CL upper limit on the
number of signal events, given the expected number (and ±1σ excursions of the expectation) of
background events. The last column indicates the discovery p0-value and its associated significance
(Z).
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Figure 8.10: Observed and expected exclusion limits on SUSY simplified models for chargino–
neutralino production with decays via W/Z bosons for the RJR search with the W and Z bosons
decaying leptonically (left) and with the W boson decaying either hadronically or leptonically (right).
The observed (solid thick red line) and expected (thin dashed blue line) exclusion contours are
indicated. The shaded band corresponds to the ±1σ variations in the expected limit, including all
uncertainties except theoretical uncertainties in the signal cross-section. The dotted lines around
the observed limit illustrate the change in the observed limit as the nominal signal cross-section is
scaled up and down by the theoretical uncertainty. All limits are computed at 95% confidence level.
8.2 Overlap of RJR and conventional 3` searches
The conventional 3` and RJR searches target the same phase space and have similar expected
exclusions at small mass splittings, ∆m = 100 GeV, as seen in Figure 8.1. The overlap of data
events in the SR is studied to understand how the two searches could have similar expected limits
but different observed limits.
One difference between the conventional 3` signal regions and the RJR signal regions is that
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RJR uses the traditional assignment of leptons to determine mT and m``, while the conventional
3` search uses the mminT assignment. When referring to RJR mimic SRs, the traditional assignment
of leptons will be used, denoted as m`` and mT, while for the conventional 3` search, the variables
will be labeled mmin`` and mminT . Also, the require on mmin`` is tighter than in the RJR search with
| mmin`` − mZ |< 10. The cut on mT is also different in both searches: the RJR search requires
mT > 100 GeV while the conventional 3` search requires mminT > 110 GeV.
To study the events in SR-ISR, only bins SR3-WZ-1Ja, SR3-WZ-1Jb, and SR3-WZ-1Jc of the
conventional 3` search, defined in Table 7.8, are considered because this RJR SR requires at least
1 signal jet. After unblinding, there are 12 events in SR-ISR and 3 of those events are in the
conventional 3` SR. Nine out of twelve events are in the RJR SR-ISR but not in the conventional
3` SRs. Those events fail either the EmissT and mminT cuts of SR3-WZ-1Ja or the mmin`` requirement
of being 10 GeV away from the Z-mass. It is important to note that those events do not pass the
Z-peak requirement due to the mminT assignment of the leptons. If the traditional assignment of the
leptons had been used, two of the three events would have entered the mminT SRs.
To study the events in SR-low, only bins SR3-WZ-0Ja, SR3-WZ-0Jb, and SR3-WZ-10c of the
conventional 3` search, defined in Table 7.8, are considered because this RJR SR requires a jet veto.
The three conventional 3` search bins require EmissT > 50 GeV to remove Z+jets events while SR-low
does not have a EmissT cut.
After unblinding, there are 20 events in SR-ISR and only one event is in the conventional 3` SRs.
For the remaining events, they fail either EmissT and mminT cuts or the mmin`` requirement of being
10 GeV away from the Z-mass. If the traditional assignment had been used in the conventional 3`
search, 11 of those events would have been in the conventional 3` SRs.
The kinematics values of the events that do not overlap are shown in Tables 13.1-13.2 in Ap-
pendix 13.2.
8.3 Emulated RJR (eRJR) Technique
Given the excesses that were observed in the RJR search, an emulation of the RJR technique is
developed to cross check the RJR result and study the phase space of SR-low and SR-ISR. The
intermediate- and high-mass did not see any excesses and are not considered. The emulated Recur-
sive Jigsaw Reconstruction (eRJR) technique emulates the RJR variables using minimal assumptions
on the mass of the invisible system and calculates all kinematic variables in the laboratory frame.
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8.3.1 Translating RJR variables into lab frame variables
The eRJR variables, with original RJR variable names from Ref. [4] in parenthesis, used to select
the ISR regions are defined as follows:
• EmissT (pIT), the pT of the invisible particles is emulated as the magnitude of the missing trans-
verse momentum.
• p jetsT (pISRT ), the pT of the vector sum of the ISR jets’ momenta. The ISR system in the eRJR
technique is the pT of the vector sum of signal jets’ four-momenta in the event.
• |∆φ
(
EmissT , jets
)
| (∆φISR,EmissT ), the azimuthal angle between the ISR system and the invisible
particles is emulated using the transverse missing momentum, pmissT , and the vector sum of
signal jets’ momenta.
• R
(
EmissT , jets
)
(RISR), the normalized projection of the invisible system onto the ISR system,
representing a ratio of pmissT to total jet pT, is emulated as
|pmissT ·p̂
jets
T |
p jetsT
, where p̂jetsT is the unit
vector of the vector sum of signal jet momenta.
• psoftT (pCMT ), the transverse momentum in the frame where the ISR system recoils against the
system containing the leptons and the missing energy (CM), is emulated as the magnitude of
the pT of the vector sum of the four-momenta of the signal jets, leptons, and pmissT , and is
highly correlated to the EmissT soft term, as shown in Appendix 13.2..
Similarly, the eRJR variables, with original RJR variable names from Ref. [4] in parenthesis,
used in the low-mass regions are defined as follows:
• psoftT (pPPT ), the transverse momentum in the center-of mass frame of the protons (PP), is
emulated as the magnitude of the pT of the vector sum of the four-momenta of the signal
leptons and pmissT , being identical to that of the ISR region except for the jet veto applied to
the low-mass region.
• m3`eff (HPPT 3,1), the scalar sum of the pT of the signal leptons and the invisible system (neutrino
and LSPs) in the PP frame, is emulated as the scalar sum of the pT of the signal leptons and
EmissT .
• Hboost (HPP3,1 ), the scalar sum of the magnitude of the momentum of the signal leptons and
the invisible system (neutrino and LSPs) in the PP frame, is emulated as the scalar sum
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of the momentum of the signal leptons and the missing momentum vector (which includes
longitudinal and transverse components), |pmiss|, after applying a boost.
To calculate Hboost, the longitudinal component of the missing momentum vector, pmiss|| , and
the boost need to be determined. The pmiss|| variable is calculated as [175]:
|pmiss|| | = |pV,|||
|pmissT |√
(pV,T )2 +m2V
(8.2)
where the pV,|| is the z-component of the vector sum of four-momenta of the three signal leptons,
pV,T is the magnitude of the transverse momentum of the vector sum of four-momenta of the three
leptons, and mV is the mass of the three lepton system. The mass of the vector sum of invisible
particles are assumed to be zero and do not appear in the equation. The boost of the system can
then be calculated as:
β = p
E
= p
V + pmiss
EV + |pmiss| (8.3)
where pV is the vector sum of three-momenta of the three leptons calculated in the laboratory
frame. This boost is applied to the three leptons and the pmiss. These new objects are used in the
calculation of Hboost.
8.3.2 Validation of the eRJR technique
To determine how well the eRJR technique emulates the RJR technique, a few different validations
are performed.
8.3.2.1 Comparison of RJR and eRJR kinematic variable shapes at preselection
The shapes of the eRJR variables are compared with the shapes of the actual RJR variables in both
the low and ISR preselection regions. The distributions in the low preselection region, defined in
Table 8.1, are shown in Figure 8.11.There is good agreement between the eRJR and RJR variables
in the low preselection. Distributions for kinematic variables in the ISR preselection region, defined
in Table 8.2, are shown in Figure 8.12. The psoftT variable is not well emulated and there are more
events in the first bin of the R
(
EmissT , jets
)
variable.
To understand the difference in the shape of RISR and R
(
EmissT , jets
)
, the ISR topology needs
to be studied. In eRJR, the ISR system is the vector sum of all signal jets while in RJR, the ISR
system is comprised only of jets that minimize the center of mass with the leptons and EmissT . In
the ISR topology, the EmissT and leptons recoil against the ISR system. For the signal, the EmissT is
larger than the lepton pT, so the EmissT gets a larger boost from the ISR system than the leptons.
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Figure 8.11: Kinematic distributions in the standard tree preselection regions for RJR and eRJR.
The last bin in the RJR distributions contains the overflow and the last bin in the eRJR distributions
do not contain the overflow.
To select the topology where the EmissT recoils against the jets, two methods are considered:
• Angular separation between EmissT and jets: |∆φ
(
EmissT , jets
)
|. In the analysis, for all CR,
VRs, and SR, this cut is ||∆φ
(
EmissT , jets
)
|| > 2.0, which is greater than ±π2 .
• Large projection of EmissT onto the jet system in the direction of ISR boost:R
(
EmissT , jets
)
.
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Figure 8.12: Kinematic distributions in the compressed tree preselection regions for RJR and eRJR.
The last bin in the RJR distributions contains the overflow and the last bin in the eRJR distributions
do not contain the overflow.
R
(
EmissT , jets
)
should be positive if the MET recoils against the jets.
There is a difference in the definition of eRJR R
(
EmissT , jets
)
, as compared with the RJR RISR:
• eRJR: R
(
EmissT , jets
)
= |p
miss
T ·p̂
jets
T |
(p jetsT )2
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• RJR: RISR = −
pIT·p̂ISRT
(pISRT )2
The difference between the two implementations is |pmissT ·p̂
jets
T | forR
(
EmissT , jets
)
and−pmissT ·p̂
jets
T
for RISR. This however does not have an impact on the analysis because |pmissT · p̂
jets
T | = −pmissT · p̂
jets
T
for all ∆φ > |π2 | and the analysis phase space is |∆φ| > 2.0, which is greater than
π
2 .
8.3.2.2 Correlations RJR and eRJR kinematic variables
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Figure 8.13: Correlations of RJR and eRJR variables for the m(χ̃±1 /χ̃02),m(χ̃01) = (200, 100) signal
point in low-mass preselection events inclusive in jets.
The eRJR variables are compared with the RJR variables which were evaluated using the imple-
mentation at truth level from HepData [177]. The comparisons are done in the preselection regions
defined in Tables 8.1-8.2.
Correlations for the signal point of
(
m(χ̃±1 /χ̃02),m(χ̃01)
)
= (200, 100) GeV are shown in the low-
mass preselection regions inclusive in jets in Figure 8.13 and with a jet veto applied in Figure 8.14.
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Figure 8.14: Correlations of RJR and eRJR variables for the m(χ̃±1 /χ̃02),m(χ̃01) = (200, 100) signal
point in low-mass preselection events with a jet veto applied.
There is a good correlation between the RJR and the eRJR variables; however, the correlation
improves when a jet veto is applied, just as in SR-low. The m
3`
eff
Hboost
variable can have values greater
than 1 in the eRJR technique because the m3`eff and Hboost variables are calculated in different
frames; m3`eff is calculated in the laboratory frame while Hboost has a boost applied. In the RJR
technique, both variables, HPP3,1 and HPPT 3,1 are calculated in the same frame and as result, the ratio
is always less than or equal to 1 because the transverse component is always smaller than or equal
to the momentum calculated with the transverse and longitudinal components.
Correlations for the signal point of m(χ̃±1 /χ̃02),m(χ̃01) = (200, 100) GeV are shown in the ISR
preselection regions in Figure 8.15. There is good correlation between the RJR and eRJR variables.
Distributions in the ISR preselections split by the number of jets are found in Figure 8.16. The
translation improves for Njets = 1; however, there are discrepancies between the eRJR and RJR
variables for Njets > 1. The RJR algorithm selects a subset of jets as part of the ISR hemisphere;
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however, the eRJR selects all signal jets as part of the ISR system.
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Figure 8.15: Correlations of RJR and eRJR variables for the m(χ̃±1 /χ̃02),m(χ̃01) = (200, 100) GeV
signal point in ISR preselection events.
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Figure 8.16: Correlations of RJR and eRJR variables for the m(χ̃±1 /χ̃02),m(χ̃01) = (200, 100) GeV
signal point in ISR preselection events for (top) Njets = 1 and (bottom) Njets > 1.
8.4 eRJR yields and study for the RJR phase
8.4.1 Yields in SR-low and SR-ISR using eRJR variables
Yields after applying the SR-low and SR-ISR cuts on the eRJR variables are shown in Tables 8.7-8.8
and along with the RJR yields in Table 8.9. The WZ normalization factors using eRJR variables is
1.04±0.06 for CR-low and 0.92±0.09 in CR-ISR, as compared with RJR WZ normalization factors
of 1.09± 0.10 in CR-low and 1.13± 0.13 in CR-ISR. The normalization factors are similar in both.
The difference in the number of events in CR-low and in VR-low is due to the fact that psoftT was
defined to include jets when psoftT should be defined without jets; however, in SR-low, since a jet veto
is applied, psoftT is defined using leptons and EmissT only. This is corrected for the correlation plots
and does not impact the normalization factor derived for the low-mass regions. The psoftT variable is
defined with only leptons and EmissT in the work presented in Chapter 9.
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Samples SR-ISR CR-ISR VR-ISR
WZ 4.68 ± 0.39 120.09 ± 1.52 36.33 ± 0.76
ZZ 0.17 ± 0.12 7.45 ± 0.54 2.52 ± 0.44
ttV 0.10 ± 0.02 1.18 ± 0.07 0.76 ± 0.05
V V V 0.17 ± 0.04 0.42 ± 0.06 0.24 ± 0.04
Higgs 0.00 ± 0.00 0.33 ± 0.30 0.28 ± 0.26
other 0.00 ± 0.00 0.77 ± 0.28 0.08 ± 0.08
Z+jet 0.00 ± 0.00 0.89 ± 0.53 0.00 ± 0.00
total 5.12 ± 0.41 130.10 ± 2.16 40.18 ± 1.08
Data 16 121 32
Table 8.7: Yields in ISR regions. Fakes are estimated using MC and 30% uncertainty is added to
the backgrounds.
Samples mT >100GeV p
soft
T
psoftT +HT
< 0.05 HT
Hboost
>0.9 Hboost >250GeV
WZ 66.61 ± 2.08 28.74 ± 1.32 12.45 ± 0.85 8.92 ± 0.72
ZZ 6.15 ± 0.36 2.02 ± 0.20 1.19 ± 0.18 0.91 ± 0.16
ttV 0.24 ± 0.03 0.04 ± 0.01 0.02 ± 0.01 0.02 ± 0.01
VVV 0.93 ± 0.09 0.58 ± 0.08 0.38 ± 0.07 0.31 ± 0.06
Higgs 0.25 ± 0.25 0.00 ± 0.00 0.00 ± 0.00 0.00 ± 0.00
Z+jet -0.84 ± 1.47 -1.42 ± 1.43 -0.58 ± 0.99 -0.58 ± 0.99
singletop 0.00 ± 0.00 0.00 ± 0.00 0.00 ± 0.00 0.00 ± 0.00
V γ 1.70 ± 0.26 0.69 ± 0.12 0.36 ± 0.09 0.31 ± 0.07
tt̄ 0.54 ± 0.38 0.27 ± 0.27 0.27 ± 0.27 0.27 ± 0.27
total 75.58 ± 2.62 30.91 ± 1.98 14.09 ± 1.35 10.16 ± 1.27
(200,100) 18.02 ± 1.22 10.99 ± 0.93 7.90 ± 0.77 5.97 ± 0.67
(200,100) Zn 0.50 0.74 1.05 1.00
Observed Events 88 39 23 20
Table 8.8: Cutflow showing the impact of eRJR variables in the low-mass SR. Fakes are estimated
using MC and 30% uncertainty is added to the backgrounds.
In SR-low, the exact same data events were selected using the emulated variables as the RJR
analysis with similar background expectation. In SR-ISR, because all signal jets are considered
part of the ISR system in the eRJR method, additional data events were selected alongside a
proportional increase in the number of expected background events, with the significance of the
excess in agreement with the RJR search. The signal significance in both the low-mass and ISR
regions is comparable for both techniques.
Since the eRJR can reproduce the RJR SR phase space, this can be probed further to study the
excesses seen in SR-low and SR-ISR.
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SR-low CR-low VR-low SR-ISR CR-ISR VR-ISR
RJR yields
Expected 10 ± 2 331 ± 18 159 ± 37 3.9 ± 1.0 98 ±10 109± 24
Observed 20 331 160 12 98 83
eRJR yields
Expected 10.16 ± 1.27 465.98 ± 8.62 236.24 ± 4.06 5.01 ± 0.26 130.10 ± 2.16 40.18 ± 1.08
Observed 20 479 248 16 121 32
Table 8.9: Yields in the RJR and eRJR CR, VR, and SRs. The WZ NF is applied in all regions for
the RJR yields and only in the SR and VR for the eRJR yields.
8.4.2 SR-low excess studies
SR-low distributions using eRJR variables are shown in Figures 8.17-8.18. The excess occurs at
low EmissT and at the kinematic edge of mT (mT ∼ 100 GeV). The EmissT is further split by W
lepton flavor in Figure 8.18. The excess occurs at low EmissT , EmissT < 25GeV, in events where the
W lepton is a muon. These events are not seen in the conventional 3` search due to requirement of
EmissT > 50GeV.
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Figure 8.17: The mT distribution in SR-low using eRJR variables. Errors include a 30% uncertainty
for all backgrounds.
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(a) W electron
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Figure 8.18: EmissT distribution split by W lepton flavor.
Further studies showing the impact on EmissT and mT of different combinations of eRJR variables
can be found in Appendix 13.2. There is no single eRJR variable that is responsible for the excess
seen in SR-low.
8.4.3 SR-ISR excess studies
Just as in SR-low, the excess in SR-ISR appears to be at the edge of the selection on the mT
distribution, 100 < mT < 120 GeV, as shown in Figure 8.19. The excess, which occurs where the
mT distribution starts to drop off, could be accounted for by the uncertainty in the EmissT resolution.
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Figure 8.19: The mT distribution in SR-ISR using eRJR variables. Errors include a 30% uncertainty
for all backgrounds.
8.4.3.1 EmissT resolution using Z+jets events
To determine if EmissT resolution could account for the mismodeling of mT in SR-ISR, a selection
using Z+jets is used. Z+jets events are chosen because these events do not produce any real EmissT
so mismodeling in this variable are due to resolution.
The events are chosen to be as close to SR-ISR selection as possible. Events are required to have
two signal leptons with pT > 25 GeV which form a same-flavor, opposite charge pair with invariant
mass consistent with the Z-boson mass. Since the ISR topology is selected, at least one signal jet is
required. An upper cut on the number of jets is applied to match the selection of SR-ISR and pISRT
is also chosen to be greater than 100 GeV. A b−jet veto is required to minimize the tt̄ contribution.
Two variables are defined to study the behavior of EmissT : the parallel and perpendicular com-
ponents of EmissT with respect to the dilepton system, and mT. The parallel component of EmissT is
defined as,
EmissT‖ =
−−→
pmissT ·
−−→pTZ
|−−→pTZ |
. (8.4)
The perpendicular component of EmissT is defined as,
EmissT⊥ =
√
(EmissT )2 − (EmissT‖ )2. (8.5)
The transverse mass, mT is calculated with the positive lepton and the negative lepton is added
to the EmissT vector. Since in SR-ISR, there is a cut on EmissT , a EmissT proxy, p``T is defined. Requiring
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(b) p``T > 300 GeV
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(c) p``T > 50 GeV
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(d) p``T > 300 GeV
Figure 8.20: Perpendicular components of EmissT and mT calculated by adding the positive lepton
to the EmissT for different p``T selections.
a large p``T value selects the ISR topology.
The perpendicular component of EmissT and mT after applying different requirements on p``T are
shown in Figures 8.20. There is no mismodeling in the bulk in the EmissT component distributions.
Mismodeling appears at mT edge and becomes more prominent as the requirement on p``T increases.
Even though there is mismodeling, it would not account fully for the discrepancy seen in SR-ISR.
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8.4.3.2 Z-boson mass side-band study to check muon resolution
SR-ISR has an excess of three muon events over the background prediction, which could point to a
muon resolution issue. This would manifest itself as a wider Z-mass peak than expected. In order
to study this, a region is made in the side-band of Z-mass. The window is chosen to be of similar
size as the Z-mass window of 30 GeV. The cuts applied are identical to the SR-ISR cuts except the
invariant mass cut is chosen to be the Z-mass side-band: m`` ∈ (50, 75) or (105, 130).
Sample ISR side-band region
WZ 0.96 ± 0.13
ZZ 0.03 ± 0.01
fakes 0.00 ± 0.61
top-like 0.81 ± 0.40
other 0.30 ± 0.05
total 2.09 ± 0.74
Observed Events 2
Table 8.10: Yields in ISR side-band region. WZ NF applied. Errors are statistical only.
In the Z-side-band region, shown in Table 8.10, no excess is present; therefore, there is no obvious
issue with muon resolution.
8.5 Next steps
Two searches have targeted the same signal model and SUSY mass splittings near the electroweak
scale. The conventional 3` search[3] does not have any excess while the RJR search [4] has excesses
in two orthogonal bins: SR-low and SR-ISR. Different requirements on the lepton assignment, mT,
and EmissT result in most of the events observed in the RJR search to not be present in the mminT
search SRs.
To study the excess seen in the RJR search, a new technique, eRJR, is developed to emulate
the RJR variables using simple, laboratory frame variables. Using this technique, the excesses seen
by the RJR search can be reproduced. In SR-low, the excess is present at low EmissT where the
W -lepton is a muon and the excess in SR-ISR is seen at the mT edge. Studies of both the EmissT
and muon resolutions did not show any mismodeling.
The eRJR search is expanded to add more data to determine if the excesses persist or if they
are a statistical fluctuation. The next chapter discusses this work.
Chapter 9
Search for Wino-Bino production using
the Emulated Recursive Jigsaw
Reconstruction technique with Run 2 data
The previous chapter, Chapter 8, introduces the Emulated Recursive Jigsaw Reconstruction (eRJR)
technique, developed to emulate the RJR technique using simplified, laboratory frame variables.
This technique, defined and validated in Section 8.3, reproduces the three-lepton excesses in the
low-mass region and ISR regions in the laboratory frame using 36.1 fb−1 of pp collision data collected
between 2015 and 2016 by the ATLAS detector at the LHC.
This chapter presents the for the chargino-neutralino (χ̃±1 χ̃02 ) pair-production with mass splitting
near the electroweak scale. The targeted decay chain is shown in Figure 8.2, with the chargino and
neutralino decaying to the invisible LSP χ̃01 and either a W or Z gauge boson, respectively. Just like
in the RJR and conventional 3` searches, the χ̃±1 and χ̃02 are assumed to be purely wino and mass
degenerate, and decay with 100% branching ratio to W and Z bosons. The χ̃01 LSP is assumed to be
pure bino. Both the W and Z bosons decay leptonically via SM branching ratios, leading to a final
state with three leptons and missing momentum from two χ̃01 and a neutrino. The presence of initial
state radiation (ISR) may lead to jets in the final state and boost the χ̃±1 χ̃02 system, enhancing
the signature of the missing momentum. The search targets a range of χ̃±1 /χ̃02 masses between
100 GeVand 450 GeVand mass splittings with respect to the χ̃01LSP, ∆m = m(χ̃±1 /χ̃02) − m(χ̃01),
larger than the Z boson mass.
The object and region definitions using these new emulated Recursive Jigsaw Reconstruction
(eRJR) variables are kept as close as possible to those from Ref. [4]. The excess is followed up using
the eRJR technique using a larger dataset corresponding to 139 fb−1 of pp collision data collected
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Process Event PS and UE tune PDF Cross section
generator hadronization
χ̃±1 χ̃
0
2 MadGraph 2.6.1 Pythia 8.230 A14 NNPDF2.3lo NLO+NLL
V V Sherpa 2.2.2 Sherpa 2.2.2 Default NNPDF3.0nlo NLO
Triboson Sherpa 2.2.1 Sherpa 2.2.1 Default NNPDF3.0nlo NLO
Z+jets Sherpa 2.2.1 Sherpa 2.2.1 Default NNPDF3.0nlo NNLO
tt̄ Powheg-Box v2 Pythia 8.230 A14 NNPDF2.3lo NNLO+NNLL
Single top Powheg-Box v2 Pythia 8.230 A14 NNPDF2.3lo NNLO+NNLL
Other top MadGraph5 aMC@NLO 2.3.3 Pythia 8.212 A14 NNPDF2.3lo NLO
Higgs Powheg-Box v2 Pythia 8.212 AZNLO CTEQ6L1 NLO
HW/HZ Pythia 8.186 Pythia 8.186 A14 NNPDF2.3lo NLO
Table 9.1: Monte Carlo simulation details by physics process. Listed are the generators used for
matrix-element calculation and for parton showering, the underlying event parameter tunes, the
PDF sets, and the order in αSof cross-section calculations used for the yield normalization. Other
top includes tt+X, tZ, 3-top, and 4-top processes. V refers to a Z or W vector boson, while X
refers to a Z, W , or Higgs boson.
between 2015 and 2018 [6].
To study the excess, the background modeling is validated for each year 2015-2016 (corresponding
to 36 fb−1 just like the RJR search), 2017, and 2018. When the background modeling is validated,
each year is unblinded and studied further before adding additional data.
9.1 Data set and MC samples
The data used for this search were collected between the years 2015 and 2018 by the ATLAS
experiment and correspond to an integrated luminosity of 139 fb−1. The LHC collided protons in
bunch-crossing intervals of 25 ns, with the average number of interactions per crossing measured in
the dataset to be 〈µ〉 = 34.
Monte Carlo (MC) simulation is used to model the expected contributions of various SM processes
as well as possible SUSY signals. The MC simulation is also used to optimize the event selection
criteria and estimate systematic uncertainties on event yield measurement. A full description of MC
simulation samples used is given below, and summarized in Table 9.1. For most SM backgrounds, the
expected contributions are taken directly from MC simulation or from MC simulation normalized to
data in dedicated control regions. For Z+jets processes a data-driven method is used to predict the
expected yield with MC simulation used for method development and deriving uncertainty estimates.
Diboson, triboson, and Z+jets samples are simulated with the Sherpa 2.2 [93] generator. Dibo-
son samples include fully leptonic and semileptonic decays as well as loop-induced and electroweak
V V jj production, where V refers to a Z or W vector boson. For all SHERPAsamples the addi-
tional hard parton emissions [178] are matched to a parton shower based on Catani-Seymour dipole
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factorization [94]. The NNPDF3.0nnlo [101] set of parton distribution functions (PDFs) and a ded-
icated set of tuned parton-shower parameters developed by the SHERPA authors are used [94]. The
ME+PS matching [179] is employed for different jet multiplicities and then merged into an inclusive
sample using an improved CKKW matching procedure [180] which is extended to next-to-leading
order (NLO) accuracy using the MEPS@NLO prescription [181]. These samples are NLO accurate
for up to one additional parton and leading order (LO) accurate for up to three additional parton
emissions. The virtual QCD correction for matrix elements at NLO accuracy are provided by the
OpenLoops library [182]. The Z+jets samples are normalised to a next-to-next-to-leading order
(NNLO) prediction of the cross section [183].
The production of tt̄ events is modeled using the PowhegBox [88] v2 generator at NLO with
the NNPDF3.0nnlo PDF set and the hdamp parameter2 is set to a factor of 1.5 of the top mass [184].
The events are interfaced with PYTHIA.230 [185] using the A14 tune [186] and the NNPDF2.3lo PDF
set [187]. The NLO tt̄ inclusive production cross section is corrected to the theory prediction at
NNLO in QCD including the resummation of next-to-next-to-leading logarithmic (NNLL) soft-gluon
terms calculated using Top++2.0 [155].
Single-top s-channel, t-channel, and tW associated production are also modeled using the Powheg-
Box v2 generator at NLO in QCD with the NNPDF3.0nlo PDF set. The events are interfaced with
Pythia 8.230 using the A3 tune [188] and the NNPDF2.3lo PDF set. Other rare top processes
include tt+X (where X may be a Z, W , or Higgs boson), tZ, 3-top, and 4-top production and are
modeled using the MadGraph5 aMC@NLO v2.3.3 [107] generator at NLO with the NNPDF3.0nlo
PDF set. The events are interfaced with Pythia 8.210 using the A14 tune and the NNPDF2.3lo
PDF set.
Higgs-boson production processes are generated using PowhegBox v2 and interfaced with
Pythia 8.212 using the AZNLO [189] tune and CTEQ6L1 [92] PDF set. Higgs-boson production in as-
sociation with a W or Z boson is produced with Pythia 8.186 using the A14 tune and NNPDF2.3lo
PDF set. Higgs samples are normalized with cross sections calculated at NLO [190].
The SUSY χ̃±1 χ̃02 signal samples are produced at LO using MadGraph5 aMC@NLO v2.6.1
with up to two additional partons with the NNPDF2.3lo PDF set, and interfaced with PYTHIA.230
using the A14 tune and NNPDF2.3lo PDF set. The scale parameter for jet-parton CKKW-L matching
was set at a quarter of the χ̃±1 /χ̃02mass. Signal cross sections are calculated at NLO in αS, adding
2The hdamp parameter controls the transverse momentum pT of the first additional emission beyond the leading-
order Feynman diagram in the parton shower and therefore regulates the high-pT emission against which the tt̄ system
recoils.
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the resummation of soft gluon emission at next-to-leading-logarithmic accuracy (NLL) [126]. The
cross-section for χ̃±1 χ̃02production, when each has a mass of 200 GeV, is 1.8± 0.1 pb.
The modeling of c- and b-hadron decays in samples generated with Powheg-Box or Mad-
Graph5 aMC@NLO was performed with EvtGen 1.2.0 [191]. Generated events are propagated
through a full simulation of the ATLAS detector [85] using Geant4 [192], which describes the inter-
actions of particles with the detector. A parametrized simulation of the ATLAS calorimeter called
Atlfast-II [85] was used for faster detector simulation of signal samples, and is found to agree well
with the full simulation. The effect of multiple interactions in the same and neighboring bunch cross-
ings (pileup) is modeled by overlaying simulated minimum-bias events generated with PYTHIA.186
using the A14 tune and NNPDF2.3lo PDF set over the original hard-scattering event.
9.2 Object and Event Selection
The object and event selection is kept as close to the one used in the RJR search. The changes made
are to keep up with supported objects after the ATLAS collaboration change to a new reconstruction
algorithm and to make regions orthogonal.
9.2.1 Object Selection
Analysis events are recorded during stable beam conditions and must pass detector and data quality
requirements for inclusion in the analysis. Each event is required to have a primary vertex that
is associated with a minimum of two tracks of transverse momentum pT > 500 MeV, where the
primary vertex is defined as the reconstructed vertex with the largest Σp2T of associated tracks.
Two identification levels are defined for leptons and jets, referred to as “baseline” and “signal”,
with signal objects being a subset of baseline. The baseline leptons are required to pass looser
identification and isolation criteria, providing a higher selection efficiency for leptons and jets for
use in calculating missing transverse momentum (pmissT ), resolving ambiguities between overlapping
physics objects, and calculating the data-driven estimate of the background arising from fake or
non-prompt leptons. The muon and electron selections are summarized in Table 9.2.
Electron candidates are reconstructed using energy clusters in the electromagnetic calorimeter
which are matched to an ID track, and are calibrated using Z → ee decays. Baseline electrons
must have pT > 10 GeV and fall within the ID acceptance, |η| < 2.47. The electrons must
also satisfy the “loose likelihood” quality criteria. The trajectory of baseline electrons must be
consistent with the primary vertex to suppress electrons originating from pileup. Therefore, the
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tracks associated with baseline electrons must have a longitudinal impact parameter with respect
to the primary vertex (z0) such that |z0 sin θ| < 0.5 mm. Signal electrons are required to satisfy the
tighter “medium” identification criteria and must be well isolated from additional activity, passing
a “tight”, pT-dependent isolation requirement that imposes fixed requirements on the value of the
isolation criteria. The isolation is measured within a cone of ∆R = 0.2 of the electron, and the
amount of both non-associated calorimeter energy and track pTmust be below 6%. Tracks are
only considered by the isolation criteria if they are consistent with the primary vertex. For track
isolation, the cone size decreases linearly with pTabove 50 GeV as the electron’s energy becomes
more collimated. The tracks associated with signal electrons must also pass a requirement on the
transverse-plane distance of closest approach to the beamline (d0) such that |d0/σd0 | < 5, where σd0
is the uncertainty on d0.
Muon candidates are reconstructed from either ID tracks matched to track segments in the MS
or from tracks formed from a combined fit in the ID and MS, and are calibrated using Z → µµ
and J/ψ → µµ decays. Baseline muons must have pT > 10 GeV, have |η| < 2.4, and pass the
impact parameter cut of |z0 sin θ| < 0.5 mm. Signal muons must fulfill the “medium” identification
criteria and a “tight” isolation criteria, defined similarly as for electrons but rejecting non-associated
calorimeter energy at the level of 15% and non-associated track pTat the level of 4%. The size of
the track-isolation cone is ∆R = 0.3 for muons of pT = 33 GeV or below and decreases linearly to
∆R = 0.2 at pT = 50 GeV, improving the selection efficiency for higher-pTmuons. Signal muons
must all pass the impact parameter requirement of |d0/σd0 | < 3.
Jet candidates are reconstructed from three-dimensional topological energy clusters using the
anti-kt algorithm with distance parameter R = 0.4. The jet energy scale (JES) and resolution
(JER) are first calibrated to particle level using MC simulation and then through Z+jet, γ+jet, and
multijet measurements. Baseline jets are required to have a pT > 20 GeV and fall within the full
calorimeter acceptance of |η| < 4.5. To suppress jets originating from pileup, jets are required to
pass the “medium” working point of the track-based Jet Vertex Tagger if the jet has pT < 120 GeV
and falls within the ID acceptance of |η| < 2.5. Signal jets are required to have |η| < 2.4 to ensure
full application of the pileup suppression, and events are rejected if they contain a jet that fails a
“loose” quality criteria, reducing contamination from noise bursts and non-collision backgrounds.
The jet selection is summarized in Table 9.3.
The identification of jets containing b-hadrons, called b-jets, is performed using a multivariate dis-
criminant built with information from track impact parameters, the presence of displaced secondary
vertices, and the reconstructed flight paths of b- and c-hadrons inside the jet. The identification
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Cut Value/description
Baseline Electron Baseline Muon
Acceptance pT > 10 GeV, |ηcluster| < 2.47 pT > 10 GeV, |η| < 2.4
Identification LooseAndBLayerLLH Medium
Signal Electron Signal Muon
Identification MediumLH Medium
Isolation FCTight FCTight FixedRad
Impact parameter |z0 sin θ| < 0.5 mm, |z0 sin θ| < 0.5 mm,
|d0/σd0 | < 5 |d0/σd0 | < 3
Table 9.2: Summary of the baseline and signal levels for electron and muon criteria. Each new level
contains the selection of the previous level.
Cut Value/description
Baseline jet
Collection AntiKtEMTopo
Acceptance pT > 20 GeV, |η| < 4.5
Signal jet
JVT |JV T | > 0.59 for jets with pT < 120 GeV and |η| < 2.4
Acceptance pT > 20 GeV, |η| < 2.4
Signal b-jet
b-tagger algorithm MV2c10, 77% efficiency
Acceptance pT > 20 GeV, |η| < 2.4
Table 9.3: Summary of the baseline and signal selection for jets and b-jets.
criteria is tuned to an average identification efficiency of 77% as obtained for b-jets in simulated tt̄
events, corresponding to rejection factors of 113, 4, and 16 for jets originating from light-quarks and
gluons, c-quarks, and τ -leptons, respectively.
To avoid reconstructing a single detector signature as multiple leptons or jets, an overlap removal
procedure is applied to baseline leptons and jets. For overlap removal ∆R is calculated using rapidity,
rather than η, to ensure the distance measurement is Lorentz invariant with respect to jets that may
have non-negligible masses. First, any electron that shares a track with a muon in the ID is removed,
as the track is seen to be consistent with segments in the MS. Then, jets are removed if they are within
∆R < 0.2 of a lepton, as they have likely formed from an electron shower or muon bremsstrahlung.
For the overlap with associated muons, the nearby jet is only discarded if it is associated to less than
three tracks of pT ≥ 500 MeV. Finally, electrons and muons with pT ≤ 50 GeV that are close to
a remaining jet are discarded to reject non-prompt or fake leptons originating from hadron decays.
They are discarded if they are within a distance of ∆R < 0.4 for leptons of 25 GeVor below, with
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the ∆R decreasing linearly with increasing lepton pTdown to ∆R < 0.2 for leptons of 50 GeV.
The missing transverse momentum, pmissT , with magnitude EmissT , is calculated as the negative
vector sum of the transverse momenta of the baseline leptons, jets, and the soft term, the latter
given by the sum of transverse momenta of additional low-momentum objects in the event. The soft
term is reconstructed from particle tracks in the ID that are associated with the primary vertex but
not to any reconstructed analysis objects.
Data events were collected with triggers requiring either two electrons, two muons or an electron
plus a muon. The triggers have lepton pTthresholds in the range of 8–22 GeVwhich are looser than
the pTthresholds required offline to ensure that trigger efficiencies are constant in the relevant phase
space. The triggers used in this search are summarized in Table 9.4. All MC simulation samples
emulate the triggers and have MC-to-data corrections applied to account for small differences in
lepton identification, reconstruction, isolation and triggering efficiencies, as well as in jet pileup and
flavor identification efficiencies.
Lepton pT Trigger
Data15 Data16 Data17+Data18
Di-electron channel
pT(e1(2)) > 25 GeV HLT 2e12 lhloose L12EM10VH HLT 2e17 lhvloose nod0 HLT 2e17 lhvloose nod0 L12EM15VHI
or HLT 2e24 lhvloose nod0
Di-muon channel
pT(µ1(2)) > 25 GeV HLT mu18 mu8noL1 HLT mu22 mu8noL1 HLT mu22 mu8noL1
Electron-muon channel
pT(e) > 25 GeV and pT (µ) > 25 GeV HLT e17 lhloose mu14 HLT e17 lhloose nod0 mu14 HLT e17 lhloose mu14
Table 9.4: Summary of trigger strategy.
9.2.2 Event Selection
The full set of event selections is summarized in Table 9.5 and described in detail below using the
eRJR variables defined in Section 8.3. The signal region selection is identical to the one used in the
RJR search in Tables 8.1-8.2 to follow-up on the excess with a nearly identical selection.
To target leptonically-decaying W and Z bosons from the electroweakinos, events must have
exactly three leptons which pass the baseline and signal requirements defined in Table 9.2. The
leptons must have at least one same-flavor opposite-charge (SFOS) pair (e+e− or µ+µ−) with an
invariant mass of the pair m`` between 75 GeVand 105 GeV, consistent with a Z boson. If there is
more than one SFOS pair, the pair chosen is the one that has an invariant mass closest to that of a
Z boson.
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Selection Criteria
Low-mass Region p`1T [GeV] p
`2
T [GeV] p
`3
T [GeV] mT[GeV] E
miss
T [GeV] H
boost [GeV] m
3`
eff
Hboost
psoftT
psoftT +m
3`
eff
CR-low > 60 > 40 > 30 ∈ (0, 70) > 40 > 250 > 0.75 < 0.2
VR-low > 60 > 40 > 30 ∈ (70, 100) - > 250 > 0.75 < 0.2
SR-low > 60 > 40 > 30 > 100 - > 250 > 0.9 < 0.05
ISR Region p`1T [GeV] p
`2
T [GeV] p
`3
T [GeV] mT[GeV] E
miss
T [GeV] |∆φ
(
EmissT , jets
)
| R
(
EmissT , jets
)
p jetsT [GeV] p
soft
T [GeV]
CR-ISR > 25 > 25 > 20 < 100 > 60 > 2.0 ∈ (0.55, 1.0) > 80 < 25
VR-ISR > 25 > 25 > 20 > 60 > 60 > 2.0 ∈ (0.55, 1.0) > 80 > 25
VR-ISR-small psoftT > 25 > 25 > 20 > 60 > 60 > 2.0 ∈ (0.55, 1.0) < 80 < 25
VR-ISR-small R
(
EmissT , jets
)
> 25 > 25 > 20 > 60 > 60 > 2.0 ∈ (0.30, 0.55) > 80 < 25
SR-ISR > 25 > 25 > 20 > 100 > 80 > 2.0 ∈ (0.55, 1.0) > 100 < 25
Table 9.5: Selection criteria for the low-mass and ISR regions. The variables are defined in the
text. In addition, events are required to have three signal leptons, and a b-jet veto is applied. The
invariant mass between the two leptons identified as coming from the Z boson decay is between
75 GeVand 105 GeVand the invariant mass of the three leptons is greater than 105 GeV.
The leading source of SM background is WZ production, which when decaying fully leptonically
has three leptons and EmissT from a neutrino in the final state. To reduce the WZ contribution,
the transverse mass is calculated from the unpaired third lepton and the EmissT . It is defined as
mT =
√
2pTEmissT (1− cos(∆φ)), where ∆φ is the angular separation between the lepton and pmissT ,
and will typically be at or below the W boson mass in SM events where the EmissT is predominantly
from the neutrino of theW decay. The mT calculated in χ̃
±
1 χ̃
0
2 events does not have such a constraint,
and the SRs therefore require mT ≥ 100 GeV to reduce the SM WZ background. Additionally,
signal events usually have larger values of EmissT due to the massive but undetected LSPs. The
backgrounds where one or more leptons are fake or non-prompt are reduced by targeting the source
of the additional leptons. Events containing b-tagged jets are rejected to minimize contributions
from the top backgrounds tt̄ and Wt. In the Z+jets background, a third signal lepton can arise
from photon conversion, where the photon comes from the bremsstrahlung of a lepton originating
from the Z boson. In this situation all three signal leptons originated from the Z boson, and this
background can be reduced by requiring that the invariant mass of the three lepton system m``` be
larger than 105 GeV.
The signal regions are split into two different topologies: SR-low, the low-mass region that
requires a jet veto, and SR-ISR, the ISR region that requires at least one central jet. Both SRs were
optimized for signals with small mass splittings, which can lead to events with lower pT leptons or
smaller EmissT in the final state. The inclusion of recoiling ISR boosts the invisible decay products
in the same direction, enhancing the measured EmissT and improving the discrimination against the
lower EmissT WZ background.
The low-mass signal region requires the pT of the first, second, and third leptons (ordered
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in pT) to be greater than 60 GeV, 40 GeV, and 30 GeV, respectively, to minimize contributions
from backgrounds with fake/non-prompt leptons. Tight selection thresholds on the eRJR variables
Hboost, p
soft
T
psoftT +m
3`
eff
, and m
3`
eff
Hboost
further reduce the WZ contribution in the signal region. The ISR
region has a requirement of EmissT ≥ 80 GeV to reduce the Z+jets background which does not
have a source of real EmissT . The pT requirement on the three leptons can then be relaxed to be
greater than 25 GeV, 25 GeV, and 20 GeV, ensuring the dilepton triggers are fully efficient. To
select the ISR topology in which the system of leptons and EmissT is recoiling against the ISR jets,
the angular separation between the signal jets and pmissT , ∆φ(EmissT , jets), is required to be greater
than 2.0. The ratio between the pmissT and the total transverse momenta of the jets is required to
be 0.55 ≤ R(EmissT , jets) ≤ 1.0 to ensure the majority of transverse momentum along the jet axis
is carried by the invisible particles and not by the high-pT leptons from the WZ background. A
requirement of psoftT less than 25 GeV further reduces background contamination.
9.2.3 Impact of new reconstruction algorithm
The reconstruction algorithm has changed since the published RJR search result. The eRJR 2015-16
yields in the CRs and VRs have only 60-70% overlap between the two reconstruction algorithms.
To understand where this discrepancy arises, a cutflow is done where each selection requirement
is added sequentially, as shown in Table 9.6. There is a larger disagreement for events with three
electron than for events with three muons, which is expected since the reconstructed of electrons
was changed. Except for this discrepancy, there remains about 80% overlap between R20 and R21
until the EmissT cut where the overlap drops to 73%.
Cut Overlap of reconstruction algorithms
3 leptons (pT > 25, 25, 20 GeV) + SFOS 79.7%
for µµµ only 86.0%
for eee only 73.8%
b-jet veto 78.0%
dilepton trigger 78.3%
m`` ∈ (75, 105) GeV 79.6%
mT < 100 GeV 78.1%
EmissT > 50 GeV 72.9%
Table 9.6: Overlap of reconstruction algorithms in a cutflow. Each cut is applied sequentially except
for the requirement on µµµ and eee events.
About 30% in CR-ISR events have different jet multiplicities when moving to the new recon-
struction algorithm while only 10-15% have different jet multiplicity in CR-low and VR-low. The
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correlation of kinematic variables between the two reconstruction algorithm in CR-ISR are split for
events with the same and different jet multiplicities, as shown in Figure 9.1. The correlation of
variables improves in events with same Njets while the different Njets events contain the tail events.
Thus, the reconstruction change not only affects the number of jets but since ISR eRJR use jet
kinematic in their variable definition, the values of the variables change in the new reconstruction.
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Figure 9.1: Correlation of R
(
EmissT , jets
)
between the reconstruction algorithms in CR-ISR for events
with the same and different jet multiplicities.
In the low-mass regions, CR-low and VR-low, the correlation of variables improve when adding a
requirement on EmissT , as shown in Figure 9.2. Since VR-low and SR-low do not have a requirement
on EmissT , there will be less overlap in those regions between the two reconstructions.
9.3 Background estimation
Background Estimation
Z+jets/Z+γ FF (under “Fake/non-prompt”)
tt̄+Wt+WW NF (under “Top-like”)
WZ NF (under “WZ”)
ZZ MC
Higgs/ V V V / ttV MC (under ”others’)
Table 9.7: Summary of the estimation methods for each background process.
The backgrounds in this analysis can be classified into two groups: irreducible backgrounds with
at least three prompt leptons in the final state, and reducible backgrounds containing at least one
fake or non-prompt lepton. The background strategy is summarized in Table 9.7.
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Figure 9.2: Correlation of mT and p
soft
T
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between the reconstruction algorithms in CR-low for
events with different EmissT requirements.
The dominant irreducible background is WZ production which is estimated from MC simulation
whose yields are normalized to data in CRs. The methodology on how to calculate normalization
factors can be found in Section 5.6.2.
Other irreducible backgrounds include ZZ, V V V , tt̄V , and Higgs processes, and are estimated
directly from MC simulation due to their small contribution. The reducible backgrounds can be
categorized into the top-quark like tt̄, Wt, and WW processes, which mostly consists of non-prompt
leptons from heavy-flavor hadron decays, and the Z+jets process, which also accounts for the Z+γ
process, with fake and non-prompt leptons coming primarily from photon conversions or misidentified
jets. The reducible backgrounds are estimated separately in regions enriched in fake and non-prompt
leptons, one targeting top-quark like processes, described in Section 5.6.2, and another targeting
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other fake/non-prompt sources, usually from Z+jets processes using a Fake Factor method, described
in Section 5.6.1.
9.3.1 Z+jet/ Z + γ background
The data-driven fake factor method is used to estimate the fake/non-prompt lepton background
associated with the Z+jets process. The fake factor method uses two levels of lepton identification
criteria. The regular identification criteria, “ID”, corresponds to the signal lepton criteria used in the
analysis. A reversed identification criteria, “anti-ID”, has one or more of the identification, isolation,
or impact parameter criteria inverted relative to signal leptons to obtain a selection enriched in fake
leptons. The anti-ID criteria is described in Table 9.8.
Electrons Muons
Pass Loose+BL identification Pass Medium identification
|∆z0sinθ| < 0.5 |∆z0sinθ| < 0.5
(!Medium identification (|d0significance| > 3
|| |d0significance| > 5 || !FCTight FixedRad isolation)
|| !FCTight isolation)
Table 9.8: Anti-ID electron and muon definitions used in the fake factor method.
A fake factor is then defined as the ratio of the yield of ID leptons to anti-ID leptons in a given
region of phase space. The fake factors are measured in a region dominated by Z+jets events,
requiring EmissT < 40 GeV, mT < 30 GeV, |m`` − mZ | < 15 GeV, and a b-jet veto. Events
are required to pass the dilepton triggers, summarized in Table 9.4, with an offline Z lepton pTof
25 GeV. The leptons paired with the Z-boson are required to pass the signal lepton criteria while
the remaining lepton, fake-lepton candidate, must satisfy either the signal or the anti-ID lepton
criteria. Just as in the SR, a requirement m``` > 105 GeV is imposed to remove photon conversion
from Z+γ events. To allow for more statistics of fake muons, no overlap removal is applied for
the unpaired muons considered in the Z+jets/Z+γ fake factor measurement region. In both the
derivation and application of the fake factors, the prompt lepton and top-quark like backgrounds
that have one or more anti-ID leptons are subtracted to avoid double counting.
To primarily look at Z+jets events with exactly one jet (which fakes a lepton), a jet veto is also
applied. To allow for a jet veto in spite of the relaxed muon overlap removal that is used, events are
required to either have no reconstructed jets with pT > 30 GeV or no more than one pT > 30 GeV
jet for events with a pT > 30 GeV muon.
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The selection criteria used to select the Z+jets/Z+γ-dominated fake factor measurement region
are summarized in Table 9.9.
Three baseline leptons
Same-flavor, opposite-sign pair of signal leptons with |m`` −mZ | < 15 GeV
mT < 30 GeV (computed with the remaining “unpaired” lepton,
which must satisfy either the signal or anti-ID criteria)
EmissT < 40 GeV
Dilepton triggers
Z leptons > 25 GeV (to be on plateau)
m``` > 105 GeV
p3`T > 10 GeV (baseline lepton selection)
No overlap removal applied for the “unpaired” muons
N20 GeVjets ≤ 1 for events with a pT > 30 GeV muon, and N20 GeVjets == 0 for all other events
N20 GeVb-jets == 0
Table 9.9: Selection criteria used to define the Z+jets/Z+γ-dominated fake factor measurement
region.
Electron and muon fake factors are then measured separately and as a function of lepton pT and
are shown in Figure 9.3. Fake Factors as a function η is shown in Figure 9.4. The dependence of
the fake factor as a function of η is accounted for as a parametrization systematic.
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Figure 9.3: Z+jets/Z+γ fake factors for electrons (left) and muons (right) as a function of pT. Note
that the uncertainties shown are only statistical.
The fake factors are validated in a statistically independent region with a similar selection but
requiring EmissT < 40 GeVand 30 < mT < 50 GeV, defined as such to be closer to the signal region.
The selection criteria for the fake factor validation region is summarized in Table 9.10.
Good agreement between data and the fake lepton estimate is observed, as seen in Figures 9.5
and 9.6.
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Figure 9.4: Z+jets/Z+γ fake factors for electrons (left) and muons (right) as a function of η. Note
that the uncertainties shown are only statistical.
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Figure 9.5: Kinematic distributions in the Z+jets/Z+γ validation region for events with a fake
electron candidate. Good agreement is seen between data and the background estimate. Note that
the lepton referred to is the fake lepton candidate, i.e. the lepton which is not used in the Zpairing.
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Three baseline leptons
Same-flavor, opposite-sign pair of signal leptons with |m`` −mZ | < 15 GeV
30 GeV < mT < 50 GeV (computed with the remaining “unpaired” lepton,
which must satisfy either the signal or anti-ID criteria)
EmissT < 40 GeV
m``` > 105 GeV
Dilepton triggers
p`1T > 25 GeV, p`2T > 25 GeV, p`3T > 10 GeV
N20 GeVb-jets == 0
Table 9.10: Selection criteria used to define the Z+jets/Z+γ fake factor validation region.
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Figure 9.6: Kinematic distributions in the Z+jets/Z+γ validation region for events with a fake
muon candidate. Good agreement is seen between data and the background estimate. Note that
the lepton referred to is the fake lepton candidate, i.e. the lepton which is not used in the Zpairing.
The derived fake factors are applied to events in the CRs, VRs, and SRs (defined in Table 9.5),
but for which at least one of the signal leptons is replaced by an anti-ID lepton.
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9.3.2 Top-like backgrounds
The top-quark like background contribution is estimated using MC simulation normalized to data
in a top-quark dominated CR. The region is constructed using different-flavor, opposite-charge
(e±e±µ∓ or µ±µ±e∓) trilepton events with lepton pT thresholds of 25 GeV, 25 GeV, and 20 GeVas
well as a b-jet veto. Due to electron charge flip, the m`` between the two same-sign electrons is
required to have |m`` − mZ | > 15 GeV. Moreover, events are required to have m`` > 1 GeV
between the same-sign leptons, to avoid events where leptons are incorrectly misreconstructed as
the same object twice. The selection criteria used to define this top-like CR is summarized in
Table 9.11.
Events with either three signal leptons or two signal leptons and one anti-ID lepton
Only e±e±µ∓ and µ±µ±e∓ events
When measuring the normalization factors for events with an anti-ID lepton,
the anti-ID lepton must be one of the same-flavor, same-sign leptons
|msame-sign`` −mZ | > 15 GeV for events with two same-sign electrons
msame-sign`` > 1 GeV
Dilepton triggers
p`1T > 25 GeV, p`2T > 25 GeV, p`3T > 20 GeV
N20 GeVb-jets == 0
Table 9.11: Selection criteria used to define the control region for determining normalization factors
for the top-like fakes.
The normalization factors are applied to the same-flavor opposite-charge events in the top-quark
like MC simulation. The normalization factors for events with three signal leptons are found to be
1.32± 0.35 for events with fake electrons and 1.22± 0.19 for events with fake muons. Distributions
are shown in Figure 9.7. Note, the contribution of WW is small in this control region as well as in
the other regions in the analysis.
As the MC-based top-like fakes must also be subtracted from the Z+jets/Z+γ fake lepton
estimate, this procedure must also be repeated for events containing two ID and one anti-ID lepton.
Using the same control region but allowing for the presence of an anti-ID lepton results in region
which is even more pure in top-like events than the one previously shown. The distributions for this
region are shown in Figures 9.8, and the normalization factors are 0.82 ± 0.03 and 0.82 ± 0.04 for
fake electron and fake muon events, respectively.
A top-like validation region was attempted, but any selection which would be reasonably close
to the signal region and enriched in top-like events (without being dominated by other top processes
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Figure 9.7: Distributions in the top-like control region for events with fake electrons (left) and for
events with fake muons (right), using only events with three signal leptons.
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Figure 9.8: Distributions in the top-like control region for events with fake electrons (left) and for
events with fake muons (right), using only events with two signal leptons and one anti-ID lepton
leptons.
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such as ttV ) was found to be poor in statistics. As the normalization factors are near 1 and
the distributions appear to be well-modeled, it was decided that such a validation region was not
necessary, and a large uncertainty is used instead.
9.3.3 WZ background
The dominant SM background, WZ, is estimated using MC simulation normalized to data in CRs
designed to be kinematically similar but orthogonal to SR-low and SR-ISR. The CR selection is
summarized in Table 9.5.
The CRs are designed to be enriched in WZ events while keeping the potential signal contami-
nation small, being less than 10% for all signal models. To achieve this an upper bound is placed on
the mT of the CRs, targeting events that are likely to have a leptonically decaying W boson and no
other sources of EmissT . Therefore the low-mass CR (CR-low) requires mT < 70 GeVwhile the ISR
CR (CR-ISR) has a slightly looser requirement of mT < 100 GeV, benefiting from the boost of the
EmissT system by the ISR. The other kinematic selections are similar to the corresponding SRs, with
some loosened to enhance statistics and reduce signal contamination.
The CR-ISR definition is identical to the one used in RJR search. In the RJR search, CR-low
and VR-low are inclusive in jets, requiring at most two additional jets in the events. In order to be
orthogonal to CR-ISR, which has at least one jet, and to be kinematically closer to SR-low, which
has a jet veto, a jet veto is added to CR-low and VR-low. Correlation between the RJR and eRJR
variables also improves in the jet veto region, as shown in Figure 8.14. Additionally, a requirement
on EmissT to be greater than 40 GeV is added to make CR-low orthogonal to the region where the
fake factors are derived. Neither the jet veto nor the additional requirement on EmissT have an impact
on the normalization factor derived in CR-low.
The validation regions are designed to check the agreement of the background estimation with
data in regions kinematically closer to the SRs, typically targeting the extrapolation from CR to SR
of a specific variable. The full VR definitions are summarized in Table 9.5. The VR definitions are
also chosen to keep signal contamination below 10%.
Two VRs are from the RJR search: VR-low and VR-ISR. A low-mass VR-low, with the addition
of a jet veto, is designed to test the extrapolation over mT between CR-low and SR-low, requiring
70 < mT < 100 GeV.
The ISR VR, VR-ISR, inverts the psoftT requirement: VR-ISR is defined at psoftT > 25 GeV, while
CR-ISR and SR-ISR are defined at psoftT < 25 GeV. When comparing the shapes of the RJR pCMT and
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Figure 9.9: Comparing RJR pCMT and eRJR psoftT in WZ ISR preselection events split by the number
of jets.
the eRJR psoftT in Figure 9.9, in events with greater than one jet, the ratio of pCMT to psoftT changes
at psoftT = 25 GeV. For psoftT < 25 GeV, where SR-ISR and CR-ISR are defined, the ratio of RJR to
eRJR variables is less than 1 but at for psoftT > 25 GeV, where VR-ISR is defined, the ratio of RJR
to eRJR variables is greater than 1.
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Figure 9.10: Efficiency of psoftT as a function of µ for WZ events.
The impact of the psoftT as a function of pileup is also checked because the data taking conditions
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are different for 2015-2016 and 2017. The average pileup in 2015-16 is 22.9, while in 2017 〈µ〉 = 37.8.
The efficiency is defined as the ratio of ISR preselection event criteria with a requirement on psoftT
over ISR preselection event criteria. As seen in Figure 9.10, there is a different dependence with
pileup for events at psoftT < 25 GeVas opposed to psoftT > 25 GeVfor both 2015+16 and 2017.
As a result, two additional ISR VRs are defined at psoftT < 25 to be closer kinematically to CR-ISR
and CR-ISR: VR-ISR-small psoftT and VR-ISR-small R
(
EmissT , jets
)
. VR-ISR-small psoftT is defined
by inverting the requirement on p jetsT . VR-ISR-small R
(
EmissT , jets
)
is defined in the side-band of
the R
(
EmissT , jets
)
cuts. Thus, the three ISR validation regions VR-ISR, VR-ISR-small psoftT , and
VR-ISR-small R
(
EmissT , jets
)
invert different selections to validate the modeling in a varied phase
space.
The normalization factors derived from the CRs per year and for the published RJR result are
summarized in Table 9.12. The normalization factors per year are within one sigma of each other
so the modeling is consistent across the years. To unblind each year, the background modelling is
checked per year.
Year µWZlow µWZISR
RJR 1.09± 0.10 1.13± 0.13
eRJR previous reconstruction (2015-16) 1.04± 0.06 0.92± 0.09
2015-16 0.89± 0.11 0.89± 0.09
2017 0.85± 0.11 0.98± 0.09
2018 0.81± 0.09 0.95± 0.08
2015-18 0.84± 0.07 0.94± 0.05
Table 9.12: Background only CR-only fit normalization factors with statistical and systematic un-
certainties included.
9.3.4 Background modeling in 2015-16
The total yields in the CRs and VRs are shown for the 2015-16 dataset in Table 9.13 for the low-
mass regions and Table 9.14 for the ISR regions. Figure 9.11 shows the kinematic distributions
in the CR-low and CR-ISR regions, with good agreement seen between data and the background
prediction. Figure 9.12 shows distributions in VR-low, VR-ISR, and the two additional ISR VRs,
VR-ISR-small psoftT , and VR-ISR-small R
(
EmissT , jets
)
for the full background prediction. There is
good agreement seen between the expected background prediction and the observed data in all four
VRs.
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CR-low VR-low
Observed events 118 97
Fitted SM events 118± 11 84± 9
WZ 99± 12 75± 10
ZZ 5.2± 0.5 4.7± 0.5
Others 1.1± 0.9 0.5+0.6−0.5
Top-quark like 0.12± 0.10 0.0± 0.0
Fake/non-prompt leptons 13± 5 4.3± 2.6
Table 9.13: The observed and expected yields after the background-only fit in the low-mass CR
and VR for 36.1 fb−1Ṫhe normalization factors of the WZ sample for the low-mass and ISR regions
are different and are treated separately in the combined fit. The Others category includes triboson,
Higgs boson, and rare top-quark processes. Combined statistical and systematic uncertainties are
presented. The individual uncertainties can be correlated and do not necessarily add in quadrature
to the total background uncertainty.
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Figure 9.11: Kinematic distributions after the background-only fit showing the data and the post-fit
background in a CR-low for m3`eff/Hboost and b CR-ISR for p
jets
T for 36.1 fb−1 . The corresponding
CR event selections are applied for each distribution except for the variable shown where the selection
is indicated by a red arrow.
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CR-ISR VR-ISR VR-ISR-small psoftT VR-ISR-small R
(
EmissT , jets
)
Observed events 119 23 24 72
Fitted SM events 119± 11 25± 4 26.0± 3.2 66± 7
WZ 110± 11 23± 4 22.7± 2.8 62± 7
ZZ 2.52± 0.21 0.50± 0.13 0.66± 0.11 0.63± 0.20
Others 3.3± 1.7 1.4± 0.7 0.8± 0.7 1.5± 0.8
Top-quark like 1.1± 0.5 0.7± 0.4 0.46± 0.27 0.41± 0.21
Fake/non-prompt leptons 2.1+2.5−2.1 0.01
+0.05
−0.01 1.3
+1.4
−1.3 1.1
+1.6
−1.1
Table 9.14: The observed and expected yields after the background-only fit in the ISR CR and VRs
for 36.1 fb−1. The normalization factors of the WZ sample for the low-mass and ISR regions are
different and are treated separately in the combined fit. The Others category includes triboson,
Higgs boson, and rare top-quark processes. Combined statistical and systematic uncertainties are
presented. The individual uncertainties can be correlated and do not necessarily add in quadrature
to the total background uncertainty.
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Figure 9.12: Kinematic distributions showing the data and post-fit background in a
VR-low for Hboost, b VR-ISR for p jetsT , c VR-ISR-small psoftT for R
(
EmissT , jets
)
, and d
VR-ISR-small R
(
EmissT , jets
)
for psoftT for 36.1 fb−1 .
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9.3.5 Background modeling in 2017
The total yields in the CRs and VRs for the 2017 dataset are shown in Table 9.15 for the low-
mass regions and Table 9.16 for the ISR regions. Figure 9.13 shows the background composi-
tion in the CR-low and CR-ISR regions, with good agreement seen between data and the back-
ground prediction. Figure 9.14 shows distributions in VR-low, VR-ISR, VR-ISR-small psoftT , and
VR-ISR-small R
(
EmissT , jets
)
for the full background prediction.
There is generally good agreement seen between the expected background prediction and the ob-
served data. The agreement between data and the prediction seen in VR-low and VR-ISR-small psoftT
is within 2σ, and good agreement is seen in the shape of relevant kinematic distributions.
VR-ISR-small psoftT has modelling issues due to the fact that it is defined for a low statistics region.
It is defined at large values of EmissT , which would suggest that p
jets
T should be large to create the
ISR topology; however, VR-ISR-small psoftT is created at low p
jets
T so this is a more difficult topology
to achieve, resulting in a small number of events.
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Figure 9.13: Kinematic distributions after the background-only fit showing the data and the post-fit
background in a CR-low for m3`eff/Hboost and b CR-ISR for p
jets
T for 43.9 fb−1 . The corresponding
CR event selections are applied for each distribution except for the variable shown where the selection
is indicated by a red arrow.
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CR-low VR-low
Observed events 131 108
Fitted SM events 131± 11 90± 11
WZ 109± 13 83± 11
ZZ 5.4± 0.8 5.9± 1.0
Others 1.1± 0.8 0.39± 0.21
Top-quark like 0.10+0.12−0.10 0.03
+0.12
−0.03
Fake/non-prompt leptons 16± 6 0.6+1.0−0.6
Table 9.15: The observed and expected yields after the background-only fit in the low-mass CR and
VR for 43.9 fb−1. The normalization factors of the WZ sample for the low-mass and ISR regions
are different and are treated separately in the combined fit. The Others category includes triboson,
Higgs boson, and rare top-quark processes. Combined statistical and systematic uncertainties are
presented. The individual uncertainties can be correlated and do not necessarily add in quadrature
to the total background uncertainty.
CR-ISR VR-ISR VR-ISR-small psoftT VR-ISR-small R
(
EmissT , jets
)
Observed events 142 32 18 70
Fitted SM events 142± 12 36± 10 32± 4 82± 8
WZ 129± 12 32± 7 28.8± 3.5 78± 8
ZZ 2.83± 0.24 0.62± 0.24 0.83± 0.16 0.85± 0.16
Others 3.0± 1.5 1.8± 1.0 0.48± 0.29 1.8± 1.0
Top-quark like 1.0± 0.5 0.7± 0.4 0.8± 0.6 0.5± 0.4
Fake/non-prompt leptons 5.7± 3.2 1+7−1 1.1
+1.3
−1.1 0.6
+1.2
−0.6
Table 9.16: The observed and expected yields after the background-only fit in the ISR CR and VRs
for 43.9 fb−1. The normalization factors of the WZ sample for the low-mass and ISR regions are
different and are treated separately in the combined fit. The Others category includes triboson,
Higgs boson, and rare top-quark processes. Combined statistical and systematic uncertainties are
presented. The individual uncertainties can be correlated and do not necessarily add in quadrature
to the total background uncertainty.
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Figure 9.14: Kinematic distributions showing the data and post-fit background in a
VR-low for Hboost, b VR-ISR for p jetsT , c VR-ISR-small psoftT for R
(
EmissT , jets
)
, and d
VR-ISR-small R
(
EmissT , jets
)
for psoftT for 43.9 fb−1 .
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9.3.6 Background modeling in 2018
The total yields in the CRs and VRs for the 2018 dataset are shown in Table 9.17 for the low-
mass regions and Table 9.18 for the ISR regions. Figure 9.15 shows the background composition
in the CR-low and CR-ISR regions, with good agreement seen between data and the background
prediction.
Figure 9.16 shows distributions in VR-low, VR-ISR, VR-ISR-small psoftT , and VR-ISR-small R
(
EmissT , jets
)
for the full background prediction. There is good agreement seen between the expected background
prediction and the observed data in all four VRs. The is an improvement in agreement between
data and the prediction seen in VR-low and VR-ISR-small psoftT , within 1σ, and good agreement is
seen in the shape of relevant kinematic distributions.
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Figure 9.15: Kinematic distributions after the background-only fit showing the data and the post-fit
background in a CR-low for m3`eff/Hboost and b CR-ISR for p
jets
T for 59 fb−1 . The corresponding CR
event selections are applied for each distribution except for the variable shown where the selection
is indicated by a red arrow.
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CR-low VR-low
Observed events 163 133
Fitted SM events 163± 13 117± 12
WZ 136± 15 105± 12
ZZ 8.6± 1.2 7.6± 0.9
Others 0.9± 0.5 0.45± 0.24
Top-quark like 0.24+0.35−0.24 0.0± 0.0
Fake/non-prompt leptons 18± 7 4.3± 3.0
Table 9.17: The observed and expected yields after the background-only fit in the low-mass CR and
VR for 59 fb−1. The normalization factors of the WZ sample for the low-mass and ISR regions
are different and are treated separately in the combined fit. The Others category includes triboson,
Higgs boson, and rare top-quark processes. Combined statistical and systematic uncertainties are
presented. The individual uncertainties can be correlated and do not necessarily add in quadrature
to the total background uncertainty.
CR-ISR VR-ISR VR-ISR-small psoftT VR-ISR-small R
(
EmissT , jets
)
Observed events 181 46 30 110
Fitted SM events 181± 15 48± 9 39± 5 109± 9
WZ 172± 14 43± 8 37± 4 103± 9
ZZ 3.8± 0.4 1.01± 0.29 1.10± 0.35 1.24± 0.17
Others 2.7± 1.4 1.6± 0.8 0.49± 0.33 1.7± 0.9
Top-quark like 2.6± 1.3 1.2± 0.9 0.3+0.9−0.3 1.1± 0.9
Fake/non-prompt leptons 0+6−0 0.5
+2.8
−0.5 0.0
+0.0
−0.0 1.9
+2.2
−1.9
Table 9.18: The observed and expected yields after the background-only fit in the ISR CR and VRs
for 59 fb−1. The normalization factors of the WZ sample for the low-mass and ISR regions are
different and are treated separately in the combined fit. The Others category includes triboson,
Higgs boson, and rare top-quark processes. Combined statistical and systematic uncertainties are
presented. The individual uncertainties can be correlated and do not necessarily add in quadrature
to the total background uncertainty.
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Figure 9.16: Kinematic distributions showing the data and post-fit background in a
VR-low for Hboost, b VR-ISR for p jetsT , c VR-ISR-small psoftT for R
(
EmissT , jets
)
, and d
VR-ISR-small R
(
EmissT , jets
)
for psoftT for 59 fb−1 .
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9.3.7 Background modeling in 2015-18
The background modelling is also checked for the full 2015-18 dataset. The total yields in the CRs
and VRs are shown in Table 9.19 for the low-mass regions and Table 9.20 for the ISR regions.
Figure 9.17 shows the background composition in the CR-low and CR-ISR regions, with good
agreement seen between data and the background prediction.
Figure 9.18 shows distributions in VR-low, VR-ISR, VR-ISR-small psoftT , and VR-ISR-small R
(
EmissT , jets
)
for the full background prediction. There is generally good agreement seen between the expected
background prediction and the observed data. The agreement between data and the prediction seen
in VR-low and VR-ISR-small psoftT is within 2σ, and good agreement is seen in the shape of relevant
kinematic distributions.
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Figure 9.17: Kinematic distributions after the background-only fit showing the data and the post-fit
background in a CR-low for m3`eff/Hboost and b CR-ISR for p
jets
T for 139 fb−1 . The corresponding CR
event selections are applied for each distribution except for the variable shown where the selection
is indicated by a red arrow.
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CR-low VR-low
Observed events 412 338
Fitted SM events 412± 20 291± 19
WZ 343± 27 262± 21
ZZ 19.2± 1.7 18.2± 1.6
Others 3.1± 1.9 1.3± 0.9
Top-quark like 0.5± 0.4 0.02+0.25−0.02
Fake/non-prompt leptons 46± 17 9± 5
Table 9.19: The observed and expected yields after the background-only fit in the low-mass CR and
VR for 139 fb−1. The normalization factors of the WZ sample for the low-mass and ISR regions
are different and are treated separately in the combined fit. The Others category includes triboson,
Higgs boson, and rare top-quark processes. Combined statistical and systematic uncertainties are
presented. The individual uncertainties can be correlated and do not necessarily add in quadrature
to the total background uncertainty.
CR-ISR VR-ISR VR-ISR-small psoftT VR-ISR-small R
(
EmissT , jets
)
Observed events 442 101 72 252
Fitted SM events 442± 21 107± 18 94± 7 256± 14
WZ 411± 22 97± 17 88± 7 242± 13
ZZ 9.1± 0.8 2.1± 0.5 2.6± 0.4 2.7± 0.5
Others 9± 5 4.8± 2.5 1.8± 1.1 5.0± 2.5
Top-quark like 4.8± 1.6 2.7± 1.1 1.5± 1.1 2.0± 1.0
Fake/non-prompt leptons 9± 5 0.01+0.18−0.01 0.5
+1.5
−0.5 3.7± 3.4
Table 9.20: The observed and expected yields after the background-only fit in the ISR CR and VRs
for 139 fb−1. The normalization factors of the WZ sample for the low-mass and ISR regions are
different and are treated separately in the combined fit. The Others category includes triboson,
Higgs boson, and rare top-quark processes. Combined statistical and systematic uncertainties are
presented. The individual uncertainties can be correlated and do not necessarily add in quadrature
to the total background uncertainty.
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Figure 9.18: Kinematic distributions showing the data and post-fit background in a
VR-low for Hboost, b VR-ISR for p jetsT , c VR-ISR-small psoftT for R
(
EmissT , jets
)
, and d
VR-ISR-small R
(
EmissT , jets
)
for psoftT for 139 fb−1 .
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9.4 Uncertainties
Systematic uncertainties are derived for the signal and background predictions and account for
experimental sources related to detector measurements as well as theoretical sources on the expected
yields and MC simulation modeling.
Experimental uncertainties reflect the precision of the experimental measurements of jets, elec-
trons, muons, and EmissT . The jet energy scale (JES) and resolution (JER) uncertainties [193, 194]
are derived as a function of jet pTand η, and account for dependencies on the pileup conditions and
on the flavor composition of jets. The JES reflects the uncertainty on the average jet pT measure-
ment, varying from about 4% for 20 GeVjets down to 1% above 300 GeV, while the JER reflects
the uncertainty on the precision of the jet pTmeasurement, varying from about 2% to 0.4% across
the same pT range. Varying the JES and JER can alter the jet multiplicity of an event, affecting
its inclusion into SR-low or SR-ISR regions, as well as affecting the eRJR variables that are depen-
dent on jet and EmissT kinematics. Similar uncertainties account for the energy scale and resolution
of electrons [53] and muons [195], with the muon uncertainties having a negligible impact on the
analysis. Variations on the per-object uncertainties are propagated through the EmissT calculation,
with additional uncertainties for the scale and resolution of the soft-term [196, 197].
Additional experimental uncertainties account for differences between data and MC simulation
in the efficiency of the identification, reconstruction, isolation requirements, and triggering of elec-
trons [50] and muons [195], as well as on the identification of pileup jets by the Jet Vertex Tag-
ger [198, 199]. These uncertainties are found to have a negligible effect in both signal regions. An
uncertainty is applied on the measured 〈µ〉 distribution, which is shifted by +14%/ − 6% in data
before reweighting the 〈µ〉 in MC simulation to match that of data, and is found to have an effect
below 1% in both signal regions. The uncertainty in the combined 2015-2018 integrated luminosity is
1.7%, but has a greatly reduced impact on the background estimation due to the CR normalization
procedure. It is derived from calibration of the luminosity scale using x-y beam-separation scans,
following a methodology similar to that detailed in Ref. [200], and using the LUCID-2 detector for
the baseline luminosity measurements [201].
9.4.1 Fake Factor uncertainties
For the Z+jets/Z+γ estimation using the fake factor method, the uncertainties include:
• Propagation of FF statistical uncertainties to the “anti-ID” events. These uncer-
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tainties arise from the limited sample sizes available used to measure the fake-factors, and
are visible as the statistical uncertainty bars in Fig. 9.3 for electrons and for muons. Good
agreement is generally seen given the poorer statistics of fake events in MC simulation, and
uncertainties of 12% and 18% are assigned for electrons and muons, respectively.
• Effect on the FF value of varying prompt subtraction up/down, based on the WZ
cross-section uncertainty. The WZ MC is scaled up and down by 5% [202], and the Fake
Factors are recalculated. The largest difference with respect to the nominal fake factor is then
used as the fake factorâĂŹs uncertainty on the diboson subtraction (and this is assigned as a
symmetric uncertainty). This is demonstrated in Figure 9.19. For electrons, the systematic
uncertainty is 6.7%, and for muons, it is 15.3%. The largest impact of the prompt subtraction
is on the lepton pT distribution.
• Parametrization of the FFs. A systematic uncertainty related to the choice of parametriz-
ing the fake factors in pT is assessed by binning in another kinematic variable. In this case, the
only kinematic variable found to have a notable residual dependence is η. A two-dimensional
fake parametrization in pT and η was not found to be feasible due to a lack of statistics, so
the overall dependence is taken as an additional uncertainty. Shown in Fig. 9.20 are the fake
factors binned in η, as well as the average fake factors. All error bars are statistical only.
Flat parametrization systematics of 25% and 21.3% are assigned for electrons and muons,
respectively.
• Closure of the FF method. Fake factors are derived from Z+jets/Z + γ MC in the FF
measurement region and applied to Z+jets/Z + γ MC “anti-ID” events in the FF validation
region. This MC fake estimate is then compared with the Z+jets/Z + γ MC yields for events
with three signal leptons. The pT distributions of the fake lepton candidates are shown in
Fig. 9.21, and good agreement is seen between the MC fake estimate and the out-of-the-box
MC given the MC statistics. Flat closure systematics of 12% and 18% are assigned for electrons
and muons, respectively.
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Figure 9.19: Evaluation of the Z+jets/Z + γ diboson subtraction systematic for electrons (left) and
muons (right). The difference between the nominal Fake Factor and the scaled diboson yield is then
taken as the uncertainty on the diboson subtraction.
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Figure 9.20: Evaluation of the FF parametrization systematic for electrons (left) and muons (right).
Shown are the η-binned fake factors, as well as the average fake factors. Flat systematic uncertainties
are assigned for electrons and muons separately.
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Figure 9.21: Evaluation of the Fake Factor closure systematic for electrons (left) and muons (right).
The fake lepton candidate pT distributions are shown for both Z+jets/Z + γ MC and the MC fake
estimate. Flat systematic uncertainties are assigned for electrons and muons separately
For the top-like fakes, the only uncertainty is from the propagation the statistical uncertainty
on the top-like fakes NF to the background estimate.
9.4.2 WZ theory uncertainties
The theoretical uncertainties account for any mismodeling of the MC simulation, particularly for the
WZ process. They include QCD scale uncertainties on the WZ cross-section, PDF uncertainties,
and varying αS within its uncertainty. QCD scale uncertainties are evaluated using seven-point
variations of the factorization and renormalization scales in the matrix elements. The scales are
varied independently upwards and downwards by a factor 2, but without shifting them both in
the same direction simultaneously. PDF uncertainties for the nominal PDF set are evaluated by
taking the envelope of the 100 variation replicas and the central values of the CT14nnlo [99] and
MMHT2014 NNLO [100] PDF sets. The impact of ±0.001 shifts of αS, the strong coupling constant, on
the acceptance is also considered. The QCD scale uncertainty is dominant and affects the prediction
of the amount of additional radiation, and therefore the jet multiplicity, within an event. It has an
impact of 17% on the yield in the jet-populated SR-ISR region, and a smaller impact of 3.4% in
the jet-vetoed SR-low. The size of the QCD scale uncertainty grows with the number of jets in an
event, but the total uncertainty on the transfer factor is reduced by similarities in the jet multiplicity
distribution in the control and signal regions.
Figures 9.22-9.23, show the impact on the WZ background of the choice of QCD scales, αs
and PDFs on the normalization and shapes of the mT and EmissT distributions in low-mass and
ISR preselections, respectively. The low-mass preselection region removes the selections on the mT,
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Region QCD αs PDF
SR-low +4.24, -4.14 ±0.98 +1.82, -1.83
SR-ISR +23.78, -16.92 ±1.98 +1.97, -1.97
CR-low +1.49, -2.27 ±0.86 +2.04, -1.92
VR-low +1.30, -2.01 ±0.83 +1.22, -1.10
CR-ISR +21.60, -15.49, ±1.93 +1.20, -1.00
VR-ISR +27.62, -19.35 ±2.22 +1.48, -0.90
VR-ISR-small psoftT +15.88, -12.46 ±1.85 +1.38, -1.38
VR-ISR-small R
(
EmissT , jets
)
+23.19, -16.36 ±1.97 +1.27, -0.96
Table 9.21: Relative uncertainties (in %) on the modelling applied to the normalization of the WZ
in all regions.
Hboost, p
soft
T
psoftT +m
3`
eff
, and m
3`
eff
Hboost
variables, and the ISR preselection region removes the selections on
the EmissT , mT, psoftT , |∆φ
(
EmissT , jets
)
|, R
(
EmissT , jets
)
, and p jetsT variables.
The impact of αs and PDFs is small, generally below ∼ 3%. The choice of QCD scales is by far
the dominant effect, with an impact on the normalization as high as ∼ 30% in the ISR regions, and
∼ 5% in the low regions. This difference in the impact of the choice of QCD scale is due to the fact
that the low region has a jet veto while the ISR region requires at least one jet. Figure 9.24 shows
the impact of choice of QCD scales, αs and PDFs as a function of Njets in both loose low and ISR
regions with the requirement on the number of jets removed. The QCD scale uncertainty is much
larger when requiring at least one jet than with a jet veto.
Table 9.21 summarizes the background modeling uncertainties derived in the different regions
of the search. Because the normalization of the WZ process is extracted from control regions, the
uncertainties on the estimated yields of this background in the signal (or validation) regions will be
smaller than reported on this table. This is the desired effect of using control regions, where the
uncertainties impacting the estimated yields in the SRs(VRs) enter through a SR(VR)/CR ratio
(transfer factor), and therefore largely cancel out.
As a final cross-check, the mT and EmissT shape predictions between Powheg and SHERPA were
compared, in the low-mass and ISR signal regions, to ensure the assigned modelling uncertainties
cover any possible modelling differences. This comparison is displayed in Figure 9.25. The differences
seen in the modelling of the different generators are not statistically significant, and therefore no
additional uncertainties are considered. Njets is the only distribution that shows discrepancies
between Powheg and SHERPA; however, when taking the ratio of SR/CR, the ratio of SHERPA to
Powheg is flat, as shown in Figure 9.26. As a result, no additional uncertainty is added.
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Figure 9.22: Impact of WZ theory systematics on EmissT and mT in the low-mass preselection region.
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Figure 9.23: Impact of WZ theory systematics on EmissT and mT in the ISR preselection region.
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Figure 9.24: Impact of WZ theory systematics on Njets distribution in the ISR preselection region
without the requirement on jets applied.
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Figure 9.25: Comparison of the EmissT (left) and mT (right) shapes predicted by different WZ
generators, in the low-mass (top) and ISR (bottom) signal regions. All distributions are normalized
to the same number of entries.
9.4.3 Summary of systematics
The dominant uncertainties are summarized in Table 9.22 for both the SR-low and SR-ISR regions.
The largest experimental uncertainties reflect the unknowns of the energy and pTcalibration of jets
and the measurement of the soft term of the EmissT . The largest theoretical source is the uncertainty
on the QCD factorization and renormalization scales on the WZ cross-section. The analysis also
accounts for the statistical uncertainty of the MC simulation samples.
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Figure 9.26: Extrapolation of CR to SR of the Powheg and SHERPA ratio.
Uncertainty in signal regions SR-low SR-ISR
Jet energy scale and resolution 7.0% 6.8%
WZ Normalization 6.6% 4.6%
EmissT 3.3% 2.6%
MC Statistics 2.9% 4.0%
Anti-ID CR Stats 2.7% 0.22%
WZ Theory 1.9% 1.3%
30% uncertainty on other backgrounds 1.4% 2.7%
Fake factor estimation 1.1% < 0.01%
Muon momentum scale and resolution 0.37% 0.04%
Electron energy scale and resolution 0.24% 0.30%
Pileup 0.17% 0.96%
Top-quark like background estimation 0.02% 1.4%
Flavor Tagging 0.02% 0.39%
Table 9.22: Summary of the dominant experimental and theoretical uncertainties on the SM back-
ground prediction in the low-mass and ISR signal regions. The individual uncertainties can be
correlated, and do not necessarily add in quadrature to the total post-fit background uncertainty.
9.5 Results
Two unconstrained normalization factors µWZlow, µWZISR are determined by measurements to data
in the corresponding control regions. The µWZlow is used to normalize WZ Monte Carlo samples in
the jet-vetoed low regions while the µWZISR is used to normalize WZ Monte Carlo samples in the
jet-required ISR regions. The low-mass and ISR regions are fit simultaneously in these results.
A likelihood is constructed as the product of Poisson distributions with mean taken as the
nominal MC yield in each of the control regions. This likelihood is extremized using the HistFitter
package [5], which constrains the values and uncertainties on µWZlow, µWZISR. These are used to
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extrapolate the background prediction into validation regions, where modelling is verified, and the
signal regions. Systematic uncertainties are treated as nuisance parameters in the likelihood fit. 1%
pruning is applied to systematics.
9.5.1 2015-16 results
After moving to the new reconstruction algorithm and validating the background modelling, the
observed event yields in the low-mass and ISR regions are compared to the fitted background esti-
mation derived from the log-likelihood fits in Table 9.23. There is no longer a significant excess in
SR-low but there still is an excess in SR-ISR.
SR-low SR-ISR
Observed events 18 10
Fitted SM events 14.2± 2.0 5.7± 0.8
WZ 11.9± 1.9 4.7± 0.8
ZZ 1.43± 0.23 0.11± 0.04
Others 0.37± 0.18 0.48± 0.25
Top-quark like 0.0± 0.0 0.47± 0.18
Fake/non prompt leptons 0.5+0.6−0.5 0.01
+0.05
−0.01
Table 9.23: The observed and expected yields after the background-only fit in the SRs for 36.1
fb−1. The normalization factors of the WZ sample for the low-mass and ISR regions are different
and are treated separately in the combined fit. The Other category includes triboson, Higgs boson,
and rare top-quark processes. Combined statistical and systematic uncertainties are presented. The
individual uncertainties can be correlated and do not necessarily add in quadrature to the total
background uncertainty.
The overlap of data events between the eRJR result in the old reconstruction, summarized in
Table 8.9, and the yields in Table 9.23 is checked. Only 70% of SR-low events overlap between
the two reconstructions. Some of the events have one jet while SR-low requires a jet veto since
the number of jets changed between reconstruction algorithms. Some events do not pass signal or
baseline requirement due to the change in electron reconstruction. Finally, some of the events have
slight changes in the values of the kinematic variables because the correlations seen in Figure 9.2
have some residuals. The overlap in SR-ISR is 86%. One event does not pass the signal lepton
requirement and two events have changes in the values of kinematic variables.
Kinematic distributions for these SRs are shown in Figures 9.27 and 9.28. The excess in SR-ISR
appears at low psoftT but does not appear right at the edge of mT unlike in Figure 8.19.
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Figure 9.27: Distributions in SR-low of the data and post-fit background prediction for 36.1 fb−1for
a mT, b Hboost, and c m3`eff/Hboost. The SR-low event selections are applied for each distribution
except for the variable shown where the selection is indicated by a red arrow. The normalization
factor for the WZ background is derived from the background-only estimation. The expected
distribution for a benchmark signal model is included for comparison.
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Figure 9.28: Distributions in SR-ISR of the data and post-fit background prediction for 36.1 fb−1for
a mT, b R
(
EmissT , jets
)
, c psoftT , and d p
jets
T . The SR-ISR event selections are applied for each
distribution except for the variable shown where the selection is indicated by a red arrow. The
normalization factor for the WZ background is derived from the background-only estimation. The
expected distribution for a benchmark signal model is included for comparison.
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9.5.2 2017 results
The observed event yields in the low-mass and ISR regions are compared to the fitted background
estimation derived from the log-likelihood fits in Table 9.24 for the 2017 dataset. There still is no
longer a significant excess in SR-low but the SR-ISR excess is still present.
Using Z+jet events, the EmissT components were examined to determine if EmissT resolution could
be the cause of the excess seen in SR-ISR. Even though there is some excess present, this could
not account for the entire SR-ISR excess. The Z-mass side-band is also examined to determine if
the excess present is due to muon resolution and there is no issue found there. These studies are
discussed in Section 8.4.3.
SR-low SR-ISR
Observed events 11 16
Fitted SM events 13.2± 1.8 7.6± 1.0
WZ 11.1± 1.7 6.6± 0.8
ZZ 1.46± 0.24 0.090± 0.031
Others 0.45± 0.23 0.43± 0.23
Top-quark like 0.0± 0.0 0.5+0.5−0.5
Fake/non-prompt leptons 0.2+0.4−0.2 0.01
+0.05
−0.01
Table 9.24: The observed and expected yields after the background-only fit in the SRs for 43.9
fb−1. The normalization factors of the WZ sample for the low-mass and ISR regions are different
and are treated separately in the combined fit. The Other category includes triboson, Higgs boson,
and rare top-quark processes. Combined statistical and systematic uncertainties are presented. The
individual uncertainties can be correlated and do not necessarily add in quadrature to the total
background uncertainty.
Kinematic distributions for these SRs are shown in Figures 9.29 and 9.30. There is an excess of
data events over the background predictions in different values of the kinematic variables in 2017
than in 2015-16. The only consistent excess is at low psoftT values, psoftT < 10 GeV.
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Figure 9.29: Distributions in SR-low of the data and post-fit background prediction for 43.9 fb−1for
a mT, b Hboost, and c m3`eff/Hboost. The SR-low event selections are applied for each distribution
except for the variable shown where the selection is indicated by a red arrow. The normalization
factor for the WZ background is derived from the background-only estimation. The expected
distribution for a benchmark signal model is included for comparison.
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Figure 9.30: Distributions in SR-ISR of the data and post-fit background prediction for 43.9 fb−1for
a mT, b R
(
EmissT , jets
)
, c psoftT , and d p
jets
T . The SR-ISR event selections are applied for each
distribution except for the variable shown where the selection is indicated by a red arrow. The
normalization factor for the WZ background is derived from the background-only estimation. The
expected distribution for a benchmark signal model is included for comparison.
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9.5.3 2018 results
The observed event yields in the low-mass and ISR regions are compared to the fitted background
estimation derived from the log-likelihood fits in Table 9.25 for the 2018 dataset. There still is no
longer a significant excess in SR-low and there is a deficit in SR-ISR.
SR-low SR-ISR
Observed events 22 4
Fitted SM events 18.4± 2.9 9.8± 1.4
WZ 14.9± 2.6 8.3± 1.3
ZZ 2.03± 0.30 0.18± 0.04
Others 0.50± 0.26 0.33± 0.26
Top-quark like 0.04+0.17−0.04 1.0± 0.5
Fake/non-prompt leptons 0.9+0.9−0.9 0.01
+0.06
−0.01
Table 9.25: The observed and expected yields after the background-only fit in the SRs for 59 fb−1.
The normalization factors of the WZ sample for the low-mass and ISR regions are different and
are treated separately in the combined fit. The Other category includes triboson, Higgs boson, and
rare top-quark processes. Combined statistical and systematic uncertainties are presented. The
individual uncertainties can be correlated and do not necessarily add in quadrature to the total
background uncertainty.
Kinematic distributions for these SRs are shown in Figures 9.31 and 9.32. In SR-low, there
are some fluctuations in the Hboost distributions and a bit of excess in the tail of mT distribution.
Neither of these look like the signal model. In SR-ISR, the events are still concentrated at low psoftT .
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Figure 9.31: Distributions in SR-low of the data and post-fit background prediction for 59 fb−1for
a mT, b Hboost, and c m3`eff/Hboost. The SR-low event selections are applied for each distribution
except for the variable shown where the selection is indicated by a red arrow. The normalization
factor for the WZ background is derived from the background-only estimation. The expected
distribution for a benchmark signal model is included for comparison.
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Figure 9.32: Distributions in SR-ISR of the data and post-fit background prediction for 59 fb−1for
a mT, b R
(
EmissT , jets
)
, c psoftT , and d p
jets
T . The SR-ISR event selections are applied for each
distribution except for the variable shown where the selection is indicated by a red arrow. The
normalization factor for the WZ background is derived from the background-only estimation. The
expected distribution for a benchmark signal model is included for comparison.
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9.5.4 2015-18 results
9.5.4.1 Background-only fit
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Figure 9.33: The observed data and expected SM background yields in the VRs and SRs. The SM
background prediction is derived with the background-only fit configuration, and the hatched band
includes the experimental, theoretical, and statistical uncertainties. The bottom panel shows the
significance [203] of the differences between the observed and expected yields.
SR-low SR-ISR
Observed events 51 30
Fitted SM events 46± 5 23.0± 2.2
WZ 38± 5 19.5± 2.0
ZZ 4.9± 0.6 0.38± 0.07
Others 1.3± 0.7 1.2± 0.7
Top-quark like 0.03+0.18−0.03 1.9± 0.8
Fake/non-prompt 1.6± 1.3 0.01+0.05−0.01
Table 9.26: The observed and expected yields after the background-only fit in the SRs for 139 fb−1.
The normalization factors of the WZ sample for the low-mass and ISR regions are different and
are treated separately in the combined fit. The Other category includes triboson, Higgs boson, and
rare top-quark processes. Combined statistical and systematic uncertainties are presented. The
individual uncertainties can be correlated and do not necessarily add in quadrature to the total
background uncertainty.
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Figure 9.34: Distributions in SR-low of the data and post-fit background prediction for a mT, b
Hboost, c m3`eff/Hboost, and d psoftT /(psoftT + m3`eff). The SR-low event selections are applied for each
distribution except for the variable shown where the selection is indicated by a red arrow. The
normalization factor for the WZ background is derived from the background-only estimation. The
expected distribution for a benchmark signal model is included for comparison.
To determine the background prediction, the control regions are used to constrain the fit pa-
rameters assuming no signal events in the CR, referred to as a background-only fit. Normalization
factors on the WZ MC simulation are derived from a simultaneous background-only fit of the two
orthogonal CRs with all other background processes held constant. The normalization factors are
found to be 0.84 ± 0.07 for CR-low and 0.94 ± 0.05 for CR-ISR. The two normalization factors
are compatible within their uncertainties, with small differences expected due to the difficulties in
accurately modeling higher-order radiation in the electroweak WZ process.
The observed event yields in the low-mass and ISR regions are compared to the fitted background
estimation derived from the log-likelihood fits in Table 9.26 and visualized alongside the validation
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regions in Figure 9.33. The data agrees well with the background estimation in both signal regions,
with SR-ISR showing only a small 1.27 σ excess of data with respect to the predictions. Kinematic
distributions for these SRs are shown in Figures 9.34 and 9.35, demonstrating good agreement
between data and the background estimation in the SRs and across the boundaries of the SR
selections.
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Figure 9.35: Distributions in SR-ISR of the data and post-fit background prediction for a mT, b
R
(
EmissT , jets
)
, c psoftT , and d p
jets
T . The SR-ISR event selections are applied for each distribution
except for the variable shown where the selection is indicated by a red arrow. The normalization
factor for the WZ background is derived from the background-only estimation. The expected
distribution for a benchmark signal model is included for comparison.
9.5.4.2 Discovery fit
As no significant excess is observed, model-independent limits are derived at 95% confidence level
(CL) using the CLsprescription [172]. An upper limit on the visible cross section of beyond-the-SM
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Signal channel Nobs Nexp σvis[fb] S95obs S95exp p(s = 0) (Z)
SR-low 51 46 ± 5 0.16 22.0 20.7+6.2−4.3 0.27 (0.60)
SR-ISR 30 23.0 ± 2.2 0.13 18.0 12.1+5.3−2.0 0.10 (1.27)
Table 9.27: Summary of the expected background and data yields in SR-low and SR-ISR. The second
and third columns show the data and total expected background with systematic uncertainties. The
fourth column gives the model-independent upper limits at 95% CL on the visible cross section (σvis).
The fifth and sixth columns give the visible number of observed (S95obs) and expected (S95exp) events
of a generic beyond-the-SM process, where uncertainties on S95exp reflect the ±1σ uncertainties on
the background estimation. The last column shows the discovery p-value and Gaussian significance
Z assuming no signal.
processes is derived for each SR. A log-likelihood fit is performed to the number of observed events
in the target SR and the associated CR, and a generic BSM process is assumed to contribute to
the SR only. No theoretical or systematic uncertainties are considered for the signal model except
the luminosity uncertainty. The observed (S95obs) and expected (S95exp) limits on the number of BSM
events are shown in Table 9.27. Also shown are the observed limits on the visible cross section
σvis, defined as S95obs normalized to the integrated luminosity, which represents the product of the
production cross section, acceptance, and selection efficiency of a generic BSM signal. Limits on σvis
are set at 0.16 fb in SR-low and 0.13 fb in SR-ISR. The p-value, representing the probability of the
SM background alone fluctuating to the observed number of events, and the associated significance
Z are also shown.
9.5.4.3 Exclusion fit
Exclusion limits are derived at 95% CL for the χ̃±1 χ̃02 models which decay exclusively into W and
Z bosons. Limits are obtained through a profile log-likelihood ratio test using the CLsprescription,
following the simultaneous fit to the low-mass and ISR CRs and SRs [5]. The low-mass and ISR
regions do not affect the nominal fit in the other region due to their orthogonality, but uncertainties
that are correlated across regions may be constrained. Experimental uncertainties are treated as
correlated between signal and background events and across low-mass and ISR regions. The theoret-
ical uncertainty on the signal cross section is accounted for by repeating the limit-setting procedure
with the varied signal cross sections and reporting the effect on the observed limit.
The expected and observed exclusion contours as a function of the signal χ̃±1 /χ̃02and LSP χ̃01masses
are shown in Figure 9.36. Masses can be excluded when the Z/W bosons of the decay are on mass-
shell, such that the mass splittings ∆m are close to or larger than the Z boson mass. Signal χ̃±1 /χ̃02are
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Figure 9.36: Expected (dashed blue) and observed (solid red) exclusion contours on χ̃±1 χ̃02 production
assuming on-shell W/Z decays as a function of the χ̃±1 /χ̃02and χ̃01masses, and derived from the
combined fit of low-mass and ISR regions. The yellow band reflects the ±1σ uncertainty on the
expected limits due to uncertainties in the background prediction and experimental uncertainties
affecting the signal. The dotted red lines correspond to the ±1σ cross section uncertainty of the
observed limit derived by varying the signal cross section within its uncertainty.
excluded for masses up to 350 GeVfor small χ̃01masses in which ∆m is large.
These results extend the exclusion limits of the low-mass and ISR regions compared to those of
the RJR analysis [4]. The excesses from the RJR analysis were validated in the 36 fb−1 of data
from the 2015 and 2016 datasets, and found to be reduced with the inclusion of 103 fb−1 of data
from the 2017 and 2018 datasets, corresponding to local significances of 0.6σ in SR-low and 1.3σ in
SR-ISR.
9.6 Conclusion
The search targets electroweakino production for which current limits derived from the recursive
jigsaw reconstruction technique and from conventional techniques in the laboratory frame are in
disagreement. This new search uses 139 fb−1 of proton–proton collisions collected at
√
s = 13 TeV
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by the ATLAS detector between 2015 and 2018. The data are analyzed with a new emulated recursive
jigsaw reconstruction method that uses conventional variables in the laboratory frame to target low-
mass electroweakinos and those produced in the presence of initial-state radiation. A subset of the
data collected between 2015 and 2016 is analyzed and excesses are seen in the laboratory frame for
two signal regions of similar construction to those of the recursive jigsaw reconstruction search [4].
In the full dataset the observed event yields are found to be in agreement with Standard Model
expectations, with no significant excess seen in either signal region. The results are interpreted
with simplified models of electroweakino pair-production, excluding neutralinos and charginos with
masses between 100 GeVand 350 GeVat 95% confidence level when the W and Z bosons are on
mass-shell.
Chapter 10
Search for the EWK production of
compressed SUSY with soft leptons
The previous chapters discuss the production of χ̃±1 χ̃02 decaying via W and Z bosons to two or three
leptons and missing energy. The assumption is that χ̃±1 and χ̃02 were mass degenerate winos and
the LSP, χ̃01, is a bino. This chapter will also present a search of χ̃±1 χ̃02 decaying via W and Z
bosons to two leptons and missing energy. In this case, the assumption is that all SUSY particles
are higgsinos, and the mass of the chargino, m(χ̃±1 ), is in between the mass of the two neutralinos.
The production of higgsino particles result in compressed SUSY, as shown in Section 6.3.
Compressed spectra can also arise for the wino production with bino LSP scenario, where the
winos decay via sleptons to leptons. Supersymmetric explanations for the tension in the observed
anomalous magnetic moment of the muon (g − 2)µ [204, 205] suggest that sleptons and neutralinos
should have masses on the order of the weak-scale [206, 207].
Searching for compressed scenarios is limited by the smaller production cross-sections but also
due to the difficulty in reconstructing the final states due to the small momenta of the decay
products. The strongest limits from previous searches are from combinations of results from the
LEP experiments [208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218]. These experiments set
lower bounds on direct chargino production of m(χ̃±1 ) > 103.5 GeV for ∆m(χ̃±1 , χ̃01) > 3 GeV and
m(χ̃±1 ) > 92.4 GeV for smaller mass differences. For sleptons, lower limits on the mass of the
scalar partner of the right-handed muon (µ̃R) are m(µ̃R) & 94.6 GeV for mass splittings down to
∆m(µ̃R, χ̃01) & 2 GeV. For the scalar partner of the right-handed electron (ẽR) a lower bound of
m(ẽR) & 73 GeV independent of ∆m(ẽR, χ̃01) exists.
Searches with the ATLAS detector at
√
s = 8 TeV [173, 219, 220, 221] set limits on the production
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of winos decaying via W or Z bosons for mass splittings of ∆m(χ̃±1 , χ̃01) & 35 GeV, and ∆m(˜̀, χ̃01) &
55 GeV for slepton production. Searches with the CMS detector at
√
s = 8 TeV [222, 223] and at
√
s = 13 TeV [224], set limit on winos decaying via W or Z bosons for mass splittings ∆m(χ̃±1 , χ̃01) &
23 GeV.
Phenomenological studies propose that natural SUSY can be found by probing compressed mass
spectra in the electroweak SUSY sector by using leptons with small transverse momentum, pT,
referred to as soft leptons [138, 225, 226, 227, 228, 229, 230, 231].
This chapter will cover two searches for the electroweak production of compressed SUSY decaying
to two soft leptons and missing transverse energy [7]. Collectively these searches will be referred to
as the compressed searches.
10.1 Signal signature
Figure 10.1 shows the two compressed SUSY signal models considered in this search, interpreted
using simplified models, introduced in Section 7.2. Compressed spectra result in soft leptons and
events with small missing transverse momenta. The ISR topology, described in Section 7.5.3.1, is
used for both models, resulting in the missing energy summing to a large value due to the recoil
against the jet. For the small mass splittings considered in this analysis, the EmissT sums up to a
larger value than the lepton pT from the ISR jet boost. This increase in EmissT helps distinguish
between the signal and the background.
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Figure 10.1: Diagrams for the production of (a) χ̃±1 χ̃02 decaying via W and Z bosons, (b) direct
productions of ˜̀̀̃ , decaying to two leptons and EmissT in pp collisions.
The first diagram shows the production of χ̃±1 χ̃02 decaying via W and Z bosons decaying to
leptons, jets, and missing energy. The SUSY particles are higgsinos which results in small mass
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splittings. As a result of the small mass splitting between the masses of χ̃02 and χ̃01, the SUSY
particles decay via off-shell W and Z bosons, where the mass of the boson is less than its PDG mass,
resulting in soft leptons and small pT LSP, χ̃01. This scenario is referred to as “electroweakino”.
The second diagrams shows the direct production of sleptons decaying to two leptons and missing
transverse momenta from the LSP. The sleptons are winos and the LSP is a bino. This scenario is
referred to as “slepton”.
In the electroweakino scenario, the leptons from the decay of the Z boson are closer together
due to the boost in the system than in the slepton scenario. In both cases, the leptons form a
same-flavor, opposite-charge pair.
10.2 Overview of Backgrounds
The backgrounds in this search can be separated into two categories: irreducible and reducible.
The irreducible backgrounds come from backgrounds with two prompt leptons, missing transverse
energy, and jets. They include diboson (WW and WZ), top (tt̄ and tW ), and Z/γ → ττ , where the
taus decay leptonically. The reducible backgrounds comes from events with a fake or non-prompt
lepton such as diboson processes decaying to 0 or 1 lepton, W + γ, W+jets, Z(→ νν) + γ, and
Z(→ νν)+jets processes.
10.3 Data set and MC samples
The proton proton collision data corresponds to an integrated luminosity 36.1 fb-1 collected at
a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV in 2015 and 2016. The samples include an ATLAS detector
simulation [85], based on Geant4 [84], or a fast simulation [85] that uses a parametrization of the
calorimeter response [152] and Geant4 for the other parts of the detector. The simulated events are
reconstructed in the same manner as the data.
Table 10.1 summarizes the Monte Carlo (MC) used specifying the generator used to simulate
both background and signal events.
SHERPA 2.1.1, 2.2.1, and 2.2.2 [93] were used to generate Z(∗)/γ∗ +jets, diboson, and triboson
events with matrix elements calculated for up to two partons at NLO and up to four partons at LO.
The Z(∗)/γ∗ + jets and diboson samples are simulated down to dilepton invariant masses down to
0.5 GeV for Z(∗)/γ∗ → e+e−/µ+µ−, and 3.8 GeV for Z(∗)/γ∗ → τ+τ−.
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Process Matrix element Parton shower PDF set Cross-section
Z(∗)/γ∗ + jets SHERPA2.2.1 NNPDF 3.0 NNLO NNLO
Diboson SHERPA2.1.1 / 2.2.1 / 2.2.2 NNPDF 3.0 NNLO Generator NLO
Triboson SHERPA2.2.1 NNPDF 3.0 NNLO Generator LO, NLO
tt̄ Powheg-Box v2 PYTHIA6.428 NLO CT10 NNLO+NNLL
t (s-channel) Powheg-Box v1 PYTHIA6.428 NLO CT10 NNLO+NNLL
t (t-channel) Powheg-Box v1 PYTHIA6.428 NLO CT10f4 NNLO+NNLL
t+W Powheg-Box v1 PYTHIA6.428 NLO CT10 NNLO+NNLL
h(→ ``,WW ) Powheg-Box v2 PYTHIA8.186 NLO CTEQ6L1 NLO
h+W/Z MadGraph5 aMC@NLO 2.2.2 PYTHIA8.186 NNPDF 2.3 LO NLO
tt̄+W/Z/γ∗ MadGraph5 aMC@NLO 2.3.3 PYTHIA8.186 NNPDF 3.0 LO NLO
tt̄+WW/tt̄ MadGraph5 aMC@NLO 2.2.2 PYTHIA8.186 NNPDF 2.3 LO NLO
t+ Z MadGraph5 aMC@NLO 2.2.1 PYTHIA6.428 NNPDF 2.3 LO LO
t+WZ MadGraph5 aMC@NLO 2.3.2 PYTHIA8.186 NNPDF 2.3 LO NLO
t+ tt̄ MadGraph5 aMC@NLO 2.2.2 PYTHIA8.186 NNPDF 2.3 LO LO
Table 10.1: Summary of the signal and background processes with the generator used for the
simulation and the order at which the cross section is calculated.
Powheg-Box v1 and v2 [88, 232, 233], and using PYTHIA 6.428 for hadronization were used to
simulate tt̄ and single-top production at NLO.
Powheg-Box v2 was used with PYTHIA 8.186 to simulate Higgs boson production. Mad-
Graph5 aMC@NLO v2.2.2 with PYTHIA was used to simulate production of a Higgs boson in
association with a W or Z boson, as well as events containing tt̄ and one or more electroweak
bosons. These processes were generated at NLO in the matrix element except for tt̄+WW/tt̄, t+ tt̄,
and t+ Z, which were generated at LO.
The Higgsino simplified model includes the production of χ̃02χ̃±1 , χ̃02χ̃01 and χ̃+1 χ̃−1 ; however, the
χ̃02χ̃
0
1 and χ̃+1 χ̃−1 process contribute little to the sensitivity. The χ̃01 and χ̃02 masses were varied, while
the χ̃±1 masses were set to m(χ̃±1 ) = 12 [m(χ̃01) + m(χ̃02)]. The calculated cross-sections assume pure
higgsino states. The Z∗ → `+`− and W ∗ → `ν branching ratios depend on the mass splittings
and were computed using SUSY-HIT v1.5b [234], which accounts for finite b-quark and τ -lepton
masses. The SUSY signal processes were generated from LO matrix elements with up to two extra
partons, using the MadGraph v2.2.3 generator interfaced to PYTHIA8.186.
The slepton simplified model considers direct pair production of the selectron ẽL,R and smuon
µ̃L,R, where the subscripts L,R denote the left- or right-handed chirality of the partner electron or
muon. The four sleptons are assumed to be mass degenerate, i.e. m(ẽL) = m(ẽR) = m(µ̃L) = m(µ̃R).
The sleptons decay with a 100% branching ratio into the corresponding SM partner lepton and the
χ̃01 neutralino. Events were generated at tree level using MadGraph5 aMC@NLO v2.2.3 and the
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NNPDF23LO PDF set with up to two additional partons in the matrix element, and interfaced with
PYTHIA v8.186.
10.4 Object Selection
Electrons and muons are identified using identification, isolation, and tracking criteria. Two levels
of object selection are used for electrons and muons, described in Table 10.2. Each level “baseline”
and “signal” applies the selection of the previous levels along with additional criteria. The baseline
leptons use the looser identification criteria and lower lepton pTin order to provide a higher efficiency
of identifying and removing processes decaying to four prompt leptons. Signal leptons satisfy stricter
criteria.
In Run 2, leptons can be reconstructed to lower pT, 4.5 GeV for electrons and 4 GeV for muons,
as shown in Figure 10.2. Reconstructing leptons at such low pT helps target the signals very small
mass splittings.
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Figure 10.2: Signal lepton efficiencies for electrons and muons, averaged over all Higgsino and slepton
samples. The uncertainty band is derived from the range of efficiencies observed for all signals at a
given pT.
Baseline electrons must have pT > 4.5 GeV and fall within the inner detector, with |η| <
2.47. The electrons must also satisfy the VeryLooseLLH quality criteria and |z0 sin θ| < 0.5 impact
parameter. Signal electrons need to pass the impact parameter cuts of and |d0/σd0 | < 5, designed
to suppress fake electrons from pileup jets.They also satisfy tighter identification criteria, TightLLH
and tighter isolation, GradientLoose.
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Baseline muons must satisfy the Medium identification criteria, have pT > 4 GeV and fall within
the inner detector, |η| < 2.4, and |z0 sin θ| < 0.5. Signal muons must pass the impact parameter
cuts of |d0/σd0 | < 3. They must must fulfill a tighter isolation, FixedCutTrackOnly.
Cut Value/description
Baseline Electron Baseline Muon
Acceptance pT > 4.5 GeV, |ηcluster| < 2.47 pT > 4 GeV, |η| < 2.5
Identification VeryLooseLLH Medium
Impact parameter |z0 sin θ| < 0.5 mm, |z0 sin θ| < 0.5 mm,
Reco algorithm veto author == 16
Signal Electron Signal Muon
Identification TightLLH Medium
Isolation GradientLoose FixedCutTrackOnly
Impact parameter |z0 sin θ| < 0.5 mm, |z0 sin θ| < 0.5 mm,
|d0/σd0 | < 5 |d0/σd0 | < 3
Table 10.2: Summary of the baseline and signal levels for electron and muon criteria. Each new
level contains the selection of the previous level.
Cut Value/description
Baseline jet
Collection AntiKtEMTopo
Acceptance pT > 20 GeV, |η| < 4.5
Signal jet
JVT |JV T | > 0.59 for jets with pT < 60 GeV and |η| < 2.4
Acceptance pT > 30 GeV, |η| < 2.8
Signal b-jet
b-tagger algorithm MV2c10, 85% efficiency
Acceptance pT > 20 GeV, |η| < 2.5
Table 10.3: Summary of the baseline and signal selection for jets and b-jets.
Jets are reconstructed from topological clusters using the anti-kt algorithm with distance pa-
rameter ∆R = 0.4. Baseline jets are required to have pT > 20 GeV and fulfill the pseudorapidity
requirement of |η| < 4.5 . To suppress jets originating from pileup, jets are further required to pass
a JV T cut (JV T > 0.59) if the jet pT is within 20 < pT < 50 GeV and it resides within |η| < 2.4
[95]. Signal jets have the additional requirement of falling within |η| < 2.8 and pT > 30 GeV.
Identification of jets containing b-hadrons (b-jets), so called b-tagging, is performed with the
MV2c10 algorithm, a multivariate discriminant making use of track impact parameters and recon-
structed secondary vertices [163, 164]. A requirement is chosen corresponding to a 85% average
efficiency obtained for b-jets in simulated tt̄ events.
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The jet and b-jet selection criteria are summarized in Table 10.3.
Separate algorithms are run in parallel to reconstruct electrons, muons, and jets. A particle
can be reconstructed as one or more objects. To resolve these ambiguities, a procedure called
“overlap removal” is applied. For electrons, this overlap removal is applied in two steps. At the
baseline selection, an electron that shares a track with a muon, and the sub-leading pTelectron
from two overlapping electrons are removed. The second step removes electrons if they are within
0.2 < ∆R < 0.4 of a jet. For muons, overlap removal is applied to baseline muons to separate prompt
muons from those originating from the decay of hadrons in a jet. A baseline muon is removed if it
is within ∆R < 0.4 of a jet that at least 3 tracks.
The missing transverse momentum, with magnitude EmissT , is calculated as the negative vector
sum of the transverse momenta of the calibrated selected leptons and jets, and the sum of transverse
momenta of additional soft objects in the event, which are reconstructed from tracks in the inner
detector or calorimeter cell clusters.
10.5 Event Selection
10.5.1 EmissT Triggers
Signal electrons require pT > 4.5 GeV and signal muons require pT > 4 GeV, as shown in Table 10.2.
Lepton triggers cannot be used to select events because their thresholds are much higher, around
20 GeV as shown in Table 7.6. Since the events require the presence of at least one jet, the missing
energy and leptons system are boosted. As as a result of the boost, the missing energy sums to a
large value, which means that that the event can be selected using EmissT triggers or jet triggers. Jet
triggers require large jet pT and reduce the signal acceptance too much so EmissT triggers are chosen.
Just like other triggers, described in Section 3.4, the EmissT trigger in Run 2 has two levels,
L1 and HLT. EmissT at L1 [235, 61] is calculated from the energy deposits in the calorimeter by
summing over regions of ∆η ×∆φ = 0.2× 0.2 for |η| < 2.5 and over larger regions for larger values
of |η|, called trigger towers. The energy of the trigger towers is calibrated at the electromagnetic
energy scale (EM scale). The EM scale correctly reconstructs the energy deposited by particles in
an electromagnetic shower in the calorimeter but underestimates the energy deposited by hadrons.
HLT algorithms use more calorimeter information and were designed for the higher pileup con-
ditions of Run 2 [61]. The simplest HLT algorithm is called the “Cell algorithm”. This algorithm
calculates EmissT from all calorimeter cells but reduces the contribution of noise by requiring the
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components of the missing energy (Ex and Ey) to be larger than twice the size of the energy fluctu-
ation in the cell due to noise and pileup. Energies are kept at the EM scale, just like at L1. Another
algorithm is the jet based algorithm, or “MHT”, which calculates EmissT from trigger level jets. These
jets are formed from clusters with transverse momentum of at least 7 GeV but with correction from
pileup and jet calibration, can have transverse momentum much lower. The last algorithm discussed
is the pileup fit algorithm, “putfit”, which uses a complex approach to mitigate pileup contribution
in the calculation of EmissT . In the pufit algorithm, a transverse energy dependent threshold on the
towers is required. Also, events are required to have at least one tower above threshold. A least
squares fit is then performed to determine the EmissT contribution from pileup. The EmissT for the
event is then calculated from the towers above threshold and the fit result.
The efficiency of the EmissT trigger is limited by the HLT algorithm and not by the L1 threshold,
as long as the L1 threshold is below the HLT threshold. In Figure 10.3, the combined L1 and HLT
triggers had the same turn-on curves despite using a different L1 seed.
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Figure 10.3: Trigger turn-on curves for constant HLT MHT EmissT and varying L1 thresholds split
by signal with positive and negative chargino.
Since the HLT algorithms limit the trigger turn-on, the different algorithms are compared to
select the most efficient one. Figures 10.4-10.5 show EmissT trigger turn-on curves for constant L1
value (L1XE50), varying the cell EmissT (xe70, xe75), and varying MHT EmissT cuts (xe110 MHT,
xe130 MHT) for different mass splittings and for the production different SUSY masses. The trigger
with the smallest MHT EmissT and no cell EmissT requirement has the earliest turn-on for triggers with
HLT. Adding a cell EmissT cut is more effective than requiring a larger MHT EmissT cut. The triggers
reach their maximum efficiency at EmissT > 200 GeV, regardless of mass splitting or SUSY particle
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mass.
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Figure 10.4: EmissT trigger turn-on curves for constant L1 value (L1XE50), varying the cell EmissT
(xe70, xe75), and varying MHT EmissT cuts (xe110 MHT, xe130 MHT) for different mass splittings,
∆m = 5, 40 GeV.
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Figure 10.5: EmissT trigger turn-on curves for constant L1 value (L1XE50), varying the cell EmissT
(xe70, xe75), and varying MHT EmissT cuts (xe110 MHT, xe130 MHT), the masses of the produced
SUSY particles (m(χ̃02)=240, 440)GeV and constant ∆m = 40GeV.
The final HLT algorithm to check is pufit; therefore, Figure 10.6 compares MHT, cell, and pufit
at constant L1 for three signal masses and mass splittings. For all three signals considered, the least
efficient HLT algorithm is the one using cell EmissT . The pufit and MHT algorithms give similar
turn-on curves and are fully efficient for EmissT > 200GeV; however, the MHT algorithm performs a
little better.
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Figure 10.6: Comparing EmissT turn-on curves for MHT, cell, and pufit EmissT with constant L1 for
three different signal masses and mass splittings.
Since there is not gain by using HLT triggers calculated with pufit or cell EmissT , the lowest
unprescaled triggers using MHT EmissT are chosen, which are 95% efficient for EmissT > 200 GeV.
Candidate events are required the EmissT triggers summarized in Table 10.4.
Year period Trigger
2015 all HLT xe70 MHT
A-D3 HLT xe90 MHT L1XE50
2016 D4-F1 HLT xe100 MHT L1XE50
F2-K HLT xe110 MHT L1XE50
Table 10.4: Summary of EmissT triggers used in the compressed searches.
10.5.2 m`` and mT2 Shape Fits
Two main discriminating variables are used in this analysis which take advantage of a kinematic
endpoint for the signal.
The main discriminating variable for the electroweakino signal is the invariant mass of the dilep-
ton pair. An upper cut of m`` < 60GeV reduces the contamination of on-shell WZ, Z+jets, and
ZZ → ``νν which peak around the mass of the Z boson. The electroweakino signal decays via
off-shell W and Z bosons and, as a result, the invariant mass is kinematically bound by the signal
mass splitting, ∆m = m(χ̃02) − m(χ̃01), as seen in Figure 10.7. The signal is thus isolated from
backgrounds. A shape fit in the invariant mass is performed to take advantage of this feature.
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Figure 10.7: m`` distribution in the inclusive m`` SR [1,60]. Background processes containing fewer
than two prompt leptons are categorized as ‘Fake/non-prompt’. The category ‘Others’ contains
rare backgrounds from triboson, Higgs boson, and the remaining top-quark production processes.
The uncertainty bands plotted include all statistical and systematic uncertainties. The dashed lines
represent benchmark higgsino signal samples.
For the slepton signal model, the main discriminating variable is the stransverse mass, mT2, first
defined in Section 7.8.1.1. In this case, mT2 is calculated using an invisible particle mass hypothesis,
mχ. Including mχ, equation (7.5) becomes:
m
mχ
T2 = minqT
[
max
(
mT(p`1T ,qT,mχ),mT(p`2T ,pmissT − qT,mχ)
)]
, (10.1)
where pT is the transverse momentum vector of lepton 1 or lepton 2, pmissT is the missing energy
vector, qT is the quantity minimized over, and mT is defined as,
mT(pT,qT,mχ) =
√
m2` +m2χ + 2(E`TE
q
T − pT · qT) (10.2)
Just like the electroweakino signal has a kinematic bound on m``, the slepton signal has a kinematic
bound on mmχT2 at ∆m = m(˜̀) − m(χ̃01), as shown in Figure 10.8. m
mχ
T2 is always less than the
lepton mass when the hypothesis invisible mass is set to the neutralino mass, mχ = m(χ̃01). The
background processes, such as WZ do not need this requirement on the hypothesis mass on the
invisible particle because neutrinos are effectively massless. The hypothesis mass, mχ, is set to 100
GeV in this analysis because this assumption gives the most distinct signal kinematic edge. To make
use of this feature, a shape fit in m100T2 is performed for the slepton signal model.
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Figure 10.8: mT2 distribution in the inclusive m100T2 SR [100,∞]. Background processes containing
fewer than two prompt leptons are categorized as ‘Fake/non-prompt’. The category ‘Others’ contains
rare backgrounds from triboson, Higgs boson, and the remaining top-quark production processes.
The uncertainty bands plotted include all statistical and systematic uncertainties. The dashed lines
represent benchmark slepton signal samples.
10.5.3 Definitions of Signal Regions
The electroweakino and slepton signal regions are summarized in Table 10.5. The binning strategy in
m`` for electroweakino signals and mT2 for slepton signals is shown in Table 10.6. The electroweakino
SRs are divided into seven non-overlapping ranges of m``, which are further divided by lepton flavor
(ee, µµ), and referred to as exclusive regions. Seven inclusive regions are also defined, characterized
by overlapping ranges of m``. For the slepton SRs, m100T2 is used to define 12 exclusive regions and 6
inclusive regions. When setting model-dependent limits, the exclusive bins are considered while for
model independent limits, only the inclusive regions are included.
Events are selected with exactly two baseline leptons that form a same flavor, opposite charge
pair. The leading lepton pT for electrons and muons, pT > 5 GeV, is tighter than the signal lepton
requirement while the sub-leading lepton has the same pT requirement as signal leptons, defined
in Table 10.2, pT > 4.5 GeV for electrons and pT > 4 GeV for muons. Requiring the separation
∆R`` =
√
(η`1 − η`2)2 − (φ`1 − φ`2)2 between the two leptons to be greater than 0.05 suppresses
nearly collinear lepton pairs originating from photon conversions or muons with spurious pairs of
tracks with shared hits. Distribution of lepton pT and ∆R`` are shown in Figure 10.9. At low lepton
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Variable Common requirement
Number of leptons = 2
Lepton charge and flavor e+e− or µ+µ−
Leading lepton p`1T > 5 (5) GeV for electron (muon)
Sub-leading lepton p`2T > 4.5 (4) GeV for electron (muon)
∆R`` > 0.05
m`` ∈ [1, 60] GeV excluding [3.0, 3.2] GeV
EmissT > 200 GeV
Number of jets ≥ 1
Leading jet pT > 100 GeV
∆φj,MET > 2.0
min(∆φ(any jet, EmissT )) > 0.4
Number of b-tagged jets = 0
mττ < 0 or > 160 GeV
Electroweakino SRs Slepton SRs
∆R`` < 2 —
m`1T < 70 GeV —
EmissT /H lepT > max
(
5, 15− 2 m``1 GeV
)
> max
(
3, 15− 2
(
m100T2
1 GeV − 100
))
Binned in m`` m100T2
Table 10.5: Summary of event selection criteria. The binning scheme used to define the final signal
regions is shown in Table 10.6.
Electroweakino SRs
Exclusive SRee-m``, SRµµ-m`` [1, 3] [3.2, 5] [5, 10] [10, 20] [20, 30] [30, 40] [40, 60]
Inclusive SR``-m`` [1, 3] [1, 5] [1, 10] [1, 20] [1, 30] [1, 40] [1, 60]
Slepton SRs
Exclusive SRee-m100T2 , SRµµ-m100T2 [100, 102] [102, 105] [105, 110] [110, 120] [120, 130] [130,∞]
Inclusive SR``-m100T2 [100, 102] [100, 105] [100, 110] [100, 120] [100, 130] [100,∞]
Table 10.6: Signal region binning for the electroweakino and slepton SRs. Each SR is defined by
the lepton flavor (ee, µµ, or `` for both) and a range of m`` (for electroweakino SRs) or m100T2 (for
slepton SRs) in GeV. The inclusive bins are used to set model-independent limits, while the exclusive
bins are used to derive exclusion limits on signal models.
pT, the dominant background contribution comes from fakes.
The invariant mass of leptons, m``, is required to be greater than 1 GeV to remove collinear
leptons. It is also required to be less than 60 GeV to remove backgrounds that have an on-shell
Z boson (WZ, ZZ → ``νν, Z+jets). To suppress contributions from J/ψ decays, a veto on the
dilepton mass of [3.0, 3.2] GeV is required.
The reconstructed EmissT is required to be greater than 200 GeVto be on plateau for the EmissT
triggers. For signal events to pass this EmissT requirement, the two χ̃01 momenta must align by recoiling
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Figure 10.9: Distributions after the background-only fit of lepton kinematic variables in the common
SR in Table 10.5. The category ‘Others’ contains rare backgrounds from triboson, Higgs boson, and
the remaining top-quark production processes. The uncertainty bands plotted include all statistical
and systematic uncertainties. The dashed lines represent benchmark higgsino and slepton signal
samples.
against hadronic initial-state radiation. In order to select this ISR topology, the event has a the
leading jet (denoted by j1) with pj1T > 100 GeV and ∆φj,MET > 2.0, where ∆φj,MET is the azimuthal
separation between j1 and EmissT . Also, a minimum separation of min(∆φ(any jet, EmissT )) > 0.4
between any signal jet in the event and EmissT reduces the effect of jet-energy mismeasurement on
EmissT . Distributions of the kinematic variables are shown in Figure 10.10.
To minimize the contribution of events with top quarks, a b-jet veto is applied.
Two ways to calculate mττ are considered. Both make similar assumptions but calculate mττ
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Figure 10.10: Distributions after the background-only fit of kinematic variables used to select the
ISR topology in Table 10.5. Blue arrows in the upper panel denote the final requirement used to
define the common SR, otherwise all selections are applied. The category ‘Others’ contains rare
backgrounds from triboson, Higgs boson, and the remaining top-quark production processes. The
uncertainty bands plotted include all statistical and systematic uncertainties. The dashed lines
represent benchmark higgsino and slepton signal samples.
differently. Leptons that arise from the Z/γ∗ → ττ decay are energetic and collinear [138]. This
assumptions allows for the reconstruction of the four resulting neutrinos. The EmissT in the event
is due to the four neutrinos with each neutrino’s momentum collinear with the momentum of the
lepton: pνi = ξip`i . The i-th tau momenta pτi = p`i + pνi . The tau momenta can be calculated as
a function of the rescaled lepton pT as:
pτi = (1 + ξi)p`i (10.3)
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To solve for the two unknown scalars ξi, the neutrino masses are constrained using the missing
energy vector3 [231],
pmissT = ξ1p`1T + ξ2p
`2
T . (10.4)
Thus, the scalars can be calculated by solving,ξ1
ξ2
 = 1
p`1x p
`2
y − p`2x p`1y
pmissx p`2y − p`2x pmissy
pmissy p
`1
x − pmissx p`1y
 . (10.5)
The first method calculates mττ to be strictly positive [138, 230],
m2ττ = 2(E`1E`2(1 + |ξ1|)(1 + |ξ2|)− p`1 · p`2(1 + ξ1)(1 + |ξ2)) (10.6)
The second method calculates mττ to be either positive or negative [225, 231].
m2ττ = (pτ1 + pτ2)
2 = 2p`1 · p`2(1 + ξ1)(1 + ξ2). (10.7)
In this case, mττ being negative represents cases where the assumption of collinearity between the
leptons and the EmissT fails such as for WW backgrounds or leptons from SUSY processes. Thus, this
definition of mττ is used not to identify events with taus but discriminate signal from background.
The positive and negative mττ variables are defined as,
mττ
(
p`1 , p`2 ,pmissT
)
=

√
m2ττ m
2
ττ ≥ 0,
−
√
|m2ττ | m2ττ < 0.
(10.8)
Using the mττ calculated with equation (10.6), the shape of the reconstructed mττ is compared
with the mass of the truth taus, as shown in Figure 10.11. Truth mττ has a peak at the Z-mass and
drops sharply outside the Z-mass window while reco mττ has a wider distribution but still peaks at
the Z-mass. This means that in general, Z(→ ττ)+jets events come from an on-shell Z.
Thus, to reduce the tau background, a cut around the Z mass is applied to mττ calculated with
equation (10.7), as seen in Figure 10.12. Equation (10.7) is used to calculate mττ in the analysis
even though it does not match the truth mττ because more background is suppressed.
The remaining cuts specify the electroweakino regions or the slepton regions. In the elec-
troweakino signal models, the leptons come from the decay of the Z boson and, as a result, have
small angular separation. By contrast, the two leptons originate from different legs in the slepton
system, so the restrictions on their angular separation are weaker, as shown in Figure 10.13. Due
to the recoil of the SUSY particle system against the ISR jet, the angular separation ∆R`` between
the two leptons is required to be smaller than 2.0.
3The other way one could constrain ξ is by assuming the taus recoil against jets as: −pjetT = (1 + ξ1)p
`1
T + (1 +
ξ2)p`2T [236, 225].
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Figure 10.11: Shapes of reco and truth mττ , reco m``.
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Figure 10.12: Distributions after the background-only fit of mττ in the common SR in Table 10.5.
The category ‘Others’ contains rare backgrounds from triboson, Higgs boson, and the remaining top-
quark production processes. The uncertainty bands plotted include all statistical and systematic
uncertainties. The dashed lines represent benchmark higgsino and slepton signal samples.
The transverse mass, defined in equation (5.8), is calculated with the leading lepton and EmissT
and is required to be smaller than 70 GeV to reduce the background from tt̄, Wt, WW/WZ, and
W+jets, as shown in Figure 10.14.
The scalar sum of the lepton transverse momenta, H lepT = p`1T + p`2T , is smaller in the elec-
troweakino and slepton signal regions than for SM backgrounds. The ratio EmissT /H lepT discriminates
between signal and background by selecting topologies where the EmissT recoils against the ISR jet
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Figure 10.13: Distributions after the background-only fit of ∆R`` in the common SR in Table 10.5.
The category ‘Others’ contains rare backgrounds from triboson, Higgs boson, and the remaining top-
quark production processes. The uncertainty bands plotted include all statistical and systematic
uncertainties. The dashed lines represent benchmark higgsino and slepton signal samples.
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Figure 10.14: Distributions after the background-only fit of mT in the common SR in Table 10.5.
The category ‘Others’ contains rare backgrounds from triboson, Higgs boson, and the remaining top-
quark production processes. The uncertainty bands plotted include all statistical and systematic
uncertainties. The dashed lines represent benchmark higgsino and slepton signal samples.
and not hard leptons. This variable is sensitive to both electroweakino and slepton signals, as shown
in Figure 10.15.
The minimum value of EmissT /H lepT is adjusted according to the size of the mass splittings, inferred
using m`` for electroweakinos and m100T2 for sleptons. For electroweakinos, EmissT /H lepT is required to
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Figure 10.15: Distributions after the background-only fit of EmissT /H lepT in the common SR in Ta-
ble 10.5. The category ‘Others’ contains rare backgrounds from triboson, Higgs boson, and the
remaining top-quark production processes. The uncertainty bands plotted include all statistical
and systematic uncertainties. The dashed lines represent benchmark higgsino and slepton signal
samples.
be greater than max
(
5, 15− 2 m``1 GeV
)
while for sleptons, it is greater than max
(
3, 15− 2
(
m100T2
1 GeV − 100
))
,
as shown in Figure 10.16.
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Figure 10.16: Distributions of EmissT /H lepT for the electroweakino (left) and slepton (right) SRs, after
applying all region selection criteria except those on EmissT /H lepT , m``, and m100T2 . The solid red line
indicates the requirement applied in the signal region; events in the region below the red line are
rejected.
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10.6 Background estimation
Background Estimation
W+jets, V V (1`), tt̄(1`) FF (under “Fake/non-prompt”)
tt̄+Wt NF
Z/γ(→ ττ)+jets NF
WW/WZ(≥ 2`) MC
Higgs/ V V V / tt̄V MC (under “Others”)
Table 10.7: Summary of the estimation methods for each background process.
The background estimate strategy is summarized in Table 10.7. The dominant background
at the smallest lepton pT and smallest bins in m`` and m100T2 comes from events with fake/non-
prompt leptons from tt̄ and W+jets. This background arises from jets misidentified as leptons,
photon conversions, or semileptonic decays of heavy-flavor hadrons.The tt̄ and W+jets background
is estimated using the Fake Factor method, described in Section 5.6.1. Diboson processes decaying
to one lepton in the final state also have a fake lepton but do not contribute as much in the signal
region.
The Z/γ(→ ττ)+jets and top (tt̄, Wt) backgrounds are normalized in a simultaneous fit to the
observed data counts in control regions (CRs).
V V , Higgs, V V V , and tt̄V processes are estimated using the simulation.
Table 10.8 summarizes the control regions and validation regions used in this analysis.
10.6.1 Top and Tau Backgrounds
The top and tau backgrounds are fit simultaneously using control regions.
Region Leptons EmissT /H lepT Additional requirements
CR-top e±e∓, µ±µ∓, e±µ∓, µ±e∓ > 5 ≥ 1 b-tagged jet(s)
CR-tau e±e∓, µ±µ∓, e±µ∓, µ±e∓ ∈ [4, 8] mττ ∈ [60, 120] GeV
VR-VV e±e∓, µ±µ∓, e±µ∓, µ±e∓ < 3
VR-SS e±e±, µ±µ±, e±µ±, µ±e± > 5
VRDF-m`` e±µ∓, µ±e∓ > max
(
5, 15− 2 m``1 GeV
)
∆R`` < 2, m`1T < 70 GeV
VRDF-m100T2 e±µ∓, µ±e∓ > max
(
3, 15− 2
(
m100T2
1 GeV − 100
))
Table 10.8: Definition of control and validation regions. The common selection criteria in Table 10.5
are applied unless otherwise specified.
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The leptonic top background, tt̄ + Wt, enters the SR due to a b−jet not being identified. In
order to estimate the contribution of this background, a sample enriched in top quarks is selected
by requiring events with at least one b−jet. The common selection criteria in Table 10.5 are applied
so that the CR is kinematically similar to the SR. The requirement on EmissT /H lepT is relaxed to
increase the amount of events in the control region, denoted as CR-top. The normalization factor
derived in this region is 1.02± 0.09.
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Figure 10.17: Distributions after the background-only fit of mττ in CR-tau (left) and EmissT /H lepT
in CR-top (right). The full event selection of the corresponding regions is applied, except for the
requirement that is imposed on the variable being plotted. The category ‘Others’ contains rare
backgrounds from triboson, Higgs boson, and the remaining top-quark production processes. The
uncertainty bands plotted include all statistical and systematic uncertainties.
The tau background comes from Z/γ(→ ττ)+jets events. The tau CR is constructed by requiring
events to have mττ between 60 and 120 GeV. EmissT /H lepT is required to have a value between 4 and
8 to reduce potential contamination from signal events. To increase the statistics of this region,
different flavour, opposite charge lepton pairs are allowed. The normalization factor derived in this
region, denoted CR-tau, is 0.72± 0.14.
Distributions after the performing the simultaneous fit in CR-tau and CR-top are shown in
Figure 10.17. There is good agreement between the observed data and the expected background
events.
10.6.2 Diboson Background
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Figure 10.18: Distributions after the background-only fit of m`` (left) and m100T2 (right) in VR-VV
. The full event selection of the corresponding regions is applied, except for the requirement that
is imposed on the variable being plotted. The category ‘Others’ contains rare backgrounds from
triboson, Higgs boson, and the remaining top-quark production processes. The uncertainty bands
plotted include all statistical and systematic uncertainties.
It is difficult to select a sample of diboson events pure enough to be used to constrain their
contribution to the SRs while remaining kinematically close to the SR. The diboson background
is therefore estimated with MC simulation. A diboson VR, denoted by VR-VV, is constructed by
requiring EmissT /H lepT < 3.0 to be orthogonal to the electroweakino and slepton SRs. This region
consists of approximately 40% diboson events, 25% fake/non-prompt lepton events, 23% top events,
and smaller contributions from tau and other processes. This region is used to test the modeling
of the diboson background and the associated systematic uncertainties. Figure 10.18 shows m``
and m100T2 distributions in VR-VV which have good agreement between the data and the expected
background.
10.6.3 Reducible Background
The primary reducible background is W+jets, where a jet fakes a lepton. This background contri-
bution is estimated using the Fake Factor Method described in Section 5.6.1. In Chapters 5, 7,and
8, the Fake Factor measurement directly targets the source of the fake background, Z+jets, by se-
lecting a Z+jets enriched region. In this case, a region targeting directly the production of W+jets
would not be pure in these events due to contamination of tt̄ events, thus a dijet selection is used to
measure fake factors. Because of composition differences between dijet events and W+jets events,
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composition differences need to be taken into account as a systematic.
The Fake Factor method identifies “ID” leptons whose criteria are identical to signal leptons,
described in Tables 10.2 and an an “anti-ID” criteria, defined in Table 10.9. The anti-ID criteria
is enriched in fake leptons by inverting or relaxing identification and isolation criteria. Dijet events
are selected using single lepton triggers and are required exactly one ID or anti-ID lepton.
Electrons Muons
pT > 4.5 GeV pT > 4 GeV
|η| < 2.47 |η| < 2.5
|∆z0sinθ| < 0.5 mm |∆z0sinθ| < 0.5 mm
Pass LooseAndBLayer identification Pass Medium identification
Pass OR requirements No OR requirements
(!Tight identification (|d0significance| > 3
|| |d0significance| > 5 || !FixedCutTightTrackOnly isolation)
|| !GradientLoose isolation)
Table 10.9: Definition of the anti-ID criteria for the Fake Factor measurement region.
The Fake Factor is the ratio of ID to anti-ID leptons and is binned in lepton pT for electrons and
muons and additionally computed for events with a b−jet veto and events with at least one b−jet
for muons. The derivation of the Fake Factor in the two lepton case is described in Section 5.6.1.
In order to properly calculate the Fake Factor, the contribution from backgrounds with two prompt
leptons must be subtracted from the data.
The Fake Factor is derived in a region orthogonal to the signal selection selection by requiring
the leading jet pT to be greater than 100 GeV. Events are also required to have mT < 40 GeV. The
selection for the Fake Factor measurement and validation regions is summarized in Table 10.10.
mT [GeV] lead jet pT [GeV]
FF measurement region < 40 > 100
Table 10.10: Summary of measurement and validation regions used for the dijet Fake Factor estimate.
To validate the fake estimate, a fake VR, VR-SS is defined with same charged leptons (e±e±,
µ±µ±, e±µ±, µ±e±) because the electric charge of fake leptons originating from hadrons or photon
conversions are uncorrelated to the charge of the W boson, while leptons from the electroweakino
and sleptons processes have opposite charge leptons. EmissT /H lepT is required to be greater than 5 GeV
to validate fakes used for both electroweakino and slepton signal regions and keep enough statistics.
The selection is summarized in Table 10.8. Figure 10.19 shows the good agreement between data
and background in the sub-leading lepton pT, m``, and m100T2 distributions in this validation region.
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Figure 10.19: Distributions after the background-only fit of the sub-leading lepton pT, m``, and
m100T2 in VR-SS . The full event selection of the corresponding regions is applied, except for the
requirement that is imposed on the variable being plotted. The category ‘Others’ contains rare
backgrounds from triboson, Higgs boson, and the remaining top-quark production processes. The
uncertainty bands plotted include all statistical and systematic uncertainties.
The Fake Factors are applied in the signal by regions by requiring that events satisfy the signal
region requirements defined in Table 10.5 except that one signal lepton is replaced by an anti-ID
lepton. The appropriate Fake Factor derived is applied to that event. The estimate for the number
of two lepton events containing at least one fake lepton is shown in equation (5.21).
There are several sources of uncertainties for the Fake Factor method. First is the statistical
uncertainty on the Fake Factor.
Second, as the MC samples are used to subtract the diboson contribution from the data, the
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uncertainty associated to this subtraction must be evaluated. To do so, the prompt MC yield is
scaled up and down by 20%, and the Fake Factor is recalculated. The largest difference with respect
to the nominal Fake Factor is then used as the Fake Factor’s uncertainty on the prompt subtraction
and assigned as a symmetric uncertainty.
Third, a kinematic dependence is assigned by measuring the the Fake Factors as a function of
other variables such as lepton η, ∆φ(lead jet, EmissT ), and lead jet pT. The resulting uncertainty is
calculated to be 25% for both electrons and muons, driven by the variation of the fake factors as a
function of η.
Finally, a closure systematic is assigned to cover kinematic and composition differences between
the Fake Factor measurement region and the signal region. To do so, the root mean square of the
difference between the fake estimate and the data in VR-SS, where no cut on EmissT /H lepT is applied,
is calculated as a function of lepton pT. This uncertainty is determined to be 38% for electrons
with pT < 7 GeV, 97% for muons with 7 GeV < pT <10 GeV,and 0% everywhere else. This 0% is
assigned because the fake lepton estimate and the data agree within their uncertainties in VR-SS
for the other pT bins considered.
These systematic uncertainties are then added in quadrature to determine a total Fake Factor
systematic uncertainty.
A second source of reducible background comes from background processes which can satisfy the
EmissT > 200 GeV requirement due to the mismeasurement of the momenta of leptons or jets by the
detector such as Drell-Yan dilepton production. This background was found to be negligible and its
contribution is estimated using MC.
10.6.4 Different Flavor VR
Different flavor opposite charge VR are used to check the modeling of the background sources
which are symmetric in ee + µµ and eµ + µe events (from Z→ ττ , and top backgrounds), as
shown in Table 10.8. VRDF-iMLL[1,60] has the same selection as SR``-m`` [1,60] (summarized in
Tables 10.5-tab:SRMLLMT2), except for requiring different flavor leptons instead of same flavor
leptons. Similarly, VRDF-iMT2[100,∞] has the same selection as SR``-m100T2 [100,∞], except for the
requirement on lepton flavor. Figure 10.20 shows the good agreement between data and background
in the sub-leading lepton pT and m`` distributions in VRDF-iMLLg and figure 10.21 shows the good
agreement between data and the expected background in the m100T2 and EmissT /H lepT distributions in
VRDF-iMT2f.
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Figure 10.20: Distributions after the background-only fit of the sub-leading lepton pT and m``
distributions in VRDF-iMLL[1,60]. The full event selection of the corresponding regions is applied,
except for the requirement that is imposed on the variable being plotted. The category ‘Others’
contains rare backgrounds from triboson, Higgs boson, and the remaining top-quark production
processes. The uncertainty bands plotted include all statistical and systematic uncertainties.
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Figure 10.21: Distributions after the background-only fit of m100T2 and EmissT /H lepT distributions in
VRDF-iMT2[100,∞]. The full event selection of the corresponding regions is applied, except for
the requirement that is imposed on the variable being plotted. The category ‘Others’ contains rare
backgrounds from triboson, Higgs boson, and the remaining top-quark production processes. The
uncertainty bands plotted include all statistical and systematic uncertainties.
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10.6.5 Summary of Background Estimation
To determine the background prediction, a simultaneous fit to data in CR-tau and CR-top is per-
formed and applied to Z/γ(→ ττ)+jets and top (tt̄ and Wt) MC.
All validation regions with the normalization factors applied are shown in Figure 10.22. There
is good background modeling in all the VRs.
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Figure 10.22: Comparison of observed and expected event yields in the validation regions after the
background-only fit. The full event selection of the corresponding regions is applied, except for the
requirement that is imposed on the variable being plotted. The category ‘Others’ contains rare
backgrounds from triboson, Higgs boson, and the remaining top-quark production processes. The
uncertainty bands plotted include all statistical and systematic uncertainties.
10.7 Uncertainties
There are several sources of experimental and theoretical uncertainties. The largest sources of
systematic come from the uncertainty associated with the Fake Factor which were discussed in
Section 10.6.3.
Other large sources of systematic uncertainties come from jet energy scale (JES) and resolution
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(JER). The JES and JER uncertainties are derived as a function of jet pT and η, as well as the
jet flavor composition. They are derived using data and simulation using dijet, Z+jet, and γ+jet
samples [98, 165].
The systematic uncertainties related to the EmissT modeling in the simulation are estimated by
propagating the uncertainties in the energy or momentum scale of each of the physics objects, as
well as the uncertainties in the soft term’s resolution and scale [166].
Other systematics are derived on the muon (electron) momentum (energy) resolution, momentum
(energy) scale, reconstruction, and isolation efficiencies. Uncertainties due to the trigger efficiency,
and b-tagging efficiency were also calculated. These uncertainties were found to be negligible.
Theoretical uncertainties on the tt̄, Wt, Z/γ(→ ττ)+jets, and diboson backgrounds are the
choice of PDF set, QCD renormalization (µR) and factorization (µF ) scales, and the choice of the
strong coupling constant (αs). Further discussion about the calculation of these systematics can be
found in Section 5.8.
A 2.1 % uncertainty is applied to the integrated luminosity.
Figure 10.23 shows the size of the various uncertainties in the background predictions in the
exclusive electroweakino and slepton SRs. The uncertainties related to the Fake Factor method
are displayed separately from the remaining experimental uncertainties due to their relatively large
contribution. The breakdown also includes the uncertainties in the normalization factors obtained
from CR-tau and CR-top.
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Figure 10.23: The relative systematic uncertainties in the background prediction in the exclusive
electroweakino (left) and slepton (right) SRs. The individual uncertainties can be correlated and do
not necessarily add up in quadrature to the total uncertainty.
Theoretical uncertainties are also calculated for the SUSY signal models by varying by a fac-
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tor of two the parameters corresponding to the renormalization, factorization, CKKW-L matching
scales, and the PYTHIA tune parameters. The overall uncertainties in the signal acceptance range
from about 20% to 40% and depend on the SUSY particle mass splitting and the production pro-
cess. Uncertainties in the signal acceptance due to PDF uncertainties are evaluated following the
PDF4LHC15 recommendations [102] and amount to 15% at most for large χ̃02 or ˜̀ masses. Uncer-
tainties in the shape of the m`` or m100T2 signal distributions due to the sources above are found to
be small, and are neglected.
10.8 Results
The HistFitter package [5] is used to implement the statistical interpretation based on a profile like-
lihood method [237]. Systematic uncertainties are treated as nuisance parameters in the likelihood.
To determine the background contribution in the SRs independent of the signal, a background-only
fit is performed using CR-tau and CR-top to constrain the fit parameters.
Since no significant excess of data above the expected background is observed, two types of ex-
clusion limits for new physics are calculated using the CLs technique: exclusion limits and discovery
limits first discussed in Sections 7.9.2-7.9.3.
10.8.1 Background-only fit
Figure 10.24 shows kinematic distributions of the data and the expected backgrounds for the inclusive
SRs and Table 10.11 shows the yields in the inclusive SRs. No significant excesses of the data above
the expected background are observed.
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Figure 10.24: Distributions after the background-only fit in SR``-m100T2 (top) and SR``-m100T2 (bottom).
The full event selection of the corresponding regions is applied, except for the requirement that is
imposed on the variable being plotted. The category ‘Others’ contains rare backgrounds from
triboson, Higgs boson, and the remaining top-quark production processes. The uncertainty bands
plotted include all statistical and systematic uncertainties.
10.8.2 Discovery fit
Model independent upper limits are set on the visible cross-section 〈εσ95obs〉 as well as on the observed
(S95obs) and expected (S95exp) number of events from new physics processes. The p-value and the
corresponding significance for the background-only hypothesis is evaluated. Table 10.12 summarizes
these results for the inclusive electroweakino and slepton signal regions.
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SR``-m`` [1, 3] GeV [1, 5] GeV [1, 10] GeV [1, 20] GeV [1, 30] GeV [1, 40] GeV [1, 60] GeV
Observed events 1 4 12 34 40 48 52
Fitted SM events 1.7± 0.9 3.1± 1.2 8.9± 2.5 29± 6 38± 6 41± 7 43± 7
Fake/non-prompt leptons 0.4+0.6−0.4 0.7
+0.9
−0.7 5.0± 1.9 16± 4 19± 5 19± 5 19± 5
Diboson 0.9± 0.5 1.7± 0.7 3.2± 1.0 6.3± 1.5 9.4± 1.9 10.7± 2.2 12.4± 2.5
Z(→ ττ)+jets 0.4+0.4−0.4 0.5± 0.4 0.0
+0.7
−0.0 3.2
+3.2
−3.2 4.3± 3.3 4.6± 3.3 4.6± 3.3
tt̄, single top 0.01+0.10−0.01 0.01
+0.10
−0.01 0.29± 0.20 1.8± 0.7 3.1± 1.1 4.0± 1.2 5.0± 1.4
Others 0.049± 0.032 0.16± 0.12 0.38± 0.25 1.4± 0.8 2.0± 1.1 2.1± 1.2 2.1± 1.2
SR``-m100T2 [100, 102] GeV[100, 105] GeV[100, 110] GeV[100, 120] GeV[100, 130] GeV[100,∞] GeV
Observed events 8 34 131 215 257 277
Fitted SM events 12.4± 3.1 38± 7 129± 18 232± 29 271± 32 289± 33
Fake/non-prompt leptons 9.9± 3.0 26± 7 71± 16 111± 24 115± 25 114± 25
Diboson 1.30± 0.34 7.6± 1.6 30± 5 60± 10 79± 14 89± 15
Z(→ ττ)+jets 0.6± 0.4 0.1+2.2−0.1 9± 4 14± 5 14± 5 14± 5
tt̄, single top 0.59± 0.28 3.2± 1.0 17± 4 41± 10 56± 14 64± 15
Others 0.035± 0.028 0.45± 0.26 3.2± 1.7 6.9± 3.6 7± 4 8± 4
Table 10.11: Observed event yields and background-only fit results for the inclusive electroweakino
and slepton signal regions. Background processes containing fewer than two prompt leptons are
categorized as ‘Fake/non-prompt’. The category ‘Others’ contains rare backgrounds from tribo-
son, Higgs boson, and the remaining top-quark production processes. Uncertainties in the fitted
background estimates combine statistical and systematic uncertainties.
10.8.3 Exclusion fit
The results are interpreted as constraints on the SUSY models shown in Figure 10.1 using the
exclusive electroweakino and slepton SRs. The background-only fit now allows for a signal model
with a corresponding signal strength parameter in a simultaneous fit of all CRs and relevant SRs,
referred to as the exclusion fit. When an electroweakino signal is assumed, the 14 exclusive SRee-
m`` and SRµµ-m`` regions binned in m`` are considered. By statistically combining these SRs, the
signal shape of the m`` spectrum can be exploited to improve the sensitivity. When a slepton signal
is assumed, the 12 exclusive SRee-m100T2 and SRµµ-m100T2 regions binned in m100T2 are used for the fit.
Table 10.13 summarizes the fitted and observed event yields in the exclusive electroweakino and
slepton SRs using an exclusion fit configuration where the signal strength parameter is fixed to zero.
Figure 10.25 illustrates the compatibility of the fitted and observed event yields in these regions.
No significant differences between the fitted background and the observed event yields are found in
the exclusive SRs.
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Signal Region Nobs Nexp 〈εσ〉95obs [fb] S95obs S95exp CLB p(s = 0)
SR``-m`` [1, 3] 2 2.0 ±1.0 0.16 5.6 5.4+1.0−1.2 0.55 0.44
SR``-m`` [1, 5] 5 3.4 ±1.4 0.22 7.8 6.2+2.1−1.1 0.76 0.25
SR``-m`` [1, 10] 14 10.5 ±2.7 0.35 12.6 9.5+3.4−1.6 0.80 0.21
SR``-m`` [1, 20] 37 33 ± 6 0.60 22 18+8−5 0.66 0.31
SR``-m`` [1, 30] 44 42 ± 7 0.62 22 22+9−5 0.56 0.37
SR``-m`` [1, 40] 52 45 ± 7 0.74 27 21+9−5 0.73 0.24
SR``-m`` [1, 60] 57 48 ± 7 0.80 29 21+9−6 0.80 0.19
SR``-m100T2 [100, 102] 9 13.5 ±3.2 0.20 7.2 10+4−3 0.17 0.50
SR``-m100T2 [100, 105] 39 42 ± 8 0.61 22 25+7−9 0.40 0.50
SR``-m100T2 [100, 110] 146 146 ± 21 1.4 50 50+20−16 0.49 0.50
SR``-m100T2 [100, 120] 244 254 ± 32 1.8 66 74+24−20 0.39 0.50
SR``-m100T2 [100, 130] 298 293 ± 36 2.2 81 79+29−22 0.56 0.31
SR``-m100T2 [100,∞] 324 310 ± 40 2.7 98 90+32−23 0.62 0.27
Table 10.12: Left to right: The first two columns present observed (Nobs) and expected (Nexp)
event yields in the inclusive signal regions. The next two columns show the observed 95% CL
upper limits on the visible cross-section
(
〈εσ〉95obs
)
and on the number of signal events
(
S95obs
)
. The
fifth column
(
S95exp
)
shows what the 95% CL upper limit on the number of signal events would be,
given an observed number of events equal to the expected number (and ±1 σ deviations from the
expectation) of background events. The last two columns indicate the CLB value, i.e. the confidence
level observed for the background-only hypothesis, and the discovery p-value (p(s = 0)) which is
capped at 0.5.
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Figure 10.25: Comparison of observed and expected event yields after the exclusion fit with the
signal strength parameter set to zero in the exclusive signal regions. The full event selection of
the corresponding regions is applied, except for the requirement that is imposed on the variable
being plotted. The category ‘Others’ contains rare backgrounds from triboson, Higgs boson, and
the remaining top-quark production processes. The uncertainty bands plotted include all statistical
and systematic uncertainties.
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SRee-m`` [1, 3] GeV [3.2, 5] GeV [5, 10] GeV [10, 20] GeV [20, 30] GeV [30, 40] GeV [40, 60] GeV
Observed events 0 1 1 10 4 6 2
Fitted SM events 0.01+0.11−0.01 0.6
+0.7
−0.6 2.4± 1.0 8.3± 1.6 4.0± 1.0 2.4± 0.6 1.4± 0.5
Fake/non-prompt leptons 0.00+0.08−0.00 0.02
+0.12
−0.02 1.4± 0.9 4.0± 1.5 1.6± 0.9 0.7± 0.6 0.02
+0.11
−0.02
Diboson 0.007+0.014−0.007 0.28
+0.29
−0.28 0.51± 0.28 1.9± 0.6 1.36± 0.31 0.72± 0.22 0.80± 0.28
Z(→ ττ)+jets 0.000+0.007−0.000 0.3
+0.8
−0.3 0.3
+0.5
−0.3 1.7± 0.7 0.25
+0.26
−0.25 0.20± 0.18 0.04
+0.28
−0.04
tt̄, single top 0.00+0.08−0.00 0.02
+0.12
−0.02 0.11
+0.14
−0.11 0.44± 0.29 0.63± 0.35 0.7± 0.4 0.6± 0.4
Others 0.002+0.015−0.002 0.012
+0.013
−0.012 0.12± 0.11 0.25± 0.16 0.21± 0.12 0.05
+0.06
−0.05 0.0018
+0.0033
−0.0018
SRµµ-m`` [1, 3] GeV [3.2, 5] GeV [5, 10] GeV [10, 20] GeV [20, 30] GeV [30, 40] GeV [40, 60] GeV
Observed events 1 2 7 12 2 2 2
Fitted SM events 1.1± 0.6 1.3± 0.6 4.9± 1.3 13.1± 2.2 4.2± 1.0 1.4± 0.6 1.6± 0.6
Fake/non-prompt leptons 0.00+0.33−0.00 0.4
+0.5
−0.4 3.0± 1.3 7.3± 2.1 0.4
+0.8
−0.4 0.03
+0.19
−0.03 0.0
+0.5
−0.0
Diboson 0.9± 0.5 0.7± 0.4 1.3± 0.6 1.4± 0.5 1.9± 0.4 0.9± 0.5 0.97± 0.28
Z(→ ττ)+jets 0.18+0.25−0.18 0.13± 0.12 0.3
+0.5
−0.3 2.4± 0.8 0.7± 0.4 0.001
+0.011
−0.001 0.05
+0.06
−0.05
tt̄, single top 0.01+0.10−0.01 0.02
+0.12
−0.02 0.19± 0.13 1.4± 0.6 0.8± 0.4 0.37± 0.21 0.51± 0.33
Others 0.047± 0.030 0.07+0.09−0.07 0.13± 0.12 0.7± 0.5 0.35± 0.20 0.09± 0.07 0.020± 0.020
SRee-m100T2 [100, 102] GeV[102, 105] GeV[105, 110] GeV[110, 120] GeV[120, 130] GeV[130,∞] GeV
Observed events 3 10 37 42 10 7
Fitted SM events 3.5± 1.2 11.0± 2.0 33± 4 42± 4 15.7± 2.0 7.5± 1.1
Fake/non-prompt leptons 2.9± 1.2 6.8± 2.0 13± 4 14± 4 1.9± 1.2 0.01+0.10−0.01
Diboson 0.33± 0.12 2.3± 0.6 8.5± 1.6 12.7± 2.4 7.4± 1.4 4.3± 0.9
Z(→ ττ)+jets 0.13+0.23−0.13 0.6± 0.4 4.1± 1.8 2.9± 1.0 0.00
+0.08
−0.00 0.00
+0.20
−0.00
tt̄, single top 0.08± 0.08 1.2± 0.5 6.5± 1.6 10.7± 2.4 6.3± 1.4 3.2± 0.9
Others 0.011+0.012−0.011 0.17± 0.11 0.8± 0.4 1.3± 0.7 0.14± 0.09 0.06± 0.04
SRµµ-m100T2 [100, 102] GeV[102, 105] GeV[105, 110] GeV[110, 120] GeV[120, 130] GeV[130,∞] GeV
Observed events 5 16 60 42 32 13
Fitted SM events 6.8± 1.5 15.0± 2.1 57± 5 53± 4 24.9± 2.9 11.0± 1.4
Fake/non-prompt leptons 5.1± 1.5 8.2± 2.1 26± 5 18± 4 1.2± 0.8 0.02+0.17−0.02
Diboson 0.89± 0.22 4.1± 0.9 14.3± 2.2 18.0± 2.7 12.9± 2.2 5.9± 1.1
Z(→ ττ)+jets 0.31± 0.23 1.0+1.3−1.0 6.6± 1.7 1.6
+1.8
−1.6 0.03
+0.25
−0.03 0.02
+0.24
−0.02
tt̄, single top 0.43± 0.22 1.4± 0.5 8.3± 2.2 12.4± 2.9 10.5± 2.6 5.0± 1.3
Others 0.020+0.024−0.020 0.24± 0.15 1.8± 1.0 2.4± 1.3 0.35± 0.23 0.11± 0.07
Table 10.13: Observed event yields and exclusion fit results with the signal strength parameter set
to zero for the exclusive electroweakino and slepton signal regions. Background processes containing
fewer than two prompt leptons are categorized as ‘Fake/non-prompt’. The category ‘Others’ contains
rare backgrounds from triboson, Higgs boson, and the remaining top-quark production processes.
Uncertainties in the fitted background estimates combine statistical and systematic uncertainties.
The exclusion limits are projected into the next-to-lightest neutralino mass ∆m(χ̃02, χ̃01) versus
m(χ̃02) plane, where χ̃02 are excluded up to masses of ∼130 GeV for ∆m(χ̃02, χ̃01) between 5 GeV and
10 GeV, and down to ∆m(χ̃02, χ̃01) ∼ 3 GeV for m(χ̃02) ∼ 100 GeV, as shown in Figure 10.26.
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Figure 10.27 shows the 95% CL limits on the slepton simplified model, based on an exclusion fit
that exploits the shape of the m100T2 spectrum using the exclusive slepton SRs. Here, ˜̀ with masses
of up to ∼180 GeV are excluded for ∆m(˜̀, χ̃01) ∼ 5 GeV, and down to mass splittings ∆m(˜̀, χ̃01) of
approximately 1 GeV for m(˜̀) ∼ 70 GeV. A fourfold degeneracy is assumed in selectron and smuon
masses.
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Figure 10.26: Expected 95% CL exclusion sensitivity (blue dashed line) with ±1σexp (yellow band)
from experimental systematic uncertainties and observed limits (red solid line) with ±1σtheory (dot-
ted red line) from signal cross-section uncertainties for simplified models of direct Higgsino produc-
tion. A fit of signals to the m`` spectrum is used to derive the limit, projected onto the ∆m(χ̃02, χ̃01)
vs. m(χ̃02) plane. The chargino χ̃±1 mass is assumed to be halfway between the two lightest neutralino
masses. The gray regions denote the lower chargino mass limit from LEP [208].
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Figure 10.27: Expected 95% CL exclusion sensitivity (blue dashed line) with ±1σexp (yellow band)
from experimental systematic uncertainties and observed limits (red solid line) with ±1σtheory (dot-
ted red line) from signal cross-section uncertainties for simplified models of direct slepton production.
The gray region is the ẽR limit from LEP [208, 212], while the blue region is the fourfold mass de-
generate slepton limit from ATLAS Run 1 [173].
10.9 Wino-Bino reinterpretation
The electroweakino search assumes that the SUSY particles are Higgsinos; however, as shown in
Chapter 7, the diagram in Figure 10.1 can have a wino-bino interpretation. The Higgsino cross-
section must be scaled by a factor of 4, as shown in Figure 6.1. The main difference comes from
the m`` shape, as shown in Figure 10.28. The m`` spectrum can be calculated using the following
equation:
dΓ
2mdm ∝
√
m4 −m2(m2
χ̃01
+m2
χ̃02
) + (m2
χ̃02
−m2
χ̃01
)2
(m2 −m2Z)2
[
−2m4 +m2(m2
χ̃01
± 6mχ̃01mχ̃02 +m
2
χ̃02
) + (m2
χ̃01
−m2
χ̃02
)2
]
,
(10.9)
where the ± depends on the assumption of the mixture of the eigenstates: + for wino-bino and −
for higgsino. There is good agreement between the simulation and the theoretical calculation for
both wino-bino and higgsino models, as shown in Figure 10.28.
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compared with the theoretical calculation (dashed).
Another difference between the two models is the assumption on the mass of the chargino. The
higgsino model assumes that m(χ̃02) is halfway between m(χ̃±1 ) and m(χ̃01) while in wino-bino models,
the assumption is that m(χ̃02) = m(χ̃±1 ).
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Figure 10.29: Ratio of wino-bino acceptances to m`` reweighted Higgsino acceptances.
This difference in assumption causes the acceptances to be different between reweighting Higgsino
samples (correcting for cross-section normalized and m`` shape) and wino-sample simulated samples,
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as shown in Figure 10.29. As a result, to reinterpret the Higgsino SR using a wino-bino interpretation,
the direct wino production was simulated instead of using reweighted Higgsino samples.
The 95% CL limits of the wino–bino simplified model are shown in Figure 10.30 (bottom),
where χ̃02 neutralino is excluded up to masses of ∼170 GeV for ∆m(χ̃02, χ̃01) ∼ 10 GeV, and down
∆m(χ̃02, χ̃01) ∼ 2.5 GeV for m(χ̃02) ∼ 100 GeV.
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Figure 10.30: Expected 95% CL exclusion sensitivity (blue dashed line) with ±1σexp (yellow band)
from experimental systematic uncertainties and observed limits (red solid line) with ±1σtheory (dot-
ted red line) from signal cross-section uncertainties for simplified models of direct wino production.
A fit of signals to the m`` spectrum is used to derive the limit, which is projected into the ∆m(χ̃02, χ̃01)
vs. m(χ̃02) plane, m(χ̃02) = m(χ̃±1 ) is assumed. The gray regions denote the lower chargino mass limit
from LEP [208]. The blue region in the lower plot indicates the limit from the 2`+ 3` combination
of ATLAS Run 1 [173, 219].
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Figure 11.1: The 95% CL exclusion limits on χ̃+1 χ̃−1 and χ̃±1 χ̃02 production with SM-boson-mediated
decays, as a function of the χ̃±1 , χ̃02 and χ̃01 masses. The production cross-section is for pure wino
χ̃+1 χ̃
−
1 and χ̃±1 χ̃02. Each individual exclusion contour represents a union of the excluded regions of
one or more analyses [238].
This search benefits from the techniques developed in both the wino-bino search, in Chapter 7
and the compressed searches in Chapter 10 because the SUSY particles decay via off-shell bosons
just like in the compressed searches but the final state is three leptons and EmissT just as in the
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wino-bino search. In the summary limit shown in Figure 11.1, the compressed search can be found
along the diagonal where m(χ̃02) = m(χ̃01). The wino-bino and the RJR searches limits can be found
start at m(χ̃+1 , χ̃−1 ) = 200 GeV and m(χ̃01) = 100 GeV.
This search is complementary to these searches by targeting an area that has not been probed
since Run 1 and that has an excess for m(χ̃+1 χ̃−1 ) < 200 GeV. The mass splittings targeted by this
search are ∆m = m(χ̃02)−m(χ̃01) = [0, 60] GeV.
11.1 Signal signature
Figure 11.2 shows the diagrams for the production of χ̃±1 χ̃02 decaying via W and Z bosons in proton-
proton collisions. In this search, referred to as the off-shell 3` search, the W and Z bosons are
off-shell, meaning that m(W ∗) < m(W ) and m(Z∗) < m(Z).
*
*
Figure 11.2: Diagrams for the production of χ̃±1 χ̃02 decaying via off-shell W and Z bosons in pp
collisions.
For these gauge-boson-mediated decays, the final state considered is the three-lepton (where
lepton refers to an electron or muon) final state where both the W and Z bosons decay leptonically.
Leptonic decays of taus are indistinguishable from promptly produced electrons and muons and
therefore contribute to the signal regions. The final state, in addition to the leptons, has missing
energy from the LSP, χ̃01, and a neutrino since the W decays leptonically.
In this model, the χ̃±1 and χ̃02 are the Next-to-Lightest SUSY particles (NLSP) and mass degen-
erate winos and the LSP, χ̃01, is a bino. The mass splitting, ∆m, refers to the difference in mass
between the wino and the bino. Since the W and Z are off-shell, the mass splitting between the
NLSP and the LSP is less than the mass of the Z boson.
Optimization and background estimate will use techniques from both the compressed searches
and the on-shell wino-bino search discussed in Chapter 10 and Chapter 7, respectively.
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11.2 Overview of Backgrounds
The backgrounds can be separated into two categories: reducible and irreducible.
Reducible backgrounds have at least one fake lepton originating from Z+jets/Z+γ processes,
shown in Figure 5.2, where a jet is mis-identified as a lepton or the photon converts to a lepton.
This background is especially important at the lowest mass splittings and at the lowest lepton pT.
Other reducible backgrounds come from top backgrounds such as tt̄, Wt, and WW where a jet is
mis-identified as a lepton or a b−jet decays semi-leptonically.
Irreducible backgrounds come from processes with at least three prompt leptons. The largest
of these backgrounds is WZ and should be normalized just like in the on-shell wino-bino searches.
Other irreducible backgrounds are ZZ, tt̄V , and Higgs production.
11.3 Data set and MC samples
The samples include an ATLAS detector simulation [85], based on Geant4 [84], or a fast simula-
tion [85] that uses a parametrization of the calorimeter response [152] and Geant4 for the other
parts of the detector. The simulated events are reconstructed in the same manner as the data.
Table 11.1 summarizes the Monte Carlo (MC) used specifying the generator used to simulate
both background and signal events.
Diboson and triboson processes were simulated with SHERPA 2.2.1 [93, 108] and the cross sections
were calculated at NLO.
The tt̄ and single top quarks samples in the Wt channel were simulated using Powheg [153,
154] generator. The tt̄ events were normalized using the NNLO+next-to-next-to-leading-logarithm
(NNLL) QCD [155] cross-section, while the cross-section for single-top-quark events was calculated
at NLO+NNLL [156].
The Z+jets background simulation is simulated using the SHERPA generator and the cross section
is calculated at NNLO [157].
Higgs boson processes include gluon-gluon fusion, associated V H production, and vector-boson
fusion. They were generated using Powheg [88] and PYTHIA. The cross sections are calculated at
NNLO with NNLL accuracy.
The SUSY signal processes were generated from LO matrix elements with up to two extra
partons, using the MadGraph v2.2.3 generator interfaced to PYTHIA8.186. Signal cross-sections
were calculated at NLO with NLL accuracy [158, 159, 160, 161, 162]. The nominal cross-section and
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its uncertainty were taken from an envelope of cross-section predictions using different PDF sets
and factorization and renormalization scales, as described in Ref. [110].
Process Event generator Parton shower, hadronization UE tune PDF order αs
χ̃±1 χ̃
0
2 MadGraph 2.6.1 Pythia 8.230 A14 NNPDF2.3lo NLO+NLL
WW ,WZ,ZZ Sherpa 2.2.2 SHERPA Default NNPDF3.0nlo NLO
Triboson Sherpa 2.2.2 SHERPA Default NNPDF3.0nlo (NLO)
Z/W+jets Sherpa 2.2.1 SHERPA Default NNPDF3.0nlo NNLO
tt̄ Powheg-Box v2 Pythia 8.230 A14 NNPDF2.3lo NNLO+NNLL
single top Powheg-Box v2 Pythia 8.230 A14 NNPDF2.3lo (NNLO+NNLL)
other top MadGraph5 aMC@NLO 2.3.3 Pythia 8.212 A14 NNPDF2.3lo NLO
Higgs Powheg PYTHIA A14 NNPDF2.3 NNLO + NNLL
Table 11.1: Summary of the signal and background processes with the generator used for the
simulation and the order at which the cross section is calculated.
No data is used in these studies. The simulation is normalized an integrated luminosity 139 fb-1,
which corresponds to the luminosity of the data collected during Run 2.
11.4 Object and Event Selection
11.4.1 Object selection
Electrons and muons are identified using identification, isolation, and tracking criteria. Two levels
of object selection are used for electrons and muons, described in Table 11.2. Each level “baseline”
and “signal” applies the selection of the previous levels along with additional criteria. The baseline
leptons use the looser identification criteria and lower lepton pT in order to provide a higher efficiency
of identifying and removing processes decaying to four prompt leptons. Signal leptons satisfy stricter
criteria.
Baseline electrons must have pT > 4.5 GeV and fall within the inner detector, |η| < 2.47. The
electrons must also satisfy the VeryLooseLLH quality criteria and |z0 sin θ| < 0.5 impact parameter.
Signal Electrons need to pass the impact parameter cuts of and |d0/σd0 | < 5, designed to suppress
fake electrons from pileup jets. They also satisfy tighter identification criteria, MediumLLH and tighter
isolation, Gradient. The electron criteria for the compressed searches, summarized in Table 10.2 are
a bit different for the off-shell 3` search. The electron ID is loosened from TightLLH to MediumLLH
to increase the acceptance for the three lepton final state.
There was an additional improvement from the compressed searches: muons can now be recon-
structed down to 3 GeV instead of 4 GeV. Baseline muons must satisfy the Medium identification
criteria, have pT > 3 GeV and fall within the inner detector, |η| < 2.4, and |z0 sin θ| < 0.5. Sig-
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nal muons must pass the impact parameter cuts of |d0/σd0 | < 3. They must must fulfill a tighter
isolation, FCLoose FixedRad.
Cut Value/description
Baseline Electron Baseline Muon
Acceptance pT > 4.5 GeV, |ηcluster| < 2.47 pT > 3 GeV, |η| < 2.5
Identification VeryLooseLLH Medium
Impact parameter |z0 sin θ| < 0.5 mm, |z0 sin θ| < 0.5 mm,
Signal Electron Signal Muon
Identification MediumLLH Medium
Isolation Gradient FCLoose FixedRad
Impact parameter |z0 sin θ| < 0.5 mm, |z0 sin θ| < 0.5 mm,
|d0/σd0 | < 5 |d0/σd0 | < 3
Table 11.2: Summary of the baseline and signal levels for electron and muon criteria. Each new
level contains the selection of the previous level.
Cut Value/description
Baseline jet
Collection AntiKtEMTopo
Acceptance pT > 20 GeV, |η| < 4.5
Signal jet
JVT |JV T | > 0.59 for jets with pT < 60 GeV and |η| < 2.4
Acceptance pT > 30 GeV, |η| < 2.8
Signal b-jet
b-tagger algorithm MV2c10, 85% efficiency
Acceptance pT > 20 GeV, |η| < 2.5
Table 11.3: Summary of the baseline and signal selection for jets and b-jets.
Jets are reconstructed from topological clusters using the anti-kt algorithm with distance pa-
rameter ∆R = 0.4. Baseline jets are required to have pT > 20 GeV and fulfill the pseudorapidity
requirement of |η| < 4.5 . To suppress jets originating from pileup, jets are further required to pass
a JV T cut (JV T > 0.59) if the jet pT is within 20 < pT < 50 GeV and it resides within |η| < 2.4
[95]. Signal jets have the additional requirement of falling within |η| < 2.8 and have pT > 30 GeV.
Identification of jets containing b-hadrons (b-jets), so called b-tagging, is performed with the
MV2c10 algorithm, a multivariate discriminant making use of track impact parameters and recon-
structed secondary vertices [163, 164]. A requirement is chosen corresponding to a 85% average
efficiency obtained for b-jets in simulated tt̄ events.
The jet and b-jet selection criteria are summarized in Table 11.3.
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Separate algorithms are run in parallel to reconstruct electrons, muons, and jets. A particle
can be reconstructed as one or more objects. To resolve these ambiguities, a procedure called
“overlap removal” is applied. For electrons, this overlap removal is applied in two steps. At the
baseline selection, an electron that shares a track with a muon, and the sub-leading pT electron
from two overlapping electrons are removed. The second step removes electrons if they are within
0.2 < ∆R < 0.4 of a jet. For muons, overlap removal is applied to baseline muons to separate prompt
muons from those originating from the decay of hadrons in a jet. A baseline muon is removed if it
is within ∆R < 0.4 of a jet that at least 3 tracks.
The missing transverse momentum, with magnitude EmissT , is calculated as the negative vector
sum of the transverse momenta of the calibrated selected leptons and jets, and the sum of transverse
momenta of additional soft objects in the event, which are reconstructed from tracks in the inner
detector or calorimeter cell clusters.
11.4.2 Overall strategy and trigger
Two signal regions are considered: jet veto region and the ISR region where at least one jet is
required. In the jet veto region, the EmissT is softer since it recoils against the WZ system while in
the ISR region, the EmissT recoils against the jet, resulting in a harder EmissT . These topologies can
be used to target different mass splittings. The ISR topology, described in Section 7.5.3.1, is used
to target small mass splittings, where the missing energy summing to a large value due to the recoil
against the jet.
The jet veto region targets signals with larger mass splitting, which have leptons with larger
transverse momenta than in the ISR region. As a result, lepton triggers are used to target this
region. To maximize the signal acceptance, single, di-, and tri-lepton triggers are used and the lepton
pT is applied based on the trigger’s plateau, as shown in Figure 11.3. A EmissT cut of EmissT > 50
GeV is applied to reduce the Z+jets contributions.
In the ISR jet region, the EmissT cut is found to be optimal at 200 GeV, as shown in Figure 11.4.
The lead jet pT is correlated with EmissT , and found that at EmissT > 200GeV, there is no additional
gain in significance when making a lead jet pT cut, as seen in the correlation plots for signals with
different mass splittings in Figure 11.5. The EmissT triggers also reach full efficiency at 200 GeV,
as seen in Figure 10.6; therefore, the ISR region uses EmissT triggers to select events. Using EmissT
triggers instead of lepton triggers targets the smallest mass splittings which have soft lepton.
In both the jet veto and ISR regions, a b−jet veto is applied to reduce tt̄ contamination. Events
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Figure 1: Visualisation of the scheme used to combine di- and trilepton triggers.4
Events need to have passed a logical OR of the chosen triggers listed in Table 1 in order to be considered89
candidate events in these analyses. The logical OR of the triggers includes the o ine lepton thresholds90
– if an event passes a certain trigger, but not the corresponding pT thresholds it is not considered it to91
pass that trigger (it may pass subsequent triggers and pT thresholds). Furthermore, the o ine signal92
lepton-pair candidates fulfilling such requirements must then pass trigger matching requirements. In the93
case of three-lepton events, all possible lepton pair combinations are checked.94
2018-03-04: Trigger matching.95
1.4 Event Quality Cuts96
Furthermore, a set of requirements have been applied at event level in order to reject non-collision97
background or to veto inactive regions of the detector. These requirements listed below are based on the98
prescription provided from ATLAS Data Preparation group [1].99
2018-03-04: update recommendation references to newer versions where relevant100
• Good Run List (GRL, data only): Events must be part of the good run list;101
• LAr/Tile error (data only): Events with noise bursts and data integrity errors in the LAr calorimeter102
are removed;103
• Tile Trip (data only): Events with Tile trips must be removed;104
4 Shion, 3L meeting 2018.04.26 Shion, 3L meeting 2018.05.31
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Figure 11.3: Visualisation of the scheme used to c i e single, di- and trilepton triggers.
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Figure 11.4: EmissT and lead jet pT distributions in a selection with at least 1 jet.
are selected with three leptons which form at least one same flavor opposite charge pair.
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Figure 11.5: Lower bound on lead jet pT vs. EmissT for signal with four mass splittings.
11.4.3 Lepton assignment for the off-shell three lepton search
To understand the impact of minimizing and maximizing m`` to determine the choice of assignment
of leptons, only events where there is ambiguity in assignment, eee and µµµ events, are used. Events
are selected with EmissT > 50 GeV (to reduce low-EmissT Z+jets contamination), at least a pair of
leptons forming a same flavor opposite charge pair, a b−jet veto (to reduce tt̄ contamination), lepton
triggers, and p`1T > 25GeV, p`2T > 15GeV, p`3T > 10GeV so the triggers are fully efficient.
Figure 11.6 shows both mmin`` and mmax`` calculated by either minimizing or maximizing m``,
respectively. The mmin`` variable shows a kinematic endpoint at ∆m. This is a natural candidate for
distinguishing signal and background by using a shape fit to target each signal. The mmax`` variable
helps with background suppression by removing on-shell WZ and Z+jets events.
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Figure 11.6: mmin`` and mmax`` for eee and µµµ events.
11.4.4 m`` shape fit
Thus, same flavor opposite charge leptons are assigned to the Z boson by minimizing m`` and the
remaining third lepton is assigned to the W boson. The m`` resulting from this assignment is labeled
as mmin`` . When assigning labels by maximizing m``, the resulting variable is labeled as mmax`` . The
signal has a kinematic edge at m`` = ∆m(m(χ̃
±
1 )−m(χ̃01)) as seen in Figure 11.7. To make use of
this signal feature, a shape fit in m`` will therefore be used in the optimization with each bin of the
fit targeting different mass splittings, just like in the compressed electroweakino search, discussed in
Chapter 10.
11.4.5 Optimizing with mT2
The variable mmχT2 is usually used in analyses where each leg decays to an invisible particle and a
visible particle. In the compressed slepton search, discussed in Chapter 10, the mT2 variable was
found to have a kinematic edge at the mass splitting between the slepton and the LSP. Thus, a
shape fit in mT2 was performed for this search. More details can be found in Section 10.5.2.
For the three lepton final state, the two visible particles are the Z system comprised of both Z
leptons, and the W lepton. The invisible particles are the two χ̃01 and the neutrino from the W
decay, as shown in Figure 11.8. The calculation of mT2 can be found in Section 10.5.2.
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Figure 11.7: mmin`` for eee/µµµ events in (a) µµe/eeµ events in (b).
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Figure 11.8: Cartoon showing the calculating of mT2 variable in the three lepton and EmissT final
state.
11.4.5.1 Choice of LSP mass in calculation of mT2
For the compressed slepton search, the LSP mass was chosen to be 100 GeV because the signal
mT2 distribution had a kinematic edge at ∆m at the slepton mass. In this search, to determine the
optimal LSP mass assumption, this parameter is varied and plotted to determine which gives the
signal kinematic edge for both the jet veto and ISR regions. Both in the jet veto and ISR regions,
when the LSP mass is less than 100 GeV, there is no distinct kinematic edge for the signal, as shown
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in Figure 11.9.
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Figure 11.9: mT2 calculated varying the assumption on the LSP mass.
Thus, the value of this variable is bounded kinematically by the mass splitting of m(χ̃±1 )−m(χ̃01),
if the LSP mass in the mT2 calculation is set to 100GeV.
The mT2 distribution has a kinematic edge with LSP mass set at 100 GeV; however, we could
consider an asymmetric mT2. This is because the χ̃±1 leg has both a neutrino and the LSP as the
invisible part (Y) while the χ̃02 only has the LSP. We will take the LSP mass of the χ̃02 leg to be 100
GeV.
Figure 11.10 shows the asymmetric mT2 with varying values of Y for fixed LSP mass of 100 GeV.
As the mass of Y, the neutrino + LSP, increases, the signal kinematic edge becomes less defined.
Thus, mT2 calculated with a symmetric mass of the invisible system should be used in this search.
11.4.5.2 Upper cut on mT2 to make use of the kinematic signal edge
The value of mT2 is bounded kinematically by the mass splitting of m(χ̃
±
1 )−m(χ̃01) , if the invisible
particle is set to the LSP mass of 100 GeV and if the mass is taken as symmetric, as shown in
Figure 11.11. To remove the offset from the LSP mass assumption, a new variable is used that is
called ∆mT2 = mmχT2 − 100. This second kinematic edge can be used by optimizing the ∆mT2 cut
by placing an upper cut on this variable in each mmin`` bin.
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Figure 11.10: Asymmetric mT2 for different values of Y, LSP mass kept at 100 GeV.
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Figure 11.11: ∆mT2 distribution
11.4.6 Summary of signal regions
The event selection cuts used in both the jet veto and ISR regions are summarized in Table 11.4. A
cut on mmin`` < 60 GeV selects the off-shell signal while a cut ofmmax`` < 60 GeVreduces contamination
from the on-shell WZ and Z+jets backgrounds. A matching cut on ∆mT2 < 60 GeV minimizes
contributions from backgrounds as well as selecting the off-shell signal. A EmissT requirement of at
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least 50GeV reduces contamination from the low EmissT fake backgrounds. The b−jet veto minimizes
top events which have at least one b−jet.
The cuts used in the signal region optimization are summarized in table 11.5.
Variable Requirement
Number of leptons = 3
Lepton charge and flavor e+e−` or µ+µ−`
Leading lepton p`1T > 4.5 (3) GeV for electron (muon)
Sub-leading lepton p`2T > 4.5 (3) GeV for electron (muon)
mmin`` < 60 GeV
mmax`` < 60 GeV
∆mT2 < 60 GeV
EmissT > 50 GeV
Number of b-tagged jets = 0
Binned in mmin``
Table 11.4: Summary of event selection criteria. The binning scheme used to define the final signal
regions is shown in Table 11.5.
bin mmin`` ∆mT2 Njets EmissT lepton pT mminMllT p```T /EmissT
OffZhighMet-0ja [1,10] < 10 =0 > 50 lep trigger pT < 50 -
OffZhighMet-0jb [10,15] < 15 =0 > 50 lep trigger pT < 50 -
OffZhighMet-0jc [15,20] < 20 =0 > 50 25,15,10 < 50 -
OffZhighMet-0jd [20,30] < 30 =0 > 50 25,15,10 < 50 -
OffZhighMet-0je [30,40] < 40 =0 > 50 25,15,10 < 70 -
OffZhighMet-0jf [40,60] < 60 =0 > 50 25,15,10 < 70 -
OffZhighMet-1ja [1,10] < 10 ≥ 1 > 200 4.5(e), 3(µ) - < 0.2
OffZhighMet-1jb [10,15] < 15 ≥ 1 > 200 4.5(e), 3(µ) - < 0.2
OffZhighMet-1jc [15,20] < 20 ≥ 1 > 200 4.5(e), 3(µ) - < 0.3
OffZhighMet-1jd [20,30] < 30 ≥ 1 > 200 4.5(e), 3(µ) - < 0.3
OffZhighMet-1je [30,40] < 40 ≥ 1 > 200 4.5(e), 3(µ) - < 0.3
OffZhighMet-1jf [40,60] < 60 ≥ 1 > 200 4.5(e), 3(µ) - < 0.3
Table 11.5: Summary of cuts in each of the mmin`` bins.
For the jet veto region, the variable that provides the most discrimination is mminMllT , calculated
using the W lepton, after assigning the Z leptons by minimizing m`` (mmin`` ), and EmissT . This
variable is optimized in each mmin`` bin, as shown in Table 11.5. This variable reduces the WZ
background by having an upper cut on this variable, as shown in Figure 11.12. The cut on mT can
be tighter for smaller ∆m than for larger ∆m.
In the ISR region, a variable that has shown discrimination between signal and background is
p```T /EmissT , where p```T is the the pT of the vector sum of all three lepton. The variable p```T was used
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Figure 11.12: mminMllT in the event selection defined in Table 11.4 with a jet veto applied.
in the conventional 3` search in the ISR region because it’s a measure of the recoil of the lepton and
EmissT system against the ISR jet. The signal acceptance steeply drops as p```T /EmissT increases while
the background remains flat. This cut can be further optimized as a function of ∆m.
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Figure 11.13: p```T /EmissT in the event selection defined in Table 11.4 with at least one jet.
After applying all the cuts in Tables 11.4-11.5, the significance for the simplified model with
χ̃±1 χ̃
0
2 is calculated assuming a flat 30% systematic uncertainty on the total background. In this
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binned approach the significance of the 6 jet veto and the 6 ISR bins are statistically combined,
providing maximal sensitivity as shown in Figure 11.14.
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Figure 11.14: Expected sensitivity assuming a flat 30% uncertainty on the background. The jet veto
and ISR bins are statistically combined.
11.5 Next steps
The main remaining step is the background estimation. It should be similar to the previous searches
discussed. The fake background will be estimated using the data-driven Fake Factor method. The
Fake Factors will be measured in an on-shell region, just as discussed in Section 7.6.2.1, and validated
in an off-shell selection to be closer to the signal region. The top-like background will be estimated
in a control region using different flavor opposite charge leptons just as in Section 7.6.2.2. The fake
background in the on-shell wino-bino search was found to have a dependence on η; however, due
to small size of the fake background and the lack of statistics, the Fake Factors were not binned in
both pT and η. This is an improvement that can be made in this search.
The WZ background should be normalized to data in a control region that will have a jet veto
and an ISR region just as for the on-shell wino-bino search discussed in Section 7.6.1. The challenge
is to create a region that has a high WZ purity. An off-shell selection is not pure in WZ; about
60% of the background is WZ; therefore, this background could be normalized in an on-shell region
and validated in an off-shell region to check the modeling in a region kinematically close to the SR.
Chapter 12
Conclusion
This thesis presented measurement and searches using
√
s = 13 TeV data collected taken during
Run 2 with the ATLAS detector, as well as tests of electronics for planned upgrades to the ATLAS
inner detector.
For the detector upgrade studies, the prototype chip, HCC130, worked as expected. There were a
few bugs uncovered that improved the design of the production chips, the HCCStar and the AMAC.
The HCC130 was irradiated with gamma rays and was found to not have a large current increase
at low total ionizing dose. It also ran without issues for many months during irradiation.
The WZ cross section was measured for the first time at
√
s = 13 TeV with 3.2 fb−1 of data
collected. This measurement considered the leptonic decays of the gauge bosons to electrons or
muons. The total cross section was 50.6 ± 2.6 (stat.) ± 2.0 (sys.) ± 0.9 th. ± 1.2 (lumi.) fb,
which is in good agreement with the new SM NNLO prediction from MATRIX of 48.2+1.1−1.0(scale) pb.
Understanding of the WZ production and signal was important to the electroweak SUSY searches
that were discussed.
The SUSY searches presented were searches for the electroweak production of neutralinos,
charginos, and sleptons decaying into final states with exactly two or three electrons or muons and
missing transverse momentum with 36.1 fb−1 of data. The first search used a wino-bino benchmark
model with χ̃±1 χ̃02 production with decays via gauge bosons to three leptons and missing energy. No
significant excess was observed. After combining this search with the search of χ̃±1 χ̃02 production
where each sparticle decays via an SM gauge boson giving a final state with two leptons consistent
with a Z boson and two jets consistent with a W boson, for a massless χ̃01 neutralino, χ̃±1 /χ̃02 masses
up to approximately 580 GeV are excluded.
Another search targeting the same benchmark model using the RJR technique saw excesses in
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two orthogonal bins with local significances of 3.0 σ and 2.1 σ. To understand the tension in the
limit and to study the RJR phase space, a new technique, emulated RJR (eRJR) was developed.
The RJR excess was reproduced using the eRJR technique and the eRJR search was extended to
include the full Run 2 dataset, corresponding to 159 fb−1. In the full dataset the observed event
yields are found to be in agreement with Standard Model expectations, with no significant excess
seen in either signal region.
Compressed searches in the two leptons and missing energy final state were also discussed with
the Higgsino and wino-bino benchmark models for the production of χ̃±1 χ̃02 and the wino-bino model
only for the direct slepton production. This search was challenging due to the presence of soft
leptons. The dilepton invariant mass and stransverse mass were the main discriminating variables
used to construct signal regions. No excess was observed. For the Higgsino simplified model,
exclusion limits are set on the χ̃02 neutralino up to masses of ∼130 GeV and down to mass splittings
∆m(χ̃02, χ̃01) ∼ 3 GeV. This Higgsino search was the first conducted on ATLAS and has extended
the limits on Higgsino masses set by LEP. In the wino–bino model, these limits on the χ̃02 extend
to masses of up to ∼170 GeV and down to mass splittings of approximately 2.5 GeV. The currents
ATLAS limits on the wino–bino model are shown in Figure 12.1.
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Figure 12.1: The 95% CL exclusion limits on χ̃+1 χ̃−1 and χ̃±1 χ̃02 production with SM-boson-mediated
decays, as a function of the χ̃±1 , χ̃02 and χ̃01 masses. The production cross-section is for pure wino
χ̃+1 χ̃
−
1 and χ̃±1 χ̃02. Each individual exclusion contour represents a union of the excluded regions of
one or more analyses [239].
Direct pair production of sleptons was excluded for slepton masses up to masses of ∼180 GeV
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and down to mass splittings ∆m(˜̀, χ̃01) ∼ 1 GeV. The currents ATLAS limits on slepton production
are shown in Figure 12.2.
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Figure 12.2: The 95% CL exclusion limits on χ̃+1 χ̃−1 and χ̃±1 χ̃02 production decaying via sleptons, as
a function of the χ̃±1 , χ̃02 and χ̃01 masses. The production cross-section is for pure wino χ̃+1 χ̃−1 and
χ̃±1 χ̃
0
2. Each individual exclusion contour represents a union of the excluded regions of one or more
analyses [239].
Unfortunately, no excesses were observed either in the SM model measurement or the SUSY
searches; however, as the ATLAS experiment prepares to take data during Run 3 and then in HL-
LHC, if light SUSY particles are accessible at the LHC, there would be an opportunity to not only
discover them but be able to measure their properties. If no excesses continue to be observed,
exclusions of light SUSY particles would limit some of the most appealing solutions to the Higgs
naturalness problem.
Chapter 13
Appendix
13.1 Additional HCC testing plots
Schematics of the active and passive board are shown in Figures 13.1-13.2.
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Figure 13.1: Spice schematic of the passive board used in the HCC130 testing.
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Figure 13.2: Spice schematic of the active board used in the HCC130 testing.
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The number of errors in Registers 3-17 during the irradiation of the HCC130 are shown in
Figure 13.3. There were no read-back errors during irradiation.
Figure 13.3: Number of error reads for each of the control registers 3-17.
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13.2 eRJR additional studies
13.2.1 Overlap of RJR and mminT searches
The kinematics values of the events that do not overlap between the RJR and conventional 3`
searches are shown in Tables 13.1-13.2 in Appendix 13.2.
Run number Event Number EmissT [GeV] mmin`` (m``)[GeV] mminT (mT) [GeV] mminT SR cut failed
311481 688464706 83.71 84.82 (84.82) 102.42 (102.42) EmissT
302347 640107350 97.26 91.63 (91.18) 5.37 (103.41) EmissT and mminT
300800 2007781950 110.28 89.03 (89.03) 108.08 (108.08) EmissT and mminT
303638 2322292825 124.924 93.24 (89.46) 87.21 (142.31) mminT
311170 481322948 129.79 89.21 (89.21) 100.79 (100.79) mminT
311481 1674640922 129.52 93.67 (93.67) 102.15 (102.15) mminT
307195 1995121829 160.90 75.54 (103.41) 76.68 (139.34) mmin`` and mminT cuts
309640 5271389311 106.33 79.40 (88.02) 82.00 (174.42) mmin`` and mminT cuts
310341 3711343277 89.99 48.38 (87.62) 75.52 (105.66) mmin`` and mminT cuts
Table 13.1: Values of kinematic variables for the events which enter the RJR SR-ISR but do not
enter the mminT SRs.
Run number Event Number EmissT [GeV] m``(mmin`` )[GeV] mT (mminT ) [GeV] mminT SR cut failed
310634 3429255513 142.342 81.584 (63.458) 193.354 (148.415) mmin``
300415 407813268 54.417 91.110 (160.034) 114.506 (89.356) mmin`` and mminT
300863 1853035891 51.203 95.652 (172.024) 143.784 (73.966) mmin`` and mminT
303846 4572444712 21.218 89.833 (211.731) 103.797 (28.111) mmin`` and mminT
298862 115312201 24.212 90.037 (196.773) 122.310 (81.681) mmin`` and mminT
304128 2922238960 46.057 97.718 (272.621) 165.722 (68.079) mmin`` and mminT
304243 1230198499 46.072 89.790 (170.971) 113.458 (94.390) mmin`` and mminT
306310 4170081299 41.826 91.195 (140.443) 124.745 (56.845) mmin`` and mminT
307732 2241606325 29.334 84.728 (193.333) 104.253 (40.545) mmin`` and mminT
307861 2342711817 21.798 93.929 (178.948) 110.794 (34.109) mmin`` and mminT
309390 3874751426 108.449 95.743 (281.733) 314.252 (10.559) mmin`` and mminT
302300 1124313518 66.029 89.812 (89.812) 105.146 (105.146) mminT
304008 789803669 19.493 89.106 (89.106) 113.699 (113.699) EmissT
305920 1205419439 49.802 94.912 (94.912) 102.195 (102.195) EmissT
309516 2388280800 22.906 91.483 (91.483) 124.142 (124.142) EmissT
310809 2270414448 20.106 92.924 (92.924) 113.206 (113.206) EmissT
302380 298635234 39.006 90.168 (90.168) 138.919 (138.919) EmissT
303304 3387504597 28.264 90.689 (90.689) 160.924 (160.924) EmissT
303560 1015290252 25.865 85.297 (85.297) 136.721 (136.721) EmissT
Table 13.2: Values of kinematic variables for the events which enter the RJR SR-low but do not
enter the conventional 3` SRs.
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13.2.1.1 Emulating pCMT
Because the values of the translated psoftT does not match the actual value of pCMT , different possible
definitions of this variable were considered.
The various definitions are shown below:
• psoftT v1 = EmissT soft term
• psoftT v2 = the magnitude of the pT of the vector sum of the four-momenta of the signal jets,
leptons, and pmissT
• psoftT v3 = the magnitude of the pT of the vector sum of the four-momenta of the jets (including
forward jets), leptons, and pmissT
• psoftT v4: scalar sum of the pT of the leptons, ISR jets, and EmissT .
Run number Event Number psoftT v1 psoftT v2 psoftT v3 psoftT v4 RJR pCMT
302347 640107350 9.17 9.17 9.17 447.96 23.00
303638 2322292825 5.45 5.45 5.45 368.27 11.35
303638 2970796970 10.14 10.14 10.14 844.56 19.09
305811 2030981730 5.17 5.17 5.17 607.89 9.92
307195 1995121829 7.70 7.70 7.70 508.15 21.13
309640 5271389311 1.48 1.48 1.48 469.59 16.20
310341 3711343277 16.43 16.43 16.43 306.93 22.56
310809 3633590098 2.86 2.86 2.86 567.00 7.88
311170 481322948 2.65 2.65 2.65 558.53 2.65
311481 688464706 9.06 9.06 9.06 325.15 8.34
311481 1674640922 10.36 13.11 10.36 590.59 23.86
300800 2007781950 2.85 2.85 2.85 350.16 13.76
Table 13.3: Comparing different psoftT emulations with the RJR pCMT variable.
The scalar sum of the transverse momenta is the incorrect definition because it does not take
into account the direction of the various signal objects and gives a value that is much too high.
Most of the signal events do not have forward jets and as a result the definition of psoftT which only
includes central jets (psoftT v2 ) gives the same value as the soft term.
13.2.2 Comparison of the values of the eRJR and RJR kinematic variables
The RJR and eRJR kinematic variables are compared in SR-ISR data events in Tables 13.4-13.5.
Most of the values for the kinematic variables agree well between eRJR and RJR except for psoftT
and pCMT .
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Run number Event Number EmissT |∆φ
(
EmissT , jets
)
| R
(
EmissT , jets
)
p jetsT p
soft
T
302347 640107350 97.26 2.97 0.56 172.01 9.17
303638 2322292825 124.92 3.04 0.98 126.49 5.45
303638 2970796970 221.27 2.29 0.98 149.31 10.14
305811 2030981730 201.85 3.00 0.82 242.95 5.17
307195 1995121829 160.90 2.83 0.78 196.64 7.70
309640 5271389311 106.33 2.34 0.54 134.91 1.48
310341 3711343277 89.99 2.78 0.87 97.05 16.43
310809 3633590098 195.35 3.06 0.88 221.98 2.86
311170 481322948 129.79 3.07 0.59 219.06 2.65
311481 688464706 83.71 2.84 0.77 103.79 9.06
311481 1674640922 129.52 2.81 0.73 167.10 13.11
300800 2007781950 110.28 3.13 0.87 127.40 2.85
Table 13.4: Values of eRJR variables for the 2015-16 data in SR-ISR.
Run number Event Number pIT ∆φISR,EmissT RISR p
ISR
T p
CM
T
302347 640107350 107.81 2.96 0.59 179.68 23.00
303638 2322292825 129.98 3.03 0.98 128.34 11.35
303638 2970796970 223.41 2.31 0.99 152.34 19.09
305811 2030981730 213.50 3.01 0.86 247.15 9.92
307195 1995121829 174.37 2.83 0.81 203.37 21.13
309640 5271389311 118.90 2.46 0.59 155.66 16.20
310341 3711343277 95.65 2.71 0.84 102.98 22.56
310809 3633590098 198.66 3.07 0.88 224.79 7.88
311170 481322948 129.60 3.08 0.59 219.67 2.65
311481 688464706 94.34 2.84 0.85 105.45 8.34
311481 1674640922 136.99 2.80 0.74 176.35 23.86
300800 2007781950 121.07 3.14 0.92 131.97 13.76
Table 13.5: Values of RJR variables for the 2015-16 data in SR-ISR.
The RJR and eRJR kinematic variables are compared in SR-low data events in Tables 13.6-13.7.
All the RJR variables are well reproduced by the eRJR technique.
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Run number Event Number Hboost m3`eff/Hboost psoftT /(psoftT +m3`eff)
284213 3445458672 795.774 0.992 0.044
300415 407813268 261.089 0.985 0.036
300863 1853035891 290.487 0.987 0.024
303846 4572444712 388.091 0.964 0.026
304008 789803669 666.521 0.932 0.021
304128 2922238960 389.783 0.904 0.016
304243 1230198499 278.162 0.942 0.035
298862 115312201 482.600 0.942 0.020
305920 1205419439 291.113 0.929 0.038
307732 2241606325 446.322 0.991 0.003
307861 2342711817 362.653 0.956 0.036
309390 3874751426 545.649 0.974 0.014
309516 2388280800 573.896 0.936 0.044
306310 4170081299 357.530 0.949 0.043
310634 3429255513 329.373 0.913 0.018
310809 2270414448 412.991 0.992 0.040
302300 1124313518 280.395 0.981 0.028
302380 298635234 355.719 0.962 0.033
303304 3387504597 703.934 0.903 0.035
303560 1015290252 404.543 0.989 0.009
Table 13.6: Values of eRJR variables for the 2015-16 data in SR-low.
Run number Event Number HPP3,1 HPPT 3,1/HPP3,1
pPPT
pPPT +H
PP
T 3,1
284213 3445458672 640.117 0.991 0.043
300415 407813268 256.0202 0.983 0.038
300863 1853035891 263.238 0.986 0.024
303846 4572444712 292.672 0.963 0.026
304008 789803669 489.965 0.928 0.022
304128 2922238960 388.306 0.903 0.016
304243 1230198499 278.891 0.943 0.035
298862 115312201 480.418 0.942 0.020
305920 1205419439 265.492 0.928 0.038
307732 2241606325 324.887 0.991 0.003
307861 2342711817 340.862 0.953 0.038
309390 3874751426 522.821 0.974 0.014
309516 2388280800 538.585 0.939 0.044
306310 4170081299 278.891 0.943 0.035
310634 3429255513 329.316 0.912 0.019
310809 2270414448 346.907 0.991 0.041
302300 1124313518 281.047 0.981 0.028
302380 298635234 295.679 0.965 0.035
303304 3387504597 535.273 0.906 0.036
303560 1015290252 388.678 0.988 0.009
Table 13.7: Values of RJR variables for the 2015-16 data in SR-low.
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13.2.3 Further SR-low excess studies
To determine which eRJR cut is responsible for the low EmissT , mT edge excess, distributions of
combinations of two RJR mimic cuts after applying jet veto, lepton pT, m`` cuts on W muon events
are shown in Figure 13.4. The RJR variable combinations that include psoftT /(psoftT + m3`eff) give the
largest excess in mT distribution but no excess at low EmissT . The combination of m3`eff/Hboost +
Hboost results in excess at low EmissT and some excess at low and at mT edge.
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Figure 13.4: mT and EmissT distributions for W muon events after combination of two eRJR cuts.
All plots include jet veto, lepton pT, and m`` cuts.
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